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PEEFACE

THE

present

work forms one of the

series of

the Bureau of American Ethnolog}^, whicli

handbooks of
was conceived

as the natural and necessary outgrowth of the Handboolc
American Indians (Bulletin 30), a comprehensive treatise completed and sent to press while the writer was Chief
The Handbook
^f ^j^^ Bureau. It was planned
to have a. series of
^
Series
at least 1'2 separate handbooks which should cover as
many grand divisions of the sul)jeet matter embodied in brief form
in Bulletin 30.
The first of this series to be submitted for publication was the Handbook of American Indian Languages (Bulletin 40), Part 1, and the second, the present memoir, the Handbook of American Antiquities. This work is not designed as a
formal presentation of American archeology in which the antiquities
are described and discussed country by country, or region by region,

of

in geographical sequence, but rather as a reference
w^k^^'^^"'^^

work

or manual, the principal purpose of which

to assemble

and present the antiquities of the

is

conti-

nent in such a manner and order as to make them readily available
to the student who shall undertake to present a comprehensive view
of the evolution of culture among men.
The present volume is, in large measure, introductory to the
systematic presentation of the antiquities; it deals with the scope
of archeologic science, the character, extent, and classification of
subject matter, the progress of research

;

its

with the several important

problems which present themselves for solution, including those
of race origin, migrations, culture evolution, and chronology; with
the ethnic characterization areas; with the acquirement of the substances employed in the arts; and finally with the manipulation of
stone.

The second volume

is

to be

devoted exclusively to the implements,

and other minor artifacts of stone. These are given precedence over other grand divisions of the subject matter for the

utensils,

reason that they lie at the foundation of Stone Age culture, and,
for that matter, at the foundation of all progress toward the civilized
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and at the same time are the chief reliance of the historian and
chronologist wlio seeks to write the earl}^ chapters of the story of
humanity. xVdditional vohimes are expected to treat of all the re-

state,

—

—

maining materials mineral, animal, and vegetable and it is further planned to give separate consideration to the more important
arts and industries practiced by the native peoples, as building,

and fictile arts, and metallurgy.
While the preliminary studies for this work were under way,
the writer Avas called upon to take charge of the
The National
archeological
collections of the National Museum,
^
Collections
...
with which he had been more or less fannliar tor 40
years.
These collections, at the time of his transfer from the
Bureau of American Ethnology to the Museum, were in process of
removal from the old to the new Museum building and had to be
reassembled, classified, labeled, and installed in exhibition cases
designed and built for the purpose. This arduous and prolonged
yet agreeable task was executed in the most painstaking manner
and extended over the years 1909-1913. In this way the collections,
which had accumulated in a somewhat random way during half a
century, became intimately familiar to the writer, and their study
led not only to a more complete understanding of the characteristics,
technical history, and functions of the many classes of objects. l)ut
opened the way to suitable methods of museum presentation and
sculpture, the textile

„

.

to their rational aj)i)lication to the solution of the various problems

of aboriginal history.

Dr. Charles Rau, an archeologist of exceptional acumen, was the
custodian of antiquities in the Museum and
published a nuuibcr of Valuable papers relating to

lirst

Early Publications

the collecticm as

(1S77-8T), and for a

it

existed during his incumbency

number of years Mr. Frank H. Cushing was

him in the work, gaining a mastery of the subject
which proved of great service to him in his subsequent valuable field
i-esearches among the tribes. Dr. Thomas Wilson followed Dr. Eau
(1887-1902), and during his custodianship published a number of
volumes, in which portions of the national collections were described
and illustrated. The work of this early period was, however, in
the main preliminary to a more systematic and comprehensive discussion of the materials of American archeology.
An elaborate
catalogue of the national collections was begun by Dr. Ran, but remained unfinished at the time of his death. Numerous excellent illustrations prepared under his direction by Mr. Charles F. Trill, a
master draftsman, were utilized by Dr. Wilson, and selections from
the. same will appear in the present work.
associated with
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Museum

staff durino; the past 50 years was gradually
accumulating, studying, and installing the collections,
"'
^®^*^^ researches conducted by Government experts in
UndT/poweii
various branches were actively adding ncAv material
and amassing besides a great body of information relative to the
'\'\liile

the

and their culture, present and past. Major Powell began his
epoch-making studies among the tribes of the arid region in the late
sixties, and the succeeding half century witnessed the gradual building up of the Bureau of American Ethnology, wdiich has done so
much toward placing on record the present and the past of the
northern aborigines, licsearches carried forward by other institutions and by individuals at home and abroad during this period have
aided in greatly extending our knowledge of the aboriginal culture
of the entire continent, placing the science of American archeology
on a substantial and permanent footing.
Many of the problems of antiquity have been solved, but still
ethers remain which must await fuller investigation
^"^^^
than
has yet been possible. Among these are the
lems'''^^'^
tribes

origin of the native race, the period or periods of
arrival in America, the routes of migration, the areas occupied

by

the successive incoming groups, the character and relations of the
cultures introduced, the influence of environments and of successive

environments on the people and their culture, and the manner in
which the stages of culture supervened one upon another, together
with their general chronology. Indeed, some of the questions can
never be fully answered, as the solutions are unrecorded in the
objective forms of art with which archeology has principally to deal.
However, the deep mystery which a short time ago enshrouded some
of the greater problems is now dispelled and visions of mysterious
races and lost civilizations haunt the minds of those only who have
failed to keep in touch with the progress of archeological research
throughout America.
Archeology deals primarily with the material relics of antiquity,
deriving from them what it can of the past of the
Scope of the stone
aborigines, but its researches extend to a much wider
Age
.

shown in succeeding pages. However,
does not assume to comprise the whole of the so-called " age of
stone," since our aboriginal history as a whole lies entirely within
the so-called age or stage of stone. Intelligently conceived, a disfield, as

will be

it

cussion of the Stone

Age

does not signify merely a study of objective

antiquities but a comprehensive consideration of the whole subject

matter of the aboriginal peoples and their culture. The expression
" Stone Age " as applied to America has thus a wider significance
than even the term " archeology," comprehending, as it does,
somatology, psychology, language, religion, social systems, tech-
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nology, and esthetics, embracing in each department the problems
of evohition, chronology, geography, and general history.
The ultimate purpose of the archeologist working within his special

not merely to classify and describe the antiqui*^ ^^^ "^ acquiring and making available
eearcr^
such full and intimate knowledge of all the phenomena of aboriginal culture as to render possible their accurate
application to the elucidation of the American race and thus to the
field is

^^

^^

^^^^' ^^^^

human

history of the

race as a whole.

In the researches of the Bureau of American Ethnology the southern limit of these activities has usually coincided
Northern America
with the northern boundary of Mexico, although it
is probable that a more natural line of demarcation
between Xorthern and Middle America could be drawn across northern

IVIexico, for it is

here that there

ap]:)ears to

be a somewhat decided

break in the continuity of peoples and cultures.^

The

peculiar cul-

ture of the mound-building tribes practically ends with the lower
valley of the Eio Grande, but the culture characterizing the arid re-

gion extends in slightly variant forms well into Mexico.
in

the original plan to extend the present

work

to

It was not
Middle and

South America, for the reason that until recent years
j.^ggj^i-ei-^g^ jj^ these rcffious had not been carried far
'^
America
enough to make a reasonably well rounded presentation of southern antiquities possible, and even now the task
of covering this vast ground meets with much embarrassment
from lack of reliable knowledge. In these countries the early
explorers have given their chief attention to the architectural and
other strikhig and showy remains, leaving the minor relics in a large
measure unobserved; however, more recently much good work,
though not often fully intensive work and covering limited areas
only, has been done by Middk' and South American students as well
as by those of Northern America and Europe.
Middle and Soutb

It is well

understood that the culture as well as the peoples of
the West Indian Islands have kinship with the cul-

ture and peoples of South America rather than of
North America, but recent researches, especially
those of Fewkes under the auspices of the Bureau of American
Ethnology in cooperation with the staff of the Museum of the American Indian, have made the antiquities of the Antilles so well known

west Indies

that they can be presented with reasonable fullness.
1 It has been found convenient in presenting the materials of antiquity to refer to the
continent as comprisins three grand divisions, Northern, Middle, and South America, the
first including North America down to middle northern Mexico and the second from this
boundary to the Gulf of Darien.
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The Hawaiian

Islands and

Samoa

XVn

are remote from

American

tlie

shores, but a brief review of their antiquities
Hawaii and Samoa

be embodied in this

may

work for comparative purposes.

It is not assumed that intimate reUitions existed between these and other Pacific isUmds and the American Continent
during early or even late pre-Columbian times, but analogies are
found to exist between tlie antiquities of the adjacent land areas
and especially along the more proximate shores of the two regions
which require to be explained.
The multitude of analogies between the art forms of America and
those of the Stone Age peoples of the Old World
Culture Analogies
need not receive exhaustive attention in this work,
although it is recognized that a comparative study
of the entire field would be most interesting in its bearing upon the
questions of parallel developments, relationships, and resemblance
due to incomplete differentiations and to analogies arising from
transfer of independently developed culture phenomena.
The researches relating to the antiquities of America and more
especially of Northern America are recorded in an
literature
extensive literature.
Published works embodying

original researches in the several ethnic areas, outlined later on, are cited in connection with the brief comparative

study of these areas, and it is intended that a list of publications
bearing upon the general field shall appear as an appendix in one
of the subsequent volumes.

W.
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HANDBOOK OF ABORIGINAL AMERICAN
ANTIQUITIES
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INTEODUCTORY

THE LITHIC IXDUSTEIES
By W. H. Holmes
I.

THE PLACE OF ARCHEOLOGY
4 NTHROPOLOGY, which is defined

ZA
1

V

HUMAN HISTORY

IN

as the science of man, may
be regarded as presenting two distinct phases: (a) The historical phase, which deals with the present and past, and (h)

the practical phase, which relates to the present and future.

The

former comprises all of those researches designed
Human History
to acquire a knowledge of the present and past of
man, and the latter all of those researches which
Synonymous
have the present and future welfare of man in view.
The term '' History " as applied to the human race is a comprehensive designation corresponding to the historical phase of
Anthropology. According to Powell's classification. Anthropology
may be considered under seven heads or departments, giving rise to
as many branches of research Somatology, the science of the human
body; psycholog}', the science of the human mind; philology, the
'

:

science of activities designed for expression

;

sociology, the science

of institutions; sophiology, the science of activities designed to give
instruction; technology, the science of the arts and industries;
esthetology, the science of activities designed to give pleasure.

In
problems each of these branches employs every
available agency of research within and without its particular field,
and makes use of every kind of record in which the history of man
is embodied.
The sources of information to be drawn upon in these researches
are comprised under two principal heads: (I) InSources of infortentional or purposeful records, and (II) nonintenAvorking out

fui

Records

its

tional or fortuitous records.

The

are of five forms, as follows:

intentional records

(1)

Pictorial, as in

and pictographs: (2) major objective, as in commemorative,
monumental works; (3) minor objective, as in quipu and wampum;
pictures

1
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(4)

oral, as in tradition

and lore;

[bcll. 60

written, as in glyphic

(5)

and

with each of these
a very considerable

It shonld be observed that

alphabetic characters.
categories goes necessarily a

mnemonic element

—

dependence on memory.
Fortuitons records take numerous forms: (1) The great body of
products of hunum handicraft to which no mnemonic
Fortuitous Records significance has ever been attached; (2) the nonma-

human

terial results of

activity as

embodied in lan-

guage, beliefs, customs, music, philosophy, etc.; (3) the ever-existing
body of unpremeditated memories which accrue to each generation
and are in part transmitted adventitiously; (4) the record embodied
in the physical constitution of man, which, when properly read, aids
in telling the story of his development from lower forms; (5) the
records of intellectual growth and powers to be sought in the nature

and

activities of the

mind;

(0) the

environments which may be made
and upbuilding of the

to assist in revealing the story of the nurture

race and
It is

its

culture throughout the past.

from these

diversified records, present

of the race
Relations of Areheology to History

past, that the story

— must

divisions of

human

Archeology stands quite
±r
apart rroni tins dassihcation
oi tlie science or man,
since, as will be shown, it traverses in its own way
histor}^

.

,,

be drawn.

.

,

4-

the entire field of research; howbeit,

more

and

—of the seven grand

especially that

It is even called

which

it

j.i

'

•

usually claims for

-C

its

own

old or ancient in this vast body of data.

is

on to pick up the

lost lines of the earlier

written

shadowy ])eginnings of glyphic and phonetic writing, and restore them to history.
It must recover the secrets of the
commemorative monuments the tombs, temples, and sculptures intended to inunortalize the now long-forgotten great. It must follow
back the obscure trails of tradition and substantiate or discredit the
lore of the fathers.
It must interpret in its way, so far as interpretation is possible, the pictorial records inscribed by
tHeveroT Histoid ^^^^ aucieuts on rock faces and cavern walls, these
I'ecords, as in the

—

being among the most lasting of purposeful records.
All that Archeology retrieves from this wide field is restored to

human knowledge and added

to the volume of written history.
thus the great retriever of history.
The science of Archeology is equally useful in the field of the
fortuitous records of humanity, for it reads or interprets that which

Archeology

is

was never intended

human

to be

read or interpreted.

The products

of

handicraft, present and past, which have antomatically re-

corded the doings of the ages, are made to tell the story of the struggles, the defeats, and the triumphs of humanity.
The fortuitous
records embodied in the nonmaterial products also of man's activi-
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to cast a strong light on the history

of the material things of the past.

Even

and significance
body of knowledge

the

gathered from many sources and stored in the memory of the living,
though untrustworthy as a record, jnay be made, if wisely employed,
to illumine the past; and the physical and psychical man of to-day
are in themselves records and may be made to tell the story of their
own development, thus explaining the activities and the products of
activity throughout the ages.
All that Archeology gathers from

wide field of research is contributed to the
volume of Written history. It is thus not only the
retriever of that which was treasured and lost, but
this

Archooiogy
Revealer of

the
His-

tory

•

<•

•

i

equally the revealer of vast resources of history of

which no man had previously taken heed.
In the great work of assembling the scattered pages and completing the volume of the history of man, ArchePrehistory signiology may Well claim first ])lace among
^ the confies
Merely Pretributiug scicuces. The range of its activities may
written History
be further defined. Since history must be regarded as
embracing the entire record of the race, whatsoever form it may take,
there can in reality be no such thing as " prehistory," and hence no
such thing as a " prehistoric period " or " prehistoric archeology,"
hence these terms, if used at all, should not be employed without first
'-

'

.

.

fully setting forth their pai'ticular application.

no satisfactory or
the history of

There can, indeed, be

scientificall}^ useful classification or

human

separation of

culture as a whole or even with a single peo-

The beginning of
not the end of the unwritten

ple on a basis of time or period.
Relation of Written and Unwritten
History

the Written record
-.i

is

-i

whole or tor any orc
the groups. We may think of a people as having a
period of written history, a period dating from the beginning of writing among that people, or we may think of a people without writing,
which by accident of geographical proximity has found a place in
the written record of a neighboring, more advanced nation; but the
unwritten phase in no case ceases with the beginning of the written
phase of the history of any people; a large part of the current history in all cases, being unwritten, passes, unless temporarily conserved by tradition or by some nonpurposeful method, directh^ into
the vast body of the subject matter of archeological science or otherw^ise into the great blank of oblivion.
Referring to the American Continent, and using the term " prei

<?

locoi'd Cither tor the race as a

historic" in the usual sense,

we may think

i

i

<•

of the prehistoric period

ending and the historic as beginning Avith the landing of the
N"orsemen in the year 1000 A. D. or, disregarding this episode us a
mere negligible incident, without practical effect on the prehistoric

as

;
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we may think of the Landing of Cohmibus
ending the prehistoric and beginning the historic period. It is
customary to speak of the historic period in America as thus limited,
and of the prehistoric as covering all previous time (fig. 1), but
The Columbian discovery did
this is an unscientific classification.
not reveal the American aborigines or make known their place in
history, save in the most limited way. The race and its culture continued for a long time practically within the realm of the prehistoric
(the unknown and unwritten), somewhat as indicated in figure 2.
The actual separation, the scientific separation, is between the written
and the unwritten. As commonly expressed, the prehistoric phase of
status of the aborigines,

as

P/f£S^/^ r/ME

P/?£S£vr T/M£

l—NOfiSE D/scovfpy

NOfiss D/scoi/atr

ffJSWRY

S£6/A/AJ//VG

Fig.

1.

False rclalion of tlie historic (written)
to the prehistoric (unwritten).

Fig.

2.

True relation of the historic (written) to
the prehistoric (unwritten).

the history of

a particular people or ethnic group would end and the
phase begin with the first written record of that people.
Thus the pi-ehistoric status of the Peruvians would end and the historic begin with the arrival of Pizarro, of the New Mexicans with

histoi-ic

the arrival of Fray Miircos de Niza, and of the Virginians with the
landing of the Eoanoke colony. The prehistoric (unwritten) ]ieriod
of the valley of the " Piver of Doubt '' would end and the historic
would begin when Roosevelt made his much-challenged report; the
])revious history of the valley, being outside of the range of historyrecording peoples, is prehistoric that is, without designed record,

—

and so it largely remains.
Although the first wiitten i-ecord of a people may be regarded as
marking the beginning of the period of written history of that
people, the separation of the two fields is not thus correctly indi-

—
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In each case the Avritten record covers but a limited portion
of the historical subject matter of the people of the area concerned,
as indicated in figure 2. In fact, the unwritten, the true prehistoric,
cated.

never ends, and the task of the archeologist has an unlimited future
it has an inexhaustible past.
Concrete examples may serve fur-

as

ther to illustrate the relation of history and the so-called prehistory
that is, of the written and the nnwritten phases of the human record.

The

history of

written

°"

Rome

Rome

recorded in a thousand volumes, yet there
of Ivoman history within the period
^^ written history which can be known to the modern world only through excavation and research,
is

is

much more

and much more

still which can not be known at all.
The archeophase of the history of Rome begins practically with the
present and extends backward over a succession of periods passing

logical

beyond the dawn of its written history toward the beginning of man's career in the basin of the jNIediterUni-^nean.
Even a modern city like Washington, now

indefinitely
written

and

written
ton

Wastiing-

..

,

I'-i

little

i

^

a

moi-e than a century old, has a record of events

entombed beneath its pavements awaiting the pick
and spade of the archeologist of the future. Resting upon a substratum filled with relics of the aborigines, the subject in recent years
of extended and important research, is a layer of deposits pertaining
to the British colonial regime, and a stratum superposed upon this
inclosing traces of nearly a century and a half of the modern Republic.
The bulk of the imwritten is by far greater than that of the
written. It would seem thus that the Capital City has its unwritten
record to which, how^ever, the archeologist-historian may not need to
apply, since the written record is exceptionally complete, unless,
indeed, a fate like that of ancient Rome should in the fullness of
time

fall to

her

lot.

That antiquity

is

not

a necessai'y attribute

of archeologic science
Archeoiosy

Not

Xhc Contents

may

of the subject matter

be further illustrated.

of an ancient village site in Asia Minor,

for example, deserted before the beginning of the

uity

Christian era, contains ruined buildings and other
works, as well as minor relics of various kinds, on and beneath the
surface. All of these antiquities are properly within the purview of
the archeologist, who uses them in determining people, culture, period,
relations,

and

origins.

The

contents of a village site deserted by a

primitive tribe in Arizona a generation ago furnishes nearly identical
remains, all of w^hich are equally well within the purview of the stu-

dent of archeology,

who may

culture, the period, relations,

period does not in any

way

the science of archeoloffv.

them in determining the people, the
and origins as in the other case. The

use

matter of
vesterdav and

affect the status of the subject

Events

lost to

memorv but
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unwritten can be lestored to the realm of the known only through
the agency of this science. Objects lost to sight but yesterday and
unrecorded can be restored to the realm of the known only by archeological research.

The wide range
HisSrT''^^""'^"

by

may

be

made more

a consideration of the

accompany-

of the field of Archeology

fully api)arent

ing' diagrams, in which the field of

human

history,

represented by the space between two diverging lines,
is assumed to begin at the bottom with the birth of the race, to
widen with the ages, and to end at the top with the present time.
On this field is laid down (fig. 3) a theoretical scheme of the rela-

body of recorded

tion of the wholly unrecorded (J.) to the whole

p/fsse/vr TIME

p/?£S£/vr T/Me

si^aiNfiiNS

Fig.

Relation ot recorded to unrocordod history.

history (/>).

Relation of the unrecordoil
liistory to the purposely and
fortuitoiislv recorded history.

Fig.

\.

It is clear that in the earlier stages the wholly un-

recorded must occupy a large part of the historical

field, but records
of a fortuitous kind, consisting of the physical remains of man and
the sim}>ler forms of his works, have been preserved under certain

favorable conditions from the earliest times, as indicated at C. With
the passing ages this ai'ea increases in importance, and new forms
of record arise, gradually occupying a considerable part of the field.
It is

assumed that purposeful records began perhaps during the

early stages of savageiy

(fig. 4, Z>),

the point in intellectual evolu-

which the suggestion of keeping in memory past events and
of fixing dates of present and future events dawned upon the mind.
The five forms of purposeful record which arose pictorial, minor
tion at

—
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monumental,

traditional,

say, at />, E^ F,

(9, 77,
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and written

respectively

I

—had

(fig. 5).

beginnings,
Insignificant

and of slow development at first, the purposeful records gradually
expanded, as indicated in the diagram, so that to-day they occupy an
important place in the historic field, the written record having increased in scope with exceptional rapidity.
It is observed that the several purposeful records, although kept
^^^^ ^
tive

literated.

f

up continuously from generation to generation, are
^^^ necessarily permanent, for while additions are
made to-day, the records of yesterday are being obAll fade out with the passing of the years, and are lost,
"^*

/ //

4'

# /

Ffies£A/r

Relations of unrecorded his5.
tory and the several formsof record.

Fig.

though

P/?£S£fJT TIME

r/Me

Fig.

6.

Relative permanency of the
several forms of record.

at different rates, as indicated in figure

G.

The

traditional

records {h) persist for a few generations only, or at most a few
centuries.
The monumental mnemonic records (<?), of which the
dolmen and the pyramid are examples, are durable as structures;

they suggest their purppse and tell of the customs of the time but
the associated record, being unwritten and hence dependent on traEven the written record has in many
dition, is soon wholly lost.
instances lost its significance, as in the case of dead tongues, becom;

ing thus a pai't of the subject matter of archeological research, and
The minor mnemonic
if not thus retrieved passing into oblivion.
{d) are hardly more permanent. The quipu, for example, dug from
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a Peruvian grave contains no hint of the record which it was intended to keep, and is without significance except such as it may
acquire through the efforts of the archeoh)gist.^
The pictorial record (e) alone, while it endures, retains and conveys a considerable measure of its purpose and significance; for the
story, graphically told, is intelligible in part at least to all men of
all times.

apparent from the above that the enduring portions of all
may in time become part of the subject
matter of Archeology, so, as before shown, it is plain that this science
must traverse the entire field of human history, howsoever recorded,
drawing its data from the whole record, purposeful and fortuitous,
present antl past, contributing the product to the ever-growing yet
It is

material forms of record

and never fully permanent body of written history.
To-day the realm of unwritten fortuitously recorded history is
still vast as compared with that of written history, research having
made hardly more than a beginning in its exploration of the scatinsufficient

tered archives of past ages; but the inquisitive turn of the civilized

have its w^ay, and in time the story
most of its essential details will have been,
through the agencies of Archeology and contributing sciences, so
fully told, though never to be completely told, as to become in its

mind respecting
of the past of

antifjuity will

man

in

principal outlines a part of

common knowledge.

Although we speak of permanent records, harboring the delusion
that civilization has achieved means of perpetuating a knowledge
of human events, it must be allowed that, as has been shown, no

known

record really perpetuates indefinitely; stone crumbles with

and books are eaten by worms or destroyed by fire and decay.
Nothing of histoi'v approaches permanency save through purposeful
repetition in books and on monuments, and even this means affords
but a shadow of perpetuity, since this repetition can continue only
so long as a kindly nature continues to fertilize a mutable and finite
world, permitting the race to survive and its higher phases of culture
time,

to flourish.

"

^ An extraordinary example of oh.iective mnemonic record is furnished by the practice
The nnimmied bodies of the earlier rulers were brought out at
of the Incas of I'eru.
stated periods and awarded the same daily service by their descendants as when living.
By this practice a body of memories relating to the most important personages and events
in the history of the nation, extending over a period of several hundred years, was preserved yet the record tlius kept alive was necessarily restricted in scope and in a few
generations must have become in large part vague and merged with myth.
;

II.

RESOURCES AND AGENCIES OF ARCHEOLOGIC
SCIENCE

THE

nature and extent of the wide field from which the student may gather the scattered records of human history
have been suggested in the preceding section. Although the

field

of archeological research

is

generally understood to be limited

to ancient or old things,

sdenc7^^

°

^

archeologist has

more

and

it is

with these that the

directly to deal, yet it appears,

phenomena, natural and
celestial, by the
study of which the history of man may become better known, are,
with the cooperation of auxiliary sciences, drawn upon and made to
as already indicated, that all

material and inmiaterial,

artificial,

mundane and

contribute to the result.

The principal sources to which the archeologist may directly appeal regarding the history of the peoples of the western world may
be thought of as eightfold, as follows: (1) The living peoples, the
more million members of the American race distributed in
numberless grouj^s between the Arctic and the Antarctic, and presenting physical and mental traits of great interest, traits which, well
understood, must assist materially in interpreting the peoples of
antiquity; (2) the remains of the dead of past generations preserved
in graves, tombs, and caverns, and found fossil in geological formations; and in addition the osseous remains of such genetically related
forms, assuming their existence, as may have occupied the continent
in past periods, from all of which sources facts of value may be

ten or

(3) the various activities of the living people, which afford
a key to the activities of the past; (4) the great body of material
products of the arts and industries of the present aborigines, the

gathered

;

study of which in regard to manufacture, form, use, significance, and
genesis is of the utmost importance to the student of the past; (5) the
vast body of monumental works (mounds, temples, fortifications,
tombs, etc.) and industrial remains (mines, quarries, aqueducts,
reservoirs, roads, bridges, etc.) of anti(iuity and the innumerable
minor relics of the handicrafts obtained from graves, tombs, and
caverns, scattered at random over the surface of the land, and embed-

ded in superficial formations, upon which main reliance must be
placed for a knowledge of what man has accomplished in past times
and the manner of its accomplishment; (6) the literature of 400
years a treasury of fact and a pitfall of error from which the stu-

—
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dent must select with proper discrimination his historical data
(7) the considerable body of current and traditional information
variously accjuired and conserved in the minds of the current generation,

whose knowledge

may

be often

is

not necessarily included in books bnt which

drawn upon

to advantage; and (8) the diversified
environments of the tribes and the nations which have served to mold
both people and art and which must be understood as an essential
foundation for the study of the evolution of culture.
Auxiliary agencies which may be called upon to contribute materially to the researches of the student in the great
Auxiliary Agencies
of Research

^^^^^^^

the

Suggested are numerous and highlv
Inspired by the hope of learning someorigin and mutations of the race, the

man

with other living forms past and present,

^j^^^^

.

_

.

important.

thing

tangible

of

genetic relations of

the story of his development, and his possible destiny, the somatologist

weighs and measures him, the anatomist dissects his body,
ray

the microscopist exposes the structure of his tissues, the
discovers secrets of his
gist studies

him

comprehend

his mental make-up.

as a

X

anatomy heretofore nnrevealed. the sociolosocial being, and the psychologist seeks to

branches of research
called on to identify
the formations in which his remains occur and determine questions
of age; the paleontologist digs ii}) the fossil forms associated with
the various strata, thus determining the confreres of man in the
successive periods of his biotic career; the geographer stands ready
to record upon the map the distribution of the diverging groups

may

The

contribute to the result.

Still other

geologist

is

over the various land areas of the globe at all stages of his history;
and even the astronomer determines the mutations of mundane and
celestial forces
all

by means of which the destinies of man as w^ell as of
and must be determined. The science of

living things have been

Archeology seeks to utilize properly all of these varied sources of
information and agencies in the task of restoring the past, and in
proportion as its devotees are masters of the entire field will they be
able to spread before the world the story of the origin, the early
struggles, the comings

and goings, the nps and downs of the hordes,

the tribes, and the nations, and to interpret the laws responsible for
the diversified results, racially and culturally.

While the resources enumerated are or may be drawn upon with
misinformation
These
no
;
comprise, referring especially to America, the misinterpretations and errors embodied in four centuries of literature,
among which are the imperfect ol)servations and erroneous deductions of a host of amateur explorei's and would-be historians. Especially to be deprecated is the utilization of this class of observations
gratifying results, the

Sources of Misinformation

.^^^.^^

sources

of

concern.
less a subjcct of arclieological
°
_

_

;
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by enthusiastic supporters of vague theories and preconceived views,
and the demand for sensational matter by the public press, a large
contingent of which is ready to accept for public consumption whatever

is

The

novel or sensational, without serious regard for

its verity.

and exaggerated statements wdiich find
currency is, indeed, appalling. The world hears conFaise Reports
stantly of the discovery of skeletons of giants and
of pygmies; of caverns filled with mummified bodies
and rich plunder; of ruined cities abounding in marvelous works of
art; of hardened copper; of walls and buildings of astonishing magnitude; of sunken continents; of ancient races associated with extinct
species of animals; of inscribed tablets of doubtful origin and extraordinary import; of low-browed crania attributed to prehistoric races
but which are mere local variations or pathological freaks; of fossil
bones of animals parading as the bones of man of reputed petrified
human bodies which, on inspection, turn out to be of modern cement
of faked pottery, metal work, and the like, so well wrought and so
insidiously brought to the attention of scholars as to have become
diversity of invented

;

in certain instances the types of anti(iuity; of learned readings of

undecipherable inscriptions: and of the remains of man and his
culture from formations of all ages, dating from the present back
The output is so great and the public
to the Carboniferous age.

mind
Tenacity of Error

so receptive to error that the tide of misinfor-

mation kceps Steadily on, hardly reduced in bulk by

the never-ceasing etforts of science. The compilations
Winsor, or a Fiske, illumined as they are b}' excepBancroft,
a
of a
not always rise above the vitiated records upon
could
genius,
tional
which they drew and our best authorities in many cases are subject
;

to the danger of combining the original errors into new fictions so
compounded and difficult of analysis as to elude the vigilance even

of the critical scientific world.
From the first, potent agencies of error have conspired to obscure
the aboriginal record.
Fanaticai Destruction of Art W orks

^^j^^|.^
t-

The

attitude of the propa-

of discovery
^f Christianitv at the period
i
J
.

was

such that the first impulse of the Spanish conquerors
was to destroy at once all traces of the native religion, and a vast
number of important sculi^tures, the "idols" of the people, were
mutilated or beaten to fragments, and the native books and paint-

and art, were ruthlessly dewas perhaps not so strong on the
part of the French and Fnglish when they reached Xorth America,
but this may have been due in part to the fact that there was little

ings, the treasures of native learning

stroyed.

The impulse

to destroy

to destroy that could bo regarded as

gious fanaticism.

dangerous to the cause of

reli-
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loss to history

compute.

[bull. 60

through this policy of destruction

is

beyond

Tlie thought of preserving a record of the native people

and the strange cultures which they had developed seems to have
entered the minds of but few until 300 years h*ad passed, and even
then it was only when (juestions of the geoh:)gical antiquity of man

came

to the front in

Europe that

it

was deemed worth while

to in-

quire into the present or the past of the aborigines of America as
scientific problems.

ature of this period
the explorer

who

The work
is a

of sifting the truth

from the

liter-

task surpassed in difficulty only by that of

essays to dig his data

from the ground.

III.

PROGRESS OF ARCHEOLOGIC RESEARCH

SCIENTIFIC

research in the domain of American archeology
did not begin until well along in the nineteenth century, and
for a long time the meager disquisitions respecting the
remains of antiquity were colored by speculative interpretations and

handicapped by the point of view imposed by Old World conditions.
Gradually, however, archeologists have broken away from the
thrall of the past and have exposed many of the fallacies which had
grown into settled beliefs, and now the records of prehistoric times
are being interpreted in the light of their own testimony.
The
public, however, is slow to follow and the cloud is not fully lifted
from the popular mind, which seems prone, perhaps from long habit,
to find error more fascinating than truth.
Among the fallacies which early took hold of the popular mind,
appearing everywhere in the older literature, are
Popular Fallacies
those of the presence in America of civilized preIndian populations. The mound builders, so-called,
were supposed to hnxe reached a high stage of culture and to have
completely

disajipeared
The Mound Builders

as

a

race,

a

conclusion

i-^ached after Superficial examination of the
.

^

monu-

mental remains of the Mississippi Valley.
This
idea has held with great tenacity notwithstanding the facts that
many articles of European provenance are found in the mounds as
original inclusions, indicating continuance of construction into post-

Columbian times, and that the aborigines in various parts of the
American Continent, as in Mexico, Central America, and Peru,
when first encountered by the Spanish invaders, were occupying a
culture stage far in advance of anything suggested by the antiquities
of the Mississippi Valley.

A

fallacy similar to that regarding the
itself

upon the ancient

cliff

mound

builders fastened

dwellers of the arid re-

gion when traces of their interesting culture first
to light, but more recent investigation has
shown that the ancient occupants of the region who built and dug
their dwellings in the cliffs were in general the immediate ancestors
of the Pueblo tribes which occupy the same region to-day.

The

ciiflf

Dwellers

came

13
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ever been rife i-egarding the origin of the abo-

rigines
Supposed European Origins

[bull. 60

and supposed

^^j.^jg q,,^ ^.j^j-^

Old World.

A

significant analogies

have been

nearly every race and people of the
.

favorite theory of the earlier stu-

dents of the subject regarded them as descendants of the " lost
tribes of Israel," and as a result, oddly enough, literature has
been enriched by the publication of several valuable works on
the habits and characteristics of the Indians, written with the
view of establishing identities between the two races works which
otherwise would never have existed. Perha})s the most important of
these works are Adair's History of the North American Indians
(1775), and Lord Kingsborough's Mexican Antiquities (1830-48).
The myth of AVelsh settlement in North xVmerica has also been
very persistent, descendants of a colony, reputed to have been
founded by Prince Madoc about 1170, having been identified, mainly
on linguistic analogies, with numerous tribes, including the Tuscarora, the Mandan, the Hopi, and the ^Nlodoc.^
The literature of INIiddle and South America records many attempts to identify the native tribes with foreign peoples, the misconceptions beginning with the belief of Columbus that the people
of the New World were identical with those of far Cathay; and a
mythic Atlantis has had a large share in the theoretic peopling of
the western Avorld. The laborious compilations of Donnelly, though
marshaling all available facts and suggestive culture analogies, fail

—

to give this latter

myth

these misconcei:)tions

is

a scientific standing.

The

fascination of

well illustrated by the recent elaborate and

which embodied, not unknowingly, most
men of science have
been combating for half a century. Fortunately, the play had but
a short run, not, however, because it promulgated error, but because
of other defects which the public was able to appreciate.
Among the varied misconceptions embodied in our literature is
the belief that the native culture had reached before
""^ °"''^'''"
the Columbian discovery its highest development and
IrZ'^
had given way to a period of general decadence, conforming thus with the fate of certain Old AVorld civilizations. Although frequently promulgated, this theory is not fully sustained
by facts with regard to the race as a whole; doubtless some advanced
groups, as the Maya, had reached a climax of progress and had
retrograded, but it would be difficult to prove that any of these
cultures, represented as they are by important works of sculpture
and architecture, were on the Avhole greatly superior to the culture
costly staging of a play

of the errors regarding our aborigines which

'Consult ^loouoy, The Growth of a Myth; and Bowen, America Discovered by the
Welsh.
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achievements of the Aztec or the Incas at the period of discovery.

Among the conciliatory

oti'erings of

Montezuma

sent to

tlie

approacli-

ing conqueror of Mexico Avere certain works of art unsurpassed on
the continent for technical perfection and esthetic refinement, and

Mayan culture development, even if decadent at
the period of concjuest, could not have been remote. The remarkable
stucco embellishments of the city of Palenque, for example, exposed
in a peculiarly destructive climate, on the pillars, roofs, and roof
the culmination of

crests of the great buildings, are not entirely effaced to-day, and this
evidence of recentness can not be fully discredited by the chronological determinations of archeologists obtained through a study of

the inscriptions, since these so far as read
later stages of the local development.
It is not

may

not represent the

proposed in this connection to scan the literature of the

earlier centuries for scattered allusions to the anti(iuities

and to the
pre-Columbian history of the aborigines, as this would be a work
of great magnitude, but to recite in the briefest manner the beginnings and progress, especially in the north, of the scientific investigation of antiquities.
Although passing attention was paid to the great earthworks of
the Mississippi Valley by numerous early settlers and
"^
explorers, no serious discussion of these antiquities
North Ymerica
appeared until the first quarter of the nineteenth
century; the minor antiquities attracted even less attention. The
earliest organized investigation of these remains was that of the
American Anti(|uarian Society, incorporated in 1812. The first
l)ublication of this society was a paper by Caleb Atwater, which
appeared in the Transactions of the society in 1812. The first contribution of particular note was that of Daniel Drake in 1815.
Well-directed and sustained research in the mound region was
undertaken by Sciuier and Davis, 1845—17.^ The views of these
authors were in general correct according to more recent interpretations, except those regarding the problem of the relation of the
mound builders to the Indian tribes, the conclusion having been
reached and embodied in the final pages of their great work that
the mound builders were of an unidentified race of comparatively
high culture and undetermined antiquity. As a record of the monu-

ments and an interpretation of the
the region this

work takes high

lithic

and other

relics of art

of

rank,^

During the second half of the century researches extending over
United States were rapidly initiated, and a vast
body of substantial information was brought together and puba large part of the

^

2

op.

See Squier and Davis, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley.
For a notice of the numerous early contributors to the subject, see Squier and Davis,
cit. (preface)
Haven, ArchiEoIogy of the United States.
;

38657°— 19—Bull.

60, pt

i
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lished

by individuals,

societies,

and

institntions,
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and by the Govern-

ment. During this period a gradual change took place in the views
of students regarding the mound builders, and at the close of the
century there was practical unanimity in the view^ that the builders
of the great earthworks were the ancestors of the Indian tribes
found in possession of the general region, and that the culture represented is not of a grade especially higher than that of the tribes
first encountered by the whites in the lower Mississippi Valle}^ and

some of the CJulf States to the east.
was recorded of the important antiquities of the arid
region the ancient pueblos and cliff dwellings until after the
middle of the nineteenth century, when the Government began the
Avork of sur\eying transcontinental railway lines and mapping the
" Great West.""
The literature of the Spanish, Portuguese, and other pioneers in
the conquest and settlement of Middle and South America abounds
in references to the material culture, modern and
Researches in Midancient, cf the vast region occupied, but no organized
^
die
and South
,.
researches were luidertaken anterior to the expediAmerica
tions of Squier in Peru and Stephens in Yucatan and
Central America, and not until recently have the Latin-American
countries entered on the study of the native peoples and culture in
I'eal earnest.
Mexico, Argentina, Costa Rica, Brazil, Peru, and
Chile have each conducted explorations and published results of
great value, and foi-eign students, research organizations, and even
foreign Governments have taken an active part in the work.
One of the most important problems of the American race, the
last to be taken up in a serious manner, is that of
Chronology
the antiquity of the occupancy of the continent,
especially that phase of it coming within the realm
of geology, and the researches in this field have not as yet advanced
lo a stage where definite and generally accepted conclusions have
been reached. This topic will be presented at some length in the section on chronology.
The literature of geological chronology is already extensive but consists in so large a measure of the writings
of inexperienced observers and bookmakers that it is perplexing
in

Little

—

—

'

^.

,,

,

rather than enlightening.

The most

serious hindrance to progress in correctly interpreting

the evidence of antiquity arose from the assumption on the part of
a

number

must be

of students that the course of

human

history in America

with that of the Old World that occupation of the
continent was indefinitely remote and that the course of cultural
development must correspond in every essential respect with that of
prehistoric Europe; that traces must exist, and should be found, of
pai-allel

the initial period corresponding to the

:

European

paleolithic

and the
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This imfortiinate assumption

shadow over the whole American archeological field, not
That the parallel is not complete, howas yet fully dissipated.
ever, is now generally recognized, and American antiquities of all
stages and types are being employed to develop the history of man
has cast

a

in America,

A

large

whether or not

number

searches in the

field,

OldWorld determinations.
who have conducted original re-

in accord with

of explorers

contributing noteworthy data regarding an-

tiquities, are cited in the section of this

work devoted

to

an outline

of the ethnic characterization areas of the continent.^
1 For extended lists of authors emhodyins in tlieir works valuable data relating to the
whole of the American field, consult Winsor's Narrative and Critical History of America;
Bancroft's Native Races of the Pacific States Handbook of American Indians Ilrdlicka's
Early Man in South America.
;

;

IV.

PEOBLEMS OF KACE AND CULTURE ORIGINS

THE

archeologist, absorbed in the study of the multitude of

monuments of past

periods, full of interest in themselves,

does not lose sight of the fact that his efforts relate to these

monuments not

as finalities of research but as means of accomplishing a great end. He regards them as the architect regards the separate stones with which the massive structure is to be built, or as the
historian or novelist regards the paragraphs and chapters by means
of which his creations are given to the world. He remembers that
the final aim of research is to cast stronger light into the dark places
of the history of man. In contributing to this end
Scope of Research he goes bevoud the realm of mere ancient things and
seeks to understand not only the racial groups whose
history he would especially reveal, but extends his view" to the race
as a whole and to the environments which, while limiting human
achievement, have molded man into what he is.
The hypothesis of the unity the biotic solidarity of the human
race now meets wdth very general acceptance, but there
Lnity of the Race is still mucli Uncertainty in the minds of anthropologists regarding the time and place of origin and the
partings of the racial ways. In seeking to trace the American race
backward in its history, by wdiatsoever means, the archeologist encounters immediately the inquiry as to whether the beginnings are to be
sought in the Old or in the New World. The theory of a New World
origin which would make the Old World races offshoots of an
American stock is held by but few and is sustained by meager evidence. To-day the consensus of opinion among students of the subject
favors the view that the Old World gave birth to the human kind,
and it folloAvs that the earliest traces of his existence must be sought
there, and that our researches must trend backward in that direction.

—

It
Theory of American Origins Un-

is,

—

indeed, incredible that the

resented at the period of
,

t,

^

r>

i-

its

American

race, rep-

greatest expansion
-n-

by

hardly more than fifteen or twenty million people,
and these of homogeneous physical type and imperfectly developed culture, not only should have peopled the Old World
but should have peopled it with three races, the white, the yellow,
and the black, highly differentiated in physical type and in culture
achievement, and comprising the bulk of the W'orld's population.
Traces of human occupancy are found in the Old World associated with geological formations which are confidently assigned to
tenable

18
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the beginning of the Quaternary period, hundreds of thousands of

years ago, and

it is

American origin

Two

incumbent on those who hold to the

to establish an earlier occupancy of the

tlieory of

New World.

regions only in America have furnished testimony worthy of

serious consideration in respect to this assumption

—testimony which

implies an antiquity so remote as to give color to the autochthonic
assumption. These are the gold-bearing districts of California, where
relics of advanced neolithic art are reported to have been found

beneath vast flows of Quaternary lavas, and the pampas of Argenwhere even a middle Tertiary man is thought by some to have
The testimony in these cases is striking, and even picexisted.
tina,

turesque,

and

is

supported with enthusiasm by a few students,

who

are ready to stake their scientific reputations on the outcome.

cent investigations relative to North

American

as well as

ReSouth

American very early man show, however, that the testimony is
really open to most serious question, and it appears that if it is to
stand the test of criticism it must have much additional support.^
In view of these considerations the theory of an autochthonous
origin of the American race may be, for present
purposes, set aside, and the problem of the arrival
Sorrrovtd"""""^
in the New AVorld of racial and cultural elements
originating in the Old World alone be given consideration.
Not
only does America furnish no tangible evidence of antiquity so great
as to give support to the theory of autochthonic origin of the American race, but, as just indicated, it has failed so far to afford satisfactory evidence of the arrival of man on the continent in remote geologic time. The problems pertaining to this subject are discussed in

and may be
consideration.
over
without
further
passed
here
The student pursuing inquiries with regard to racial origins in
America turns to the known aborigines and their

some

detail in a subsequent section devoted to chronology

Asiatic Orijdns

somatic characteristics, historic and prehistoric, and
seeks to discover significant suggestions of relation-

ship with Old World races. Heretofore, knowledge of the peoples of
northeastern Asia has been so meager that satisfactory comparisons
with them could not be made, but recent researches have opened up
this field

and have demonstrated the marked similarity of certain of
American Indians. This fact,

the northeastern Asiatic tribes to the

taken in connection with the geographical proximity of northeastern
Asia and Arctic America, would seem to offer a satisfactory solution
of the question of origin.
1 Holmes, Review of tlie Evidence Relating to
xVuriferous Gravel Man In California ;
Hrdlifka, Skeletal Remains Suggesting- or Attriliuted to Early Man in North America;
Hrdlifka, Early Man in South America.
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Accepting the view that America was peopled from the Old World
by way of Bering Strait, it follows that the culture
Culture Relations
introduced would be that of the Arctic, and, so far as
observed, no other than primitive forms of native culture have ever reached the shores of Bering Sea. All American culture is classed as neolithic, but the range of achievement is extremely
wide, and as we pass into the south it takes forms so diversified and
extraordinary that the inquiry is frequently raised as to whether the
Arctic gateway has been the only means of admission to ancient
America. That the civilized nations of the Old World have never
been in intimate relations with the tribes of the New World is apparent from the fact that so far as the material traces show preColumbian American culture was of strictly Stone Age types. The
aborigines were without Old World beasts of burden, w^heeled veessentials of the civilized state; they
hicles, and sail-rigged craft
had no cattle, sheep, or goats potent factors in the development of
Old World sedentary life: they had little knowledge of iron or the
smelting of ores essentials in the development of civilization; no
keystone arch a principal requirement of successful building; no
wheel or glaze in the potter's art; no well-developed j^honetic alphaCattle, a
bet the stepping stone from barbarism to civilization.
civilizing agency of much importance in the Old World, could not
have survived a long voyage, and the calendar, a device of the priestcraft, might not readily be transferred from shore to shore by
occasional or chance wayfarers, but it would appear that the wheel
as a means of transportation might readily appeal to the most primitive mind.
That no extended contact with the civilized peoples of
the Old World occurred in pre-Columbian times is strongly suggested
by the fact that this device was unknown in America, except possibly
as a toy. It appears in no pictographic manuscript or sculpture, the
highest graphic achievements of the race. Charnay obtained from
an ancient cemetery at Tenenepanco, Mexico, a number of toy
chariots of terra cotta, presumably buried with the body of a child,
some of which retained their wheels (fig. 7).^ The possibility that
these toys are of post-Discovery manufacture must be taken into
account, especially since mention is made of the discovery of brass
bells in the same cemetery Avith the toys.
Have we, then, any trustworthy evidence in the whole range of prohistoric material culture of the introduction into America from
transoceanic sources of elements of culture other than those which
might have arrived with migrating peoples by way of Bering Strait?
As the continents stand to-day, and considering primitive means of
migration, there seems small chance of the arrival of wayfarers in

—
—

—

—

—

*

Charnay, Ancient Cities of the

New World,

p.

174.

,
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any considerable numbers on the American shores except by this
route, and the evidence of such arrivals, even if they actually took
place, must be far to seek and difficult of evaluation. A primitive
boat's crew reaching the Western Continent as voluntary voyagers or
as wayfarers brought unwillingly by the winds and currents, even if
hospitably received by the resident population, assiuning such to
have existed, could \ea\e no physical trace of their presence that
would last beyond a few generations, and the culture they happened
to represent might not find even a temporary foothold.
Yet germs
of culture have sometimes
wonderful potentialities, and
a

very simple device, a techsuggestion, or a tenet

nical

of

introduced

belief

foreign

a

(regarded
superior being)

possibly as a

might

by

wayfarer
catch

the primitive
engraft itself upon
the native culture, and in a

fancy,

very
the

period

short

whole

development.
stances

of

not been
deed,

influence

current

of

its

However, inthis kind have

observed

had

they

and, inoccurred,

Ancient wheeled toy from a child's grave,
Mexico.

might be impossible of
alone.

It

identification by means of archeologic remains
not be amiss in this place to inquire as to the
archeologic evidence which might be thought of as

may

kind of
warranting the conclusion that transoceanic visitors had arrived
on American shores in numbers sufficient to introduce culture germs
In beginning it is necessary that we
of distinctive character.
exclude from the body of material to be considered all handiwork
which bears the taint of post-Columbian influence. We have to
consider, also, lest
Value of Analogies
in Culture

we

misinterpret the meaning of

the similarities, analogies, and identities in the cul-

ture achievements of distinct peoples which arise
and, from the nature of things, must arise, as a result of the like
constitution everywhere of the human body and mind and the

environment the world over. It is not wise to throw these evidences overboard entirely or too rashly, for they ma}^ possess values
of very different degrees. They may range from the merest fortuitous
like

resemblances to correspondences so close, so intimate, and so complex
that actual intercourse could be safely inferred. The nature of such
possible evidence

may

be theoretically and briefly considered.
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The student examining
discovers that a
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certain collections of primitive antiquities

particular form of

flint

knife blade occurs in

America and also in the Old AVorld and explains the occurrence
by the oft-observed fact that Avith given states of culture, given needs,
and given materials, men of all races reach kindred results. When,
however, he observes that the blade of the knife in each case is specialized for hafting in identical ways, he wonders how such close
correspondence in two important characteristics could occur. Pressing his investigation further he discovers on the two continents other
knife blades of chipped flint with curved and keen points and identical specialization to facilitate hafting and a further identical elaboration for purposes of embellishment, and he begins to inquire whether
the people concerned in making these two groups of artifacts are not
somewhat closely related or have not in some way come in close
contact. His interest is intensified when he observes that the groups
of closely identical blades occur in two transoceanic areas at points
of nearest approach, and also not in any case at more remote localities on the respective continents, and he is astonished to discover
further that the two areas involved are connected by oceanic currents and trade winds by means of which seagoing craft could make
the ocean voyage from continent to continent with comparative ease.
Later he finds that other objects of handicraft belonging to these
adjacent areas have similar correspondences, and his previous impressions are decidedly strengthened. When, going more deeply into
the investigation, he learns that analogous phenomena involving
other classes of artifacts occur at other points, that in numerous
localities on the shores of the one continent the culture traces have
close similarities to those of the adjacent transoceanic areas, and
that there are no such resemblances elsewhere, the evidence is cumulative to an overwhelming degree, and he concludes without hesitation, and concludes safely, that contact or transfers of peoples and
transfers of cultures have taken place not only at one but at a number of points.

Now,

this is a purely suppositional case, but
justifies

Suggestive
ogles

Anal-

suggestive and

i

.

the significance of culture resemblances.

may
which

it is

further pursuit of the inquiry regarding
=>
r^

Attention

drawn to certain noteworthy analogies
between American and foreign archeological
be

do occur
due caution being exercised in their application. In
New England and farther north is found a highly specialized form
of the stone adz Icnown as the gouge (fig. 8),
The stone Gouge
which is abundant in the region mentioned, but
which disappears gradually as we pass to the south
and west, with rare outliers in the Carolinas, the Ohio Valley, and
the Lakes region but not occurring elsewhere on the continent. It
remains,
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in northern Europe (fig. 9) -where the
and
most nearly bridged by intervening islands.
narrowest
Atlantic
the
Old
World a practical implem?nt devoted to
was
in
gouge
The
ordinary uses, as in the Avorking of wood, digging, cutting, etc. In

does

appear, however,
is

America it was also a thing of ordinar}^ use.
Within the same region in northeast America, and thinning out as does the gouge
to the south and west, is an object of rare
and highly specialized form,

_

an axlike implement, known
as the banner stone (fig. 10)
with tubular perforation for hafting and
with extremely varied winglike blades. It
found elsewhere in America. In
is not
northern Europe there is found a drilled

The Banner Stone

ax (fig. 11) of
noteworthy fact
throughout the
inally perhaps a
diversified

similar type, and

a

is

it

form of artifact
Old World, though origthing of use, had wide and
that this

application

as

a

The

symbol.

following very interesting and suggestive
statement regarding the " Amazon Axe " is
quoted from Xilsson ^

Fig.

Fig.

S.

Fig.

8.

Stone gouge

England type,

-

9.

adz,

New

(j)

Fig. 9. Stone gouge-adz, Scandinavian type, (i)

:

Stone weapons of this kind are ratlier variable, and tlie central part is often
much shorter than the figure here referred to, resembling that shown in figure
174. The original of this sketch is from the south of Scania, and is preserved
in my collection, but is not finished, there being no hole for the handl^; but
this weapon is always known by both ends being much expanded and more or
It is exactly like the axes with which the Amazuns are armed,
loss sharpened.

Fig. 11.
Fig.

10.

Ax-shaped "banner stone, "eastern United States,

(i)

Ax-shaped stone implement,

Scandinavian type.

(J)

wherever we see them represented. On a marble sarcophagus in the IMuseum
Scarcophaye trouv6 d
of the Louvre, at Paris, bearing the inscription,
Salonique en MacMolncr the warriors wield axes, with one edge and a pointed
sharp back; but all the Amazons have such two-edged axes as the one here
in other places
sketched. The Amazons are represented with such axes even
In a
British Museum.
the
in
friezes
antique
some
on
instance,
also; for
engravon "The Sword of Tiberius" (in German, 4to., with coloured
''

treatise

1

Nilsson,

The Primitive luhahitants

of

Scandinavia,

pp.

71-72.
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ings), an

Amazon

is

also represented with a similar axe.

Xenophon mentions it in the "Anabasis,"
"Amazonia secvris " in the Odes, iv, 4, 20.'

axe."

The American homologue

certainly

iv,

[bull. 60

II is called

4; and

"Amazon

Horace speaks

of

had no other than sacred and

ceremonial functions. It may not be amiss, then, to stiggest that possibly in prehistoric times examples of this type of implement were
carried by some voyager across the intervening seas and that being

regarded by the natives as possessed of supernatural attributes these
were adopted as ''great medicine," spreading to many tribes and taking a Avide range of form. It does not appear an entire impossibility
that a stone or bronze perforated ax of this type left by one of the
Ericsson ships should have been the " ancestor " of these peculiar
objects. Who will venture to say that these greatly varied, beautifully finished, and widely distributed objects may not have come
into existence among the tribes during the GiiO years separating the
discovery of Vineland and the arrival of the English Pilgrims.
This suggestion may not be worth}^ of serious consideration, since
it is always preferable in such cases to seek origins near home.
Dr.
Gordon^ may well be right in his suggestion that the banner stone
had its origin in northern America where among both Indians and

Eskimos the whale's tail symbol was in common
sponding closely to that of the typical banner

use, its

stone.

form correMr. Frank

Gushing, a close student of such matters, is said to have advanced
the view that this symbol originated in the South, and it is true that
two-bitted stone axes are found in Honduras and perhaps elsewhere
in Gentral America, but connection has not been traced.
Aijother example more noteuorthy and of trans- Atlantic, even of
world-encircling, analogy is observed in the northern Temj^erate
and Arctic regions. A highly specialized slate spear or harpoon
head (fig. 12), long, narrow, and bayonet-Hke, is found along with
prehistoric burials in Xew England and neighboring sections.
Nearly identical forms occur in the St. Lawrence Valley, in Greenland, and along the Arctic shores at intervals as far as Alaska, and
again in Finland, Siberia. Japan

(fig.

13),

and Korea

(fig.

14).

Objects closely resembling these slate points in shape and manner of manufacture are not found, or rarely found, except along the
"

This form of axe occurs with us during the Stone Age, not only of the full size of
(pi. viii, flcrs. 17."?, 174), but also In the shape of small ornaments of amber for
women (pi. viii, fig. 17.3), found also in gallery-graves in West Gothland amongst other
ornampnts of amber. But what appears to me to be very remarkable, in an ethnological
point of view, is that exactly the same form of axe which was worn as an amber ornament
by the women in tlie North during the Stone Age was worn by Orecian women, being,
(the Shipwreck), by
however, in that country made of gold.
In the comedy of Rudens
Plautus, Act IV, Scene 4, vv, 112-116, it is said that the girl Palaeatra, from Athens,
amongst the ornaments given to her as a child by her parents, had also received such an
axe in miniature, of gold (' securicula anceps') inscribed witli her mother's name. This
coincidence is veiT difficult to account for.
It appears to me to be one of those circumstances which deserve the attention of the comparative ethnographer."
2 Oordon, The Double Axe and some other Symbols.
1

stone

'

'
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northern borderland on either continent. The occurrence, though noteworthy, may or may not have significant rehition with the movements
of races or the transfer of cultures, but the correspondences in shape,
material, size, and method of manufacture form
an unbroken chain of genetic, accultural, or fortuitous

analogies entirely encircling the globe
where, the land areas
are

most nearly conHowever, it

tinuous.

should be noted that
form of
implement, if it really
originated in the East,

this particular

^''\"\\\

Fig. 12.

head,

Ground

slate spear-

New England type.

may have
along with

Fig. U.

Ground

slate spear-

Fig.

13.

Ground slate spear-

head, Japanese type.

head, Korean type.

passed from Asia to America by the Boring Strait route

many

other i)rimitive artifacts.
of America certain forms of

Along the middle Atlantic shores

found which resemble more closely the
fabrications of the Mediterranean reCorresponding
Analog'ies
gion than do tliose of other ])arts of America. The
round-sectioned, petaloid polished celt is found in highest perfection
in western Europe and in the West Indies and neighboring Ameriartifacts are

^"^°"''

can areas. It is absent or rare on the opposite shores of the Pacific.
In the Isthmian region we find works in gold and silver and their
alloys which display technical skill of exceptional, even remarkable,
kind, and it is noteworthy that the method of manufacture employed, as well as some of the forms produced, suggest sti-ongly the
wonderful metal-craft of the Nigerian tribes of old Benin; and, as
possibly bearing

upon

this occurrence,

we observe

that the trade
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winds and currents of the Atlantic are ever ready to carry voyagers
from the African shores in the direction of the Caribbean Sea.
It

may

be observed that, althoiigli

we

fail to

reach definite conclu-

sions as to contact or relationships, the above instances are not
merely those of simple resemblances as is the case with the multitude

of examples cited by Donnelly in his Atlantis, but their interest is
enhanced by the fact that in most cases the resemblances are given
additional support and claim to attention on account of geographical
relationships.

However, none of the examples measure up to the

highest standard of evidence and do not, therefore, take the rank of
proofs.

Even more

and reuiarkable are the correspondences
the architectural and sculptural
remains of Middle America and those of Southeast-

diversified

existing between

Mexican Analogies

ern Asia. In both regitms the chief structures of the
pyramids ascended by four steep stairways of stone, bordered by serpent balustrades, and surmounted by temples which employ the oti'set arch and have sanctuaries, symbolic altar sculptures,
and inscriptions. The snouted masks of the Maya sculptures have
an insinuating way of suggestiug the trunk of the elephant and the
upturned jaw of the mythical serpent is equally reminiscent of the
treatment of the cobra jaw in the Far East. Temple walls are embellished with a profusion of carved and modeled ornaments and surmounted by roof crests and cupolas of elaborate and even pagodalike design. There are present also in Yucatan, as in Cambodia, as
supports for the great stone tables, balustrades, and lintels, dwarfish
Atlantean sculptured figures, and it is especially noteworthy that
some of these figures on this side represent whiskered
Whiskered Men in
'j'j^g i^ue sijrnificance of all this and more has
j^^^j^
'^
Yucatan Carvings
„
been sought again and again without satisfactory
result. That some of these analogies should occur between works of
the Antipodes renders the mystery more deep and might seem

cities are

.

utterly

to

discredit

.

,

.

the use of this class of evidences as proof

And yet is it
of contact of peoples or close racial relationships.
an impossibility that the energetic builders of Cambodia. Java, and
India, 2,000 years ago, should have
encircle the

world ?

^

We

had seagoing

craft that

might

are compelled to allow that culture trans-

1 The
feasibility of early south Asiatic communication with distant lands in early
centuries of the Christian era, or even at an earlier date, is distinctly suggested by the
story of Chau (500 A. D.). " The ships which sail the Southern Sea
and south of it are like houses. When their sails are spread they
[Early Voyages]
Their rudders are several tens of
are like great clouds in the sky.
A single ship carrier several luindred men. It has stored on board a year's
feet long.
supply of grain. They feed pigs and ferment liquors. There is no account of dead or
living, no going back to the mainland, when once they have entered the dark blue sea.
When on board the gong sounds the day, the animals drink gluttonly, guests and hosts by
turn forgetting their perils. To the people on board all is hidden, mountains, landmarks,
Ilirth and Rockhill, Chau-Ju-kua,
the countries of the foreigners, all are lost in space."

—

pp. 83-34.
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fer by this means may be reasonably thought of as a possibility
but hesitate to allow that it is a probability.
"There is a great sea [the INIediterranean], and to the west of
this sea there are comitless countries, but Mu-lan-p'i
[^lediterranean Spain] is the one country which is
Kefml'Til'ix^i'oVo^
.

visited by the big ships
.
Putting to sea from
T^o-pan-ti [Suez of to-day]
after sailing due west for full an
hundred days, one reaches this country.
single one of these (big)
ships of theirs carries several thousand men, and on board they have
.

.

.

.

.

A

wine and provisions as well as weaving
^
,i
it ouc speaks o± big ships, there are none so
big as those of Mu-lan-p'i."
stores of

Giant Ships of the

Meditenaneau

i

ioouLs.

tj?

^

i'

^

•

•

.

.

,

If one travels by land (from Mu-lan-p'i) 200 days' journey, the
days are only six hours long.'' ^
•*

In the seventh century trade was carried on between Canton,
China, and the Persian Gulf, a sailing distance of G,000 miles, and
the voyage was even continued to Japan, which would extend it to

more miles, and so extensive was the intercourse between
and western Asia that b}' the "middle of the eighth century
the Mohammedans at Canton
had become so numerous that in
758 they were able, for some reason which has not come down to us, to
sack and burn the city and make olf to sea with their loot."- In the
eighth century the ships engaged in the Chinese trade with the
southern Asiatics (Hindus, Arabs, and Malays)
were very large, so
high out of the water that ladders several tens of feet in length had
to be used to get aboard.^ The Government of China took steps to
encourage the trade by sea, which became extensive, and the Emperor sent a mission abroad with credentials under the imperial
seal and provisions of gold and piece goods to induce " the foreign
traders of the South Sea and those who went to foreign lands beyond
the sea to trade " to come to China.*
8,000 or

eastern

.

.

.

'*

It

may

be objected to the suggestion here

possible transfer of cultural elements

made regarding

the

by means of extended ocean

voyages by the orientals, that the date is subsecjuent to the period of
greatest Amei'ican development, but who shall say that the mastery
of the sea known to have been attained in the Orient 500 A. D. had
not been achieved long prior to that date ?
On the Pacific side of the ximerican Continent numerous culture
coincidences are noted which seem to indicate that the broad Pacific
has not proved a complete bar to the intercourse of peoples of the
opposing continents. It is indeed quite impossible to say with
respect to the Middle American analogies whether the advanced
maritime peoples of southeastern Asia one or two thousand years
ago would be more likely to have reached America by way of New
iIIirthandRoclihill.ChauJu-kua, pp. 142-143.

Mhid.,

p. 15.

2 i^ifj.^

p. 9.

Mbid.,

p. 19.
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Zealand and the Easter Islands or by sailing around Africa and
across the Atlantic.
It has often been remarked that the faces of modeled and sculptured figures in southern Mexico have a suggestive Mongolian cast,
and the eyes in many
cases
are decidedly

A

oblique.

pottery

head from Vera Cruz,

shown

in

figure

15,

char-

illustrates

this

acteristic.

Oaxaca, on

the Pacific side, has

supplied

many

strik-

ing examples of this

and it is
remarked that

peculiarity,

often

the

sculptured

stele

of

(iruatemala

and

Honduras

present

suggestions of facial

and

other

analogies

with the sculptures of
FiG.

A lerra-cotta head with oblique eyes,

15.

the
Vera Cruz, Mexico.

Far East.

Certain

very

re-

markable Chinese axes of bronze are published by de Mortillet.^
One of these shown in figure 10 is described in the following language
:

very nuicli resomblos the polished stone axes of a type with tonsne so
in Cocliin Cliina, and wliicli have also been found in Cambodia, in the
Laos, in Burma, in the Malay Peninsula, in Malaysia, in Tonkin, and in
It

common

Yun-nan in the south of China.
The round hole which is found in the
middle of the blade does not appear to have been utilized. It rather seems to
be a relic of a more ancient form, perhaps in stone, destitute of the rectangular
<)])enings just referred to and in which the bands fastening the ax to the handle
had to pass through a circular opening easier to pierce. Polished stone axes
with tongue and round hole have also been described in North
[Peruvian AnaloAmerica, particularly in the south and southeast of the
gies]
Uuited States.
South America, Ecuador. I'eru, and IJoIivia
have also yielded axes thus pierced, of stone, copper, and bronze.
.

.

.

Another ancient Chinese ax of the same type as the preceding but
is shown in figure 16,
a, h, and two examples of American axes of analogous form are
shown in figure 17, c/, 1>. The most striking analogies in these cases
are the occurrence of an ornamental figure or inscription on the stem
larger and embellished Avith incised fretwork

1

De

Mortillet,

L'Age du Bronze en Chine,

p.

403.

holmes]
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of the Peruvian and Chinese axes and of the round hole in the stems
or body of the Xorth American and Chinese specimens.

Fig.

16.

Chinese bronze axes with perforate and decorated blades.

The stone adzes and pestles of the Northwest Coast resemble the
adzes and pestles of the Pacific islands more closely than they do
the corresponding- tools of the eastern shores of America, and the
peculiar

stone

flat-bodied

club or mere of the

and other islands

Samoan
is

dis-

0000
000©
000©

Fig.

17.

o,

Axlike stone implement with perforate blade, United Stales,
bronze with perforate and decorated blade, I'eru.

h,

Axlike implement of

tributed along the Pacific coast and scattered sparsely over the adjacent regions to the east. With regard to relics of this general class,

America
it is difficult to say whether or not the spread to
of a particular idea or form has taken place since the arrival of

however,

European ships

in the Pacific.
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A

good example of an art transfer which lies somewhere near the
border between the historic and the pre-European
Northwest Coast
jt
-rt
n
i
,i
invasion of the
Facihc and is thns under the ban ot
Analogies
modernity is exemplified by an old Chilcat mask
•

I'"iG.

18.

•

j-

•

•

i

,

,

Antique Chilcat mask with Chinese coins set in as eyes,

having bronze Chinese coins set in the e,ye sockets (fig. IS). This
specimen, which is described by Lieut. Bolles, was obtained from the
grave of an old "medicine man who had flourished more than two

,.
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hundred years ago, six successors having filled this office; each one
living to a good old age." ^ The Indians were entirely ignorant of
the origin and significance of the coins forming the eyes of the specimen. This and many other like occurrences are regarded as suggestive of indefinitely early intercourse between the New World and the
Old "World across the Pacific, but are not decisive. Passing over
other instances Avhich might be cited and many seemingly significant
analogies in arts, customs, and beliefs, we find that we have completed the circle of the continent and are approaching, as has often
been done before in the study of these problems, the main intercontinental thoroughfare, the proximate shores of Siberia and
Alaska, at Bering Strait.
It has been sought in presenting these few of the many available
examples of analogies between the material culture of the two
worlds to avoid giving too much weight to simple resemblances
such as are bound to develop between widely separated areas or distinct environments, and to suggest those which exhibit unusually
striking analogies or which combine close analogies with suggestive
geographical relationships. Although none of the examples given
are found to be fully satisfactory, or free from danger of challenge

for one cause or another, as proofs of culture transfer,

it

is

quite

clear that the study of these analogies with a view of determining

their exact bearing

upon questions

cast aside lightly.

It is only requisite that wise discrimination be

exercised

and

of origin

is

not to be ignored or

definite conclusions be avoided until the evidence

has

been exhaustively collected and critically scrutinized.
It appears that although derived from transoceanic sources, the
race must be regarded as essentially an American race, the result of

Old World

combined and modified
under the American environment, forming, however, at the period of Columbian
discovery a measurably homogeneous whole. Aboriginal American
culture, based on elements transferred with migrating groups, or by
other agencies from the Old World, has in like manner been modified, developed, and specialized into various well Americanized
phases or forms, the result of the particular conditions under which
coalescence of diversified

strains

in various "ways producing numberless

new

strains

the people lived.
1

Bollos,

3SG57°— 19— lUill.

Chinese Relics in Alaska,

GO, pt

i

i

p.

221.

V.

PROBLEMS OF INTERCONTINENTAL COMMUNICATION

PROBLEMS

of race and culture origins, discussed in some

detail in the preceding section, are necessarily the subject

of earnest research on the part of the archeologist, and a

importance is that of the bridges and
probable routes by means of which the
Avenues of ApAmerican
Continent
could have been reached by
piOiR'h to America
migrating peoples from foreign shores.
As the
continental areas stand to-day, geographically and climatically^
these possible approaches are, first, the North Atlantic chain
of islands connecting northern Europe with Labrador; second,
the mid-Atlantic currents setting steadily westward from the African coast to the shores of South America and the West Indies;
third, the middle and southern Pacific currents traversing the vast
expanse of ocean separating the Polynesian islands from South
America; fourth, the Japan currents setting to the northeast from
Asia and washing the shores of North America fifth, the AleutianCommander chain of islands connecting Kamchatka with Alaska;
and sixth, the well-known route by Bering Strait. Other possible
connections during remote periods and under different climatic
conditions are across the polar regions north and south. Geological
changes within the human period even may have obliterated other
thoroughfares, and all of those enumerated above may have midergone changes increasing or diminishing their availability as routes
of migration. As they stand, the majority are certainly not practicable for primitive voyagers and may never have been traversed
by uncivilized man unless by wayfarers drifting with the winds or
consideration of the

first

ferries, the
_

...

_

;

currents to ti-ansoceanic shores.

has been a favorite theory with a few writers that the North
Atlantic was wholly or partly bridged by land conNorth Atlantic
i-^ections in the remote past, that the Faroe Islands,
Route
Iceland, and Greenland were so intimately connected
that northern Europe could have furnished at least a part of the
American population but modern researches seem to discredit this
theory, and James Geikie, one of our most learned authorities on
continental evolution, does not hesitate to declare ^ that " not a single
It

.

;

1

32

Geilde,

Fragments

of Earth

Lore,

p.

28.3.

.
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scrap of evidence " can be adduced in support of the once generally
accepted idea of a preglacial or early glacial elevation of the northern

Atlantic sea bed.

The

was probably assumed
means of explaining the glacial period.
This route may be omitted, therefore, from consideration as a probable avenue for European migrations to America at any date
decidedly more remote than the voyages of Ericsson. Highly developed water craft carrying fresh water and a food supply would be
by

elevation of this region

glacialists as the best

required to traverse the three formidable stretches of open sea
between the Faroe Islands and Labrador. There are no currents
setting in the proper direction to aid in this voyage, and, besides,
storm-driven mariners are hardly to be counted on as colonists.
The chance of voyagers having reached America intentionally

from southern Europe Avith the aid of the trade
winds
or the mid- Atlantic currents, prior to the time
Route
of Columbus, is, in the absence of evidence, perhaps
too slight to call for serious consideration, although, as mentioned in
^^

^

^^

the preceding section, seagoing craft sailed successfully the 2,400
miles of the ISIediterranean long before the time of Columbus. The
shortest possible voyage between Africa and South America is

upward

wind would
and that one way only. The fabled Atlantis
a possible haven to the voyager between the two

of 1,500 miles in length, and tides, currents, and

afford but slight aid

has been regarded as
continents, but geologists say that if an Atlantis ever existed it
certainly disappeared long before men sailed the seas.In the southern and middle Pacific there are thousands of miles
of open sea separating South America from the nearest Pacific
islands, a condition precluding the idea that very
'^

^^*^^^*^

Route

primitive peoples could have fo^md a thoroughfare
here.

The

early

Polynesians

were

venturesome

and probably even reached the Easter group,
but between this and South America are 1,200 miles of open sea,
and geologists have discovered no evidence tending to show that this
great gap was ever bridged or diminished. The same may be said of
the route of the North Pacific current, which originates in the Japan
Sea and sweeps the shoi-es of North America from the Aleutian
Islands to the Gulf of California. Traversing these vast wastes of
ocean was hardly possible, even by drifting vovagers, until within
comparatively recent times. Such vo3^ages can hardly have resulted
sailors of the Pacific

in colonization or in seriously affecting blood or culture in regions al-

ready occupied. The story of Fusang, the land accidentally reached by early Chinese voyagers, is not of
consequence in this connection, since the time is reand since it is not at all probable that the land visited and re-

story of Fusang

cent,
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ported b}' the wandering priests was America. It is well known that
Japanese junks have been found floating in the near Pacific or
stranded on the American shores, but this also has little bearing on
the question of the peopling of America, since this continent

was

probably inhabited long before the Japanese junk became a seagoing vessel.
We now approach the route afforded by the festoon of islands
draped like a wreath in the Pacific between KamAieutian-com- chatka and Alaska. To-day with the boats of the
primitive natives of both coasts this is a possible
Route
route, but the voyage has one great interval of 300
It is not, theremiles of open and generally tempestuous sea.
Examinations
fore, a probable route for very primitive times.
of the ancient midden heaps and other inhabited sites of the
Aleutian Islands give no encouragement to the idea that this
was ever a thoroughfare for migrating populations. Dr. Ball's
careful explorations ^ indicate that three periods of Aleutian occupancy may be distinguished, estimated to embrace in all some 3,000
years or more. The earliest period is represented l)y the echinus
eaters, a people of the lowest culture, seemingly without fire, and,
so far as the evidence goes, without implements or utensils of any
kind, and necessarily without boats or any other possible means of
sailing the seas.
The second occupants were fish-eating tribes, who
may have had craft of the simplest kind, but certainly none fitted
for long voyages. The people of the third period were more advanced, approximating to the historic tribes in culture. The first
and second occupants were necessai'ily of continental American
origin, and the same statement is no doubt equally true of the third.
In all the deposits not a trace was found indicating that stranger
wayfarers of higher culture, or of any culture, had ever passed that
way. Had this chain of islands been a thoroughfare for migrating
tribes this could hardly be true.
Stations would have been made on
the larger islands and some indications of their presence would
remain to the present day. The Commander Islands, forming the
western links of the chain, were not inhabited when first visited by
civilized num, and no traces thereon of occupancy of any kind have
been as yet reported. There is thus an interval of more than 300
miles on this hypothetical route in which no evidence has been found
of human presence, while an expanse of a thousand miles or more
shows no trace of migrating peoples. None of the native peoples
of the whole North Pacific coast from Japan to California, when
first known to the whites, would have ventured to navigate the broad
expanse of open sea that separates the outer members of the Aleuall

'

Dall,

On

Succession in tbe Shell-heaps of the Aleutian Islands.
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group from Kamchatka without stronger motives for so doing
than can no\Y be imagined, and there is no evidence that at any
earlier time the people of this coast were more enterprising or skillful
in boat making and navigation, or that stronger motives for attempting the voyage existed than during the historic period. Trade
by such peoples over such a route is not to be thought of. Xeither
is there evidence of the bridging of Bering Sea in this latitude by
glacial or other ice, nuvking migration feasible. It thus seems safe
to conclude that the so-called Aleutian-Commander Island route can
not be reckoned on as an intercontinental route of travel for primitian

tive peoples.

Among

the possible gatewa3's to America, interest centers chiefly

around that of Bering
^^^

Strait.

The

distance from

only 40 miles, and during especially frigid seasons ice forms a bridge so complete that crossing becomes a question only of the presence of
migrating peoples and warm clothing and food supply for the
Route" ^

'

journe3\

Here,

land to land

then,

is

supposing

no

important modification of
been an open thorough-

geographical conditions, there has ever
fare from Asia to America for peoples
matured to enable them to withstand the
The question of complete land connection

of a culture sufficiently
rigors of Arctic climates.

between the continents in

Tertiary and Quat-ernary times, and especially during the warmer
interglacial periods, has been much discussed, but the solution,
whether for or against the connection, can not materially affect the
case, since up to the present time no evidence has been found that

man

existed in this part of the world before or during the glacial

period.

VI.

PROBLEMS OF MIGRATION

America received
adopted the view
HAVING
popidations from Asia, the problems of migration
that

themselves for consideration.

and must be discussed

its initial

present

These problems are numerous

main theoreticall3\ They call for inand extent of the cradle of the race; the

in the

quiries into the location

agencies and processes of dispersal; the period or periods of arrival

gateway or gateways to the New World the continental relaand subsequent to the period of arrival or arrivals; the condition of the connecting bridges and intervening waters the climate;
and the distribution of the peoples throughout America at all periods
down to the arrival of Europeans. Some of these problems are not
susceptible of solution while others must always remain in a large
measure mere matters of speculation.
The widespread dispersal of the genus Homo over Europe in
at the

;

tions at

;

Pleistocene time

is

an accepted

fact.

Osseous traces of his presence

are found associated with geological formations of this period from
the Mediterranean to the North Sea and from the Atlantic to the
Black Sea. His remains are associated with those of extinct species
of animals, including the mastodon and mammoth, whose distribution was still wider, and we are asked whether it is not reasonable
to suppose that man should have spread with these creatures during
periods of mild climate as far north as the Arctic Circle and why
he should not have followed them into the New World by the
Bering land route, which is believed to have been more or less
permanently open. That this could have happened and that it
probably did happen are taken for granted by supporters of the
hypothesis of the very early occupancy of the American Continent.
Howsoever plausible this view may appear, it may be claimed with
confidence that up to the present time the Bering region, and indeed
the far north generally, have furnished no evidence of the early
presence of man on the continent, and that the testimony obtained
in more southern areas and outlined elsewhere in these pages, as in
California, Idaho, Nevada, Brazil, and Argentina, giving man and his
possible predecessors a place m Tertiary and early Quaternary times,
36
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is too meager and unsubstantial to be accepted as conclusive where
determinations of such great importance are involved. Notwithstanding these conditions, speculation regarding the possible course

of human ali'airs in very early times may not be entirely profitless,
since in all investigations in very obscure fields the discussion of

reasonable hypotheses often assists in determining profitable lines
of research. However, the present writer prefers to confine his
speculations to a consideration of the possible course of distribution
under conditions of climate and geography corresponding somewhat
closely with those of postglacial

and recent

time.
In support of
be asked why adolescent
more than the apes and monkeys should have taken to wander-

the reasonableness of this procedure

man

it

may

ing into distant and inhospitable regions. When we consider that
of the larger species of quadrupeds have a widely distributed

many
and

reliable food supply, that nature furnishes

them with ample

protection from cold, and that they multiply rapidly, while the precursor of man in all probability was unfitted to withstand the cold

of Arctic climates or even temperate winters and subsisted on trop-

animal food, replenished his numbers
fleetness of foot which makes
seasonal migrations possible, there seems to be sufficient reason for
holding that distribution to the remote, and espeNojmai Habitat of
(^j^^Hy ^^ the frigid, areas must have been much
slower than would be the distribution of most mammals. He would have to become acclimated or to acquire sufficient
intelligence to enable him to master the adverse conditions of the
colder climates, and it seems that only highly developed, reasoning,
fire-using, implement-making, and warmly clothed man would be
equal to the task. It seems reasonable, therefore, to hold that the
Honilnida' probably did not begin to spread widely bej^ond their
original habitat until the human status had been fully reached, nor
far into inhospitable climes until a considerable degree of culture
ical

fruits rather than on

slowly,

and was not endowed with the

had been achieved.
under conditions of land relations and climate
which are thought to have prevailed well back toAvard the close
of the Tertiary period, America could hardly have been colonized
by a people not well skilled as hunters and fishers, acquainted with
To-dav, deprived of fire
fire, and supplied with suitable clothing.
and clothing, men could not survive a j^ear north of 30° north latitude, and it does not seem probable that in earlier stages of development the genus could have any greater capacity for withstanding unaccustomed environments. It is assumed that in order to reach the
New World fi'om the Old, cultureless man would require a climate
at the gateway which would compare with that of southern CallIt appears that
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fornia to-day, but even
ditions were

if it

[bull. 60

could be shown that the climatic conit would still remain to be

favorable at a given period

shown that representatives of the human stock actuand ^passed the gateway at that period,
J i-eaclied
no matter what other species of mammals accomplished the feat. The establishment of such a proposition is neces-

rroof of Presence
Necessary

sarily
relics

.^^

„

.

,

dependent on the discovery of traces of human remains or
of art in the region in (juestion and in formations which can

be safely assigned to the particular time. The failure to discover
traces of decidedly early forms of crania in America must be regarded as strong evidence against Tertiary or early Quater-

nary arrivals, and the failure to discover traces of special elementary
forms of art also gives countenance to this view.
The migiations of very primitive man would be directed, no doubt,
much as are those of the larger mannnals, along lines
Nature of Race
^^ least resistance, as determined by such factors as
Movements
multiplication of numbers, food supply, pressure
and climatic conditions, and instincts acgeographical
of foes,
quired during long periods of experience. The migratory movements of civilized man are governed more fully by well-detined ulti'

mate considerations of

Avelfare.

"'

The movements

of the pioneers of

the race would not be those of simple migration from
Vicissitudes

of

ISIiuration

would be the result of presa native seat. Each step
^
^
sure of some foi'm which by degrees would push
_

groups out of their

oi'iginal habitat,

thence from environment to en-

vii'onment, each step requii'ing painful processes of exploitation

and

adaptation, each alike subjecting the group to danger of disaster and
even of complete annihilation. We may fairly assume, however,
that the perpetual struggle for existence necessarily engaged in by
migrating hordes dealing with new and perplexing conditions would

develop the hardihood and the higher attributes of mind which in
time came to chai'acterize the race, making possible the conquest of
the remoter parts of the world.

Considering the conditions under which dissemination is here assumed to have taken place, it seems highly improbrpopiins of Any
.^jjip ^1-,.^^ j-,^.„-^ ^^ould
occupv all lauds while still
Land Requires
primitive
stages oi culture progress,
withm
the
very
P,.oof
and we are bound to insist at least that early or
even late peopling of any land should not be taken for granted,
but that it should be established by evidence of the strongest
•

.

kind.

When

.

.

.

j?

tj.

Ave recall the difiiculty Avith Avhich the civilized na-

tions of Europe, possessed of seagoing craft capable of carrying

many hundreds

of

men and making

sea voyages of thousands of

miles, and, Avhat is quite as essential, inspired

by the passion for

)
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discovery and conquest, reached far lands, it should not surprise
us if primitive man, without boats or with craft of the simplest
kind only and without far-reaching ambitions of any kind, left

some of the remoter regions of the world, as, for example, America,
for a long time undiscovered. The 10,000 miles of coast connecting
tropical Asia with tropical America could be travMigratiou Not a
„,.
£
£
£
crsctl bv men aioot in a tew years or continuous
Journey
'

i

i

i.

-

i.-

progress, but for reasons already given we should not
think of the movements that led to the peo])ling of America from the

cradle in the Old

The precursor

World in the
of

man

light of an ordinary journey.

(

Fig. 19.

at the period of his specialization as

man

—

probably occupied a limited area possibly a single homogeneous
environment as do his nearest congeners, the African anthropoids,
to-day, and variations of race doubtless took place as a result of dispersal and conseciuent group isolation in unlike environments. We
may fairly assume that the precursor, during the stage of development corresponding, say, to that of Pithecanthropus erectus^ occupied
some area in southern or southeastern Asia not larger, perhaps, than
that occupied by the gibbon or the orang to-day. Can we imagine,
under climatic conditions at all resembling those of the present
period, agencies sufficiently potent to have sent such a creature in
haste northward a thousand miles, from tropical Java, for example,
to the subtropical Irrawaddy, thence, later, 500 miles into the temperate Yellow River region, thence a thousand miles or more into
the Amur Valley, and thence again 2,000 miles over the icy plateaus
and ranges into Siberia, across the chill and barren tundra to the
Anadyr, and finally to the Arctic Cape East? Almost eciually discouraging Avould be the coastal route, where the tortuous outline of the
land or the wide separation of the chains of islands would tend constantly to retard and defeat advance. A tendency to
Movements Due to
^^.^j^j^^. ^my be assumed, but pressure
of multiply^
^
^
Pressure
ing numbers would seem to be the only adequate
agency in driving peoples from a land of Varmth and plenty to

—

-^

the inhospitable regions of the north.

'

At

best a vast

amount of

time necessarily would be consumed with each of these great steps.
In fact, the changes would be so profound in respect to climate
and food supply that the wonder is that a tropical creature should
ever succeed in accomplishing the feat.
It is reasonable, then, to assume that the movements would be
made gradually, that in temperate climes the elements of culture
would be acquired through repeated struggles with unfriendly conditions, and that great increase in population would take place
before the farther north would be penetrated. We can not conceive
of men under any combination of climatic and geographic conditions known to have prevailed since the closing stages of the Pliocene
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penetrating the xVrctic and passing into America without a wellassured food supply, without fire, without clothing, and witliout

implements of the chase. Advocates of the Tertiary or early Quaternary settlement of America may take exception to this view, since
it is possible that climatic conditions were such in the later Pliocene,
or possibly in certain interglacial epochs, that the far north was
favorable to human occupation and that if geographical relations
were favorable man may have spread to the ends of the earth. In

Fig. 19.

Stages of migration in the peopling of America from tropical Asia.

may

be said that not only is the hypothesis of early general
any conditions improbable in itself, but it is
entirely without the support of evidence.
Figure 19 will aid in conveying a notion of the problems of migration under known post-Tertiary conditions from
reply

it

distribution under

Effect

of

Migra-

tion on Culture

^

q|

^

^^

.^

^

|j

^^

^j^^ ^^^^^.

Vorld bv WaV
^

of

.

_

the Arctic gateway, and in suggesting the cultural
transfoi-mations which would

accompany each

In each successive environment from

^i to

step of the process.

O man would come

under

holmes!
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the sway of new conditions, and at G there would probably remain
but few of his activities and possibly not a single article of food
Imown at ^1. It is self-evident that with the progress of such a
movement language, social institutions, government, religion, and all
the arts of subsistence would be subject to frequent and decided
modifications,

and, assuming their existence at earlier stages of

life, modes of transportation, metallurgy, ceramics, building arts, textiles, and religious and aesthetic

progress, agi-iculture, pastoral

art one by one would drop into disuse, passing little by little out of
the knowledge of the northward migrating people; for there would
be not only elimination of activities, but there would ensue quick

forgettings.
In one environment the preceding habitat in a few
generations would surely be forgotten, and the knowledge of an art
or industry based on local products and needs lost for a generation

would be lost for good.
Assuming a common place of origin for the HoTninlda' in some
part of the Old World, and climates and continental
t
x
rehuious Corresponding
the mam to the present,
the probabilities seem favorable to the view that
dispersal to distant land areas would not take place until the
populations had greatly multiplied and until considerable adDifficulty of

Reach-

i

i-

ing America

m
•

j.i

•

j.i

j_

vance had been made in the arts of humanity'. Under known
geographical and climatic conditions, America naturally would be
the last of the great areas to be reached.

As determined by

the best

authorities on the physical history of the Bering region, pioneer

immigrants, according to the period of their arrival, might have
been subject to at least three climatic periods: (1) A period of mild
climate accompanied apparently l>y changes in the land relations of
the continents at the close of the Tertiary era; (2) a long period of
remarkable climatic and other changes, known as the Ice Age, Avhicli
affected the northern hemisphere to an undetermined degree, and
which at successive periods blocked the pathway to the east and
possibly in some measure to the south, with intervening periods of
mild climate favorable to distribution, at least on the Pacific side;
(3) the so-called postglacial periods, which throughout have approximated the climatic conditions and geographical relations of
the present day. The duration of this period was not uniform over
the entire country but long or short according to the latitude, as
In the northern
fully explained under the heading Chronology.
United States east of the Eocky Mountains the ice sheet persisted
down to comparatively recent times, estimated at from 7,000 to
20,000 years ago, and would have interfered with the southern movements of population, while in the Rocky IMountain region highland
and the Pacific slope the glacial occupation was less complete, and
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possible that passage

from north

to south

[bull. 60

was never wholly

interrupted.

In the absence of definite knowledge of the period of arrival of
the pioneers and the beginning of the American occupancy, and of
the climatic and other conditions to which all preglacial and glacial
movements w^onld be subject, it seems vain to enter upon a prolonged theoretical discussion of the possible processes and progress
of settlement during these periods. If, however, man by whatsoever
routes he may have taken eventually did reach the gateway during
these periods, there is no known reason why, at least during the
intervals of milder climate, he should not have entered America and
passed southward, if not eastward, over the northern continent.
Tribes acclimated in Siberia would readily make a home in the
valley of the Yukon, but considerable time might elapse before they
would overcome the intervening difficulties and reach the valley of
the Columbia, the Mississippi, or the St. Lawrence. The journey

along the coast from the Aleutian Peninsula to Sitka is practically
impossible for any except peoples having seagoing craft. The crossing from the headwaters of the Yukon into the forest-covered area
of the Northwest Coast or into the MacKenzie Basin would meet,
aside from the possible interference of glacial ice, wdth untold difficulties for primitive peoples.

It

may

be assumed that movements southward would be, at first,
extremely tedious and confined to very meager bands

Movements

at

First Tedious

^'

^yaj^^igj-ers,'

but the progress could well be more
.

rapid than the spread of tropical Asiatic peoples to
the north, as described in the preceding section. Instead of advancing against new and unfavorable conditions of climate, the progress

America would be constantly to milder climates and more plentiful
food supply. Then, again, successive advances in culture necessarily
occurring would give distinct advantage to wanderers in the new
land. The spread over the Mississippi Valley to the Gulf would be
quickly accomplished, and from the central area the east and the west
would be occupied with comparative ease.
The passage of peoples from North into South America would
present no insurmountable difficulties under geographical conditions
corresponding to the present. Unoccupied, these areas would offer
no resistance to the advance of the pioneers, although the Isthmus
might hinder on account of its prevalent jungles, marshes, and
in

febrific dangers.

The passage from either North or South America to the Caril)bean
Archipelago would probably present problems closely akin to those
of the passage of Bering Strait in the present period.
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It is not apparent that intercontinental transfer has been wholly
blocked at any time to migrating hordes or wandering grou})s,
for if not bridged by land the intervening space may have been
bridged by ice or may have been an easy ferry after seagoing craft
came into use. The (iiiestion, then, is one not of the availability of
the avenues of approach at one period or another but rather that of
the actual arrival of migrating groups at the gateway and of the
pressure necessary to push them one step farther from the place of

their nativity after the

manner suggested

in earlier paragraphs.

The

arrival of the precursors of the race during glacial or preglacial

times would depend primarily on the extension of his habitat to the
shores of Bering Sea, and the improbability of this, as already

pointed out, must be a})parent to every one
sideration to the subject.

who

gives serious con-

VII.

PROBLEMS OF CULTURE DEYELOPMEXT AXD
MUTATION

THE

no
and the evolution from it of the higher forms of culture as that afforded by
aboriginal America, })re- and post-Columbian, This is due largely
entire field of anthropological research there occurs

IN such opportunity for the stud}^ of primitive

life

to the facts (1) that the cultures are, in large part, living cultures,

which have been the subject of observation more or
^''"""^ ""^

stildy'""'

1^^'^

intelligent for 400 years

;

(2 ) that the cultures of

the Columbian and post-Columbian periods represent

advancement so far as it is
known, from the humblest stage of savagery to the very threshold

practically the whole range of aboriginal

of civilization; (3) that the prehistoric phases of these cultures are
continuous with the historic and present and are thus readily interpreted in terms of the well known; (4) that the antiquities are
countless and have been left in large measure undisturbed by the

Notwithstanding these favoris not an
easy one. The very early stages of xVmerican history, being scantily
represented by art remains, must always remain obscure, and students
of the subject are thus free to adopt such views as may occur to them
regarding the probable course of events during the occupation and
activities

of succeeding occupants.

able conditions the task before the historian of the race

conquest of the continent.
°^

status

^"'^''"^^

It is quite natural that

there should have arisen widely divergent views on
tlie

subject, views which, however, will doubtless tend

makes headway. The writer finds it most
advantageous for present purposes to follow up the general scheme
outlined in the section dealing with the culture transformations of
migrating peoples in their passage from tlie hypothetical cradle in
Asia to America. The conception is that of a people not advanced
beyond the simplest known stages of hyperborean culture entering
upon the heritage of a previously unclaimed continent and in course
of time, by continued migrations and multiplication of numbers,
occupying all habitable areas and gradually reaching the various
stages of advancement which characterized America at the period of

to disappear as research

European conquest.
44
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Although the story of the evohition of the American peoples and
cultures can of course never be kno^Yn in great detail,

^^^''"
tin^T"'^

to be expected that the archeologist working in
unison with the ethnologist, the biologist, the geolo-

it is

gist, and the geographer will be able to supply an approximate outline of the course of events during the prolonged interval between the arrival of the pioneer settlers and the coming
of Columbus. History comes to the aid of these sciences by con-

tributing to the post-Columbian phases of the subject. Passing for
the present over the theories (1) that the race originated in America
and (2) that its arrival on the continent dates back to Tertiary or

assumed that the occupation did not begin
had accjuired a degree of culture devehjpment somewhat analogous to that of the more primitive
early glacial time,

it

is

until the peoples of northeastern Asia

hunting, fishing, fire-using, igloo-building tribes of the far north in
recent times. Arriving in limited groups, the movements would be
hesitating and slow the pioneers ^^ould creep along the ocean shores,
;

meander the river

and

with much

mounand arid areas,
would pass gradually into the temperate and tropical
brSnvironmeif'^
climes.
The culture of the groups that lingered in
the north would undergo little change, and the status of those
who found their way into the vast forests and the featureless
plains would continue, with local changes, practically on the
same level from generation to generation and century to century.
The people would nece-ssarily continue to subsist by the precarious
resources of unaided nature. In regions where the supply of fish
was abundant during the year there would probably result practically permanent settlement accompanied by limited progress in directions imposed by the environment, and in temperate and subtropical valleys complete sedentation would ensue and far-reaching
changes would be initiated; resultant increase in numbers would
gradually lead to the failure of the chase, and agriculture and domestication of animals, where tractable species were available, would
follow and an artificial basis of food supply would be established.
The hunter would lose his calling and would gradually share with
courses,

scale

difficulty the

tain ranges and, avoiding the ice-clad

women the work of tilling the soil; new agencies of progress
would come into being, new activities would arise, and specialization
of labor would follow exi:)loitation of resources would develop new
sources of food supply and new materials for the handicrafts, and
arts and industries would multiply; the textile art, pottery, mining,
metallurgy, and stone building would be added; the graphic arts and
pictography would lead upward toward glyphic writing; and skill
in numbers and observation of the heavenly bodies would make
the

;

—
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accurate time keeping possible, giving rise to the calendar. Interchange of commodities with neighboring peoples would increase and
extended trade, with its manifold benefits, would widen the range
of interests; customs, habits, social organizations, and even religion
would take on new forms; the embellishing arts and luxur^^ would
find encouragement; and commerce, war, conquest, and the command
of labor would build up important nations, opening the way to
From the more advanced centers of progress there
civilization.
would radiate in time by various agencies, germs of culture, slowly
leavening the savage complex, a process still in active operation.
On this general plan it is thought to account for the greatly di-

phenomena

versified

of aboriginal culture

among

the historic tribes,

as well as that brought to light by archeological research and, since
no clear evidence is found of culture stages distinct from the well

known,

it

is

here assumed, adopting the European nomenclature,

American culture is exclusively neolithic, and that
such " paleolithic "-appearing forms of artifacts as occur are not
chronologically separable. This view may be adopted and held as a
working hypothesis until reliable proof to the contrary accumulates,
that aboriginal

indeed such proof exists. All American culture rising above the
of early neolithic would thus be regarded as belonging to
America, always allowing, however, for sporadic intrusions of germs
of higher phases which it must be conceded are within the range of
if

level

possibility, especially in the

The

more recent millenniums.

agencies which conspire to shape up the culture of a people
to its highest state,

Asencies of Advnncemont, Active

jj^^

and

iii'^J i^t't

I'assive

and which from lack of

sustain-

])ower permit retrogression and final obliteration,

case,

ii.tuily
m
be

i

i

i

•
.

t

•

aualj^zcd or deternnned in

any given

but they are worthy of the close study which

is

—

being given them by students. The active dynamic the subjective
forces are to be distinguished from the contributory, passive agencies;
the first law of all sentient creatures is self-preservation and with the
human race the second law is the law of betterment. The first
provides for the perpetuation of existence, the second for the perpetuation of progress. These are the fundamental forces responsible
for all human activity and all progress; they apply alike to the indiA

idual, the family, the

and
Contributory

community, and

racial units.

all

the larger social, political,

The contributory and

passive ageii-

•

^j^

extremely varied constituents of environ-

ment: (1) The diversified animal life, giving rise to
which
the chase,
furnishes food, clothing, and shelter, and material
for the arts and industries; (2) the vegetable life, supplying various
alimentary needs and a vast range of materials for the arts and
industries; (3) the mineral world, whose limitless riches make
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The

relations

of land and sea, of fertile and desert areas, and of valleys and

mountain ranges may

also have great influence, and climate may
decide the cultural fate of peoples, confining them to the limited
activities of the Arctic, stimulating them to activity in the Temperate

Zone, and encouraging indolence in torrid climes.
The vast influence of environment as an agency in determining the
culture of primitive peoples becomes more and more
^ apparent with the advance of research. This is well
PuIwoTumire
illustrated, for example, by the highly specialized
culture of the Pueblo tribes of the southwestern United States.

It is here

made manifest

that

it

is

not so

much

the capabili-

and culture heritage of the particular stock of people that
determines the form of material culture as it is their local enties

vironment. Any primitive people finding its way into this land of
rock shelters, and ready-quarried building stone would soon be
led under favorable stimulus to employ stone in building. The proximity of predatory peoples would bring about the building of strong

cliifs,

pueblos in the lowlands and defensive resorts in the
limitations of natural food resources

would lead

cliffs.

of the fertile spots in the isolated desert-bordered valleys.
conditions would

make

and other

irrigation necessary

tures of culture W'Ould perforce arise locally.

porting the produce of the

The

to the cultivation

The

arid

special fea-

The needs

of trans-

and of the storage of water would
lead to skill in basketry and pottery, and scarcity of large game
jdelding skins for clothing would make weaving necessary. Accommodating itself to the peculiar conditions, the social organization
would take on localized forms. The mythology and forms of worship which often come up from the remote past with little change
w^ould yield to local influences and even the origin myths would
derive the tribes from local sources. The modifying influences of
environment are well shown by the fact that the three or four stocks
which arrived in the arid region from different sources have had
their cultures almost completely remodeled and unified by the exfields

ceptional local environment.

The

culture of the mound-building tribes of the middle eastern
United States was not widely different in degree of

Environment

cuuure

i

n

advancement from that of the Pueblos, yet it was in
most respccts distinct in type. There were marked
differences in agriculture, the building arts, sculp-

ture, pottery, weaving, metallurg}-, in

implements and

in the arts of embellishment, as well

customs

— differences

conditions

rather

in

social

utensils, and
and religious

doubtless largely due to the impress of local
to any extraneous or distant ancestral

than

38657°— 19— Bull.

as

60, pt 1
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A remarkable theory is advanced by Slialer regarding the
seeming degeneracy of the historic culture of this ethnic area as
compared with the prehistoric, which serves to emphasize the potent
influence of even single features of environment.
It is averred with
cause.

much show

of plausibility that the advent of the buffalo into the
a comparatively recent occurrence revolution-

Mississippi Valley

—

—

ized the culture, material and innnaterial, changing it from the
advanced, sedentary, agricultural type to that of seminomadic fol-

lowers of the chase

which so readily

—

good

a

atlects

illustration of the "call of the

even those

who claim

wild"

to be civilized.

When ill liis eastward movement the buffalo came to the semi-civilized inhabitants of the Mississippi system of valleys, he brought a great plenty of animal
food to the people, who had kmg been in a measure destitute of such resources,
for they had no domesticated animals save the dog. Not yet firmly fixed in
the agricultural art, these tribes appear, after the coming of the buffalo, to
have lapsed into the pure savagery which hunting entails. To favor the pasturage of these wild herds, the Indians adopted the habit of burning the
prairies.
These fires spread to the forests on the east, killing the young trees
which afforded the succession of wood, gradually extending the pasturage area
of the wild herds until the larger jiortions of the western plains eastward to
and Kentucky, probably even into the Carolinas, and southward

central Ohio
to the

Tennessee Kivcr, had been stripped of their original forests, making way
which ranged tlie country at the time

for the vast throngs of these creatures

when we

first

knew

it.

With the

rehal)ilitation of the hunter's habit,

and

v/ith

the nomadic conditions which this haliit necessarily brings about, came more
frequent contests between tribes and the gradual decadence of the slight civilization which the people had acquired.^

The highly

specialized

may
'"

=^"''^

St^'cimuro

and mature culture of the Valley of Mexico

be attributed, in no small measure, to the vigor
diversified acquirements of a people

which had

passed through successive stages of migration and
conquest in an exacting climate. Allowance must be made also for
the influence of the Toltec foundation on which the Nahua people

began their
it is

final

building; at the same time, however, aside from this

clear that the influence of other features of the local environment

has been profound.

On

acpount of

its

dimensions, physiography,

and natural resources the valley is the natural cradle of a
culture and a nation. At the same time it is so related to surrounding areas that its people, while retaining their own autonomy, were
able to hiy tribute upon the cultural resources of numerous less
climate,

favorably placed neighboring peoples.
The culture of the Maya-Quiche of Mexico and Central America
represents the climax of aboriginal achicA^ement. Little is definitely
known, however, either of the period or the place of its earlier
manifestations, and there is thus slight chance of determining the
1

Shaler, Nature and

Man

in

America, op. 184—185.
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composition or the forces which
The environments involved are so diversihed and extensive that little can
^® ^'^^^ regarding the part they have taken in giving

forward
'"

MayrcSture
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its

to its exceptional position.

character to the culture beyond that whicli

is

made

apparent locally by a study of the anti(iuities. Tlie particular factors which have given Chichen Itza and Palenque,. for example, some
of the most striking characteristics of their material culture may be
readily observed. The climate of Chichen, although subtropical, is
comparatively dry, while that of Palenque is characterized by a
rainy season of the most typical kind. In Chichen, as a consequence,
the roofs of the buildings are flat, while those of Palenque are sloped
to turn the rains, and from the crest or coml) which this form of
roof implies there has arisen an ornamental feature of most remarkable kind. The geological formations of the plains of Yucatan furnish soft massive limestone for building, while the formations at
Palenque are hard limestcmes which cleave into shiblike forms. In
Chichen the architect, employing the massive stone, reached results
impossible in Palenque, The use of large stones in building was
usual in Chichen and the colonnades of a single group of buildings
include upward of COO columns, round and square, of massive stone.
In Palenque the architect built his columns of rough stone and faced
them with stucco, while slabs of limestone of large superficial area
were used in carving the many important altar panels and glyphic
inscriptions. In Chichen the decorative relief sculptures carved in
"stone are rigid and expressionless, while those of Palenque modeled
in stucco are remarkable for spirit and for freedom in form and line.
Doubtless environmental differences have similarly affected the various minor arts of these people.

The

subjective

—the dynamic

force in culture evolution

—the ever-

present desire for betterment, manifests itself in two distinct ways:
(1)

By

direct effort, as in the pursuit of activities designed to supply

bodily comforts, to gain influence over environment, and to gratify
esthetic longings; and ('2) by indirect methods, as in appeals for

powers assumed to hold all favors at their disposal.
it is this indirect method, this appeal to the gods,
the organized and sustained effort of the cults to promote welfare
by this means, that has brought about, directly or indirectly, all that
is greatest in human achievement, material and immaterial.
There can be little question that the wonderful achievements of the
ancient city builders of Middle America were due to religious propagandism, that the enthusiasm engendered by supposedly inspired
assistance to the

Strangely enough,

leadership enlisted the energies of a comparatively primitive people
in the erection of the vast establishments now in complete ruin. It
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equally apparent that the exhaustion naturally and inevitably

from the enormous waste of material resources and energy
burden imposed by the ruling class
is resi)onsible for the downfall, the utter ruin, and hnal abandonment of the great Maya cities. The house built on sand must fall,
and these and other kindred results of human effort are builded on
sands of the imagination. The more rapid the advance and the
loftier the rise, the more certain and complete the ruin.
It is not to be forgotten that various causes, such as change of
climate, encroachment of enemies, earthquakes, and other agencies
resulting

and the

inability to sustain the

may have

These, however,
contributed to the lamentable result.
contributory
in
case
more
than
agencies.
hardly
any
were

VIII.

PROBLEMS OF CHEONOLOGY

a previous section devoted to the place of archeological rein human history the distinction was made between

IN search

and fortuitous or nonpurposebeing premised that all records of whatsoever kind
serve the purposes of or contribute to the needs of

intentional or purposeful records
ful records,

it

Purposeful records are a product
advanced culture and take different
forms as advance is made toward the requirements of the highly
civilized state. In the beginning memory was the only means of preserving the lore of a people, but it is assumed that material things
were in time associated purposely with the memories in such a way

Purposeful Records

the chronologist.

of somewhat

as to assist in their preservation

then pictures took, in part, the place
of things, and the pictures became conventionalized by long use into
half formal and then into fully formal signs. The formal signs
;

became symbols of things, persons, facts, events, and ideas, and
finally of sounds, and then written records took up the burden of
chronology, initiating a new era in human progress and exerting vast
power in the world. These devices are, however, of
Nonpurposefui Reecomparatively recent origin and application, and the
chronologist who would determine the place of long
past events in the scale of time must resort to the study of the nonpurposeful records which are scattered along the pathway of culture
progress.

The achievements of the American aborigines in building up a system of glyphic record are of much interest to the student of the
evolution of civilization, but our knowledge of the subject is as yet
extremely limited, notwithstanding the learned and patient researches of a number of able students, among whom are Thomas,
Bowditch, Forstemann, Goodman, Seler, Brinton, Morley, and Tozzer.
In the Maya system of Central America, which is the most
highly perfected, the symbols for days, months, years, and cycles are
known, and dates inscribed in manuscripts and carved on monuments are in numerous cases made out with considerable facility.
engraved in glyphic charfrom southern Vera Gruz
obtained
statuette
jade
small
acters on a
(fig. 20).^
The date, as read by Morley, translated into our system,

The

1

earliest date yet deciphered is that

Holmes,

On a Nephrite

Statuette from San Andres Tuxtla, Vera Cruz, Mexico.
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The next recorded

Leyden stone

date found on the small sculpture
IGO years later, or GO A. D.

is

Mexico had
advanced so far toward the civilized state as to have
Giyphic Chronology perfected a system of writing warrants the conclusion that the occupancy of the continent covers a
much longer period, the length of wdiich, however, may never be
determined. Already so many of the dates have been read that the

The

fact that 2,000 years ago the people of eastern

periods

many

of

'

the

greater

known

and the outlines of Maya history

'

covering a period of 20 centuries

/
I

J

are clearly

^

The

out.

art of the

\

;

correct-

confirmed

culture centers

several

which indicate progressive development in close accord with the

'''

\

:

The

giyphic chronology.

•

status
\

y

is

by observed characteristics of the

\
\

made

ness of these readings

\

;

of

olden time are

cities of the

of

the

researches

fascinating field

may

present
in

this

be learned by

reference to the works especially of
^ and Spinden.In the present work, however, it
not the purposeful records of

Morley
is

the tribes which must re<xuve par'

..._

Jade statuette from Vera Cruz Mexwith giyphic date corresponding to 100

Fig. 20
ICO,

B.C.

ticular

attention,

fortuitous

but

rather

reCOrds— WOrks

of

hands designed for various
by the wayside, and more especially those asso-

(\)

.

poses, used

and

the

the
pur-

left

The data

to be drawn upon in
and of various grades of
ciassiflr.itioii of
ehronoloo-ical value, ranii'inofrom the merelv sug;!^
Chronologic Data
gestivo to the decisive and convincing.
The category of data available to the Americanist in determining measurable periods of time as well as relative antiquity may be grouped

ciated with geological formations.

this field is vast in extent
'

,'

)-<

t-?

_

as follows:
1.

Historical (Written)

Data embodied in written history which, with the exception of the
Norsemen and meager native giyphic records, are chiefly

tales of the

post-Columbian.
^

"

Morlcy. An Introduction to the Study of the
Spindeu, A Study of Maya Art.

Maya

Hieroglyphs.
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2.

Data

sujiplied

sarily with

(h)
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(Mnemoxk)

by native tradition employed by chronologists neces-

much

caution,

Ijiolooical

').

(a)

part

Data derived from the growth and decay of forests.
Data derived from the distribution of plant species by human

agency.
(c)

Data afforded by changes in living forms, as of

human

ing the

shellfish, dur-

period.

(d) Data based on the differentiations of the human groups and
on the modification of aniuuil species, as the llama and alpaca,
through douiestication.

Cultural

4.

(a) Data derived from a consideration of the bulk of work accomplished by the tribes, as in irrigation Avorks, mines, and archi-

monuments.
Data derived from

tectural
(h)

a study of the cidture contents of in-

habited sites representing successive occupancies.
(c)

Data furnished

a consideration of the tiuie required for

l)y

the evolution of various branches of culture, as language, customs,
arts.

(d) Data derived from the study of uiigrations and the tiuie required in completing the settlement of the several land areas of the
globe.
5.

(a)

and

Geological

Data derived from the association of traces of man. physical

cultural, with geological

formations, a chief resource of the

chronologist, association being (1) with the systematic formations;
(2) with river terraces, lake beds, eolian accumulations, and cave
deposits, the relative,

and

in a measure, the actual age of

which can

be determined.
(h)

Data furnished by changes

in artifacts

by weathering, sand-

blast, etc.
G.

Paleoxtological

Data supplied by association of the remains of man and his works
fossil remains of animal and vegetal life, the geological place
of which has been determined.

with

7.

Mineralogical

Data based on the rate of alteration Avhich takes place

in the

material of antiquities and in osseous remains from decay, mineralization,

and patination.
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Geographical

Data furnished by a study of the rehitions of hind and water, hisand prehistoric, with respect to distribution of peoples and

toric

faunas.
9.

Astronomical

Data derived from changes in the rehitions of the earth and
heavenly bodies which affect humanity at determinable periods.
The antiquity of man on the American Continent is a subject of
deep interest to the student of the aborigines as well as to the historian of the human species as a whole, and the various problems
which arise with respect to chronology are claiming an ever-growing amount of scientific attention. The problems may be briefly
suggested in this place, and the evidence so far presented for their
solution

may

During the

be reviewed.
first

centuries of

European occupancy of the continent
from

belief in the derivation of the native tribes
cin-onoio'^y^™''''^

Old World pcoples in comparatively recent times
was very general, and, indeed, the fallacy has not yet

been entirely eradicated, as pointed out in a previous section.
This view was based on the apparentl}' solid foundation of
the Usher chronology, and many works have been written in the
attempt to determine the particular peoples from which the American tribes sprang. The results of researches into the archeology of
the Old World during the past century, however,
Old and New ImyQ served to clear away the strict biblical interosies Distinct

prctatioii of cvciits

man

aiicl

establish the fact of the great

and to develop a
from the close of the Tertiary
Later on investigations in America were taken up, and
ei)och.
evidence was found and readily accepted, which seemed to warrant
the conclusion that the course of primitive history had been about
the same on both continents; but a critical examination of the testimony has shown that this is probably not the case, and the necessity
of treating the evidence furnished by the two continents quite
antiquity of

in the world,

clear conception of the course of events

is made apparent.
The aborigines are usually spoken

separately

of as a distinct race, but are

more properlv regarded
Diversity of Race

Characters

as

a

subrace

— an

^fly^Qot ^f ^hc yellow-brown race of Asia.
•'

standing

this, it is

ancient

Xotwith-

observed that the racial characters

measurably distinctive and homogeneous,
differing more or less from those of the better-known typical
Asiatics, and some students have reached the conclusion that a
long period was required to bring about these results. Again, those

of the Americans

are
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who begin with

the assumption that the arrivals in America w^ere of
homogeneous stock marvel at the diversity in physical
characters exhibited by the tribes, and inquire whether a long period
was not required to produce the differentiations; but until the character of the incoming peoples with respect to homogeneity is detera single or

mined, it is practically unavailing to attempt an estimate of the
chronologic significance of present similarities and differences.

Although the immigrants may have reached America through a
single jjortal they were not necessarily a homogeneous people
racially.
To-day the great region from which they are believed to
have been derived contains tribes exhibiting marked physical differ-

among primitive tribes there as elseArrivals along the Bering shores, whether during glacial,

ences, diversity being the rule

where.

interglacial, or postglacial time,

probably included numerous

tribes,

or even linguistic stocks, presenting degrees of physical difference

corresponding to those observed to-day among the tribes of Siberia
and Mongolia, or even those of central Asia. Considering these
possibilities and the extent of the American Continent over which
the immigrants wandered, the similarities of group characters are

perhaps quite as much to be remarked upon as the differences, and
are at present equally valueless as indexes of chronology.
It does not appear that a study of the physical characters of the
present tribes can serve any important purpose in considering prob-

lems of American chronology, and the evidence so far supplied by
the fossil remains is without crucial value in this direction, as shown
elsewhere. The various human remains of apparently low type and
assumed antiquity brought to light have been, on rigid examination,
eliminated, one by one, so far as their physical characters are concerned, from the field of chronologic evidence.
The cultural conditions of aboriginal America have been studied
diligently with the view of obtaining further light
Diversity of Lanqj^ questious of age.
The great diversity of cultures
giinges
Cbronoland especially the wonderful differentiations in
ogy
language are brought forward as possible proofs of
great antiquity. Usually the discussion begins with the assumption
that the American pioneers were one people and from one region,
speaking the same or allied languages, and that the differentiations
took place entirely within the New World. Referring sfgain to those
'

ill

parts of the Old

.

,

World from which the American
we find peoples speaking not a

to have been derived,

race

,

is

assumed

single language

but languages as diversified as those of corresponding areas in America to-day, and realize that the intercontinental migrations probably involved peoples speaking radically different tongues. It would
thus appear that differentiations of language can not be regarded as
of great value in solving the problems of antiquity. The theory of
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multiple genesis of the languages introduced into America and of

continued divergence is illustrated in figure 21. The same suggestion applies to other branches of culture and to race.
Considering all features of the research it seems probable that the
immigrants to America were comparatively uniform in physical
characters and in mental capacity, while the dialects w^ere greatly

Further and greatly accelerated differentiation must
diversified.
have resulted from the new and constantly changing conditions of

Map

Fig. 21.

suggest ing mult iple origins in Asia

and

differentiations in America.

which the migrating peoples were necessarily subjected in passing from Arctic America toward the Equator, and
thence again toward the Antarctic. Differentiating agencies corresponding to those affecting language must have affected religion,
folklore, games of divination and chance, social customs, etc., of the
migrating tribes, reducing to a minimum the importance of these
environment

to

branches of culture as aids in the study of chronology.
The diversified phenomena of material culture have been the subject of extended studies by chronologists.
The evocuituro and ciiro-

j^^^j^^^^ ^^. ^^^^

^rts

and industries of primitive peoples

was naturally a process involving much time, but
America began with an ad-

assuming that culture (levelo]mient in

vanc-ed hunter-fisher stage, progress toAvard the higher stages, ob-

served by the European colonists,

may have

been comparatively
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Traces of geologically ancient man have not been found in
in Europe, and investigations are proceeding with painful slowness and much halting along the various lines of research,
and false leads have been followed in many cases, prolonging the
investigations and impeding progress.
Students have sought in
many ways to establish a chronology of the occupation of the continent by man. The magnitude of the work accomplished in the
building of mounds and other earthworks in the Mississippi Valley
has been dwelt upon at length, and the time required for the growth
and decay upon these works of a succession of forests has been computed. The vast accumulations of midden deposits in both North
and South America and the fact that the beds composing them seem
in cases to indicate a succession of occupancies by tribes beginning
in savagery and ending in well-advanced barbarism have been conStriking physiographic mutations, as
sidered by chronologists.
changes of level in coast lines and alterations in river courses since
man took possession, have been taken into account. Modifications of
particular species of mollusks between the time of their first use on
the shell-heap sites and the present time, and the development in one
or more cases of new varieties, suggest hoary anti(|uity, but the
highest estimate of elapsed times based on these evidences does not
exceed a few thousand years. After carefully weighing the evidence
collected by him in Alaska, Dall reached the conclusion that the
earliest midden deposits on the Aleutian Islands are probably as
rapid.

America as

much

as 3,000 years old.^

It

is

possible that, considering the char-

same observations
might have reached results differing from those of Dall.
We view with wonder the massive ruins left by the more cultured
peoples of Middle and South America and speculate on the time
required for the evohition of stone-built cities, as Tiahuanaco or
Cuzco, Chichen or Copan, from villages of primitive type. Eeferring, however, to Old World civilizations, we discover that many
of the grandest culture developments matured quickly and were
short-lived, being the product of some spasm of religious enthusiasm
or some abnormal development of national power and enterprise.
In India, for example, some of the most wonderful architectural
creations of all time were built and abandoned within a few cenacter of the evidences, other students utilizing the

turies.

tural

It is a well-ascertained fact that while the great architec-

monuments of Java, Cambodia, and India were

grandeur

rising in their

in the early centuries of the Christian era, the stone-built

America were also springing up in the forests of
Yucatan and Central America. Centuries rather than millenniums
have witnessed the accomplishment of the greatest material achievestructures of

^

Dall,

On

Succession in the Shell-beaps of the Aleutian Islands.
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ments of humanity.

Shall

we then be

tiquity for the occupation of the
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able to predicate great an-

American Continent on the

testi-

furnished by the achievements of human labor or even on the
length of time required for the evolution of the American cultures
from the neolithic elements assumed to have been introduced from

mony

Asia

As

?

testimony of racial and cultural phenomena
from geological criteria does not serve
indicate clearly an antiquitv
for the aboriginal
to
1

tlius presented, the

dissociated

chro-

Gooiosicai

nology

^^^

"^

.

occupancy beyond a few thousand years. Through
association with geological formations, the age of which can be
determined with some degree of accuracy, both cultural and
somatic remains combine to extend our vision with reasonable clearness well back toward the close of the last glacial occupation of
middle North America, a j)eriod whose duration is estimated by some
students at from eight to twenty thousand years.
Some students
of the subject are satisfied that authentic evidence of man's presence
during the glacial period has been obtained, others find sufficient
reasons for believing in man's existence in both North and South
America far back in Tertiary times, while a single bold advocate of
autochthonic antiquity has promidgated the view" that man originated in the western world ratlier than in the eastern and proceeds
to identify his forbears among the American lower orders.

The

geological evidence of antiquity, derived

from the association

of somatic and cultural remains with geological formations, that
is

to say, such formations, beds, layers, or strata

natural as distinguished from artificial deposition,

is

as are due to

extensive,

and

a full and exhaustive discussion of the subject necessarily involves

the consideration of a vast body of testimony which, however, can

not be more than briefly summarized in this place. The evidence w411
be presented, therefore, in outline merely, and the literature of original research will be cited

who may wish
The various

somewhat

fully for the benefit of those

to pursue the subject further.

discoveries reported

may

be taken up somewhat in

chronologic order, beginning with the earliest assigned date.

First

consideration thus falls to the testimony furnished

South

Amorican

TcstiiiKjiiy

)jy

gtudents of South American chronology,
especially
to.'
J
1
7

.

Ameghino and

.

.

his associates,

who have accmnulated
the presence of man in

body of data purporting to indicate
of South America in remote times, the earliest
traces brought forward being accumulations of cinders associated
wath strata assigned to the Eocene age and assumed to be due to
human agency. The several periods intervening between the early
Tertiary and historic times have been bridged by Ameghino by
a large

the

pampas region

—
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various discoveries of osseous remains and artifacts and by hypoand the formidable body of data collected and pub-

thetical Unks,

lished has carried conviction in

numerous European and American

In 1909 the writer had the opportunity of examining the various traces cinders, fossil bones, and stone artifacts
in the Museo Xacional at Buenos Aires, and portions of the material
were studied in greater detail in Santiago, Chile, where the evidence
was presented by Ameghino before the section of Natural Sciences
centers of research.

—

of the First

Pan American

of the subject presented so

Scientific Congress.

many

The

various phases

features of scientific interest

imj^ortance that arrangements were

made

later to

and

have Dr. Ales

Ilrdlicka, physical anthropologist, of the United States National

Museum, and Dr. Bailey

"Willis,

geologist, of the

United States

Geological Survey, visit Argentina with the view of becoming more
intimately acquainted with the character of the field observations

and the various relics of antiquity preserved in the Argentina muThe results of this investigation, which inchided a most
seums.
exhaustive study of the large body of literature relating to the subject, are summarized by Dr. Ilrdlicka in the following paragraphs:

A

conscientious, iinbiased study of all the available facts lias

shown that the

whole structure erected in support of the theory of geologically ancient man
on that continent rests on very imperfect and incorrectly interpreted data
and in many instances on false premises, and as a consequence of these weaknesses must completely collapse when subjected to searching criticism.

The main defects of the testimony thought to establish the presence of
various representatives of early man and his precursors in South Ajuorica
are: (1) Imperfect geologic determinations, especially with regard to the
immediate conditions under which the finds were made; (2) imperfect consideration of the circumstances relating to the human remains, particularly
as to possibilities of their artificial or accidental introduction into older terranes and as to the value of their association from the standpoint of zoopaleonthe attributing of undue weight to the organic and inorganic
human bones; and (4) morphologic consideration
of the human bones by those who were not expert anthropologists, who at times
were misled in the important matter of placing and orienting the specimens
and who accepted mere individual variations or features due to artificial detology

;

(3)

alterations exhibited by the

formation as normal and specifically distinctive characters.
As to the antiquity of the various archeologic remains from Argentina attrilv
uted to early man, all those to which particular importance has been attaclied
have been found without tenable claim to great age, while others, mostly single
fall into the category of the douiitful.
broken, striated, grooved, and perforated animal bones, the
writers have not been convinced that these are in any case necessarily the work
In those instances in which the originals were
of geologically ancient man.

objects,

As

without exception

to the

many

examined, the markings observed were either deafly recognized as due to
to other nonhuman agencies or as of doubtful origin.
conclusions of the writers with regard to the evidence thus far furnished are that it fails to establish the claim that in South America there have
been brought forth thus far tangible traces of either geologically ancient man

gnawing rodents or

The

himself or. of any precursors of the

human

race.

;
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This should not l»e taken as a caU',i,'orical denial of the existence <tf early
in South America, however improbable such a presence may now appear
but the position is maintained, and should be maintained, it seems, by all
students, that the liual acceptance of the evidence on this subject can not be
justified until there shall have accumulated a mass of strictly scientific observations requisite in kind and volume to establish a proposition of so great
importance/

man

The

extensive literature of the subject

is

cited in full detail

by

Dr. Hrdlicka in his report. The results of the present writer's examination of the large collections of stone artifacts brought back

by Dr. Hrdlicka, which are embodied in the same volume, serve to
show that the determinations of Ameghino, drawn from the study
of corresponding material in his

There

ject to critical revision.

own

collections, are properly sub-

ai:)pears to

be no very cogent reason

for assigning any of the cultural traces to sources other than tribes

occupying the region in comparatively recent times.

Apart from the evidence obtained by Lund

in Brazil

and by the

authorities above referred to in Argentina, considered with such

acumen by Dr. Hrdlicka, South America has furnished no geological
data deserving of extended mention.

The very

serious risk of hasty conclusions, not only

by amateurs

but on the part of scientific observers, respecting
asty

IS

...

on-

remains in association with geologir
formations is well illustrated by a recent instance furnished by the second Peruvian
expedition of Prof.
Hiram Bingham. The osseous remains of a human being were
found by the first expedition in the vicinity of Cuzco in what were
believed to be deposits of Pleistocene age, and after careful examination by the geologist of the expedition, the following announcement was made of the discovery of a fossil man of an antiquity which
would have given countenance to the questionable discoveries of
Ameghino in Argentina:

clusions

^^j^^jg ^-f j^i^j^^jin

cal

From a detailed study of the geology of the upper Cuzco basin witli special
reference to glacial forms, it is concluded (1) that the beds belong to the
I'leistocene series, (2) that the bones were deposited during a period of pronounced alluviation, and (3) that since the deposition of the bones at least 75
feet of gravel were deposited over them and later partly eroded, an erosion
that is still in progress and to whose activity we owe the exposure.
should be remembered that while compelled to refer the gravel beds of
have yet to determine their place in
that series. When this is done the antiquity of the vertebrate renuiins may
be more safely approximated than now. A provisional estimate would hardly
It

this locality to the Pleistocene series, I

be less than 10,000 years

;

it

last glacial period, generally
1
-

could not exceed the maxinnun glaciatlon of the
estimated at 75.000 years.^

rirdlidka and otho»rs, Early Man in South America, pp. 3S5-3S0.
I'>owman, in Bingham, Preliminary Report of the first Yale Pi-ruvian

p. 25.

Expediiion,
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Notwithstcincling the adverse attitude at once assumed by skeptics,
had not Professor Bingiuun made a second visit to the spot witli the
most commendable purpose of determinin*^- before it was too hite the
exact truth regarding the observations, the literature of American
chronology would lui^e been burdened with a most lamentable error,
willingly accepted and perpetuated by the writers of books at home
and abroad. The positive determination of the geologist would have

many minds. The citation of these facts is not
intended as in any sense derogatory to the explorers concei-ned. On
the contrary, Professor Bingham is deserving of the highest comcarried conviction to

mendation for his prompt action in renewing the search, thus estab-

Fig. 22.

Section of Table Mountain showing mines penetrating to old river channels.

the King pestle

is

The

position of

shown.

lishing the truth in place of error. It is the probability that many
such faulty observations are embodied undetected in archeological
literature that deserves to be emphasized.

In North America during the middle decades of the nineteenth
century a most imposing body of evidence relating to
California
^^'
the Tertiary origin of man was collected by the State
dence
Geological Survey of California in the auriferous
gravel region.^ JMiners working the vast deposits of gold-bearinggravels, assigned in part to Tertiary times, reported the discovery

of various artifacts in the diggings, not only in the deep gravels but
in these gravels beneath heavy sheets of lava of Tertiary
age (fig. 22). This evidence has been the subject of most careful
reexamination and revision, and, although it is imposing in bulk and
was accepted as convincing by Professor Whitney, director of the
survey, the conclusions draAvn are questioned by those who realize the
extreme danger of too ready acceptance of observations of geological
phenomena by inexperienced observers, persons not prepared to
understand the possible intrusion of recent artifacts from the surface
into the deep diggings or to consider other possible risks of error.
After visiting the principal sites of the alleged discoveries, the
writer prepared an exhaustive review of the evidence.^
A brief

entombed

1

Whitney, Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada of California.
of the Evidence Relating to Auriferous Gravel

^Holmes, Revision

Man

in California.

:
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siimiiiaiy of the ar<>iiments for

man

in the gold beh, extracted

for convenience of reference.

[bull. 60

and against the great antiquity of
from that review, is presented here

The

principal considerations arrayed

in support of geological antiquity are as follows
(1) During the three or four decades succeeding the discovery of
gold in California the miners of the auriferous belt reported many
finds of implements and human remains from the mines. The formations most prominently involved are of Neocene age; that is to say,
the middle and later portions of the Tertiary.
(2)

Most of the

objects

came from

surface mines, but some were seemingly

derived from tunnels entering horizon-

and to great depths
and distances beneath mountain summits
tally or obliquely

capped with Tertiary lavas, a condition
leading to a belief in their great age.
(3) The finds Avere very numerous
and were reported by many persons, at
various times, and from sites distributed
over a vast area of country. They were
made, with one exception, by inexpert
observers by miners in pursuit of their

—

ordinary

made
23 a, Fragment of stone pestle found
by Clarence King embedded in gravels
underlying the Table Mountain lava

Fig

b}^

calling

— but

the

statements

the finders are reasonabl}^ lucid

and show no indications of intentional

.

.

cap.

6,

Pestle of the prevailing tj-pe

exaggeration or attempted deception.
(4) The stories as recorded are uni-

form and consistent in character, and
claimed, of a few simple types, such
as might be expected of a very ancient and primitive people. The
evidence, coming from seemingly unrelated sources, is described as
remarkable for its coherency.
(5) The reported finding of an implement apparently in place in
the late Tertiary strata of Table Mountain by Clarence King, geologist and director of the Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, is esjiecially
important and gives countenance to the reports of inexpert observers
It is the most important observation yet made by a geolo(fig. 23).
gist bearing upon the problem of man's antiquity in America. Unfortunately Mr. King failed to publish the discovei'v, which was
made known many years later by Dr. G. F. Becker.^
among the

California tribes.

the objects preserved are,

it is

Another luipublislied discovery has also been made in these gravels which
more satisfactory to the members of this society that the

will be in so far
^

Becker, Antiquities from under Tuolumne Table Mountain in California,

p.

189.
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well known personally to most of them and by reputation to every
In tbe spring of 1809 Mr. Clarence King visited the portion of the
Table Mountain wliich lies a couplo of miles southeast of Tuttletown, and
therefore near liawhide camp, to soarcli for fossils in the auriferous gravels.
At one point, close to the high blutf of basalt capping, a recent wash had
swept away all talus and exposed the underlying compact, hard, auriferous
gravel beds, which were beyond all question in place. In examining this exposure for fossils he observed a fractured end of what appeared to be a cylindrical mass of stone. This mass he forced out of its place with considerable
difliculty on account of the hardness of the gravel in which it was tightly
wedged. It left behind a i^erfect cast of its shape in the matrix and proved to
be a part of a polished stone implement, no doubt a pestle. It seems to be
made of a fine-grained diabase. This implement was presented to the Snuthsonian Institution on January 20, l.STO. It is shown in the accompanying cut
(fig. 1), a photo-engraving from a drawing by Mr. W. II. Holmes.
Mr. King

discoverer

is

geologist.

is

perfectly sure that this implement

was

in

original part of the gravels in which he found

more satisfactory evidence than

and that

place,
it.

It

is

this of the occurrence of

formed an

implements

in the

That human remains are really
these gravels seems to me thoroughly

auriferous, preglacial, sub-basaltic gravels.

associated with an extinct fauna in

it

didicult to imagine

.

.

.

established.'

(6)

The

osseous remains recovered from the gravels are, in some

ha\ing lost nearly all their animal matter,
and some are coated with hrmly adhering gravels resembling those

cases, said to be fossilized,

of the ancient deposits.

These conditions give

rise to the

impression

of great age.
(7) The flora and fauna with which the human remains and relics
appear to be associated indicate climatic conditions and food suiipl}'
favorable to the existence of the human species. It is a noteworthy

fact

that in

many

intimate association

cases the

of the

human

remains with those of extinct animal forms is noted.
(8) The evidence as presented by Whitney and others seems
abundant and convincing, and many scientific men have accepted
it as satisfactory proof of a Tertiary man in America.
It is clearly
the strongest body of evidence yet brought together tending to connect man with any geologic formation earlier than post-glacial.
On the other hand, numerous considei'ations are urged against
great anti(iuity, as f()lh)ws:
(1)

It

is

held that the strength of testimony should be propor-

tioned directly to the magnitude of the propositions to be supported
and that this pai'ticular case requires proofs of a higher order than

have as yet been presented.
(2) The existence of a Tertiary man, even of the lowest grade,
has not yet been fully established in any country, and this California evidence, therefore, stands absolutely alone.
It requires a
human race older by at least one-half than Pithecanthropus erectus
1

38657°— 19— Bull.

Becker,. op.

60, pt

cit.,

i—

pp. 193-194, 19S,
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be regarded only as possibly an incipient form
of the finds reported indicate a Middle

Some

Tertiary people well advanced in the elements of culture; and culture, especially in the earlier stages, is necessarily of exceedingly

The Pltheeanthroims of California would have to be
looked for somewhere in the early Tertiary if not in a preceding
period. The burdens thus thrown on the auriferous gravel evidence
slow growth.

are enormous.
(3) The assumption that a Tertiary man could have survived to
the present time in California may well be held in abeyance. The

physical and biological changes in the region have been profound

The

Fig. 24.

Calaveras skull, said to have been taken from Tertiary gravels at a deptli of 130 feet.

and far-reaching.

The western

half of the continent has been twice

or thrice remodeled since Middle Tertiary times, and every
species of plant

and

all

known

forms of animal life
have been obliterated. Evidence based on

species of the higher

of that time are said to
random and inexpert observations

is

not sufficient to establish such

a proposition.
(4) Could it be admitted that man did survive throughout the ages
and continental transformations, it appears quite improbable that
his physical characters and his culture should have remained unchanged. It seems equally unlikely that a modern race could have
sjn-ung up duplicating the man of a million years before in every

essential particular.
(5)

Examination of the human

fails to

relics

reported from the gravels

The fossilization,
much stress has been
comparatively recent times. The

give support to the claim of antiquity.

so called, of the osseous remains,

upon which

so

may have taken place in
crania recovered are practically identical in character with those

laid,

of the present tribes of California

(fig.

24).
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Th-^ skull presents no siffns of having belon.ced to an inferior race.
In
breadth it agrees with the other crania from California, except those of the
Diggers, but surpasses them in the other particulars in which comparisons
have been made. This is especially obvious in the greater prominence of the
forehead and the capacity of its chamber.
(2) In so far as it differs in dimensions from the other crania from California, it approaches the Esquimaux.^
(1)

its

(G) Objects of art from the auriferous gravels have been described as exceptionally primitive in character and in large measure

peculiar to the gravels.

When

critically

examined, however, they

are found to belong to the polished-stone stage

modern implements

Fig. 23.

Types

in every essential respect

of mortars

and

pestles said to

and

(figs.

to duplicate

They

25-27).

have come from the auriferous gravels,

(i)

may have

fallen in from Indian camp sites or been carby the Indians themselves. They are made from
varieties of stone belonging to formations ranging from the oldest
to the youngest found in the district, and have been shaped by the
ordinary processes employed by our aborigines. They evidently
served purposes identical with the corresponding implements of our
Indian tribes.
(7) None of these objects show evidence of unusual age, and none
bear traces of the Avear and tear that would come from transportation in Tertiary torrents, nor can any reason be given why they
should have been included in the beds of torrential rivers. These
striking facts relative to the condition of the human and cultural
remains confirm and enforce the impressions of recentness deduced
from a study of the geological and biological history of the region.
(8) The case against antiquity is strengthened again by a study

are such as

ried into caverns

of the recent history of California.
1

All,

or

nearly

Whitney, Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada, p. 273
to Early Man in North America.

mains Suggesting or Attributed

;

all,

Ilrdlicka,

of the

Slielctal

Re-
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phenomena

relied

upon

to prove !inti(inity can readily be accounted

for without assuming a Tertiary man.

the region for

many

[bull. 60

centuries.

Indian tribes have occupied
their dead in pits, caves,
rock crevices, and
deep ravines, where
were
remains
the
readily covered by
accumulations
of

They buried

and of

cal-

careous

matter

de-

posited

by

debris

As

water.

soon as mining

operations began, the

region became noted
as a place of skulls.
(0)

Coupled with

the above

is

the fact

that no other country in the world has
FiG.2ti.

A ladlc-lilvc

uii'iisil

from

llie

auriferous gravels.

(1)

SO

l)(>Vn

extcnsivelv

and profoundly dug over as this sauie auriferous gravel region. The
miners worked out the ossuaries, and undermined the village sites,
and it has been shown beyond cavil that large numbers of the native
imi)lements and utensils belouging to recent villages (ligs. 28, 20)

o
Fiii. 27.

JSoal-shaped stones from the auriferous gravels,

(-i)

were iutroduced into the mines and became intermingled wdth the
gravels while the deep placer workings were actually in progress.
Imi^lements and utensils may also, in cases, have been introduced into
the deep mines by helpers in the mining work.
(10) When these articles began to be observed by the miners,
individuals interested in relics commenced making collections, but
neither miners nor collectors understood the need of discrimination.

noLMEsl

The
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them

satis-

factoi-y evidence tliat they beh)no-(>(l oriainally in tlie p:i-avels.

Fig. 2S.

^

AVeathcred gravel wall of a gold mine 200 feet in height, with ancient village

(11) Again,

mining camp

it is

is

Fig. 29.

—

possible that deception

the natural

home

was often

of practical joking,

site

above.

practiced.

A

and the notion

Section showing relations of ancient village site to caved-in gold mine.

A, Auriferous slates bed rock; B, auriferous gravels, 2.50 feet tliick; C, great excavation made in gravels
by hydraulic mining; D, crumbled gravels, result of caving in; E, ancient village site; F, portion of
village site destroyed by mine. The dark triangular figures in the talus show the distribution of
artifacts resulting from slides into the mine.
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that finds of

human

relics in the gravels

cussion would spread quickly

region would be
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tended to excite heated

from camp

camp

to

until the

dis-

whole

att'ected.

The testimony

is greatly weakened by the facts
depends were made almost wholly by
inexpert observers, and (2) that all observations were recorded at
second hand. Nothing short of abundant exi)ei't testi-

(12)

(1) that the finds

for antiquity

on which

mony

it

mind that a Tertiary
using symmetrically shaped and beautiful
implements, wearing necklaces of wampum and polwill convince the critical

race of

men

ished beads of marble or travertine bored accurately

with revolving drills, and having a religious system so
highly developed that at least two forms of ceremonial
stones well knowm among the Indian tribes were in
use, could have occupied the American Continent long
enough to develoj) this nuirked degree of culture without leaving some really distinctive traces of its existence, something different fi'om the ordinai'v belongings
of our |)resent aboiigines.

Although, as thus sunnnarized, the writer finds the
weight of evidence ratlier against than f<n" the great
deposits, Nevada,
antiquity of man in California, he does not believe that
(McGec.) Q)
the evidence recorded by Whitney and others should be
disregarded. Certain portions of the deep gravels appear to have
yielded traces of human occupancy of the region during the formation of these dei)Osits and science can not afford to let the matter rest
until their age is determined and the exact manner of inclusion is
known; meantime chronologists can be on their guard against too
hasty acceptance of conclusions not absolutely warranted by the
Fig. 30. Obsidian

blade from sapposed ricistoccno

evidence.

In 1882 Professor McGee obtained an obsidian knife blade (fig.
30) from bedded deposits of white marl of supposed
The Nevada ObThe
pleistocene age in Walker Valley, Nevada.
sidian
specimen was seemingly in situ at the depth of 25
^

.

,

.

feet in the formation.
It is of massive obsidian, or volcanic glass, and quite free from superficial
incrustation or disintegration. In material, size, .eenoral form, mode of chip-

ping,

and

fresliness

in

appearance

it

is

undistiuguisliable

from the arrow

It should be menpoints in use to-day by the Piute Indians of the vicinity.
tioned that this fresh aspect is paralleled by that of the fossil l)ones found in
the same stratum of white sUt.
These bones ;ire perl'ectly wMte, not at all

mineralized and, wlien found in fragments not readily identifiable, may easily
be discriminated from long-weathered recent bones by their greater porosity

and

less weight.

series of T>abontan deposits within which the obsidian was found
are classed as Pliocene (Equus beds) by tlie vertebrate paleontologist and

The upper
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but this discrepancy is of no furthan an indication that the chronologies of paleontologist
;

do not coincide. It suffices that the later episode of cold and
I.ahdutan basin has been demonstrated by King, Gilbert, and Rusto correspond with the second ice invasion of the glacial epoch.*
g(>()logist

^Yet in the
sell

In a subsequent paragraph (pp. 306-307), speaking of the need of
careful discrimination and great caution in treating of exceptional
inclusions in unconsolidated geological formations, McGee makes
the following most instructive and important statement:
It

fair pi-esumption

a

is

that any unusual oliject found within, or appais an adventitious inclusion: Every

rently within, an unconsolidated deposit
cautious field geologist

accustomed
the
to
unconsolistudy
of
dated superficial dequickly

posits

leai-ns

to question the verity

of apparently original

he may, it
exhaust the
entire range of hypothesis at his command without satisfying himself that the
inclusions
is

;

true,

inclusion

is

adventi-

Fig. 31. Terra-cotta figurine reported to have

come from

late Tertiary

seldom
or early Quaternary deposits, Idaho, (j)
satisfied that he has
exhausted the range of possible hypothesis as to the character of the inclusion,
and hesitates long before accepting any unusual association as verital)Ie. His
yet he

tious

;

case

is

is

not that of the invertebrate paleontologist at work in the Paleozoic
whom a single fossil may carry conviction; for not only are the possi-

i-ocks, to

adventitious inclusion indefinitely less in solid strata, but the mineral

bilities of

and so
Nowhere, indeed.
In the entire range of the complex and sometimes obsciu'e and elusive phenomena of geology is there more reason for withholding final judgment based
upon imusua) association than in the unconsolidated superficial deposits of
the earth and it is only where there is collateral evidence that such testimony
Now, the sediments of Lake Lahontan
is acceptable to the cautious student.
are generally, and in Walker River Canon almost wholly, unconsolidated and
character of the fossil

is

commonly

identical with that of its matrix

affords inherent evidence of the verity of the association.

;

so the probabilities are against the verity of the association.

These considerations, although bespeaking nuich candor on the
part of McGee, do not make it imperative that an observation so
carefully made and recorded should be ignored by seekers after the

Made by a geologist of high standing, it is the second most
important observation yet recorded bearing upon H\e ]n'oblems of

truth.

1

McGpe, An Obsidian Implement from Pleistocene Deposits

in

Nevada.
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the high geological antiquity of man in America, the Table
tain find of King taking first rank.

Of

similar import with respect to anticjuity

is

the so-called

Moun-

Nampa

image, a minute clay figurine supposed to represent a female, the
body being (juite well modeled, the head hardly more than a crude
lump of clay, and the legs broken away, one above and the other
(fig. 31).
It is said to have been brought up by an
sand-pump at Nampa, Idaho, in 1889, and derives its
archeological interest from the fact that the deposits penetrated are

below the knee
artesian well

According to Emmons,^ the formation in
which the pump was operating is of late Tertiary or early Quaternary age; and the apparent improbability of the occurrence of a wellmodeled human figure in deposits of such great antiquity has led to
grave doubt as to its authenticity. It is interesting to note that the
geologically ancient.

age of this object, sup]K)sing it to be authentic, corresponds with that
of the inci[)ieiit man wliose bones were, in 18!)2, reccnered l)y Duboise
from the late Tertiary or early Quaternary formations of Java.
Like the aui'iferous gravel finds of (^ilifornia, if taken at its face
value the specimen establishes an antiquity for Neolithic culture in

America so great that we

it without fui-ther conbeen brought up as reported, there
remains the possibility that it was not an original inclusion \mder the
lava. It is not impossible that an object of this character could have
descended from the surface through some crevice or water course

AVhile

firmation.

it

hesitate to accept

may have

penetrating the lava beds and have been carried through deposits of
creeping (|uicksand aided by underground waters to the spot tapped

by the

drill.

It should be remarked, however, that

forms of art closely analogous

to this figure are far to seek, neither the Pacific slope on the west nor

the Pueblo region on the south furnishing modeled images of the

human

figure of like character or of equal artistic merit.

region in Avhich

work of corresponding

The

nearest

culture grade occurs

is in

the middle Mississippi Valley, the period being recent.

In seeking to explain the possible occurrence of this specimen several

(1) That the figure is a rare
and exceptional work of one of the tribes occupying the locality in
recent times; (2) that it is of modern make by some distant aboriginal people of advanced culture; (3) that it is of modern make, by
some designing j^erson, introduced into the sand-pump out})ut with
intent to deceive; (4) that it is of early Quaternary age as indicated
by its alleged occurrence, and the work of a people already well ad-

alternatives are suggested as follows:

vanced
'

p.

in the Neolithic stage of culture progress.

Emmons,
432.

in

Wright, Climatic Condition of the Glacial roriod

:

Tho Xaniija Image,

holmes]
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Other averred traces of geologically ancient man are few in
number and in nearly all cases are lacking in auThe Lansing Man
tliority as chrondlogical evidence.
Perhaps the most
im])oi'tant

instance

is

that

of

the

fossil

man

of

Lansing, Kans., about which there has been much discussion, cert:un
students assigning the remains to the lowan pliase of the glacial

Fig. 32. SscI ion showin'; tha goological iiosilion of

f

lie

Linsing skolcton.

epoch and others advocating the view that

and compai-atively

recent.

The name

is

it is

a,

Tannol

:

ft,

location of find.

probably postglacial

given to a partially dis-

membered human skeleton found in 1902 under 20 feet of undisturbed silt, 70 feet in from the face
of a Missouri Eiver blutf (hg. ?>2).
The bones lay partly under a large
limestone slal) imbedded in a mass
of talus at the foot of a shale and
limestone clitf against which the silt
had been deposited. The silt deposit
was probably due to an uj^building
partly by wash, partly by winds,
partly by creep from the adjacent
hills, partly by sediment from the
JNIissouri.
It appears that this deposit,
while possibly geologically
ancient is not necessarily so and may
be comparatively recent. The bones
themselves do not give countenance
Fig. 33. Frontal view of the Lansing skull,
to the theory of great antiquity.^
Ivansas.
According to Ilrdlicka - the skull i^
not perceptibly fossilized, and is practically identical in type Avith
crania of the historic Indians of the general region

(fig.

83).

It

has

1 The history of the discovery of the specimen is g-iven by Wright in Proc. Boston
l^oc.
Nat. Hist., January, ISOO, February, 1S9L
Emmon.s's statement regarding tlie age of the
formations involved is given in the same connection.
Its authenticity is questioned by
Powell in Poj). i^ci. Munthhj, July, 1S9.'>. See also Handbook of .Vmerican Indians, art.
'Nampii IwiKjp.

"

The Lansing Skeleton,

p.

324.
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been placed for safe keeping in the U. S. National Museum by its
owner, Mr. M. C. Long, of Kansas City, Mo.
As the geologists who examined the site when a deep trench, cut
under the direction of the writer, was open for inDifferent interprespcctiou, hold widely divergent opinions with respect
^'^^'""^

to the age of the formation inclosing the remains,

further investigation

is

necessary before the question of antiquity

can be safely regarded as settled. The literature of the subject is
Of the
extensive and can not be more than cited in this place.
Upham,^
are
antiquity
glacial
favoring
those
to,
referred
geologists
Winchell, Williston,- and Erasmus Haworth, professor of geology,
University of Kansas. Those favoring a comparatively recent date
are Chamberlin,'^ Holmes,* R. D. Salisbury, professor of geology.
University of Chicago; Samuel Calvin, State geologist of Iowa;
and Gerard Fowke, who conducted the excavations on the site.
Professor Chamberlin concludes a lengthy and most critical review
of the Lansing evidence and refers also to his equally noteworthy
discussion of certain discoveries at I^ittle Falls, JNIinn., as follow^s:

The discovery

of

human remains under

Kans.,

has revived

20 foot of deliris nonr T.nnsins.

interest

in

the

antiquity

of

man

in

on more hopeful lines than here[Chamberlin's View]
tofore, since the mode of occurrence at Lansing is more
dehnilely determinate than in most previous cases of the kind, and the geologic
elements of the problem are more declared, though, as it happens, they belong
The recent studies of Brower
to a much overlooked yet very connnon type.
and Winchell on the quartz chips at Little Falls have brought that case into
^^"i<'i"i'^'fi'

^"'^ fortunately

more definite form.
There remain altout the same differences of interpretation as heretofore,
but these will pass away as the specitic identification of glacio-fluvial, alluvial,
and sub-aerial adjustment deposits become more familiar and precise, and as
their interpretation is at once given greater latitude and made more strictly
dependent on discriminative criteria.
In the judgment of the writer, neither of the al)ove cases affords any substantial ground for affirming the presence of man in America during the
glacial period but they do afford a strong presumption that man in this country has witnessed very notable progress in the deepening of the chamiels of
the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. In time there may be found means for
estimating the rate at which these rivers are lowering their channels, but at
present these are wanting, and there is no trustworthy method of estimating
in years the time consumed in the deepening which has taken place since the
;

human
1
"

3
*
5

relics

were

buried.^

Fpham, Man
Williston, A

in the Ice Age at Lansing, Kansas.
Fossil Man from Kansas.
Chamberlin, The Geologic Relations of the Human Relics of Lansing, Kansas,
Holmes, Fossil Human Remains found near Lansing, Kansas.
Chamberlin, Editorial, p. 793.

p.

715.
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Professors C'alvm and Salisbiuy agree with Professor Cliainborlin
in his very carefully

A

drawn

conclusions.

large })roportion of the observations relating to the geological
anti(|uity of

Signiflcance of
Terms "Glacial"
and " Postglacial "

man

in

ing stagcs of the

America

cluster about the clos-

period in the northern

i>lacial

t
i
It is to be noted that the expressions
" glacial," " postglacial," and " close of the glacial
^t

-x

i

<

j.

•

United otates.

i

i

period " need to be employed with discrimination. Referring to the
American Continent as a wdiole, the glacial period did not close until
the main body of the general ice sheet disappeared beyond the arctic
shores, and the postglacial period did not begin until the ice sheet
had thus disappeared. Eeferring, however, to particular localities
or regions, the glacial period ended when the ice abandoned that
locality or region and the postglacial began.
If the close of the
glacial period in ^he Ohio or Delaware valleys, for example, should
be placed at 20,000 years ago, it might in the region of the Great
Lakes have been 10,000 years ago, and in the Mackenzie Valley and
Hudson P)ay region 5,000 years ago, and so on. In employing the
expression "close of the glacial jieriod," therefore,
gra]ihical application should be
If, as

made

its

particular geo-

clear.

some hold, the continent was occupied at the period of the
last great southward extension of the ice sheet, the
^^^

inhabitants naturally dwelt in the valleys along the
southern border, and traces of their presence should
be found there. All the peojiles occupying these valleys in postglacial times down to the present would likewise leave traces of their
prlbk^iis'''

presence

—traces

which would owe their characteristics

to the

kind

of culture, the materials available for the arts, and the particular
kind of occupation of the site as f(^r hunting, fishing, war, manufacture of implements and utensils, dwelling or burial. The archeologist,

no matter when the occupancy began or whether

it

was broken

or continuous, must encounter the very exacting task of arranging

—the material evidences available on each
—and determining their true value. Chrono-

chronologically the data
site

and

in each district

logical evidence is to be sought in successive, undisturbed deposits

of glacial and postglacial ages, more especially in river and lake
terraces

and

true sequence
observers.

is not easily read and the
be determined only by expert and experienced

in caverns, but the record

may

Various agencies have conspired to complicate and con-

fuse the record and to render the reading

difficult.

The

unconsoli-

dated deposits of post-Tertiary time conform to no uniform order
of succession, as do the systematic geological formations. Torrents,
the exact period of which can not be determined, have plowed up
the flood-plain deposits of the rivers and intermingled them, even
reversing the order of original occurrence. The winds have torn
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most perplexing confusion, and the e\ev active
Forests have
been uprooted, breaking up the original order of de[)osition, and man
and beast ha\e been continuously active in disturbing the superficial

down and

Ijuilt uj),

in

forces of gravity lia\e brought about extensive changes.

deposits in

many

Pitfalls await the

Avays.

unwary

rerpiexins Condi-

of ail
e^erv luHid, and the interpretations
^
tions
finds of artifacts attributed to unconsolidated deA Japanese teapot
posits are to be accepted with due reservation.
found
Virginia
valley
at a (le])th of 25
from the alluvial deposits of a
(^.j^^^^.^.^.^.i.

^,^^

'

_

feet

may

lous,

•

_

not ju'ove, in the hands of even the most inexpert and credu-

an element of danger, since

Fig.

3-1.

its

Sand-buried Indian village

origin and period are not liable

site,

on

sliore of

Chesapeake Bay.

to misinterpretation, but a rudely shaped implement or a reject of
manufacture of recent origin found at an equal depth may in incompetent hands take its place in the literature of archeology as pi'oof
of great anticjuity and an unknown race low in the culture scale.
An Luliaii village site with its nornud complement of relics on the
shore of a JNIaryland bay, buried beneath a score of feet of windblown sand, may be readily and correctly interpreted by anyone
having a little knowledge of such deposits and the contents of such
sites (fig. 84).
But objects of rudelj' shaped stone, the handiwork
of the modern Indian, and such as occur on thousands of sites of
random manufacture, buried at corresponding depths in like deposits
and unaccompanied by other relics to assist in their proper interpretation, may find ready acceptance as testimony of remote time and
elementary culture status. The nornuil contents of a lowland village
site, incliuling implements and utensils of several kinds, may be plowed
up by torrential waters, redeposited lower down, and covered deeply
by other trans})orted matei'ial without danger of lead^^'^'"
^^^S ^o coufusioii ou the part of expert observers, since
terpretation

the various relics included

may

tell

the story of their

But the rudely shaped contents of (juarries
and workshops occurring in like situation and in like manner plowed
up ami redeposited may result in serious error, especially if encounneolithic origin plainly.
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and the primi-

and seeking evidence in support of favorite tlieories.
The pioneers in this perplexing field of investigation hibored under

tive

numerous serious, though by them unrecognized, difficulties. They
began 'with the assum[)tion that the archeological conditions in
America should repeat those of Europe; they began without actual
knowledge of the cultural limitations and of the diversified handiwork of the recent aborigines of the region under investigation.

They were unacquainted with the vital distinction to be drawn
between real implements and the very abundant partially shaped
refuse of implement making surrounding them on every hand; and
because in Europe the ancient was rude, they adopted the idea that
They were not versed in
all in America that was rude was ancient.
the geological formations and their numerous deceptive characteristics, and they sought in the Old '\^'orld for explanations of phenomena which were much more readily explained by that Avhich was
near at hand.
It was a knowledge of these and other like misconceptions and
misinterpretations which led the writer to assume a
Koasons for Ques,,^i(.gtioning attitude toward all the evidence, expert
turning Testimony
and inexpert, brought forward by the earlier students
of the subject of anti(|uity in America, and especially of the
testimony derived from accunndations left along the southern
.

fringe of the ice sheets.

.

When,

at the instigation of

Major

l*owell,

the w^riter, then engaged in the geological survey of Colorado, and
clilf dwellings, took up the subject and
began inciuiries regarding evidences of the antiquity of man in
America, the curator of prehistoric archeology in the U. S. National
]\Iuseiun was collecting rudely chipped stones by means of a widely
distributed circular letter, largely mere shop rejects, which he
classed and distributed as "paleolithic implements" at the rate of
thousands per year; and a large collection of rude argillite objects,
mostly of the shop-waster class, was exhibited in the Peabody Museum, Cambridge, labeled " Paleolithic implements."
Such was the status of the research and such the attitude of mind
toward traces of anti(}uity in the early days that the
Early Credulity as
C'alifomia evidcuce of Tertiary man and the reputed
fiuds of artifacts associated with bones of extinct aniAntiquity
mals reported from several States were accepted
without reservation, and even in recent years the astonishing announcements of Ameghino respecting his hy]:)othesis of the origin of
the human race in Argentina Avere welcomed with open arms by the

incidentally of the ancient

antiquity-hungry world.
Fortunately, to-day conservatism in accepting crude and imperfectly verified observations prevails,

and

scientific metliocls are tak-
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ing their place in archeology as they have done in the older branches
of research. Such of the earlier conclnsions as are sound will doubtless in

time be so fully supported by additional evidence as to force

general recognition, while those which are

wrong

will die a linger-

ing death, proportioned in duration directly to the amount of literature with which they have been bolstered up and to the continued
personal support of their authors.

In a few

localities, especially in

the Ohio and Delaware Valleys,

prolonged effort has been made to obtain evidence of
Delaware Valley
a conclusive nature with respect to antiquity.
The
work at Trenton, N. J., has been more extensive than
at an}' other station and the results have been presented to the scientific world in much detail.^
The river terraces at Trenton are composed largely of gravels accumulated at the period when the southern

margin of the ice sheet was retreating to the northward in and beyond
the Delaware Valley, some 10,000 or 20,000 years ago. At the points
in and near Trenton where traces of man have been found, a section
of these deposits shows generally a few feet of dark soil underlain
by sand deposits of moderate thickness and beneath these accumulations of wind drift, while beneath again are the coarser gravels deposited by the glacial and postglacial torrents. Finds of relics in
the superficial deposits, the soil and sands, appear to have little positive chronological value, since the age must always remain in a measthey may as a whole be passed over, therefore, as
probably representing the occupation of the valley by tlie Indian
tribes.
It should be noted that the site of Trenton was. doubtless,
a common resort of the Indians for a long period, for hunting, fishing, dwelling, and especially for the manufacture of implements from
the argillite and other water-worn stones of the outcropping gravel
ure uncertain

deposits.

;

Relics of various classes, and especially the refuse of

manufacture, were thus scattered OA^er the surface and buried to
various dejiths in the superficial formations by sand drift and wash
at all periods subsequent to the confinement of the river to its present
channel. They were also subject to introduction into these deposits
by excavations such as occur in all thickly populated districts excavations, canals, foundations for buildings, cellars, graves, cisterns,
wells, and the like.
Objects of art assigned to the gravels proper
and obtained by competent observers from depths not usually penetrated by excavations are limited in number. A tubular fragment
of bone regarded as part of a human femur and said to show traces
of human handiwork was found at a depth of 21 feet beneath the
surface. Other finds of relics, attributed to the gravels proper, have
been adequately characterized by the present writer.- Speaking of
Abliott, The Stone Age in New Jersey, p. 247.
Volk, The Archaeology of the Dela-

—

1

ware Valley.
° Holmes,
Are thrre Traces of Glacial
in the Delaware Valley.

Man

in the

Trenton Gravels?

Primitive

Man
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the Trenton gravels and relics ascribed to them, Professor
ploys the following language:

McGee em-

(1)

The

deposits in which tliey

(tlie relics)

were found are either late aqiieoproduced by winds or storms;
were found w'as so limited as to

glacial accumulations or later accumulations

while the depth at which most of the relics
be within reach of surface disturbance. One of the relics, however, is of special
significance because found at a considerable depth in apparently undisturbed
This is a bone, apparently a human fenuir,
deposits of later Glacial Age.
which, although so far decomposed as to render the determination in some
degree doubtful, appears to have been cut squarely across at one end, sharpened
at the other end, and perforated about mid length. The whole appearance of
the object suggests that it was artifically shaped for use as a handle for some
sort of cutting implement, or for attachment to the shaft as a harpoon head
The object is specially noteworthy as affording the most
or javelin point.
decisive bit of evidence of high human antiquity in America thus far recorded.
(2) On the whole the question of the antiquity of man in America must be
regarded as far from settlement. So far as occurrences of human relics in
geologic deposits of known age are concerned, the evidence of high human
antiquity seems less decisive now than a quarter century ago, chiefly by reason
of the more critical weighing of details with increasing knowledge.^

The

alleged evidence of a succes.sion of periods of occupation

and

attendant progressive stages in culture in the Delaware Valley may
be more readily and logically accounted for by reference to the known
occupancy of the valley by the Indian tribes. It is claimed that the
earlier deposits of the locality in i)laces contain simpler forms of
artifacts than do the

more

superficial, but this alone does not

warrant

the conclusion that the culture was decidedly lower, that distinct
site may
peoples w^ere involved, or that the period was remote.

A

have been occupied at a comparatively early period by implement
makers of Algonquian or other stock, who left the refuse of their
operations upon the surface to be covered by deposits of soil and
wind-blown sand, and later the same site may have been the resort
of simple fishermen and hunters, and still later the dwelling place
of well-advanced communities of the same or other people. The successive layers would thus show apparent advance in culture as well
as lapse of time, yet the culture of the people as a whole may not
have advanced in the least and the elapsed time may have been
centuries rather than millenniums.
The fact that argillite was used exclusively or rarely on certain
sites in earlier times can have little significance in its bearing upon
problems of age, culture, or people. The most convenient and
plentiful local materials would be used first by the occupants in
any region, and argillite is the most tractable and readily acquired
workable stone of the region. Afterwards through exploitation of
resources and intercourse with neighboring peoples the materials
used would multiply and the things made would have a wider range.
Mercer, wdio conducted exhaustive examinations of the quarries and
^

McGee, American Archaeology,

p. 50.

:
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implement shops as well as of the dwelling sites of the Delaware
\'alk\v, has shown in the most satisfactory manner a principal source
of the ariiillite, the jn-ocesses emplcj^ed in shaping it, and the various
forms produced. He has shown beyond dispute that the well-identified Indian tribes of the valley employed argillite and produced
every known form of argillite artifact. Having described his researches in the Aicinity of Trenton, this author concludes with the

following paragraphs

We had learned that Lenni Lenape Indians had worked the Gaddis' Run
quarry, prohahly as hite as the year 1700, for the purpose of making; ovate
bhmks

of argillite desirable " turtlebncks " that

would work down

hroad, thin forms called "cache blades," and that in the process

into

many

the

inidc-

sirablc " turtlehacks" or wasters different in type from the characteristic
Trenton specimens were produced, which, since they wouhl not thin down into
cache blades. w«n-e cast into the rubbish heap by the quarrymen.
That the same Indians had worked the riverside trimminjc-shop, carried
thither quarry "turtlehacks" for thinning, and at the same time made riverside "turtlehacks" resembling the average Trenton specimens in form, on the
I'iverside, from surface material, and for the same purpose of thinning down.
That the same Indians had occupied the upper layer of the village site at
Lower Black's Eddy, worked its trinnning-shop, and again scattered the site
with riverside " tiu'tlebacks " made on the si)ot.
That anotiier trii)e of Indians, or band of the same tribe, wlio had probably
not worked the quarry, had at a long or short time previously occupieil the
lower Jaijcr of the village site, where they had still strewn the ground with
riverside " turtlehacks" resembling the usual Trenton forms.
Thus to examine the main outcrop of argillite in the Delaware Valley was
to concentrate attention upon a si>ot where successive argillite-using inhabitants
of the region, presumably resorting to the neighborhood for blade material,
should liave left traces of themselves had they existed. I>ut the remains
found were, after all, scanty. All referred to the Indian. No token of an
antecedent race was discovered, either on the exposed native rock, upon the hills
above, or on the beaches below.
Nor has anything yet been found anywhere else in the valley to corroborate
the alleged antiquity of tlie chipped blades from Trenton, while, as remarked
))efore, the Trenton case has been somewhat weakened by the appearance
among the exhibited list of Drift specimens in the Peabody Museum of several
blades of connnou Indian pattern and of certain "turtlehacks," which, .iudged
by form, appear to have been made by Indians at the Gaddis' Run quarries.
I\b>re than ever tlu' question of (Jlacial man has been narrowed down to evidence i)roduced at one sit(>. and (<• a tiuestion of the correctness of observation
.

.

.

of individuals.^

There can be no question that men have dwelt in the Delaware
Valley as elsewhere in America for many centuries or e\ en thousands
of years, possibly as far back as the closing stages of the glacial
])eriod in the

northern United States, but the evidence thus far fur-

nished as proof of the glacial or immediately postglacial occupancy
As to the question of a distinctive eleis by no means conclusive.
' Morcor, R(^scarches upon
the Antiquity of
ern llnUed States, pp. S4-8.J.

Man

in

tlii'

Dolaw.Tre Vnlli'v and tho East-
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mentaiy culture stage corresponding to the European paleolithic,
there appears in the light of what is now known regarding the origin
of rudely chipped stones generally, no good reason why it should
even ha^e been seriously raised in the Delaware Valley, or, for that
matter, elsewhere in America.

In digging a well

in the village of Gaines, Orleans County, N. Y.,
about 1858 David Tomlinson discovered what he beSieved to be a prehistoric hearth, and in 1886, Prof.

'^°*'"°

nTarS''

G. K. Gilbert visited the locality for the purpose of

and determining the precise geological relations.
was dug on the site of a spring which had dried up and at
the depth of 15 to 18 feet the hearth was uncovered.
A-erifying the report

The
It

well

consisted of three bowlders about one foot in diameter,

lyin.ii

close together

form of a triangle, and surrounded by aslies and fragments of charcoal.
Between the stones and pointing toward the central area lay sticks from one
to three inches in diameter the iiuier ends were charred, the outer not. Above
the stones lay other branching sticks which were not charred. ^
in the

;

Professor Gilbert remarks further that the statement of Mr. Tomlinson needs no confirmation as to credibility other than that which
pertains to

all

narrations from

memory

of events long past.

The

ter-

race on which the Tomlinson house stands,

which is about 175 feet
above the present level of Lake Ontario, was formed during the long
period in which the lakes were held between the ice front on the north
and the southern rim of the basin. "When finally the basin was freed
from ice. the lake outflowed via the Mohawk Valley, and the terrace in question was formed.
The

relations, taken in connection with the phenomena of the shore
elsewhere observed, indicate that the hearth was made not long [geologically speaking] after the establishment of the Mohawk outlet and during its continuance. It belongs therefore to the period of the decline of the glacial climate. If, with Prof. Chamberlin and others, we recognize two epochs of glacial
climate in the district of the Great Lakes, then the date of the hearth belongs
to the waning phase of the later and briefer epoch.^
local

line as

what value should be given to this
need only be noted that the Gaines terrace was
formed subsequent to the retreat of the ice from the Ontario Basin
and necessarily far subsequent to the formation of the terraces of the
Delaware Valley a possible difference in time of thousands of years.
It would appear from the generally accepted estimate of such other
reported traces of geologically ancient man on the Atlantic slope
that they are not of sufficient importance to require extended notice.
It

is difficult

evidence,

and

to determine just

it

—

^

p.

Gilbert,
173.

-

Ibid., p.

The Geologic History

of a Prehistoric

174.

38657°— 19— Bull.

60, pt

i

7

Hearth Found

in

Western

New

York,
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The Ohio Valley has furnished much
and there
The Newcomers-

is still
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material for controversy,

apparent ground for difference of

opinion regarding the chronologic value of the finds.

Among

the more noteworthy specimens is a chipped
from a gravel deposit of glacial or postglacial age
at Newcomerstown, Ohio, by W. C. Mills, at a depth of about 15
Mr. Mills was at the time not an experienced observer of
feet/
geological phenomena and probably had little idea that especial
importance might ever attach to the specimen, and the question is
naturally raised as to whether he actually found it in its original

object obtained
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Fig. 35.

''./of

Sections of gravel bank,

Newcomerstown, Ohio, suggesting danger

relation with the gravels at the depth noted.

of misinterpretation of finds.

The treacherous nature

of such formations as chronological depositories is well known, and
the accompanying sketch (fig. 35) is intended to suggest the possibility of misinterpretation

in the gravels

made by

on the part of Mr. Mills.

workmen had

the railroad

The excavations
left a

vertical

and when the place w^as visited later by the
writer large masses of the upper part had broken away and deface

some 20

feet high,

scended to different levels against the base without losing their

Arrowheads and splinters of flint which
from the surface above were found at different levels in
the slide gravels more or less firmly embedded, and the specimen
obtained by Mr. Mills may similarly have descended without separation from its original bed at or near the surface to the depth of 15
No trace of human handiw^ork of any kind was found by the
feet.
writer in the entire undisturbed gravel face.^ It was observed, however, that numerous chipped flints rested on the upper surface and
in the soil as if the site had been at one time occupied for dwelling
or arrow-making purposes by the aborigines.
original horizontal position.

had

^

2

fallen

Wright, Man and the Glacial Period, p. 251
Holmes, Traces of Glacial Man in Ohio.

;

Evidences of Glacial

Man

in

OMo.

holmes]
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The view that the specimen is of glacial provenance is supposed
by its shape and surface appearance, these features
strongly suggesting typical European paleoliths. It should be noted,
to be supported

however, with respect to these points that the specimen finds

3
Fig. 36.

Supposed

its

4
paleolithic

implement from gravels at Newcomerstown
blade making from shop sites (1, 2, 3, 5).

(4),

compared with

rejects of

actual counterparts in the partially shaped wasters of blade making,
identical forms occurring in the flint workThe very close analogy with shop
shops of the neighborhood.
wasters is made apparent by the drawings presented in figure 36.

numerous practically

:
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In form the specimen

not specialized in any particular except in

is

so far as all rejects of blade

Avhat tapering end,
in these respects

and

it is

[BULL. 60

it

making show one heavy and one some-

gives no indication of having been used;

identical with the multitude of wasters in the

blade-making shops throughout northern America.

The

exceptional

surface polish often regarded as significant of antiquity

is

char-

even when freshly
chipped. Considering the above facts, it is not unreasonable that
conclusions regarding the value of this specimen as evidence of
antiquity and of paleolithic culture should be held in abeyance until
something more trustworthy as to geological position and convincing
as to characteristics of form is brought forward.
In digging a w^ell at JNIadisonville,
Ohio, a chipped stone was found resting on a glacial gravel surface beneath
acteristic

some

of

of

varieties

a

the

material

deposit of

clay

red

8

feet

thick.

Another implement-like object was obtained from a deposit of coarse glacial
debris in an excavation at Loveland,

Ohio, at a depth of 20 feet

The present writer
ties in

and

(fig. 37).^

visited these locali-

1802 and examined the objects

with all possible care and in a
subsequent publication raised such quesFig. 37.

Chipped blade from supposed

glacial deposits at

Loveland, Ohio.

sites

tions as to the value of the evidence as

Mr. Frank LevSurvey in the examination of
the glacial formations of the Middle West, has given particular
attention to these finds and concludes his study of the subject as

eret t,

employed by the U.

presented themselves.^

S. Geological

follows

When a question so important as that of the
may depend upon the correct determination of

date of the appearance of man
original position of a stone
in sucli loose and poorly assorted gravel, it is well to withhold judgment until
every line of evidence has been thoroughly worked out. As the evidence now
stands, it is, in my opinion, not conclusively proven that man inhabited this
portion of the Ohio valley during the glacial period."

However, these two objects seem

(juite

tlie

worthy of consideration as

possible representatives of late glacial or early postglacial time to

which the particular formations belong.
finds as reported

may

that in a reaion in which the surface
^

Putnam, On

a

The

authenticity of the

not well be (]uestioned except on the ground
is

strewn with kindred artifacts,

Collection of Palaeolithic Implements.

Wright, Ice Age in America,

pp. C42-G43.

Holmes, Traces of Glacial Man in Ohio, p. 147.
^Leverett, Supposed Glacial Man in Southwestern Ohio,
2

p.

189.
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accidental associations with deep formations to Avhich they do not

pertain are

lilcely to

That they represent

occur.

a paleolitliic culture

rather than the universal neolithic of America

is pure assumption.
In type they agree with the rude implements and the workshop
rejects of the Indian tribes.
Very interesting and important discoveries of stone implements
were nuide in 1858 by Elmer E. Masterman at New
™OMo^''^^''°" London, Huron County, Ohio. One of the objects
was a grooved ax of greenstone encountered at a
depth of 22 feet. The find has been

made
tion

the subject of a special investiga-

and report by Trof. E. W. Clay-

pole, a geologist of

high standing,

^\

^

'"^^

'

/^

who

accepted the statements of Masterman
as correct in every respect.

He found

the material penetrated by

the well to be clay, becoming tougher

downward and resembling
that settles from

cludes that the ax

when

still

the fine

silt

water, and con-

was deposited there

the thin gravel bed in which

3s
it fig

as

Groo%ed ax from supposed glacial
New London, Ohio.

deposits,

.

was found was formed,
upon the bowlder clay.

it

\ny directly

There

is

a slight suggestion of uncertainty
words " If there is no

as to the age represented in the following

:

other origin or date for the fine clay and streaks of sand that overlie

than that which assigns them to late glacial time, then the tool
must be set down to the same epoch and must be considered the work
of glacial man," ^ but subsequent statements by this author indicate
full confidence in the chronologic assignment of the find.
it

The specimen

is

shown

in figure 38.

several other specimens were obtained

follows:

A

greenstone

celt at a

It is worthy of note that
from the same formation as

depth of

5

feet; a

grooved ax of

greenstone, at a dei)th of 7 feet; a chipped celt at a depth of 13
feet; a shovel-shaped specimen of slate roughly chipped around the
edge at a depth of 5 feet and a spearhead of red flint, at a depth of 7
feet.
Professor Claypole, speaking of the specimens, remarks that—
;

The discovery

of these implements in the Ohio valley, where an exchislvely
regime from the close of the glacial period had become pretty
firmly established, has served to open the question airain and give support to
the view that the rude chipped implements of so-called palaeolithic type are
here, as elsewhere, mere wasters of blade making by the Indian tribes.*
palJT^olithic

1

Claypolo,

2

Ibid.

Human

Relics in the Drift of Ohio,

p.

309.

—

;
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The following statement
They are
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will further represent his views:

whereas an opinion

neolithic in pattern,

is

somewhat prevalent

that implements found in such circumstances should be of paleolithic type
at least such a conclusion

may

But

written on the subject.

fairly be

this opinion

drawn from much that has been
can scarcely be well founded. In

Europe, where later glacial, interglacial, and possibly preglacial relics of man
are more or less recognized, the first mentioned are not palaeolithic. This
character belongs strictly to those of the second and third eras. All such are
palaeolithic and betray by their pattern an ancient origin.
We should anticipate similar results here, and the facts above given are in accord with this
view.
These implements bear every trace of comparatively recent date, and
they occur mixed in the clay and gravel deposits of the melting ice-sheet.
The evidence of their entombment proves that they belong to the closing years
of the glacial era at the least their inclusion in their present matrix is of

—

that date.*

Professor Claypole adds that
paleolithic

man

that doul)t

it is

at present far

from certain that

ever reached this continent at

all, although he allows
on merely negative evidence. He states

at present

i^ests

further that

On this side of the Atlantic the ice-sheet thus far has proved a barrier
beyond which human footprints have not been found. Glacial man, and still
more, interglacial man, is therefore here a shadowy, semi-mythical being of
whose existence the anthropologist feels at best very uncertain.
It is true that not a few cases have been brought forward in which human
relics have been found in such association with glacial deposits as to point
strongly to the conclusion that both were of the same age. But in all these
cases the deposits in question belong to the very latest stages of the Glacial era
and were the work of the retreating ice or even of the torrents that flowed

which the remains were found had been left bare.
every one of these cases was logically unassailable, and its
evidence positively conclusive, the only inference would be that man was a
denizen of North America during the final withdrawal of the ice, that he hung
from

it

after the area in

Consequently,

if

Esquimaux-like on its borders and followed it as it withdrew to the northward.
Of any earlier date than this, therefore, for man in Xorth America we have
no evidence whatever, and even this has been regarded with skepticism and its
value denied by men of eminence in the field of archfeologj\ Such skepticism
is wise and justifiable so long as it can be logically maintained.
So important a
conclusion demands support much stronger than that which would amply
establish

At

many

less

momentous

propositions.^

Little Falls, Minn., flood-plain deposits of sand

found to contain many
Finds at Little
alls, Minn.

^-^^

.pj^-g fl^^^j

formed and
about the close

-g

^

I-

finally

artificial

and gravel are

objects of quartz.

believed bv some to have been
abandoned by the Mississippi at

period in the valleys, but the
an open one, and to just what extent
eolian deposits enter into its composition is not readily deterthe

of

question of exact age

glacial

is still

1

Claypole,

Human

2

Ibid., pp.

302-303.

Relics in

the Drift of Ohio,

p.

313.
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In 1870 Miss Babbitt discovered superficial deposits of
mined.
chipped quartzes at a certain level in the bluff face above the falls
and without undertaking excavations reached the conclusion that
they belonged to an outcropping stratum, which extended at the
particular level throughout the valley.^ In 1892 the writer undertook
limited excavations on the site; finding only superficial traces of

he reached the conclusion that no definite
stratum containing these objects existed; that, although largely artificial, they were not implements but refuse of arrow making (fig.
39), the quartz used having been derived from outcropping veins in
the river bank near by.- Later, more extensive excavations by
Brower revealed the fact that the chipped objects were actually
included in the terrace deposits at various points near the river bank.-'
The initial examinations are a noteworthy case of imperfect and
insufficient observation of data bearing on an obscure and difficult
problem and of the futility of drawing conclusions of the broadest
kind from limited resources of well ascertained fact. In this faulty
work the w^riter had his share. It is important now that the problems be clearly stated, that the whole range of geologic and cultural
phenomena be fully studied, and conclusions drawn free from the
Avarping influence of preconceived views. The problems relate (1) to
the real character of the quartz relics as products of human handiwork
(2) to the nature of their association with the flood-plain deposits;
and (3) to the origin and age of the deposits in which the artifacts
are embedded.
That observations of the phenomena of the site are not yet sufficiently thorough to enable students to reach harmonious conclusions
is apparent, and it is the part of wisdom to regard such conclusions
as may be reached as tentative and subject to revision as the problems are more critically considered.
It is observed that veins of white quartz outcrop along the river
bank above the falls and that this material was prob^^
^
ably quarried or gathered and worked up at various
oua^rtzes
points along the margin of the terrace. It is reasonable to suppose that the torrents wdiich SAvept from the river banks
across the flood plain carried mainly, if not wholly, the refuse of
manufacture the fragments, chips, and partially shaped implements.
The character of the finds bears out this interpretation. These
relics correspond entirely with the rejectage of arrow making from
quartz rock found on the sites of Indian occupation throughout the
country.
They do not appear to include any particular type of
objects of artificial origin,

^

'

—

2

Babbitt, Vestiges of Glacial Man in Minnesota, p. 594.
Holmes, Vestiges of Early Man in Minnesota, p. 219.

*

Brewer, Kakabikansing.

^
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implement and as interpreted by the writer, whose experience in this field is wide, have no good claim to be classed as imple-

finished

FiG. 39.

Objects of chipped quartz from sand and gravel deposits at Little Falls, Minn.
rejectage of

Probably

arrowhead making.

ments and not the least claim to be referred to as paleolithic any
more than all rndely worked stones of whatsoever people or age
may have such a claim.
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As indicated by the various observations, the association of the
quartzes with the flood-phiin deposits is that of irregular scattering
such as would result from carrying and dropping by successive sandand gravel-carrying floods or by freshet-borne ice.
The period or periods represented are necessarily subsequent to
the occupation of the river banks at the points of the quartz-bearing
outcrop as quarry and shop sites. This time is likely to have been
very long subsequent to the retreat of the ice from the immediate
locality.
It is hardly reasonable to suppose that it was during the
immediate presence of the ice. The discriminations of Professor

Chamberlin on this point in reviewing the work of Mr. Brower are
-worthy of the closest consideration by students of the subject. They
are in part as follows:
The descriptions of Mv. Brower are apparently careful and candid, so far as
intention goes, but tliey are obviously not those of a critical geological observer.
They neglect most of the really discriminative factors and embrace much inconsequential matter.
Notably also they have the trait, so common to the
untrained worker, of incorporating interpretation unconsciously while insist" Tlie glacial river " plays a notable part in
ing on " ascertained facts."
the description of the formations, whereas the very thing to be demonstrated
is the " glacial " or nonglacial character of the river at the time the formations
in question were made.
.
It appears that there overspreads the plain once occupied by the Mississippi
waters, but now above their reach, a surface layer of dirty pebbly sand of the
typical structureless kind which usually covers abandoned flood plains of sand
and gravel. This is about four feet thick and at places near the river contains many chips of white vein quartz of imdoubted human origin. The source
of the quartz is unquestionably the veins in the outcropping slate over which
the falls are formed. This quartz-bearing slate does not now rise as high as
the upper surface of the plain, and this fact has been urged by Holmes and
Hershey as evidence that the quartz chippings wei'e not taken from the parent
ledge until the plain had been cut down to the requisite depth after its original
completion. Mr. Brower, while not answering this objection by positive evidence, holds that the crest of the quartz-bearing ledge was exiiosed at seasons
of low water, though covered at times of flood. It is of course probable that the
crest of the ledge has been worn down where the river flows over it, but such
erosive covering by the river does not fit in well with the view that this same
portion was the source whence large quantities of vein quartz were quarried
at the same time. It is clearly urging a bare possibility at best rather than a
probable occurrence.
If, however, the case rested merely on the possibility of reaching the source
of the quartz while yet the uppermost layers of the original plain were in the
process of formation, it might be ungenerous to refuse to entertain the utmost
possibilities of the case in favor of glacial man in America.
But the facts of
the case, taken .I'nst as given in this paper, do not seem to the reviewer to afford even a plausible ground for assigning the quartz chips to the glacial stage
of the river. The surface deposit in which they are found, as described and
illustrated in the paper, not only does not bear the characteristics of a glaciofluvial deposit, but bears quite clear evidence that it is not glacio-fluvial.
The
descriptions cite the fact that the surface deposit is highest near the bank of
.

.
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the present bottoms, after the common habit of existing degrading rivers. This
is recognized and the facts are summarized in the following quotation
" At Little Falls, Minn., the eastern portion of the sandy plain on the
(p. 73)
east side of the Mississippi is several feet lower than the crest of the plain at

habit

:

the east end of the dam. That fact is important. After the great glacial river
which overspread the entire plain at Little Falls had withdrawn into the narrower limits of an eroded stream bed, that river, often in freshet from the effects of the melting ice sheet, occasionally reoverflowed the entire plain, disturbing and overturning the sandy surface, mixing into its materials every
chipped quartz blade or spall which had been placed by the hand of man upon
The higher
the surface adjoining the newly eroded and narrower channel.
altitudes of the plain along the Mississippi between The Notch and the dam
were caused by successive stages of recurring overtlowage, creating additional
surface deposits upon the plain nearest to the newly formed river bank." This
is indeed " important," as the author himself naively remarks, since it shows, as
the author also recognizes with equal unconsciousness of its real meaning, that
it is the characteristic action of streams of the present nonglacial regime.
It is here recognized, with undoubted correctness, that the quartzes were buried
" by disturbing and overturning the sandy surface " and by " additional surThe reference of this, however, to glacial waters is wholly
face deposits."
without evidence and quite against the probabilities. Glacial streams as a rule
have the aggrading haliit, and are not therefore " withdrawn into the narrower
limits of an eroiled stream bed," but on the contrary, are constantly shifting
their courses from one point to another across their whole plain. Usually they
subdivide into a complex plexus of numerous shallow shifting branches. There
is, therefore, no reason whatever to suppose that the present channel of the
Mississippi at Little Falls was in existence, even in its initial stages, while
the river remained truly a glacial stream. The fact that the relic-bearing deposit is closely related to the present stream is evidence that it ioas postglacial.
The deposit that carries the relics supports the same view, for it bears the characteristics of a postglacial rather than a glacial formation.
On the evidence
submitted, therefore, in the paper the inference is rather imperative that the
quartz chips were buried at some stage when postglacial rather than glacial
conditions prevailed.
Now, it seems clear from the evidence presented in the paper that the
quartz chips were not spread over the plain while the clean stratified gravels
were being formed, nor while the river was meandering over the plain in its
.

.

.

transitional adjustment stage, nor in its general degradational stage, for at
all

of these stages, scour-and-fill should have incorporated the chips in the

stratified

The

sands and gravels.

Mississippi had "

withdrawn

bed " and while only
recent cutting

down

its flood

into

chips were quite clearly introduced after the

the narrower limits of an eroded stream

stages overflowed the upper plain.

...

As the

of the channel has been slow on account of the slate

barrier, a very considerable period has probably elapsed since the INIississippi

reached the upper plain even in its highest flood stages, except as these
might be made exceptional by ice jams and similar obstructions. This gives
the origin of the chips a respectable antiquity, but does not offer any presumption that it fell within the glacial period, or even very near its close.*
last

Considering this masterly analysis of the phenomena of postglacial river action, as applied to the Little Falls site, no other view
^

Chamberlin, Review of

"

Kakabikansing," by

J.

V. Brower, pp. 794-798.
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seems reasonable than that while the inclosed artifacts correspond
in age with the superficial terrace deposits, the period to which these
pertain

is

quite imperfectly

cause of their form

made

out.

To

call

them

paleolithic be-

but to risk serious misinterpretation, since
they appear to be nothing more than the shop refuse of the Indian
arrow maker.
Cave explorations throughout America have been unfortunately
limited in extent, considering the vast number known
Cave Explorations to be awaiting the pick of the archeologist and geolis

It

ogist.

is

to the caves that the archeologist naturally

looks for traces of the presence of tribes of the earliest times, for
these were the

ready-made dwellings of primitive man;

yet, in the

habitable caverns throughout northern America and especially in the

middle region of the United States, of which there are thousands,
thus far little has been found that may not be attributed to the Indian tribes of comparatively recent times. It is this remarkable fact,
together with others of similar import, which giA'e countenance to
the attitude of caution assumed by the writer and others in regard
to the so-called evidence of man of geological antiquity in America.
Prof. N. S. Shaler, who, as State Geologist of Kentuclr^', had unexampled opportunities for the study of cave phenomena, makes the
following very significant statement
Noting the fact that primitive
of the Old

own and

World and had

left

man had

extensively resorted to the caverns
there extensive accumulations of bones, his

those of species on which he fed, with

many

other evidences of his

presence, I expected to find similar deposits in our caves and rocks.

work

me

A

good

the conviction that cave dwellers never
existed in the Appalachian district in the, way they did in northern Europe.
In 1869 I made extensive excavations at Big Bone Lick in Kentucky, partly
with the hope of finding human remains mingled with the

deal of fruitless

led

to

abundant bones of extinct mammalia which occur in the
deposits of mud at that point. Here again I gathered only
negative evidences which went to show that primitive man never hunted the
elephant, the mastodon, the Ovibos and other large animals which frequented
[Ohio Valley Caves]

when the ice lay over
As this field would have been an excellent huntit was for their successors, the red Indians, and

this region about the time of the glacial period, probably

the region north of the Ohio.
ing ground for early man, as

the frontiersmen, it seemed to me strange that I could not find a single trace
of man below the level occupied by the living bison which evidently comes to
this district in modern days. In this superficial layer made up mainly of bison
It also seemed to me
bones, I found a number of arrow or spear heads.

important to trace the remains of the " mound builders " or early American
Indians backward or downward to see if they graduated into those left by yet
earlier varieties of man with this idea in mind I searched the banks of the
Ohio and its tributaries for a distance of a hundred miles or more to see if the
sections of its alluvium might show human or art remains of another kind than
those derived from the known indigenes of this country. This work also proved
;

:
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Traces of savage man appeared at many points but
they were all superficial in the deeper parts of the sections I found nothing
which could fairly create a suspicion that a really ancient member of the species
had dwelt in this valley. Whenever I could establish anything like time ratios
they seemed to show that man had not been at work in this part of the country
The only positive conclusion
for more than one or two thousand years.
which I attained was to the effect that man had never taken to our caves or
hunted our larger herbivora in the way he did in Europe, and if he occupied
this part of the continent in the time when he was settled in the Old World his
habits were peculiar. ... I undertook in a more general way to search for
such evidence in the New England district. Here too I failed to ascertain anysubstantially fruitless.

;

.

.

.

thing which could be reckoned as proof that man had been on the ground for
two thousand years in fact I have seen nothing which raised a presumption
of his presence for half that time in the region north of New York.'
;

The

conclusions of Slialer are supported

by the explorations of

who, well (|ualified by experience and acting under the advice
of Professor Cope, made a reconnaissance of the caverns of the Ohio
Valley

jMercer,

We followed the New River into the Kanawha, the Kanawha through its deep
gorge into the Ohio, and the Ohio nearly to its mouth in the Mississippi, examining all the caves and rock shelters by the way.
The time has not come to describe in full or fairly estimate the evidence thus
collected. Suthce it here to say that as compared with prehistoric Europe everything was modern, that while in Europe you have many cave layers, here we
found but one, namely, that representing the North American Indian, and,
tiually, that wliile in Europe Iiuman relics in the cave layers evidently reach
back into geologically ancient times becaiise of their association with the bones
of extinct animals, here, with two exceptions, the bones of animals, cooked and
eaten by the cave visitors, were modern. In other words, we had failed thus
far to find any evidence of a race of mound builders antedating the Indian or
any trace of the so-called Paleolithic man. who, if he existed in the eastern
United States, had, strange to say, avoided these caves, which had not only
given shelter to the red man, but, as bits of glass, buttons, and leather on the
surface abundantly showed, had continually tempted the ingress of the white
man.^

The results of cavern exploration, even though negative, must
have very considerable weight in dealing with the important quesCope, a paleontologist of the
tion of the settlement of America.
highest standing, favored the view that man had probably occupied
the western world at periods corresponding to the occupation of the
Old AVorld, but his excavations in the Port Kennedy cave and others,
which produced the remains of many extinct species of animals of
Pleistocene age, brought to light no trace of man.
Mercer's explorations of the caverns of the eastern United States
have strengthened the already formidal)le negative evidence against
Shaler, Man and tho Glacial Period (Antiquity of Man in Eastern North America),
ISO-lSl.
Mercer, Jasper and Stalagmite Quarried by Indians in tlie Wyandotte Cave, pp.
397-398.
1

pp.

-
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Eeferring to his work in the Port Kennedy

geological antiquity.
cave,

PART

Pa.,

Mercer writes as follows:

Six months' work, leaving the chasm incompletely excavated, had failed
to reveal traces of humanity in the deposit.
If man had
[PortlvennedyCave,
gristed at the period, we might have expected, not unreasonably, that the waters which gathered togetlier and poured
into this tomb so many living creatures had seized him also, and that at some
unexpected moment .lur discovery of a fragment of his skeleton, a handmade implement of bone, a potsherd, or a chip of jasper would have
settled the much-vexed question of his presence in pleistocene America.
But
no such sign appeared, and this fact is negative evidence of weight.
Nevertheless, though our labor had thus no direct bearing upon anthropology,
Port Kennedy must retain a strong indirect interest for the student of primi.

tive

humanity

in the

New

World.

As

.

.

preserved in a bottle the remains of
and reptiles of extinct race help to
illustrate the conditions of the geological time immediately preceding the present and known as the pleistocene, the period when early man is known to have
existed in Europe and in which he has been alleged to have existed in America.^

many

so

if

bears, cats, herbivores, rodents,

The results of Mercer's exploration of the caverns of Tennessee
confirm the evidence obtained from the caverns of other sections,
that the Indian tribes were the sole prehistoric occupants.
The

fossil sloth

[Big Bone Cave,

bones found in Big Bone Cave, Tenn., illustrate an investigation at one of the points of contact between paleontology
^^^^l arclmeology.
They explain an effort made during the

Tgoiigssgg 1

last several years by the Department of Archreology and
Paleontology of the X'niversity of Pennsylvania to settle the question of man's
antiquity in North America through a study of the association of human with

animal remains

and buried

in caves.

Turning away, for a time, from mounds, village

sites,

we have sought

the help of the naturalist in a systematic
attempt to penetrate the crust of recent earth under foot, to trace man through
a mixture of the familiar vestiges of such animals as the deer, the bison, the
cities,

bear, the beaver, the muskrat,

and the wolf,

still

existing in the

American

forest,

down into that older world layer next below called the
Pleistocene.
There we have endeavored to find, if possible, his bones still associated with the remains of the extinct mastodon, the mammoth, the tapir, the
and

to

follow him

giant beaver, and the fossil sloth.^

Peabod.y's explorations in a cave at Cavetown, Md., were equally

unproductive of traces of early man,^ and long-continued work in a
rock crevice near Cumberland, Md., by representatives of the National
Museum, though fruitful in finds of fossil mammals, yielded no
Explorations in the caves of the Ozark region,
trace of man.
Arkansas, by Peabody and of the Wyandotte cave in Indiana by
Fowke were equally barren of results. It is true that Baird reported
Mercer, The Bone Cave at Port Kennedy, Pennsylvania, and Its Partial Excavation
and 1896, p. 285.
Mercer, The Finding of the Remains of the Fossil Sloth at Big Bone Cave, Tennessee,
in 1890, pp. 3G-37.
' Peabody,
The Exploration of Bushey Cavern, near Cavetown, Maryland, p. 5.
^

in 1894, 1895,
2
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associated with fossil animals in a

cave on the Susquehanna, near Carlisle, Pa.,^ and Leidy made similar
observations in caves near Easton, Pa.,- but no assurance is given in
either case that the association

was such

human and animal remains were

as to lead to the belief that

same period. Like
have followed Mercer's explorations of the Durham cave,
Bucks County, Pa.,^ where ample evidence of occupancy by the
Indian tribes was obtained, but no trace of an earlier or distinct

the

of the

results

tenancy.

Researches in the caves of California, entered upon with the view
tlie remarkable evidences previously obtained from the gold-bearing gravels of that
of determining as far as possible the value of

region, have led to no very decisive results, although

much

more may be in store for the future explorer.
Reviewing the work accomplished in the
Shasta

Merriam
The

caves

previous

to

the

year

1906,

states that

cliaracter of the pointed

aud polished bones

fisured by Dr. Sinclair in his paper is also difficult

determine with certainty [fig. 40]. These polished
stron.^ly resemble many of the roughest
implements found in the deposits of the shell-mounds
of the Pacific coast.
Possibly they have been rouiih
bone splinters, used by man until they attained the
Fig. 40. Implement-like bits of
degree of polish which we find upon them. On the
bone from a California cave.
other hand, it is noted that in nearly all shell-mound
fragments the polish is mainly upon the pointed portion of the implement,
while the portions not used for active work may be almost without smoothing
In the specimens from the caves the polish is almost perfectly
or polish.
even over the whole surface in every case. The evenness of this polish seems
to indicate that, if these objects were used as implements, special pains must
have been taken to polish those portions which would in the course of ordinary
use be left rough. Sucli smoothing as we see here may j)erhaps be as readily
explained by the action of water as by any other means, the fragments being
rubbed on all sides and evenly polished.
In other bone fragments, peculiar perforations and notches have been noted
wluch are not easily explained by the operation of natural processes, but
which could be accounted for by perforation through human agency. Of all
the evidence which has been advanced in favor of the influence of man in the
production of implement-like objects fcmnd in the Shasta caves, the evidence
of perforation seems probably the strongest. A serious doubt must exist,
however, as to whether the presence of only a few somewhat indefinite perforations in a very small number out of several thousand of these fragments
should be considered proof of the presence of man. Had a large percentage
of the fragments been formed and used by man, evidence of a more definite
character ought to be present in abundance.
to

fra.sj;nieuts

Biiird, Bone Cav<>s of Pennsylvania, p. 355.
-Leidy, Fossils in Caves of tlie Limestone Roeks of Pennsylvania,
3 Mercer, Exploration of Durham Cave, Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
'

p.

3.

p. 149.
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probably true that as yet no unequivocal evidence of the agency
the fashioning of the bone fragments from this cave has been

it is

in

who may undertake from the study of such
materials to give us something of the earliest history of the human race, we
should not forget that, at the very period where the discrimination between
artifacts and natural objects is most important, it becomes most difficult.
In the early stages of the development of man, such implements as were used
presented, in all fairness to those

by him were probably in

many

cases simply special iforms of natural objects

which were, in their original form, well adapted to meet his primitive needs.
The earliest true artifacts were objects of this class showing only a little
modification.*

Mercer searched the caves of Yucatan in vain for traces of early
man^ and others have not been more fortunate in
Yucatan Caves
any part of the great Central American area in
which the race has achieved its greatest cultural triumphs, and in which traces of early occupancy might reasonably be
expected to exist.
The evidence obtained thus far from the caves of South America
is not more decisive.
The most important finds are
Brazilian Caves

those of Luud in the caves of Brazil, but Ilrdlicka
has shown that even this evidence, although accepted
by some authorities, is not worthy of full confidence.^ His A'iew of
the evidence is expressed briefly as follows
In view of

the above facts and considerations,

it seems quite evident that
the Lagoa Santa caves can not be accepted, without
further and more conclusive proofs, as belonging to a race which lived contemporaneously with the extinct species of animals found in the same caves;
and there is no reliable foundation in the reiuainder of the data relating to

the

all

human remains from

the specimens on which such geologic antiquity could be based.^

Nine categories of evidence have been luentioned as available

to

the chronologist of the race, but of these the geoSummary

logical Category alone can be expected to

supply an
adequate chronology of man in America. So far, however, the expectation is far from realization, the research being beset
by many perplexing difficulties. The superficial formations from
which the evidence has been and must be derived are treacherous custodians of the records intrusted to their keeping. The waters uncover,
transport, intermingle, and redeposit the traces of man's presence;
ice scores deeply into the surface, likewise destroying the normal
sequence; the winds sweep the sands into deceptive semblance of
stratification, burying and uncovering and burying again the relics
of all periods, imposing thus on the unwary student false and confusing chronologies; gravity with persistent activity carries down
1
2

3

Merriam, Recent Cave Exploration in California,
Mercer, The Hill Caves of Yucatan.
Hrdlifka, Early Man in South America, p. 153.

*Ibid., p. 184.

pp.

224—225.
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and ever down, rearranging in utmost disorder; forests are uprooted, dragging up the deepl}' buried records and letting down the
superficial into their place; and man and beast are ever at work
digging and boring and preparing the ground for abundant crops of
It was a
misleading observations and erroneous interpretations.
early
date
knowledge of these conditions that led the writer at an
to appreciate the danger of hasty determinations respecting antiquity,
based on random and unskilled observations, and to realize at the
same time the futility of attempts to determine the culture status
of the people merely by the form of the few random artifacts re-

He

on the closest scrutiny of all discoveries supposed to bear on the problems of chronology. His restrictions, however, were regarded by some as ill-advised and as tending to
embarrass or to endanger the acceptance of legitimate conclusions.
The sequel seems, however, to justify the questioning attitude, since
covered.

insisted

to-day, after 30 or 40 years of persistent research, a large part

of the testimony advanced in support of geological antiquity

is dis-

credited and the remainder awaits a fate to be determined only by
additional research. The writer has no fear that the truth can be
obscured by any amount of adverse inquii-y, for, if men occupied the

continent at or before the final glacial retreat, the evidence of this

occupancy exists and in time must be found in convincing abundance.
Thus far the testimony brought forward is scattering, disconnected,
and contradictory, and tells no consistent story, the manner of occurrence of the various finds being such as might be expected to
result from intrusion rather than from original inclusion in the
formations with which they were found associated.
The Yero, Florida, finds, brought to light since the present work
was written, have been fully discussed in Bulletin 66 of the Bureau
of American Ethnology, It does not appear that the evidence as
published requires any modification of the above conclusions.
Considering the evidence in all its phases, it can not be allowed
that the Tertiary, or even the Pleistocene, occupancy of the American
Continent by the race is demonstrated, and the writer prefers to favor
the view, already fully expressed, that the continent was probably
not reached and occupied until after the final retreat of the glacial
At the same time it must be
ice from middle North America,
granted that there is no apparent reason why, if already occupying
northern Asia, man should not have reached American shores by
way of Bering Strait during any of the periods of mild climate
which preceded and interrupted the Ice Age; yet we may wisely
await the results of further research and provide for the application
to these of the severest tests that science can devise.

—

CULTURE CHARACTERIZATION" AREAS

IX.

AS AN

initial step in the description

and interpretation of the

antiquities of the continent, the archeologist observes the

tribes of to-day, their cultural characteristics and environments, and acquaints himself with what is known of them historically.
He finds that their achievements are greatly diversified and

that certain forms and states of culture characterize particular geographical areas and realizes that environment has had a large share
in determining the course of the culture evolution.
antiquities

and

He

examines the

finds that analogous geographical distinctions char-

and reaches the conclusion
culture must play an
the prosecution of his researches and in the analysis

acterize the material culture of the past

that the relations of environment to

important part in

man and

of aboriginal history.

In the practical work of museum classification and arrangement
work which has served in part to give form to this writing
archeological materials are necessarily grouped primarily by continents and other natural divisions, and secondarily by political divisions, such as states and territories. Separation by the larger natural
divisions is always necessary, but separation by ethnic areas, or
areas of culture characterization, as they are sometimes called, is
most advantageous. These areas may be large or small according to
the understanding or the needs of the student. By their means he
approximates the real or natural grouping of the material traces of
human achievement and studies to advantage culture and culture
relationships and the causes of the resemblances and differences
everywhere met with. The geographical limitations of culture units
are, as a matter of course, not usually well defined.
Cultures are
bound to overlap and blend along the borders and more especially
But notwithstanding this,
along lines of ready communication.
certain characteristics of achievement or groups of culture traits
within each area will be found to separate it from
™''"'^^°
neighbors and afford effective means of comits
Areas
parison with other culture groups. In the present work, keeping in view the archeological rather than the etha

nological evidence,

Mexico

(fig.

it

is

convenient to recognize 11 areas north of
(1) The North Atlantic area; (2) the

41), namely:

Georgia-Florida area; (8) the Middle and Lower Mississippi Valley
38657°— 19— Bull.

60, pt

i

8
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area; (4) the Upper Mississippi and Great Lakes area (T)) the Great
Phiins and Roek^v Mountain area; (G) the Arid area; (7) the California area; (8) the Columbia-Fraser area; (9) the Northwest Coast
;

area; (10) the Arctic Coast area; (11) the Great Northern-Interior

Fig. 41.

Maj) of North America outlining tenialive culture characterization areas.

These areas are here made as few ami simple as possible to
avoid too great complexity in conducting comparative studies of the

area.

several classes of antiquities.

The Middle and South American areas (fig. 42), also outlined on
the broadest possible plan, are as follows: (12) The North Mexican;
(13) the Middle Mexican (14) the South Mexican (15) the Maya;

;
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Quiche; (16) the Central American-Isthmian: (17) the North
Andean-Pacific; (18) the Michlle Andean-Pacific; (19) the South
Andean-Pacific; (20) the Amazon Delta; (21) Primitive South

America; (22) the West Indian or Antillean.

Detailed study of the

MAP OF

SOUTH AMERICA.

Fig. 42.

Map

of

South America outlining tentative culture characterization areas.

and history of these vast regions might profit even in the
work by further subdivision of the areas,
but in the present restricted state of our knowledge this would not
prove greatly advantageous, as it would prolong the summary review
here contemplated without an equivalent in useful results.
antiquities

initial stages of research
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more clearh' manifested
In some areas evidence has been
reported of early cultures radically distinct from the type adopted
as characteristic of the areas, and ancestral forms grading into the
later and into the historic forms are thought to have been recognized.
In these particular branches of the research, however, haste must be
made slowly as the utmost acumen of the student is called for in
These areas in

all cases

are based on the

phases of their culture content.

and chronological discriminations. It is anticipated,
since the period of occupancy of the continent must have been of
long duration, that not only early but more elementary' cultures may
in good time be identified within areas characterized by advanced

making

areal

Certainly the historic period furnishes many illustrations
superposition
of inferior over greatly superior advancement.
of the
Within the region north of JSIexico the culture of the most ad-

cultures.

vanced communities
Range

barian achievement

of cuitm-e

rises

—a

high in the scale of barcharacterized by an

status

artificial basis of subsistence,

sedentary

life,

success-

and extensive town
cukure level of glj^phic writing reached by the more advanced tribes
of Middle America. Pictographic records carved on stone, engraved
or painted on bark, and painted on surfaces of many kinds, were
almost entirel}^ pictorial or graphic, slight advance having been
building, yet

ful agriculture,

made

still

far below the

in the use of purely conventional characters, except as separate

symbols or as ornamental designs. The lowest stage ranges well
down in savager}', where art in stone in its rudimentary forms had
barely obtained a sure foothold, as with the Seri and other Lower
Californians.

In Middle and especially in South America the culture contrasts
are even greater, and nations standing upon the very threshold of
civilization, with arts, industries, and institutions highly developed,
are in close juxtaposition with utterly savage tribes to which even
clothing and stable dwellings are practically unknown. With the
exception of a limited group at the mouth of the Amazon, the more
advanced cultures were confined to the west coast and the Andean
plateaus, where forests are rare and deserts common, while the
2)rimitive status was and is yet found in places throughout the vast
forest regions of the eastern slope of the Andes and the OrinocoAmazon region, in the broad pampas of Brazil, Paraguay, and
Argentina, and on the entire Atlantic coastal border from Panama
to Tierra del Fuego, excepting always the limited areas about the
delta of the

Amazon.

appear to be due to a complex
Whatsoever the nature of the molding
agencies, they have acted to diversify, differentiate, and individualize
cultures in a most pronounced manner throughout the two Americas,

These differences

in culture status

of causes not readily analyzed.
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among

the most striking and scientifically important features of our aborigi-

nal ethnolog}'.

The following sketches do not assume to approximate complete
presentation of the cultural remains of the several areas; they are
merely intended to cultivate familiarity with the vast field as a
whole and to lay out its great features tentatively as an aid in describing and comparing the antiquities and the cultures they represent. It is by no means assumed that the culture phenomena of any
considerable area are uniform throughout.
There may be much
diversity, possibly great complexity of conditions.
There may be
a number of somewhat independent centers of development of nearly
equal importance, or a single center may have spread its influence
over a wude area. The mapping of the cultures will, in the end, take
forms that can not now be foreseen, ^^^len all available relics of
antiquity have been considered and their history and distribution
recorded, discussion of the culture complex may be taken up to
advantage, and, enforced by the somatic evidence and illumined by
the researches of ethnology, may round out the history of man in
America wdth gratifying fullness.
1.

The North Atlantic Area

The North Atlantic

characterization area, as outlined for present

purposes, extends from Xewfoundland and the St. Lawrence Valley

on the north to Georgia on the south. It includes eastern Canada,
England, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and large sections of Virginia, West Virginia, and the Carolinas. It is a region
of splendid forests, rugged highlands, charming valleys, and a
The
diversified coast line indented by many tidewater inlets.
aborigines, largely of the Algonquian, Iroquoian, and Siouan
stocks, Avere primarily hunters and fishers, although

New

^^'^*"*^

o"ouUure

agriculture

was practiced successfully

fertile valleys.

The

in

many

of the

natiAe culture of both colonial

and precolonial times, so far as known, though varying with the
widely distributed centers of habitation, was quite uniform in grade
and general characteristics. It is w^ell differentiated from that
of the South and Middle West but passes with no abrupt change
into that of the upper lakes and the great interior regions of the
North. The changes from north to south were doubtless due in
large measure to differences in food resources and the influence of
neighboring cultures.
The use of stone in building was practically unknown, the dwellings being constructed of wattlework, bark, and mats, and stockades
Burial mounds and other
w^ere relied upon for village defence.
earthworks in the area are rare or insignificant in size, except where
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the influence of the Mississippi Valley culture was felt along the
western border, but the shores are lined with shell heaps, many of

Methods of burial were primitive and considerably
and the graves yield many examples of the simple artifacts
employed by the people. Numerous caves and rock shelters were
occupied for dwelling and burial.
The ceramic art was in a somevvhat rudimentary stage, although
considerable skill and taste were displayed by the Iro(|uois in the
manufacture of culinary utensils and tobacco pipes of clay. The
vessels ai'e round bodied, often conical beneath, and adapted thus to
earthen floors; they were decorated with incised lines forming simple
geometric figures, with fabric or cord impressions, and manv, among
great extent.
varied,

the Iroquois, with crude figures in relief.

The tobacco pipes

of this

form and elaborately embellished with modeled
life forms.
The Virginia clay pipe with long stem and upturned
bowl, carried to England by the early colonists along with the first
tobacco, gave form to the conunon clay pipe which prevails even
jjeople are varied in

to-day in the English-speaking world.

Of implements of pecked and polished stone, the grooved ax, celthatchet, chisel, pick, gouge-adz, mortar, pestle, slate knife, slate
spearhead, and hammerstone are present in large numbers, and
articles of faith and ornament include banner stones, bird-shaped

plummets, tubes, pierced gorgets, etc. Chipped implements
ordinary types are well made and plentiful, as are also shell
beads, pins, and pendent ornaments.
The engraved conch-shell
gorgets of Virginia and the Carolinas are of particidar interest, but
it is possible that these should be regarded as culture intrusions
stones,

of

all

from the west.
The tribes of this region surpassed their neighbors in the manufacture of a few varieties of artifacts only; their gouge-adz takes
first rank among implements of this general class.
Within the area
there are a number of local features of particular interest, some of
which are due to the occurrence of mineral deposits of exceptional
character, while others are due to ethnical conditions not at present

Maine lias furnished a group of relics of excepmost noteworthy of which are certain long, slender
celts and gouge-adzes, and ground and polished lance heads, discovered and described by Willoughby and tentatively ascribed by
him to some pre-Algonquian people. The occurrence of red oxides
with the burials has led to the use of the designation "the red paint
fully determined.

tional character,

people."

The resemblance

of the lance heads to those of the

Eskimo

and even to those of northern Europe and Asia is noted. The occurrence in New England and the eastern Lakes region of examples of
the ground spearhead and the broad-l)lade(l slate knife, the woman's
Icnife of the Arctic, is also worthy of remark.
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Deposits of soapstone occur tlirougliout nearly all the States from
Massachusetts to (Jeorgia and were extensivel}' worked by the aborigines for the manufacture of cooking utensils, tobacco pipes, and
articles of ornament, and the stone pickaxes and chisels used in cutting out and shaping these articles constitute a unique feature in

American archeology. Mica was mined extensively in Virginia and
North Carolina, and quarries of argillite, jasper, and rhyolite are
found in Pennsylvania, and of quartz and quartzite bowlder deposits

From the materials obtained in these
quarries and from other widely distributed sources of supply vast
numbers of chipped implements were made, as w^ould be expected
with a forest people devoted to war and the chase. It is stated that
in the District of Columbia.

a single collector amassed, largely within the limits of a single
county in South Carolina, 20 bushels of arrowheads. The coarse
grain and refractory nature of most of the materials, how^ever, rendered impossible the refined work which was produced in the areas
to the west.
Deposits or caches of large chipped blades, mostly of
the narrow oblong type, have been found at many points throughout
the area. The spear w^as not in general use on the arrival of the
wdiites, the bow and arrow, the tomahawdc (celt hatchet), and club
being the principal weai)ons. Dugout canoes antl canoes of bark
were in use, and occasional examples of the former have been uncovered in recent years. Petroglyphs of primitive type are found
in all sections.
The most noted example is that of Dighton Rock,
IVIassachusetts, which has greatly puzzled antiquaries and has been

the subject of

much

controversy.

Relics of stone and bone, believed to have

had their origin in
and early postglacial times, have been collected in the Delaware Valley and elsewhere, but geologists are not yet agreed as to
the exact age of the formations with which most of the objects are
said to be associated.
These artifacts are not specifically different
from those of the Indian tribes, and whether they represent an
earlier and a distinct culture from that of the remains of the region
generally seems to be an open question. The possibilities are that,
howsoever ancient the older traces may be, they represent c<mtinuous
occupancy of the area by the same or related tribal groups.
A few remnants of the original tribes (Algonquian and Iroquoian),
mostly of mixed blood, still live within the more
Historical Stocks
easterly and southerly States, while a considerable
body of the Iroquois remains in the valley of the
St. Lawrence.
That the tribes of this great region should have remained ahvays

glacial

in a state of culture so ]:)rimitive while other areas witnessed advance-

ment must be attributed in large })art to the forest environment. In
both physical and intellectual attributes they had few superiors on
the continent.
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Explorations have been conductetl in this area by numerous stuprominent among whom are Kain in New Brunswick; Boyle
and Laidlaw in Canada; Willoughby, Putnam, Cushing, McGuire,
and Moorehead in Maine; Putnam and Chase in Massachusetts; Perkins in Vermont; Haldeman, Mercer, Holmes, and Wren in Pennsylvania; Beauchamp, Parker, Harrington, Pepper, and Skinner
in New York; Rau, Abbott, Volk, and Ileye and Pepper in Xew
dents,

Jersey; McGuire, Holmes, Fowke, Dinwiddle, Valentine, Kengla,

Reynolds, and Proudfit in the District of Columbia and Virginia;
Thomas, Heye, Holmes, and Bushnell in the Carolinas.
Early observers embodying in their works important data regarding the aborigines of the region are AVhite of the Roanoke colony,
Smith, Strachey, and Hariot of the Virginia colony Burk, Be\'erley,
Jefferson, Heckewelder, Kalm, Holm, Lawson, Adair, Bartram, and
;

others.
2.

The Geokoia-Florida Area

This area includes the Florida peninsula and part of southern
Georgia.

The aboriginal occupants,

so far as

known

historically,

were mainly of the Muskhogean and Timucuan stocks, a remnant of
the former only, the Seminole, remaining in the peninsula to-day;
and since the anti<iuities show no radical diversity of characteristics
they may safely be assigned, in large part, at least, to the ancestors
of these groups.
colony of Cuban Arawak is said to have settled
on the west coast of Florida in comparatively recent times, but no

A

very distinctive traces of their presence have been observed.

The

early literature of the region, summarized by Brinton in Notes on
the Floridian Peninsula, supplies many interesting details of the

yanished peoples.

The

antiquities of the area are

somewhat

distinctly sot off

from

those of the North Atlantic area, but graduate almost impei'ceptibly
into those of the

Gulf States to the west and the great Mississippi

Valley area to the northwest.
Shell heaps, many of remarkable extent, occur along the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts, and on the banks of the larger rivers. Some of
these remain as originally deposited, while others have been more
or less remodeled for purposes of dwelling, observation, or defense by

the aborigines, and have been subject to extensive disturbances and

even to obliteration in cases by the present occupants of the region.
Bui-ial mounds, principally of earth and sand, are very numerous.
The houses, built of poles and thatch, arranged often in circular
village groups and surrounded by palisades, have left but meager
traces.
Communal houses mentioned by Cabeza de Vaca were so
large that they " could contain more than 800 persons."
The
researches of Cushing demonstrated the fact that pile dwellings
were in use along the Gulf coast, and also that canals and " water
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dug to accommodate the canoes of the villagers. Agriwas practiced in favorable localities, as recorded by the early

courts " were
culture

explorers.

Knowledge of the native culture is obtained largely through a
study of the contents of the burial mounds and shell heaps, and more
especially through a study of the earthenware, which is very plentiand presents numerous features of interest. The forms of the
and in the west life forms were modeled
with considerable skill. The figured stamp or paddle was employed
in decorating the surfaces in the east and north, while engraved and
indented designs are most common in the west. Curvilinear designs
and peculiarly conventionalized life forms prevail, and some of these
are thought to suggest jNIiddle American influence. The use of color
was elementary. Owing to the meagerness of sculptural remains
pottery takes the place in large measure of stone art as a means of
ful

vessels are often pleasing,

determining the culture status of the people.
The remarkable finds of Cushing in an ancient village site on Key
IVIarco, through the accidental inclusion of articles of
Key M:irco Culture wood, bonc, and sliell in deposits of muck in an old
canal bed, give us a most instructive and interesting

glimpse of the Gulf Coast culture of which otherwise we should
have remained in almost total ignorance. The ceremonial masks,
figurines, implements, and other carvings in wood, and the conventional and highly symbolic embellishments in color indicate a
degree of artistic accomplishment not suggested by the few arti-

and pottery found in the same connection or, for
That artistic development of such pronounced characteristics should be possible, prac-

cles of stone

that matter, elsewhere in the south or west.
tically

without the aid of stone,

student of culture history.

It

is

is a matter of much interest to the
probable that the culture was exotic

some measure. Implements of shell and sharks' teeth appear to
have been a main reliance of the craftsmen of the keys.
Flint occurs in association with the extensive limestone formations
of Georgia and northern-central Florida, and was utilized by the
natives in the manufacture of chipped implements of all the usual
varieties. Their abundance in Georgia is phenomenal.
Varieties of
stone usually employed in the manufacture of pecked-ground implements do not occur except in limited parts of the area, and implements
of this type are comparatively rare, with the exception of the celt,
which is found in large numbers in mounds and graves and on village
sites; the grooved ax is of rare occurrence, a noteworthy circumstance
since it is observed that this implement is abundant in the northern
sections of most of the Gulf States and in intimate association with
the celt. Moore's great collection of relics from the peninsular region
includes hundreds of celts but not a single typical or fully specialized
in
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It is observed that while tlie celt

bers in the adjacent

West
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found in great num-

Indies, the grooved ax does not occur there,

the ax of the islands being of

a totally distinct type.

It is further

observed that the celts of the Florida region approximate more
closely those of the West Indies than do those of any of the more
northerly districts, suggesting intrusive influences from that direction.

An

examination of the material of which they are made

may

serve to throw needed light on their history and on the relation-

ships of the people of the area with those of the

West

Indies.

Mortars and pestles of stone are of rare occurrence. AVood was
in common use for these utensils, and examples of mortars and
pestles, as well as dishes, stools, masks, and figurines, of this material,
exceedingly well made, were recovered by Cushing frcan the canal

muck at Key ]\Iarco.
Numerous ornaments
peninsula.

of gold and silver have been found in the

It is quite possil)le that

some of the more elaborate pieces

reached the peninsula from IMexico or Central America subsequent
to the Columbian discovery, but that the native metal workers were
highly skilled is amply shown by numerous examples of the overlaying of wooden ornaments and objects of bone with sheet copper
and by certain plates of sheet copper collected by Moore which dis-

play symbolic devices executed repousse fashion with much precision.
Burial places and mounds yield a rich harvest of relics.
feature

A

peculiar to the peninsula

is

numbers of crudely shaped

the inhumation with the dead of great
objects of

baked

clay, vessels of fanciful

shapes, and rude images of creatures and things real and fanciful,

manifestly intended for no other purpose than as mortuary offerings.
Urn burial, common in Georgia, was rare on the peninsula.

There has been some discussion of certain supposed evidences of
man in Florida based on the discovery of
human skeletal remains, seemingly fossilized, embedded in geological formations in the western part of the State, but it has been
shown that the age of these deposits is recent, the appearance of
petrifaction being due to the coating and infiltration of calcareous
and ferruginous matter present in solution in percolating waters.
The most remarkable evidence of age is that furnished by the shell
deposits, which are of great depth and horizontal extent and include
varieties of shells not now prevalent on the coasts.
Decided relationships with the culture of Yucatan and the West
Indies have been looked for in vain, yet certain analogies more or
less pronounced do occur in pottery forms and decoration, in implements of stone and wood, and in the treatment of metals. The re-

the geological antiquity of

lationships are not intimate, but a glance at the general facies of the
antiquities leaves the impression of trans-Caribbean kinship,

which

—
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suggestion of cultural con-

found in the frequent occurrence in
this and other Gulf States of a perforated hoe-shaped stone implement which corresponds closely with a type of ax prevalent in South
America. It is believed to have had only a ceremonial use north of
is

the Gulf.
The superiority of the culture of this area over that of the North
Atlantic region is manifest, especially in skill in
*

"^

*"

Compared

^

the potter's art

On

and

in the

the whole, considering

rial culture of typical centers differs

manipulation of metals.
all branches, the mate-

but slightly in state of ad-

vancement from that of corresponding centers
Valley. In some respects it is decidedly inferior
advanced culture centers of the West Indies.

The leading explorers
area are: Brinton,

"Webb, C. C. Jones, Barti-am, Gushing,
of the American Indian.

Museum

The Middle and Lower

The very
and lower

more

of the antiquities of the Georgia-Florida

Wyman,

Moore, and members of the
3.

in the Mississippi
to that of the

Mississirri

Valley Area

extensive interior region, which comprises the middle
sections of the Mississippi Valley with

was the

much

outlying

group of peoples, whose
culture, all things considered, stands higher than that of any other
characterization area north of middle Mexico.
This culture was
characterized by well-established sedentary life, extensive practice
of agricultural pursuits, and construction of permanent works
domiciliary, religious, civic, defensive, and mortuary of great magnitude and much diversity of form. The people, many if not all of
whom were mound builders, were of numerous linguistic stocks,
principal among which were the Siouan, Algonquian, Iroquoian,
Muskhogean, Tunican, Chitimachan, and Caddoan; and these historic peoples, remnants of which are still found within the area, were
doubtless preceded b}^ other groups not of a distinct race but belonging to the same or related linguistic families. This view in recent
territory,

seat of a remarkable

—

years has gradually taken the place of the early assum))tion that the

mound

Mound

r.uiiding

culture belonged to a people of high cultural
attainments which had been succeeded by the Indian
tribes.
That mound building continued down to the

period of European occupancy
of the burial

mounds contain

is

a well-established fact,

and many
Euro-

as original inclusions articles of

pean make.
Traces attributed to very early occupants of the area have been
reported from time to time, especially the osseous remains of man
foTmd in association with remains of the mastodon and mammoth.

In nearly every instance, however, subsequent observations have
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thrown serious doubt on the theory of the original association of
A human slveleton, found recently embedded in terrace deposits near Lansing, Kans., is assigned by some authorities to
the lowan phase of the glacial period, while others regard the inclusion as more recent. Certain relics of stone, attributed to glacial
times, have been found in the Ohio and Mississippi Vallej's; these
await fuller investigation. Numerous crania of primitive type have
been collected from ancient sites in the Missouri Valley and claims
to geological antiquity have been promulgated, but Hrdlicka has
shown that this type occurs among the modern tribes of the area.
The region abounds in caverns, many of which contain traces of
occupancy, but none so far examined seems to include in their floor
deposits remains of other than the well-known culture products of
such remains.

the Indian tribes.

Unfortunately for the antiquarian of to-day, the peoples of this
area did not construct their buildings of durable materials, and
nothing

is left

to us of their architectural

achievements except works
These are now mere

constructed of earth and loosely laid stones.

unshapely mounds and embankments. The buildings of the Natchez
and other tribes of the South have been described by early writers,
though imperfectly. Many of the walls were of wattlework faced
with clay, and the roofs were of bark and thatch. Little that is
specific can be ascertained regarding the character of the buildings
which must have crowned mounds so great as those of Cahokia and
Etowah, or were associated with works so remarkable as those of
Marietta, Newark, and Fort Ancient. Man^^ stockades supplemented

embankments in defensive w^orks and served to protect the vilfrom intruders. Modes of burial within the area were extremely varied, and vast numbei's of the minor works of the people
the

lages

W'Cre deposited as offerings

with the dead in ordinary cemeteries, in

stone graves of several types, and in earth and stone mounds.

Shell

heaps, comi)osed mainly of mussel shells, border the rivers in some
sections.

They contain

relics of art of the varieties

prevalent in the

respective localities.

The lithic arts were Avonderfully diversified and in some respects
highly developed. Sculpture of the human figure had, however,
made but slight advance, except in connection with the carved tobacco
pipes, where much skill is shown. The mineral resources, in which
the region is extremely rich, were well exjiloited and extensively
utilized. Stone was employed in a limited way in building walls and
fortifications and in the construction of graves, and desirable varieties
were quarried on a large scale for the manufacture of implements,
utensils, and objects of faith, ceremony, and ornament.
Heavily
bedded chert deposits Avere worked in Ohio, Arkansas, Kentucky,
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nodular cherts in Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky,
and Tennessee and hematite ore for implements and ocher for paint
;

;

The ice sheets of the glacial period distributed over
the northern borders vast bodies of detritus from the far north, filled

in Missouri.

with fragments and rounded masses cjf granitic and other durable
rocks, which were utilized by the inhabitants of the region. Copper
from the Lake Superior mines had taken an important place in the
arts,

and much

processes.

builders,

skill

The tribes
mined mica

was shown

in its

manipulation by malleating

of the middle region, the greatest of the mound
in western North Carolina, and the evidences

of their operations are of astonishing magnitude.

As

a result of the mineral riches of the area, the range of lithic
artifacts is greater
*^

thf LitbiVA^rts

^^^^

than in any other region north of

vallcv of Mcxico.

By

the fracture processes vast

numbers of cutting, scraping, boring, piercing, digging, and hammering implements y\'ere manufactured. The swordlike blades of Tennessee approach the highest place among American
chipped products, and the agricultural implements of the Illinois
region constitute a mii(iue and remarkable class without parallel in
any country.
The large class of implements and other articles shaped by pecking and grinding processes, often as secondary to chipping, is of
great archeological interest.
The grooved axes, celts, adzes, and
chisels are of superior make, and the discoidal chunkey stones, tobacco pipes, banner stones, and other objects of faith and ornament
are remarkable for their perfection of form and high degree of finish.

Among the

specially noteworthy features of the area are the caches

or hoards of stone implements employed as mortuary offerings.

Per-

haps the most remarkable of these hoards is a deposit of many hundreds of obsidian implements found in an Ohio mound; the beautifully made implements are of unique shapes and were not designed
for use, but as offerings merely. They had been ti-ansported from
unknown sources in the Rocky Mountains a thousand miles away

A

single deposit in a

mound

upward

of 8,000 well-made

flint

or from California or Mexico.
Plopewell, Ohio, contained

at

disks

There are also the hematite objects of the central
pigment palettes of Alabama, the engraved shells and
the sculptured utensils and idols of the middle districts, the skillfully executed implements and ornaments of copper, and the remarkable and very puzzling repousse figures in sheet copper obtained
from mounds in Georgia and Illinois. Among the most noteworthy
examples of the handiwork of the mound-building peoples are certain relics obtained by Putnam from the Turner group of mounds
of large

size.

districts, the

in Ohio.
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Some of the tribes were excellent potters, and the elaborately
engraved and painted vases and effigy vessels of the middle Mississippi region and the scroll-decorated vessels of the lower Mississippi
and Gulf coast evince excellent taste and great skill, falling short,
however, of the achievements of the ancient tribes of the arid region
in some important respects.
The stamp-decorated ware of the south
Appalachian region is of much interest.
It is

states'

observed that the culture of this area in certain of its typical
phases extends down to the Atlantic in Georgia,
t>lending with that of the Florida area,

o/ Culture

Gulf
It

has

much

in

in

and to the
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.

common with

the

culture

of

the

Upper Mis-

and Great Lakes region, and grades somewhat abruptly
into the culture of neighboring areas on the east and west. Although
presenting a certain degree of homogeneity throughout, this area
is by no means a simple culture unit.
There are a dozen or
more somewhat localized centers of development and differentiation, no one of which could in the present state of our knowledge
be safely selected as a type for the entire area. Aside from the more
typical forms of culture, tliere are limited areas in which very primitive conditions seem to have prevailed down to the coming of the
whites. There are some indications of culture relations wdtli Mexico,
among which are certain sculptured figures in stone, repousse figures
in copper plates, and engraved designs on shell ornaments and pottery, but as a whole the cultures stand well apart.
This area has been the field of extensive though somewhat scattered research. Some of tlie more important explorations are those
of Tondinson, Squier and Davis, Force, Putnam, Moorehead, ISIills,
Fowke, Thomas and his assistants, Phillips, Thruston, Moore, Jones,
Peet, Whittlesey, MacLean, Holmes, and Metz.
sissippi

4.

The Upper

The Upper

Mississippi

and Great Lakes Area

Mississippi and Great Lakes region

from the neighboring areas

differentiated

inhabitants or

its

culture, ancient or

modern.

are of the Algonquian and Siouan stocks,
nities of the

culture

is

former are

about on a

]-)ar

is

not very sharply

in either its aboriginal

The

historical tribes

and important commu-

found within the area. The ancient
with that on the east and in some respects
still

inferior to that on the south. Hunting, fishing, and seed-gathering were the leading avocations of the people, but agriculture was
practiced in favorable localities and the so-called garden beds of
Michigan are among the most novel and mysterious features of our
northern archeology. Burial mounds of ordinary forms are widely
is

—
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monumental features of unique type abound. The
groups and chains of earthworks in formal and
puzzling arrangements, and numerous animal-shaped mounds, confined largely to Wisconsin, and supposed to have had some important
distributed and

latter

include

sacerdotal function.

The

area has within its borders two features of exceptional interest the ancient copper mines of the Lake Superior
:

Copper Mines and

and the catlinitc or red pii:)estone quarries of
&
Catlinite Quarries
southwestern Minnesota. The sites of the copper
mines are marked by extensile pittings made in exposing the
copper-bearing rocks and breaking them up to release the nuisses
j.^o^qj;,^

.

This work was accomplished mainly with heavy
bowlder hammers obtained from the lake shores and by the aid
Thousands of these hammers are found in and about
of fire.
the old pits, occasional specimens being grooved for hafting. The
copper was worked up into implements, ornaments, and objects
of faith of gi^eat variety which are found, especially associated with
The implements employed
burials, throughout the United States.
in quarrying the pipestone were tough fragments of quartzite
The old excavations exrock, roughly shaped for the purpose.
tend along the narrow outcrop for nearly a mile across the smooth
surface of the prairie. The articles made from the catlinite were
tobacco pipes, ceremonial objects, and ornaments, and these were
distributed and used, as was the copper, throughout a large part of
the area now included in the United States.
The stone utensils of the area comprise rude mortars and pestles,
the latter of the cylindrical type, and the pecked and ground implements include grooved axes, celts, adz blades rarely of gouge shape
tobacco pipes, tubes, and the usual range of ceremonial and talismanic objects. The fluted ax and the faceted celt are peculiar to
the area. Deposits of flint were worked in many places and chipped
implements of usual types are exceedingly plentiful.
Quartz veins were worked at an early period about the Little Falls
of the Mississippi, and crudely chipped artifacts are found in floodplain deposits of the vicinity, which are regarded by some geologists
as having been laid down during the closing stages of the glacial
of native copper.

—

period.

The pottery of the area
make than is

primitive in

is

of distinctive types and generally more

the ware of the South.

the pots are carefully finished and decorated

In some sections
w4tli

incised

and

indented figures, but painted specimens are rare.
most noteworthy feature of the region is the manufacture in
recent years of many false antiquities of peculiar type, j^urporting

A

to represent early

occupancy of the country by Old World peoples.
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Explorations have been conducted within the area by Catlin,
Latham, Winchell, Brower, Brown, Hamilton, Phillips, Smith,
Holmes, and many others.
5.

The Great Plains and Rocky Mountain Area

Traces of the typical culture of the agricultural mound-building
peoples of the Mississippi Valley fade out gradually as we traverse
the great plains which extend w^estward to the Rocky Mountains.

The region generally
abounding

in

game,

is

it

not well suited to primitive agriculture, and,
a nomadic rather than a sedentary

encouraged

—

although several stocks Siouan, Algonquian, Caddoan, Athapascan, Shoshonean, Kiowan, and others claimed and permanently
occupied somewhat definite areas. Agriculture was practiced in a
limited way in some of the more easterly valleys. There were no
buildings that could be called permanent, although many hut rings,
house depressions, and small mounds, the last being the remains of
earth lodges, occur on the old village sites, and burial mounds are not
uncommon in some of the principal valleys. The dwellings of the
less sedentary triljes were made of the dressed skins of animals,
especially the buffalo, which overran the region in vast herds.
Quarries of flint with associated sites of manufacture are found
in Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas, and of quartzite and soapstone
Obsidian is plentiful in the Yellowstone Park and in
in Wyoming.
the upper valleys of the Snake River, and was much used locally.
The obsidian implements found occasionally in the
stone Implements
Eastern States may have come from this region. The
population was sparse, the activities were restricted,
and as a consequence the varieties of well specialized artifacts w^ere
limited in number.
The more essential stone implements of the
life,

—

—

hunter tribes the projectile points, knives, scrapers, hammers, and
club heads are very generally distributed, while other forms are
comparatively rare. An implement of much importance to the
hunter tribes was the heavy grooved hammer so useful in killing
and breaking the bones of large game, in driving stakes, and
It is probably the most typical
in pounding seeds and pemmican.
and characteristic of the stone implements of the plains and
A powerful weapon was a
mountains of the middle region.
somewhat
recent introduction, called
hammer,
probably
of
hafted
two hammers were the
the
tribes.
These
some
of
fogamocjgan by
principal articles of the pecked-ground variety of the region,
although implements of other classes and even objects devoted to
sacred and ceremonial use occur here and there in the valleys. Similar lithic conditions prevail in the mountains and valleys north of

—
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Nevada and indefinitely toward
There are some- traces of the spread of the characteristic
imi^Iements of the arid region, especially the metate and muller,
toward the north beyond Salt Lake and to the east over the great
plains even as far as the Ozarks, and there is a noticeable overflow
of the types of artifacts characterizing the middle Pacific slope into
the upper valley of the Missouri. Among these latter objects are
straight, tubular stone tobacco pipes and paddle-shaped stone clubs.
These intrusions are probably due to the Shahaptian stock, whose
habitat extended from Oregon and Washington well over into the
Two remarkable discoveries within the
valley of the Missouri.
region are a deposit of nearly a thousand flint implements obtained
from a sulphur spring at Afton, Okla., and a cache of thousands
of arrowheads in Delaware Count}^, Okla. Large areas along the
eastern border of the plains, th-at were formerly occupied by sedentary, mound-building peoples, had become, through the invasion of
the buffalo, the hunting grounds of the so-called wild tribes. Potthe arid region, west to the Sierra

the north.

is somewhat
and where found

tery, the safest index of the stable status of a people,

rare in the area except in the
it is

more

easterly valleys,

of the simplest culinary type.

Collections from this great area are comparatively limited,

and

large tracts of the territory have received almost no attention on the

part of archeologists.

Claims to great antiquity in this grand division are based on reported finds of stone implements associated with fc^ssil mammal
remains in the loess formations, on a small figurine of baked clay
known as the Nampa image found in Idaho, and on an obsidian
blade from Nevada. It is a most remarkable fact that the image,
which is assigned tentatively to the Tertiary or early Quaternary,
is probably the most mature example of modeled human figurine yet

found west of the Missouri.
Naturally the antiquities on the southwest border share numerous features with the art of the Pueblo region and in the Far West
with the remains of the California and Columbia-Fraser areas, but
the general state of culture has been everywhere about the same
and closely akin to that of the historic and the present time in the

same

area.

The principal

scientific explorations of the region are those of
Dorsey, Smith, Holmes, Norris, Brower, Winchell, Montgomery,
Leidy, and McGee.
G.

The Arid Area

This area includes New Mexico and Arizona, and parts of Utah,
Colorado, Nevada, and Texas. It is in the main a region of plateaus,
canyons, and cliffs, of limited fertile areas bordering stream courses,
38657°— 19— Bull. 60, pt i
9
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and brotid stretches of semidesert

coiintrv. Contrasting thus strongly
has induced a culture peculiarly its own.
The clilFs abound in caves and deep recesses well adapted for habitation, and the modification of these for dwellings probably led to

with neighboring areas,

it

the intelligent use of stone in building, with the result that the build-

ing arts were more highly developed than in any other section north
of middle Mexico.

That the region has been occupied for a long period is amply
by the occurrence of great numbers of ruins of substantial
structures cliif dwellings, and plateau and lowland pueblos scattered
broadcast over the territory.
Reservoirs and traces of extensive
irrigating canals attest the enterprise of the people. That the present
attested

—

town-building tribes are the descendants of the ancient peoples

is

indicated by tradition, by skeletal evidence, and by material culture.

The

past connects with the present without perceptible break, and the
implements and utensils of to-day are, except for the intrusive elements of Avhite civilization, the implements and utensils of the past.
It is not held, however, that the culture of the area is a close unit, and
it is to be anticipated that with progress of archeological research
various somewhat well differentiated cultures will be identified and
their ethnic and chronologic relations made plain.
The town-building peoples belong to a number of linguistic
stocks Zunian, Tanoan, Keresan, Shoshonean, Piman, and Yuman
and aside from these a number of non-town-building tribes occupy the
region the T^te. Paiute. Xavaho, and Apache the range of whose
lithic arts is quite limited, agreeing somewhat closely with that of
the hunter tribes of the plains and mountains.
Four types of building are noted concrete, as in the Casa
Grande ruins in Arizona adobe bricks, as in parts of New Mexico
and Arizona masonry, throughout the region and excavated, as in
Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona. The cliff dwellings, which are
of great interest, are as a rule single houses or small groups of
houses; there are, however, villages capable of accommodating hundreds of people. Most of them occupy picturesque and almost inaccessible niches in the canyon walls.
The plateau sites were often
selected with a view to defence, and the lowland pueblos were
]iractically fortifications. The outer walls were unbroken except by
a single doorway, while entrance to the dAvellings generally was from
the inner court by way of the roofs of the first story. The estufa, or
kiva, the sacred chamber, is a feature of exceptional interest.
In
many places steep ascents and narrow passes were defended by low
walls of rude masonry, and it is assumed that the round and square
towers found in some sections were designed for observation and

—
—

—

—

;

;

defence.

;
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Apart from the buildings and excavated dwellings, other features
of the lithic art of the region, although distinctive, are in no case

markedly superior to corresponding features of neighboring areas.
Nearly all implement types are in present use or have been in recent
use by the tribes, and the practice of gathering and using stone implements from the ancient sites has been so general that the old and
the new are not readily separable, and references. of implements or
other relics of art to particular tribes, ruin groups, or districts must
be made with caution. The mealing stones, especially the metate
and the muller, though plain slabs or shallow troughs, are well made,
and some of the numerous small mortars and pigment plates are
carved to represent serpents, birds, and other animal forms. The
carving of animal fetishes is a noteworthy feature, particularly of
the modern art, but the work is not of a high order of merit. Attempts at representing the human form are exceedingly crude. The
most ambitious sculptural effort of the region is exemplified in the
figures of two crouching mountain lions worked out life-size in the
rock in jilace near Cochiti in the Rio Grande Valley, but these figures
have been so mutilated that it is difficult to determine their original
merit as works of sculpture.
Receptacles of stone, apart from the mealing stones and mortars,
are rare, their place having been taken by products of the potter's
art, which are abundant and of superior quality, and remarkable
for varied and tasteful decoration. The potter's art had reached a
degree of perfection not greatly surpassed elsewhere in xVmerica,
cei'tain groups of the ware displaj-ing grace of form and beauty of
decoration advanced seemingl}^ far beyond the attainments of the
people in other directions.

The minor stone implements of the area correspond in grade
somewhat closely with those of the Middle and Eastern States and
the Pacific slope, but the gouge, celt, chisel, and perhaps other
forms are absent; while a few are peculiar to the area, as the spatulate celt and the sandal last. The grooved ax takes the most prominent place, and in form, finish, and effectiveness as a Stone-age
cutting tool is rarely suii)assed. Numerous axes of exceptional interest are quite distinct in type from the ordinary ax; these are made
of fibrolite, a handsome mineral of great toughness and hardness
Avhich is rarely found elsewhere. Implements for straightening and
smoothing arro^v shafts are quite numerous and exceptionally varied
in shape. A group of spatulate implements of jasper, resembling
somewhat closely the celt of the East, is of special interest. Although it is referred to by the natives as an agricultural implement,
its modern use, according to Fewkes, is entirely ceremonial.
In one
instance this explorer found

12

of these implements

among

the
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present writer found one

Eio Mancos.
Hamrnerstones of all ordinary varieties are present in large numbers,
and abrading stones and polishing implements are of common types.
Chipped implements arrowpoints, spearheads, knives, scrapers, and
are of usual types and are not very abundant or
drill points

embedded

in a bin of charred corn in a cliff house on the

—

—

especially noteworthy.

The materials used include

obsidian, jasper,

and many varieties of chalcedony. Great skill was evinced in the
manufacture of beads and other small trinkets, the boring being
done with the pump drill. Bone was much used for awls, and shell
The bow and arrow was the principal weapon,
for ornaments.
while the atlatl, or throw-stick, was in pretty general use.
Mines of turquoise were worked extensively in New Mexico,
Nevada, and Arizona. This semiprecious stone was used for ornaments and especially for inlay or mosaic work, some very attractive
specimens of the latter having been collected, and it was distributed
by trade to distant parts, even to Mexico. There are few traces of
the working of metals, the silversmith's art of recent times having
been introduced by Spaniards, and the copper bells occasionally
found are probably of Mexican origin. The weaving arts and basketry were practiced with much skill.
In three important branches of material culture the ceramic,
the textile, and the stone-building arts this area stands far above
any other north of middle Mexico. Little evidence of great antiquity
beyond that furnished by the complex cultural conditions and innumerable deserted dwelling places and acequias has been found.
Among those who have contributed observations of scientific

—

—

value regarding the antiquities are: Blake, Cope, Powell, Cushing,
Fewkes, Bandelier. Matthews, Hewett, Russell, Hodge, Holmes,
Hough, Jackson, the Mindeleffs, Nordenskiold, Stephen, Pepper, the
Stevensons, Wheeler, Whipple, Simpson, Abert, Morgan, Dorsey,
Bartlett, Voth, Bourke,
7.

Prudden, Kidder, and N. C. Nelson.

The California Area

Notwithstanding the diversified physical characters of the State
linguistic groups within its

and the extraordinary assemblage of

limits, the native culture of California

was and

is

primitive.

At

with remarkable distinctness from the
equally primitive cultures of other areas, especially those of the Atlantic side of the continent. In the desert and semidesert regions of
the extreme south and in northwestern Mexico, occupied mainly by
the same time

the

Yuman

vailed.

it

stock,

is

set off

an exceptionally primitive state of culture preBarbara region, including the

It is observed that the Santa

islands off the coast,

was

in earlv times the center of a

somewhat

ex-

—
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ceptional development in certain branches of handicraft and especially in the working of stone, Avhile more primitive but kindred con-

and east throughout California.
antiquities of the Santa Barbara district, "which are

ditions prevailed to the north

The

lithic

attributed in large part to the
*^ "^

°

^'^^^'

fornia'^

Chumashan group,

are

characterized by great numbers of well-sculptured

domestic utensils

—bowl-shaped

mortars, and long,

graceful pestles of sandstone, globular cooking pots, rectangular

and ovoid baking or boiling plates, tubular tobacco pipes of steatite,
and polished bowls and cups of serpentine. The quarries from
which the materials w^ere obtained are situated partly on the
mainland, but principally, it is believed, on the islands off the
coast.
The shell heaps and village sites of the mainland and
of the islands have been examined by Schumacher, Bowers, Xelson, and members of the War Department surveys, and the quarries
of Santa Catalina Island have been described by Schumacher and
the present W'riter.
Contrasting with the thin-w^alled bowl-like
mortars of this district and the slender, graceful pestles associated
with them, are the heavy, globular, conical, and cylindrical mortars,
the numerous mortars and clusters of mortars worked in outcropping rock masses with their heavy cylindric pestles, and the metate
slabs with their flatfish mullers which occur in great numbers in

many

sections.

Bone was much used

for piercing implements

beautiful shells of the coast

—

and ornaments. The
and large clam

esi)ecially the haliotis

were a favorite material for the manufacture of personal ornaments,
and the dentalium and other of the smaller shells served as ornaments and as a medium of exchange.
In the middle and northern districts obsidian is plentiful, and
chipped implements made of this material are found in great numbers.
The large knives, some of which measure 2 feet or more in
length, are marvels of the flaking art, and are second in this respect
in North America only to the slender flint blades of Tennessee.
There are also superb flint blades in some localities, and arrowpoints and spearheads of exceptional beauty are found, their manufacture having continued in some sections down to the present day.
Other features deserving special mention are the perforated digging weights made of numerous varieties of stone, the hook-shaped
carvings and the killer-whale images of soapstone of
^^^^ Santa Barbara region, and the plummet stones
ern canforni"a'^'
of middle California. Among the unique objects are
specimens of boat-shaped amulets and banner stones (imperforate)
of eastern type found in middle California. It is a remarkable fact
that the grooved ax, the celt, and the gouge, implements of so much
importance in eastern areas, do not occur, or are found but rarel}^,
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Pacific slope; the small adz blades take, in a measure, the

tlie

place of these tools.

The dwellings were of grass, brush, bark, and earth, and in the
north were to a limited extent of slabs of wood. Some of the floors
were excavated to slight depths, and many of the more primitive
structures were co\ered with earth. Absence of stone building from
the area and the practical absence of potteiy are in striking contrast
with the well-matured state of these arts in the arid region on the
east, shortcomings which, notwithstanding the well-made utensils
of stone and the exquisite basketry and shell and bone Avork of California, place the Pueblo culture on a considerably higher plane than
that of even the most advanced group of the Pacific States. The
l)ra('tice of agriculture gave the Pueblo people a decided advantage
o\er the nonagi'icultural peoples of the coast, whose chief food
resource, apart from the products of the chase, consisted of acorns,
seeds,

and

berries.

The handiwork
the inland valleys

of the

ti'ibes

of the coast merges with that of

and ranges, and this blends in turn with the

culture of the Sierra, and the basin range region to the east.

The

and that of
although
abrupt,
somewhat
Pueblo
region
is
decidedly
the
recent
the
coastwise extension of the Shoshonean stock from the east has
resulted in limited blending. The transition to the north is gradual,
the disappeiuance of the oak being responsible for marked changes in
the activities and manner of life of the i)eople.
A most extraordinary feature of California archeology is the
occurrence of articles of stone mortars, pestles, and
transition between the culture of southern California

i<"

.1111

—

(Mous
^^^^\^Q^.

Area

objects
of kindred culture grade, as well as
J
!-?

_

fossil

hunuin remains

7

— in the gold-bearing gravels of

the mountain \allevs, numerous s])ecimens having been reported as

coming from beneath beds of lava of early Quaternary or late Tertiary age. That the relics are old in cases can not be doubted, but
their exact chronological

place

and ^alue have not as

3'et

been

ascertained.

The most
its

own and

n(!tewortliy features of Californian culture are entirely

are numifestly due in great measure to the

The acorn

influences of the en\ ironment.

is

molding

i^robably responsible

for the wonderful de\el()pnient of the mortar and pestle, and de])(>sits

of soapstone have

made

possible the uni(iue cooking pots

other noteworthy features of the native handicraft.

The

and

art

of

basketry was renuirkably develo])e(l and retains its superiority to the
pi-esent day. \\^ater-tight baskets and utensils of stone took the ])lace
of earthenware.
It is intei'esting to note that,

status of culture as represented

beginning in middle California, the
by art works rises gradually as we
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pass to the north through Oregon, "Washington, and British Colum-

cuhnination being reached \Yith the tribes of the Northwest
In the south attempts to model or carve the human figure
are unknown, while animal figures are of rare occurrence. As we
advance toward the north sculptures, human and animal, increase in
number, and in British Columbia there is an extraordinary development of the sculptor's art culminating in the remarkable grave posts,
masks, and giant totem poles. That Middle America has had no
influence on the culture of this coast is manifest.
Considering all phases of their culture, the achievements of the
California tribes must be regarded as inferior to those of the Gulf
States, the Mississippi Valley, the Pueblo region, and the Northwest
coast, and possibly even to tlie Eskimo of Alaska.
Among those who have conducted archeological investigations in
California are: Whitney, Schumacher, Yarrow, Henshaw, Powers,
Bowers, Holmes, Sinclair, Meredith, Terry, Yates, Palmer, Becker,
Nelson, Rust, J. C. Merriam, and Skertchley.
bia, the

coast.

8.

The

Colujibia-Fraser Area

The interesting region beginning in northern California and
extending north to include the Columbia and Fraser Valleys pre-

way uniform culture phenomena.
somewhat marked differences between the coastal
environment, which is moist and rich in forests, and the interior,
which assumes generally a semiarid aspect, the material culture,
ancient and modern, presents numerous minor differences. Naturally
the inland culture graduates into that of the plateau and mountain
region on the east. It is not separated very definitely from Calisents diversified yet in a large

Owing

to

the

fornia on the south, but presents strong contrasts with the culture

of the Northwest coast.

The inhabitants

numerous stocks and
whose chief dependence was and is hunting and fishing and the natural supply of seeds, nuts, fruits, and
In the south the acorn was a principal article of diet. Their
roots.
better houses were of wood and earth and have left few traces except
the shallow floor excavations with accompanying heaps and ridges
of earth, and in the arid interior the earth rings which mark lodge
sites.
Along the shores are numerous shell heaps, the industrial
contents of wdiicli agree with those of the general region except in so
far as differences have resulted from differences in
^^'^'^
environment.
Eells mentions burial mounds in the
workT*^^
Willamette Valley which yielded a wide range of
the ordinary local relics, besides, in cases, glass beads and articles of
iron.
Chase examined certain mounds on the coast in southwestern
Oregon, with similar results. Earthworks and simple fortifications
of recent times comprise

tribes of jn-imitive culture
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relics of art of all classes.
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Numerous cemeteries have yielded
Rock carvings are distributed gen-

erally over the area.

The

relics of stone

seem

to tell a consistent story of ethnic condi-

tions varying but little
stone Implements

from that of

historic times.

Certain fomis of implements and objects of sculp-

ture characteristic of California extend to the north
throughout the entire length of the area, while other forms characterDeep globular
istic of the Northwest coast extend far to the south.
forms of mortars prevail in some sections, and metates are
found in others. The pestles in certain regions are of the oblong-club shape, many well finished and even tastefully carved,
wdiile in others they are ovoid or flatfish, many being merely
adapted bowlders. All were used as hammers on occasion. Tobacco
pipes, straight in the south and bent tubes and other forms in the
north, are mentioned. The grooved ax and celt are absent, the adz
blade taking the place of these forms here as elsewhere on the
Pacific slope.

Dishes, slate knives, sinkers, wedges of antler, abrad-

ing stones, scrapers,

drills,

arrow-shaft rubbers, clubs

(the latter

of bone and stone), projectile points, and knives are found in

numbers.

Among

objects

of

exceptional

types nuiy be mentioned large

obsidian ceremonial blades in the south, batons of stone or bone
carved to suggest or represent animal shapes, weight-like stones with
loop for suspension, and certain curious carved heads which have been
regarded by some as intended to represent apes. The latter, although
not carvings of particular note, find no counterparts in any section of
North America.
Detailed study of this region would, jx'rhaps, as in other cases,
require its separation into two or more minor environments, but the

blendings of the material culture are so intricate that conclusions of
value can not be reached until further field investigations are made.
There appears no certain evidence of the presence in early times
of peoples distinct in character and culture from those of the present.

The

valley of the Columbia

is

given an important place in the ethnic

history of the continent by Morgan,

who imagined

it

was

a

kind of

hothouse, the multiplying peoples of which spread out over the south

and

east; but slight evidence has been

found to support

this

hypoth-

Certain finds of supposed geologically ancient human remains
and culture traces have been reported, but none of these have so far
been fully authenticated. If, however, geologically ancient man did

esis.

occupy the continent, the valley of the Columbia ought to be a very
promising field for the discovery of the record.
Explorers of the region include Schumacher, Eells, Smith, Boas,
Terry, Dawson, Morice, and Chase.
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The Northwest Coast Area

mainland and
Columbia and Alaska,
and extends from Puget Sound on the south to Mount St. Elias on
The
the north, a distance of twelve or thirteen hundred miles.
This area comprises

a rather

narrow

strip of the

the contiguous coastwise ishinds in British

present tribes belong to half a dozen stocks, well differentiated in

whom they come in
somewhat decidedly from the
The material culture embodies

physical characteristics from the Eskimo, with
contact on the north, and differing

Indian tribes on the east and south.
many noteworthy and exceptional features and, as a whole, stands
well apart from

all

other cultures of the continent.

It resembles in

some respects that of the coast culture on the south and that of the
inland culture on the east. Hunting and especially fishing are and
have alwa3^s been the chief food resources of the people, agriculture
being unknown. The area abounds in splendid forests, and the
people have developed exceptional skill in carving wood, originally
with stone tools, and later in greater elaboration with implements
of iron and steel. The dugout canoes are often of great size, beauty,
and seaworthiness, and are probably the world's highest achievement
Not less worthy of mention are
in this direction.
The Sculpture
^j^^ substantial houses of hewn timbers, and the totem
Arts
poles, house posts, grave posts, human and animal
effigies, and various utensils, masks, and other objects carved with
a skill and boldness that would do credit to any people. Although
it must be allowed that these results are due in a measure to
'

the acquirement of white men's tools,

the

people

are

it

can not be denied that

endowed with a genius for sculpture without

among the tribes of northern America. Their skill in carving extended to stone, shell, bone, and horn, and to a wide range
of minor articles of use, ornament, faith, and ceremony.
The

parallel

artifacts of stone include

hammers and mauls of

the highest

known

types, adzes, mortars, pestles, knives, batons, tobacco pipes, amulets,

ornaments, and other objects, but examples of chipped stone are of
rare occurrence.
Pottery is unknown, vessels of wood, bone, and
horn serving in its place. Slate obtained from deposits on the Queen
Charlotte Islands has been much used in recent times for carving,
and remarkable results are seen in miniature totem poles, boxes,
dishes, pipes, and in diversified animal, human, and fanciful forms.
Jade, found in the Frazer Valley and probably elsewhere, was skillfully cut by primitive abrading processes and shaped into tasteful
implements and ornaments. Much taste is shown in the inlaying of
ornaments of bone and stone with the brilliant nacre of shells.
Petroglyphs are numerous in some sections and probably date back
to very early times, although they display the peculiar character-
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of the graphic art of the living tribes as embodied in painting,

engraving, and weaving.
Copper was and still is worked with
considerable skill, and although the native metal occurs within the
area, it is not known to what extent it was mined and utilized before
the coming of the whites.
religious,

and ornamental

the Pacific islands, but

Certain features of the arts— practical,

—are thought

if this is

shown

to suggest inspiration

to be the case

we

from

shall still

be unable to say whether that influence may not have been exerted
tlie rather long period since modern seagoing
Traces of
vessels began to ply back and forth on the Pacific.

exclusively during

advanced Asiatic art are occasionally encountered along the

coast,

may

be attributed to the stranding of vessels carried across
the Pacific by the Japan current rather than to purposeful voyages

but these

in prehistoric times.

The

peculiar geography of the country has doubtless served in

conjunction with its exceptional vegetal and animal resources to
develop the unusual ability and enteri:)rise of the peoi)le. Indeed, if
a greatly diversified coast line tends, as some have hehl, to accelerate
the culture progress of peoples, the inhabitants of this region should

rank high among American nations.

The

archeologist can lay

little

exclusive claim to the antiquities

all the known forms of
appear
to have been in use since the
^
\
coming of the whites, and these have given way only
Scientific regradually to the encroachments of iron and steel.
searches within the area ha^e hardly touched the problems of
antiquit}^, and no evidence serving to carry the liistory of man
The culture, so far
into the remote past has been obtained.
as observed, appears to be decidedly homogeneous and with slight
trace of antecedent forms of art either lower or higher than the
It is believed by some authorities that certain elements of
historic.
the population entered the area from the highland valleys on the
Although this region lies along the most likely trail of peoples
east.
entering America by way of Bering Strait, nothing has been observed

of the region, since nearly

Scant Archeoiogical Evidence

j^.^^j^g

artifacts

_

in the culture of the people suggesting migrations fi'om the north,

and no characteristic features that might not have arisen within the
local environment or from possible intrusions within a few hundred
years.

Original investigators of this area

who have

contributed informa-

tion regarding the native culture and antiquities are Vancouver,

Swan, Niblack, Boas, Emmons, Smith, Swanton, Curtis, and
10.

The

The Arctic Coast Area

from Greenland on the
Alaska on the west, and from the toi-tuous northern

arctic characterization area extends

east to farthest

others.
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Along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts the peculiar arctic culture
shades off into the cultures of the south. Where not subject to the
direct

influence of other races,

it

is

the

Eskimoan in its
and the uniformity of

essentially

prehistoric as well as in its historic phases,

and of the racial elements involved has
marked uniformity of achievement throughout the area.
all-impelling are boreal conditions that it would seem

frigid environment

resulted in

Indeed, so

strange, since Bering Strait does not interfere with free intercourse

between the east and the west, did this uniformity not extend practically the entire length of the Arctic Circle.
""''

^'''^''"*

Mer"

The

cidture of the past merges into that of the present

and archeological researches may be expected
time to

contribute

much

of

interest

to

the

culture

history

in

of

more recent past. There is no doubt that
marked changes have taken place in the arts and manner of life
of such of the peoples as have come in close contact with the
whites, but we may feel assured that their ingenuity and their excepthe area, at least of the

tional dexterity in

many

directions are indigenous traits, developed

largely as a result of long struggles with the exacting environment.

In these inhospitable regions shelter during the inclement seasons
an ever-existing necessity, but home building had its severe limitaHouses were built of driftwood, whalebones, stone, earth,
tions.
sod, and snow, and the sunken floors aided in making existence during the long winters bearable. Explorers find traces of these longdeserted structures and of storehouses and cairns scattered along
thousands of miles of the frozen coast.
Fire for warmth and for cooking is a first consideration to dwellers
in the arctic, and since oils and fats were the main dependence for
fuel, the lamp filled an important place in every household.
This
useful utensil was made usually of soapstone.
It is a remarkable
fact that the lamp is unknown in any other part of America, while
several forms are found in arctic Asia.
Hunting and fishing are and were always necessarily the almost
is

means of subsistence of the people, and
wcapous and other devices for capturing game are
among the most ingenious of their kind. In the west
the rare pectolites, and other hard varieties of stone were
exclusive

Skill iu tho

Arts

tough jades,
employed in making mortars, pestles, dishes, vessels or receptacles,
hammers, adzes, chisels, picks, knives, whetstones, sinkers, tobacco
pipes, and other implements and utensils. Hard and brittle stones,
as flint and slate, were w^rought and skillfully shaped by fracture
processes into knives, scrapers, drills, and projectile points, and
the art is by no means a lost one at the present day. It is a note-
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worthy fact that, although great skill was shown in the shaping
of stone by these processes, spear and harpoon heads, knives, and
especially the woman's knife, were very often shaped and sharpened
by grinding. Familiarity with this process in the shaping of bone
and ivory would necessarily suggest its use in working stone. The
grooved ax, celt, and gouge are absent from the area.
Stone was used also in the manufacture of various personal ornaments, as labrets, beads, ear plugs, and pendants, some of these being
Figurines, toys,
unsurpassed for beauty of material and finish.
fetishes, charms, talismans, and a multitude of other articles were
also carved with great skill and in all available materials, and engraving of pictorial subjects of considerable merit is a distinctive
feature of the more recent arctic art.
It is a remarkable fact that pottery was formerly in common use
in the far north, especially along the coast as far east as Franklin

Bay.

The

vessels, rather thick-walled,

and generally of medium or

large size, were probably intended for cooking and containing food,

but are of good shape and tastefully ornamented with incised and
impressed decorations. The pottery-making period is not yet deter-

mined, but the art appears not to have been practiced in recent times,
except in the manufacture of lamps.
As Avith many of the ethnic areas of America, the material culture
of the present and past blend completely. The task of determining
by a study of the antiquities the changes that have been wrought
The shell heaps of the Aleutian Islands have
falls to archeology.
yielded data of interest regarding the problems of chronology, carrying the story back perhaps thousands of years. The Bering region
geological, geois believed to be pregnant with historic interest
graphical, climatic, and anthropological to hold within its soil and
more recent formations solutions of many of the problems of the
American race but the inquirer must wait.
A comparison of the culture of the Eskimo race with that of the
other ethnic groups of the continent must result in
Culture status
giving tliis people an enviable place in the scale of
intellectual achievement, but the environment has
placed rigid limitations on the possibilities of accomplishment.
However, the list of minor artifacts would probably be as long as
that of any other northern American area, and many of the things
are without corresponding features elsewhere.
Among the explorers who have contributed original information
regarding Eskimo culture may be mentioned Dall, Murdoch, Nelson, Turner, Boas, Solberg. Rink, INIackenzie, Holm, Frobisher,
Simpson, Krantz, Kane, Hoffman, ({renfell, and Stefansson.

—

—

—
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Interior Area

Archeologically the great interior region of British America is
It may contain traces of early
practically a negligible (quantity.

occupancy of deep interest to the historian of the race, but research
has as yet made slight progress within its borders. It is assumed
as probable that successive installments of migrating peoples entered
the gateway at the northwest and moved southwaji'd and eastward
over the region, some remaining, unaware of better things, others
passing on to more genial climes. Xone appear, however, to have

made

a perceptible impression

derness.

Over

upon the face of the northern

wil-

a large part of the area, at least, all traces of very

must have been wiped out
which, one after another, swept southward over the
country, the latest invasion in the central region continuing doAvn
to the period which witnessed the building of the Egyptian pyraearly occupancy, if such there ever were,

by the

ice sheets

Liuiited areas in the west and nortlnve.st were

mids.
Antiquities Rare

not thus invadcd, but thcse have, as yet, yielded

nothing of particular value to archeology.
tensive operations of the gold miners of the

Yukon

The

ex-

have, during 20

years of unprecedented activity, brought to light no trace of
or his works.

man

—

That the primitive Athapascan and Algonquian stocks the caribou-hunting peoples liave long occupied the region and have left
the simple products of their handicraft on countless abandoned
sites is safely to be inferred, but it is probable that past cultures did
not in any instance rise above the level of the present. The researches of Mackenzie, Ilearne, Morice, and others indicate the
poverty of the historical tribes in manifestations of material culture,
and the archeologist may expect to find little beyond artifacts of
the simplest type projectile points, knives, scrapers, abrading
stones, hammerstones, boiling stones, and minor relics of other materials
merely such things as are necessary to the existence of
hunter tribes. Traces of intrusive culture may be ex])ected along
the western and southern borders. The unfolding of the story of
the past in this area must prove a tedious and almost thankless task.
At any rate, it is apparent that in the present state of our researches this region will seldom be referred to in the discussion of
the antiquities and culture history of the continent.
Explorers of this area who have made contributions to the history
of early times include Mackenzie, Hearne, Morice, Hill-Tout, Daw-

—

—

—

son,

and

others.
1-2.

The North

INIextcan

Area

Consideration of the culture areas of Middle and South America
here limited to the broadest possible geographical grouping, the
brief sketches presented being intended merely to define the areas
is

—

-
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describing the anti(|uities

and in coui])aring the cultures of the regions in a broad way.
In passing from the arid region of the southeastern United States
into northern Mexico but slight change is observed
Continuous Arid
-^^
^^^^ character of the country and in the status
Culture
•'

of the aboriginal culture, either present or past.

Similar conditions prevail over a wide zone extending from the
Gulf and the Rio (Irande on the east to the Pacific on the
west.

The prevailing

arid characteristics of the countrj^ are in-

terrupted only by the forested belt of the Sierra Madre. Xo very
dehnite line can be set for the southern limit of the area until fuller
studies have been

made

of the antiquities.

The

tribes of the pres-

ent and of the historic past represent numerous linguistic stocks

Nahuatlan, Athapascan, Serian, Yuman, Janambrian, Tamaulipeand Pankawan. In the north, apart from the Casas (jrandes
group of ruins, few architectural remains worthy of particular note
have been observed. The cliff dwellings of the mountain tribes correspond closely in most respects with those of the north, and numerous caves which have been used for dwelling and burial occur
can,

in the general region

;

from these mummies or desiccated bodies and

certain primitive artifacts have been recovered.

Village sites yield-

common along

the streams, more
which descend from the plateau to the Gulf
on the east and to the Pacific on the west. The minor relics include
some crude sculptures and numerous mealing stones, axes, hammers,
and other artifacts of tyi)es not differing radically from those of the
northern Pueblos, yet showing in some respects the influence of the
farther south. Pottery of excellent make and tasteful decoration
is found in a few localities, that from the Casas Grandes in Chihuahua having exceptional interest and rivaling the best wares of

ing the usual varieties of relics are

especially along those

however, that over a large part of the area,
and west, culture never rose far above the
primitive hunter-fisher level. This fact is graphically set forth by
Father Paegert, who had a most intimate knowledge of the tribes of
Arizona.

It appears,

especially on the east

the California peninsula,^ and by McGee, wlio

among

made valuable

studies

the Seri on the island of Tiburon and the neighboring main-

land.
It is

assumed that this region witnessed the passage southward

of the racial currents which overspread central Mexico in prehistoric
times, reaching the culmination of their advancement and

power

the valley of Mexico at the period of the Spanisli invasion, but

not
1

2

likel}^

in

it is

that the scattered antiquities will ever contribute mate-

An Account of the Aboriginal Inhabitants of the California Peninsula.
McGee, The Seri Indians.

Baegert,
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to the ehicidation of the

Tlie

Quemada

in Zacatecas

the most northern of the well-known groups of architectural re-

mains of middle Mexico. It is not likely that others of equal importance remain to be discovered. Earthenware of fine make and remarkable artistic excellence has been obtained by Hrdlicka well north
in the State of Durango.
Among the explorers of the region who have contributed information relating to the antiquities are Palmer, McGee, Batres, Lumholtz,
Hrdlicka, and Archives of La Mission Scientifque, vol. iii, Paris,
18G7.

The

earlier explorers are given in Bancroft, Native Races,

vol. IV.
13.

The Middle

]\1exicax

Area

Passing to the south beyond the limits of the arid region into
middle Mexico we begin with the valley of the Eio (Irande de Santiago on the Pacific side and the Rio Panuco on the Atlantic side to
encounter traces of a more advanced culture, represented by ruined
stone-built jnieblos of remarkable type and other works and artifacts
characteristic of middle Mexico. For present purposes it is convenient to include in the middle Mexican area a broad zone, limited on
the north as above indicated, and on the south by a somewhat arbitrary line separating middle and southern Mexico, and extending
from the Pacific to the Gulf across the States of Guerrero, Oaxaca,
and Vera Cruz. This area is occupied in large part to-day by the
several stocks of people encountered and con(}uered by the Si^anish
invaders 100 j^ears ago. Although the ancient remains of the area
must, in considerable measure, be attributed to the tribes or nations
known historically, it is known traditiontJly that successive waves
of ])opulation swept tlie region in prehistoric times, thus complicatHistoric

ing the culture traces and making the task of separatvarious classcs of£ remains ethnologically and^
^^^t^ "^"^

Tribes-

and cuuure

•

iii-n

i

j.i

chronologically a most difficult one.
stock,

of

which the Aztec

is

the best-known

The Nahuatlan

branch, held

do-

minion over much of the area on the arrival of the Spanish and
ordinarily is given credit for the lion's share of the archeological
remains, especially in the valley of Mexico. Of the other stocks the
Tarascan, west of the valley, and the Huastecan and Totonacan on
the east slope and Gulf shore,

had developed cultures of much

in-

dividuality and perhaps not inferior to that of the Aztecan, while the

Otomian stock on the north has been usually ranked, seemingly with

much justice, as hardly more than savage.
The Aztec were preceded in the valley by other groups of people, probably of kindred origin, the best known being the Toltec, to
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which people are ascribed the most important architectural remains
of ancient Mexico. These include the ruins of San Juan Teotihuacan
and Cholula. The former, situated within the northern rim of the
valle}^, was a place of much importance, possibly the greatest of the
American cities. The buildings proper are now in an advanced state
of ruin, the sites being marked by many almost shapeless mounds;
the only commanding features being the pyramids of the sun and
moon. The latter, in the State of Puebia, is to-day represented by the
greatest of the American pyramids, now a somewhat featureless
mound '200 feet in height and 1,400 feet square at the base. Like
nearly all of the American ]5yramids it was crowned originally by a
temple. It is now occupied by a Catholic cathedral.
The minor relics of these and other sites attributed to the Toltec
are of much scientific and esthetic interest.
Our
Toitoc Remains
knowledge of tliis people is extremely shadow}^, the
large body of tradition relating to them not yet
having been sufficiently analyzed to determine its true value. It is
held by some authorities that the Toltec were of kindred stock with
the Nahua and that they were pushed to the south into Central
America by the intrusion of that people, their descendants being
known to-day as the Maya or Maya-Quiche. It is further held that
the Huasteca of the State of Vera Cruz are a remnant of that people
holding

The

a

small part of their original patrimony.

Aztec,

who

followed the Toltec in the Valley of Mexico, have

left

us

but

meager traces of their architectural

Aztec Culture

achievements, their chief city, Tenochtitlan, having

of Mexico, but

many important works

been obliterated by the building of the Spanish City
of sculpture and especially a

range of minor works in stone and clay are preserved. Among
the more important sculptures brought to light within the limits of
the City of Mexico are the great calendar stone, the Tizoc votive disk,
often called the sacrificial stone, and the colossal composite image of
a deity, probably the feathered serpent goddess Coatlicue, embodying various strange symbols and mythological conceptions strongly
suggestive of the sanguinary character of the Aztec religion.
Excavations in the valley have brought to light traces of succesVN'ide

sive culture-l)earing strata rich in

minor

artifacts of

many

classes,

among which are tasteful and even elaborate works in clay, alabaster,
obsidian, jade, and other hard stones, gold, silver, and copper. It is
assumed that these remains represent in the order of their superposition successive occupancies of the valley, but up to the present
time little systematic work has been done tending to solve the
chronologic problems. Noteworthy advance had been made in
pictographic and glyphic writing and a number of codexes of the
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early Spanish period are preserved in foreign libraries. Numerous
superb examples of mosaic work preserved by the conquerors of the
valley are now among the valued treasures of European libraries and

museums.
A most noteworthy feature of the antiquities of the middle Mexican region are the mines of obsidian, the most imObsidian Mines
portaut example of wliich is located near Pacliuca,
north of the Valley of Mexico.

From

this source the

raw material, more especially in the form of nuclei or cores, from
which flake knives were made in vast numbers, was obtained.
In the State of Morelos, immediately southwest of the Valley of
Mexico, architectural remains of distinctive type are encountered,

known example

of which crowns the fortified " Hill of
These and other kindred ruins lie within
the area occupied by the Nahua peoples, but are not with certainty
the best

Flowers," Xochicalco.

attributed to the Aztec.
tion of

Archeological investigations in this sec-

Mexico have been extremely limited, but

a

somewhat grad-

ual transition of culture traits into those of southern Mexico

The Tarascans west of the

is

occupying historically the State of Michoacan and part of Guanajuato, were equal
in many departments of culture to the Aztec, although little progress had been made in architecture either by these people or by
earlier occupants of the region.
To the east of the A^alle}^ of Mexico, in the Huastecan and Tarascan areas, traces of culture development of most
assumed.

Eastern Mexico

striking character are thickly distributed over the
slopes of the plateau

The most noteworthy
eled

valley,

and down

to the

Gulf

coast.

structure encountered is the stepped and pan-

pyramid of Papantla

in the

referable to the Huastecan stock.

State of Vera

The minor

Cruz, possibly

relics include

some

remarkable works, among which are the dextrously carved collars or
yokes of diorite sometimes referred to as sacrificial collars. Beautiful and equally problematical '' Palmas " carvings and the gargoylelike representations of the vulture

and other creatures give

a unique

character to the sculpture of the region.
It appears from the character of the remains that this area must
have been one of the earliest to witness advance to the higher planes
of aboriginal culture, though as yet we have acquired only meager
knowledge of the chronology of events and little comprehension of
the causes which led to exceptional artistic develop-

The oldcst dated antiquity thus far collected
small jade figurine, on the front of which is the
date in glyphic characters, interpreted by Morley as corresponding
to 100 B. C.
Passing northward of the Eio Panuco few traces of

oidest Dated Relic

meiit.
is a

38657°— 19—Bull.

60, pt i
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advanced culture have been found and nothing of interest
tered ah)ng the coastal region until

Of

the Mississipjii.

we

is

encoun-

are well wdthin the \'alley of

the tribes of that valley

it

may

be said to

their credit that in the magnitutle of their undertakings, as illus-

by such works as the Cahokia mound, they
were close rivals of the pyramid builders of the south. Had they
used stone instead of earth and wood they would probably be able
to claim a much higher place in the American culture scale than is
trated, for example,

now awarded

Among

them.

more recent explorers of this area are: Maudslay,
Saville, Holmes, Tozzer, Fewkes, and Batres.
Earlier authorities are given in nnich detail by H. H. Bancroft in
his Native Races, vol. iv, and in AValter Lehmann's Methods and
Results of Mexican Research.
Bandelier,

the

Seler,

l-t.

The South Mexican Area

The South Mexican

area,

aside

from the Yucatan Peninsula,

properly eastern Mexico (Merida, the capital of Yucatan,
being much farther north than the City of Mexico), comprises the
The preStates of Guerrero, Oaxaca, and parts of Vera Cruz.
descendants
of
their
Columbian aborigines, represented to-day by
of
Zapotecan, Zoacjuan, and other stocks, had reached a degree
advancement in most respects equal to, and in some respects superior

which

to,

is

that of middle Mexico.

The

culture appears, however, to be

much

and
from those of the areas on the north and
diversified,

the antiquities present features essentially distinct

east. There were numerous
there remains to-daj'^
although
important centers of development,
architecwell-preserved
west of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec but one
-20
city
of
Oaxaca. The
miles east of the
tural grou]>, that of Mitla,
in
connnon
with
the buildseveral buildings contain few features
find
close
analogies,
so far as
no
ings of neighboring regions and
districts.
Mitla
can
adjacent
determined, even in the immediately
structures
unsurpassed
in
mortuary
of
boast also of a unique type

ornamental elaboration by any other American burial monuments.
The defensive motive would seem to have exercised in many
cases an important influence on the selection of occupied sites, and
the visitor to central Oaxaca is astonished to behold
Antiquities of ^|^^^
sumuiits of loftv lulls and mountain ridges
Oaxaca
notched by the ruins of pyramids and other massive
structures, the most remarkable example of this class being Monte
•

•

t

i

•

Alban, near the city of Oaxaca. The slopes of the great ridge are
entirely remodeled by man and the summit, a mile in length, is
leveled off and covered w-ith a remarkable system of terraces, pyramids, and sunken areas.
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The minor artifacts present features Iiardly less noteworthy than
do the greater works. The potter's art had an exceptional development, a group of mortuary vases standing at the head of American
fictile products in bold elaboration of life forms.
The lajndarian
and metal work were also of a high order. It may further be stated
to the credit of the south Mexicans that they can justh' lay claim
to foremost progress in the development of the calendar and of a
system of pictographic and glyphic writing, a number of codexes
attributed to them being preserved in the libraries of Europe, a
claim well supported by the identical character of designs painted in
rich colors on the walls of two of the principal buildings at Mitla.
Unfortunately little advance has been made in the exi:)loration
of the southern territory a[)art from those sections penetrated by
the railways.

Among

the more recent explorers of the region are

Maudslay, Seler, Holmes, Batres, Leon, and Saville.
Native Races for the earlier explorers.
15.

See Bancroft's

The Maya-Quiche Area

The culmination of aboriginal American advancement was reached
Maya-Quiche area of Middle America, which includes

in the great

Yucatan, Campeche. Tabasco, and Chiapas in Mexico, all of (Jautemala and British Honduras, and large sections of Honduras and
Salvador. The Maya-Quiche, or for brevity the jSIaya race, comprises at present the bulk of the population of the region, estimated
at a million souls.

The

stoclc is

believed to have occupied large

areas in middle INlexico before the invasion of the Xahua, as alread}^
noted, and the Huasteca of Vera Cruz and San Luis Potosi are regarded by some as a remnant grouji. The culture of the Huasteca,
however, appears to have been allied to that of the other peoples of
middle ]\Iexico rather than to that of the great Maya area of the
east and south. In the southern ynvt of the latter area, in w^estern
Guatemala and Salvador, a large Nahua element found lodgment in
early times and has doubtless exercised a decided influence on the
culture of the region, the archeological remains displaying certain
affinities with that of the Aztecs.
Numei'ous centers of develo])ment within this area are represented
to-day by ruined cities of remarkable character and
* ^ ^ ^
large extent, principal among which are Chichen
Centers^
Itza, Isamal, Uxmal, Labna, and Mayapan, in Yucatan: Chakanputun in Campeche; Palenque in Chiapas; Tikal, Naranjo, Piedras Negras, Yaxchilan, Seibal, and Quirigua in Guatemala, and Copan in Honduras. All of these were abandoned at
the time of the arrival of the Spanish invaders or soon thereafter,
and, although the various agencies of destruction have been at work
^^ ^
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for 400 years, some of the edifices, built of massive masonr}^, stand

almost complete to-day as noble monuments to the genius, skill, and
taste of the ambitious builders.
The sculptor's art had reached a remarkable degree of perfection
notwithstanding the fact that so far as has been determined tools
of stone only were used in the work. Sculpture was employed extensively in the embellishment of buildings, with a freedom and
Where suitable stone for carving
effectiveness truly surprising.
was not readily available, stucco was employed with excellent effect

These builders w^ere
in surfacing and ornamenting the buildings.
masters of formal geometric design, but reveled especially in the
elaboration of life forms and fantastic creations of the imagination,
in which work there appear many suggestions of the virile art of
Sculpture, aside from its architectural application,
displayed in monolithic monuments of large size and great beauty,
as exemplified in the steloe and altars of Copan and Quirigua, and in

the Far East.
is

a multitude of minor works.

The
and

potter's art

esthetically.

was

cultivated with

Among

marked

success technically

the exceptional products

is

a

kind of

glazed hard-burnt ware of unicjue design closely imitating copper
or pewter in appearance, which is distributed, though sparsely, over
In Guatemala are found vases with polychrome dea wide area.

embod3ang glyphic inscriptions. Perhaps the
most remarkable product so far collected is represented by a series
of artistically modeled and uniquely decorated vases, choice examples of which are preserved in the Peabody Museum. A number
of interesting examples of mural painting are preserved.
The culminating achievement of the race is its highly developed
system of ideographic writing, which it is believed
Cxiypbic wiiiiuwas already beginning to embody certain phonetic
elements, presaging the development of a phonetic
system of writing. The glyphic inscriptions are represented by
numerous examples sculptured in stone, modeled in stucco, and
painted on walls, vases, sheets of parchment, and paper. The long
sheets of the latter were folded and bound into books after the oriental fashion. Although these picture writings, in the absence of a
key, can not actually be read by our scholars, much has been determined with respect to their nature and application. It appears that
they are largely calendric. serving to record dates and events of importance, and in setting forth and fixing the dates of the oftoccurring observances of religion, which held a most important place
in the lives of the people. The exceptional advancement of the Maya
is indicated especially by their knowledge of astronomy and arithmetic and by the development of a calendric sj^stem which compares
favorably with that of the Old World of corresponding centuries.
signs of rare beauty
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It is much to be regretted that the minor relics of the region have
not been ade(|uately collected. The masterl}^ products of the handicrafts might be thought to imply the emploA'ment of implements and
utensils of very highly developed types, but so far as the evidence
goes these do not appear to be greatly superior to those of many of
the more primitive j^eoples of the continent. The carving of artifacts
devoted to sacred and ceremonial purposes and to ornament display
decided skill and taste. The la})idary expended his energies on various personal ornaments and talismanie trinkets, many of which were

Although metal was scarce in the region, the goldsmith produced many articles of exceptional merit. Few traces of the textile
art have been spared but, judging by the sculptural and pictorial
representations, the costumes of the people were among the most
elaborate that the world has ever knov»n.
of jade.

It is not easy to reach a satisfactory conclusion respecting the in-

remarkable cultural developmcnt of this region and of the Maya race, and
no particular light is thrown upon the subject by the
preserved chronicles. There are, indeed, certain features of the antiquities, especially in architecture, which suggest the introduction of
fluences wdiich led to the

Cuiture History

foreign elements and resultant accelerated and exceptional development. This idea is somewhat enforced by the comparative absence of
traces of earlier and more primitive stages of culture. This is true
especially of Yucatan. However, according to the native chronicles,
the

Maya

race did not occupy

Yucatan

until about the fifth century

of our era. The more southern centers of
this period passed their culminating stage.

Maya

culture

When

tlie

had

at

time comes

for the final comparison of the cultures of the several characterization areas of the continent

area leads

all

it

will appear without (luestion that this

others in progress toward the civilized state.

ture curve or profile

drawn from

the

Arctic to the

A

cul-

Antarctic

through the two continents would have its apex in the center of
the Mayan area. To the north there would occur a slight sagging
in the Tehiiantepec region, a rising to a second but slightly inferior apex in the Valley of Mexico,

and a gradual descent with

undulations to the Arctic. On the south the curve would descend
rapidly in the Isthmian region and rise gradually to another but
secondary culmination in the land of the Inca, descending thence
gradually to Tierra del Fuego.

Among

the scientific explorers of the archeological remains of the

Le Plongeon, Charnay, Seler, Maler,
Thompson, Holmes, Hewett, Tozzer, Saville, Maudslay, Morley.
Spinden, Breton, Gordon, Bowditch, Owen, Kingsborough, Habel,
Lehmann-Xitsche, and Huntington. For a bibliography of early
area are Waldeck, Stevens,

explorers see Bancroft's Native Races, vol.

iv.
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The Central Americax-Istiimlvn Area

Passing to the south of the Maya-Quiche Province into the Central

American area proper,

scale

Maya

is

a

decided step

downward

in the culture

manifest, a descent broken somewhat by the influence of

contact along the northern border and by the intrusion at

Nahua colonies. These latter were established
pre-8panish times in southern (Juatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
and Panama. Apart from the Nahua groups, the inhabitants belonged to a large number of distinct linguistic stocks, but all are
now largely blended with intrusive elements of European, African,
and West Indian origin. None of these stocks could claim an especially high culture rank at the period of conquest and the majority,
though practicing agriculture and the simpler forms of textile,
ceramic, and other arts, rose only slightly above the status of the
simple savage.
The inferior state of pre-Columbian culture in this area is especially emphasized by the absence of architectural
Culture Inferior
remains.
The whole area contains, so far as reported, only very limited traces of stone building or
of major anti(]uities of any kind. Sculpture of the human figure, of
which tliere are many examples, was still in the primitive stage, the
clumsy forms being rigid, expressionless, and inartistic, contrasting
strongly with the exceptionally free and graceful treatment of the
Maya-Quiche area. The apparent absence or rarity of traces of the
recording arts also serves to stamp the advancement of this area as of
decidedly inferior grade to that of the areas to the north. Sculptural
representations of animals correspond in character with those of the
human form except as elaborated in the remarkable stool and stoollike nictates found in great numbers in Costa Pica and in northern
Panama. In this branch of handicraft, strange to say, the ancient
Costa Kicans stand at the head of the American tribes. The elaborately carved and tastefully embellished forms suggest the extension
of the function of these objects beyond ordinary practical uses into
the realm of superstition and ceremony. Achievements in the potter's
art also in some sections, especially on Ometepe Island and the shores
of Lake Nicaragua and in Chiri(iui, Panama, go far toward rescuing
the ancient craftsmen from relegation to a decidedly inferior status.
Indeed, there is not in America any group of ceramic products dis]ilaying a refinement of taste in modeling su]:)erior to that of
Chiriqui.
It is also to be observed that as metallurgists the ancient
Central Americans must be accorded high rank. Countless examples of skillfully executed ornaments in gold and gold-cop]ier
alloys have been recovered from burial ]^laces in Costa Rica and
Chirici[ui, and the Spanish invaders reaped a rich harvest in the
various points of

in

a

ABORIGI^^AL
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The minor lithic antiquities also present many features
The axes, celts, and clubheads in some sections, more

of interest.

especially in Costa Rica, take on artistic

and unique forms due

doubtless to association of mythic concepts, and personal orna-

ments of jade and other rare stones show much taste in design and
The celts and chisels of Chiri(|ui in form,
perfection of finish.
Viewed
finish, and effectiveness as tools are unsurpassed anywhere.
as a wdiole, omitting certain traces of Mayan and Xahuan influence,
the antiquities of Central America are allied wdth those of Colombia
and there is little doubt that Chibcha influence has been strongly
felt, if, indeed, the Isthmian region is not the original home of this
people and the birthplace of its remarkable and highly individualized
culture.

Geographically, the Central American Isthmian area is a striking
and significant feature of the American Continent

—

intercontinental
Thoroughfare

j^^j.^.^^

sinuous stretch of land, widening
at the
f^
'

north, nearly 1,000 miles in length, connecting the

two grand divisions. If, as is generally supposed, America was
peopled from the northwest, the migrating grou})s had to traverse
this long neck with its tropical tangles and febric dangers before
the southern continent was reached, and the study of Isthmian
ethnology and archeology slu)uld thus be fraught with more than
usual interest. The observed ethnologic conditions give, however, no hint of the movements of tribes and stocks beyond the
suggestive intrusion of the Nahua from the north and the very
perplexing fact that most of the Isthmian tribes of historic times
as far north as Honduras are allied linguistically, and in many
features of their material culture, with the peo])les of South America,
just as the West Indians are connected with the South Americans
of the Orinoco region.
The view that the movements were from
south to north is said to be supported by linguistic evidence, but
this evidence is too meager to be depended upon in a matter of
such moment. The archeologic remains of the narrow stretches of
the Isthmus have received little attention except on the part of
relic hunters lured by rich finds of mortuary gold, as in the provinces of Nicoya, Cartago, and Chiriqui, and it is thus too early to
say whether or not the Istlimian highway holds identihable material traces of the comings and goings of peoples other than the
historic stocks.
The opening of the canal may in time afford the
opportunity of prosecuting researches in regions heretofore most
difficult of access.

It is not necessary to assume that this neck of land, especially
the narrow sections, though a thoroughfare for migrating tribes of
earl}^ times, should have held any of these long enough or afforded
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the kind of environment required to give the genius of

tlie

people

an opportunity to assert itself. As to the evidence of recent tribal
movements, the original occupation of the continent is probably
so remote as to have resulted in a state of migratory equilibrium
many centuries or millenniums ago, so that in modern times movements may as readily have taken place toward the north as tow^ard
the south.

Under

these conditions the present distribution of tribes,

and arts can have little or no bearing on the problems of origin and primary distribution.
It is well known that the Isthmian region has undergone very
stocks, languages,

radical changes in comparativeh' recent geological time, but there
seems to be no reason for supposing that man appeared until
the present configuration of the land had been permanently established.
No trace of occupancy has been found which may not be
safely assigned to the present geological period.

The

principal explorers of the antiquities of this region are:

Alfaro, Hartman. Pittier, Stevens, Zeltner, Brantsford, Bollaert,
Squier, Merritt, Uhle, Seler, and Spinden. For early explorers see

Bancroft's Native Races, vol.
17.

iv.

The North AxDEAX-PAcinc Area

This extended area comprises Colombia and some adjacent terriits antiquities, although as yet
but little studied, must prove an important aid in analyzing the
apparently complex problems of the settlement and subsequent history of the regions connected by the Isthmus of Panama. A study
of the strongly marked physical features of the country and its diversified products may be expected to throw much light on the
problems of environmental influence.
The area was occupied in early historic times by numerous stocks
and tribes, the descendants of which, although greatly scattered and
tory in A^enezuela and Ecuador, and

intermingled,
Ciiiture status

constitute the principal body of the population.
The more advanced comnuinities had reached a eul-

still

ture development corresponding closely in
spects with that of Central America.

many

re-

The Chibcha

and Quimbaya had made noteworthy advance in some branches of
material culture, and the tribes of Ecuador, particularly in the highland and along the coast, have left traces, probably representing i^reInca times, of still higher achievement. The little known peoples of
the north extending to the east into the drainage of Lake Maracaibo
and the valleys of the Orinoco and Amazon had attained varying
degrees of primitive culture, grading down to the utterly savage.
Traces here and there appear suggesting considerable advancement
in the arts.

holmes]
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The antiquities of the area inchide few features clearly indicating
decided superiority of the past over the historic status and suggest
relationships more or less intimate with the culture of Central
America on the north and the pre-Inca culture on the south. It is
noteworth3% however, that

more southern

much

diversity is shown, especially in the

due partly, it would appear, to
and culture as well as to isolation of communities b}" reason of the pronounced physical characteristics of the
country. Architectural remains are of rare occurrence in Colombian
The most important traces consist of a grouj) of stone
territory.
districts; a condition

intrusive elements of race

columns, apparently the remains of an important structure in the
a remarkable series of
slab-built temples associated with colossal statues, which display cer-

Magdalena Valley northwest of Tunja, of

tain sculptural features of nuich interest, in the valley of the

Rio

de La Plata, an alHuent of the Magdalena, and far to the east in
the most rugged j^art of the eastern Cordillera there exist, accord-

ing to report, certain cyclopean edifices and subterranean temples in
which are colossal statues carved from the living rock. These remains, if correctly reported, would seem to be related in some way
to the advanced stone building of the Inca region to the south.
In highland Ecuador and along the coast in Esmeraldas and
Manabi numerous stone-built structures are encountered, but whether
of Inca or pre-Inca type is not fully determined. Some of the more

advanced tribes erected burial mounds of stone and earth over their
dead but rarely of any considerable architectural pretensions. Agriculture was practiced and the early historians refer to the use of irrigation works, but no trace of these has been observed in recent times.
The mining of gold, silver, copper, and emeralds was carried on with
much success. This consisted in washing the sands and gravels
of stream beds as Avell as the working of vein material. The processes
employed must have been exceedingly primitive, but apparently no
account of these has been recorded by the historians of the region.
Sculpture was in a backward state throughout the area. The examples preserved of images and kindred sculptures compare unfavorably
with those of Chiriqui and Costa Rica and also with those of southern Ecuador.
In minor lapidarian work considerable skill was
displayed. Implements and ornaments were tastefully shaped and
the carving of emeralds, a stone invested with sacred attributes by
some of the tribes, was carried on with remarkable skill. The stone
implements of the Ecuadorian highland are well made and display
remarkably diversified characteristics.
The burial places of the people furnish most striking evidences
of culture advancement in pre-Columbian times. Pottery is abun-
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dant and presents great diversity of style due to development in
numerous independent culture centers. The forms are varied and
the highland peoples, especially in Ecuador, displayed great skill
in

modeling

life

forms employed in decoration, the vigor and artistic
work reminding us strongly, of the pottery of
Oaxaca. The most striking evidence of the aclvance-

character of the

ment of the peoples of the region in the arts is furnished by their works in metal. They early discovered and utilized gold, silver, and copper, and employed them in the
manufacture of vast numbers of articles of ornamental and sacred
use, displaying a degree of skill and taste hardly to be expected of a
people so backward in other branches of handicraft. The mastery
Skiii iu

Metallurgy

displayed in the manipulation of gold is a never-failing source of
wondei-ment to the student of American culture. So far as recorded,
these tribes had not succeeded in making bronze, a fact due, possibly,
to the absence of tin.

Kindred

skill in

the nietallurgic arts

was

dis-

played by the Incas, who alone made extensive use of bronze, and
also by the Central Americans and Mexicans. None of these peoples
were so plentifully suj-tplied with the precious metals as were the
iniiabitants of Colombia.
18.

This vast region

TiiK Mn)i)LE Axdean-Pactfic
is

culturally a world in itself,

Area
and no brief sketch

can convey an ade(iuatc notion of its history, traditional and written,
and of its diversified and multitudinous antiquities. It extends
from Middle Ecuador on the north to the valleys of the Rio j\Iaule
in Chile and the Eio Salvador in Argentina on the south.
The important linguistic stocks of the area, according to Brinton,
are the Kechua, Pequina, Atacameno, Aymara, and Yunca, the

Kechua being
Linguistic Stocks

the dominant element of Inca rule.

Tliese peoples Were bordered on the east

by numer-

ous forest tribes and on the south by the

Pam-

pean tribes of Argentina and the Araucanians of Chile, none of
which were advanced decidedly beyond the simple hunter-fisher state,
and many, especially on the east, had never risen above the lowest
round of the culture scale.

The ethnic conditions of the area as known historically and as
further revealed by the antiquities were exceedingly complex, and
the earlier culture phases, representing distinct periods and peoples,
more or less fully and deeply by a veneer of the Incan
That numerous stages of culture supervened one upon
clearly manifest, and some students of the subject do not

are overs])read
civilization.

another

is
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and stages and even

to suggest duration of time in centuries.

assumed on excellent grounds that the earlier cultures de\eloped in numerous eomewhat isolated centers, owing
inca Dominance
to the pronounced physical barriers of the country,
and that in course of time combinations took place,
the stronger groups absorbing the weaker and thus forming larger
social units, the process ending in the almost complete dominion of
the Inca element. The archeologist essays to separate and restore the
original groups by means of the antiquities, but he can never hope to
reach more than tentative results. However, he may come to understand very fully the general course of history throughout the region.
It is generally agreed that although remarkable progress had been
made in some branches of culture by the foremost
Relative Status
peoples of the area, the status as a whole takes a
rank somewhat inferior to that of the more advanced
nations of North America. Judged by the more delicate of tests of
progress toward civilization, the advancement made in calendric
knowledge, and in the recording and esthetic arts, the Incan status
must be regarded as distinctly lower than the Zapotec, xVztec, and
Maya. At the same time it is admitted that no other American people, so far as is known, had achieved a system of government so
highly perfected as that of the Inca, and their agriculture and
ceramic, textile, and metallurgic arts compare favorably with the
It is

best.

In no other area do the antiquities have so wide a range or tell so
completely the story of the life and the fate of the
Abundanco of An^A^^ljo^.g
crround the more durable artifacts
ig_
*^
tiquities
and works only are ]H'eserved, but in the depositories
of the dead, especially in the arid districts, vast numbers of every
conceivable product of handicraft are preserved almost unchanged.
The entire personal and much of the household equipment is comFrom the graves of Ancon, for example, every article necesplete.
sary to the building of a museum family group, showing the people
in their proper costumes and embellishments and engaged in their
daily avocations of a thousand years or more ago, could be assembled
without difficulty. One of the most striking features of the mortuary
class are the elaborately constructed and bedecked mummy packs.
Agriculture w-as by far the most important industry of the area
and a chief concern of the Inca rulers. It was prac1

i^

Originally in many centers, separated more or
completely by natural barriers, but later all sections were unified by the Inca, wdio employed every known device and
took every step calculated to increase productiveness. In arid dis-

Acricuiture

ticccl

less

'
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and higiily developed systems of irrigation were deand the remains of the stone-built aqueducts bear evidence of
engineering skill of a surprisingly high order. To increase and retain
the tillable area the mountain slopes were terraced to great heights,
the successive steps being faced with walls of stone, which were
ascended by rude stairways. The terraces have, as a rule, been
long abandoned, but the ribbed hills are to-day visible on every hand.
The implements employed were hoes and spades of primitive form
made of wood armed with points or blades of stone or copper,
numerous examples of these having been preserved to the present
Storehouses were built in every community, and doubtless
time.
traces of these ai'e still to be found in some sections. INIaize was
the chief ])r()duct, and the many \arieties found and perpetuated
tricts extensive

vised,

even to the present time afford e\idence of independent development
covering a long period of time.

The

archeologist must concern himself also with the zooculture

of the
Domestic Animals

Andean highland, this being

the only

American

ivgion in whicli auimals, except the dog, were domes-

ticated and emj)loyed in transj)ortation, as a source of
food supply, and as an important source of the materials of the textile arts.
The llama and alpaca, as shown by archeological as well as

by biological e\idence, have been subject to domestication for unnumbered centuiies.
The exi)ansion of the Inca dominion to include distant regions
diflicult of access led to the building of i-oads. and
engineering achie\ementH of remarkable character
were the result. A highwaj^ extended to the north
fioiu Cuzco. travei'sing mountain regions of the wildest character for
thousands of miles. Anotlier extended along the coast, connecting the
numerous \alley ])ueblos, while other I'oads connected these two main
icoads

thoroughfares. These roads, which were in use at the coming of the
Spanish in\adei's, are well described l)y the early annalists, and
ti'aces remain to-day, although in the main they are obliterated by
the new system of highways, which had to a("commodate not only
pedesti-ians and Ihiijia ti-ains l)ut wlieeled vehicles as well, the latter
l)eing ]:)re\iously

The

unknown

to the natives.

lemains of the area are of vast extent and
\aried in character and al)ound in urii(|ue features,
which find uo pai-allcl either in Amei'ica oi* in the
Old Woi'ld. In plan, ele\ation, material, construc-

architectui-al

Archiiecture

and einbcllishinenl the buildings \!irv with the region, the peoand the ])er-iod. Stone was used almost exclusively in the
hiurhlands and adobe and concrete in the coastal districts. The build-

tion,
ple,
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houses, palaces, convents, temples,

storehouses, observatories, fortifications, fortified strongholds, tombs,

bridges, aqueducts, corrals,
Megaiithic

and

also structures of un-

Build^.^^q^^j^ ^^gp_

j^^ ^j^^ (j,^^^^ ^.ggj^j^

^ mcgalithic stvlc,

probably of ancient origin, prevailed and was still in
vogue in the Inca period. The fortifications of Olantaytambo and
Sachsahauman are marvels of their kind, and Machu Picchu, recently explored by Bingham, is one of the most astonishing achievements in city building and fortification in the western world. Remains of stone building of less note occur throughout the Sierra
region from Quito to Tucuman.
The remains of the Titicacan basin are not less noteworthy than
those of Cuzco. The i-uins of Tiahuanaco are among
Tiahuanaco
the most extraordinary achievements of American
architectural genius,

doubtless the result

of some

powerful religious impulse, which caused a comparatively primitive
community to undertake a work entirely beyond the normal, reasonable requirements of such a people.
In this region occur tombs
called chuljxis^ towerlike in form, constructed of cut
Chuipas
stone. In the coastal centers adobe was largely employed in the construction of buildings of all classes.
Some of the cities were of large size and many of the principal
structures were of complicated plan and great extent.
Without a knowledge of the keystone arch the aborigines were
unable to construct stone bridges of wide span, but
Bridges
short spans were erected by means of the offset arch.
Long spans were constructed by means of cables of
vines or osiers fixed to the living rock or to heavy buttresses of
masonry. Traces of the latter structures are still to be found.
The minor artifacts of the area^ Incan, extra-Incan, and preIncan include implements, utensils, ornaments, and problematical
objects of stone, metal, clay, wood, bone, and shell in the greatest
possible varietj^, and in metal and clay the diversity of form exceeds

—

—

that of any other American area.

Remarkable ability is shown in
modeling in clay the human face and, indeed, almost every natural
form, animal and vegetable, found in the country, but this ability
does not seem to have extended to sculpture except in the more
minute forms of lapidarian work, in which bi'anch, however,
superior workmanship is shown.
There is nothing in the entire
Incan area to compare with the masterly sculptures of Guatemala
and Honduras, and the larger monuments, probably of the olden time,
are extremely primitive in type.

Stone implements and utensils were necessarily a feature of great
importance with a people who worked stone and metal on an exten-
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Between
sc-.ile, and who were given to war and the chase.
Quito on the north and Tucuman on the south nearly every variety
of minor stone artifact known to our prehistoric peoples is found.
The hammer, the little observed but onniiscient engine of culture, is
of shapes connnon the world o\er. and axes of every known tvpe
Chipped implements, including arrow, spear, and harpoon
occur.
heads, however, are comparatively rare, but those of bone and metal
are of frequent occurrence. Club heads are of excellent make, many
stellar in form and tastefully ornamented, and bolas stones and
digging weights are found in some sections. The metal implementy
were modeled after corres})onding implements of stone but wei'e
sive

often elaborated in

many

directions into types

unknown

elsewhere.

advanced to the highest American
stage. Gold, silver, and copjjer, and alloys of these were extensive!}'
employed and with great skill in the manufacture of personal ornaments and other articles in astonishing variety.

The metallurgical

Among

arts were

the scientific explorers of this area are Sfjuier,

Sa^ille, Uhle, jNIarkham, AViener, Reiss

and

Stiibel,

Bingham,

Hrdlicka, Dorsey,

and Bandelier.
19.

The South Axdean-Pactfic Area

In Chile and Argentina the wide Andean highland narrows down
to a compact mountain range without high plateaus
Araucanian Cui^^^, ij.ii,ital)le valleys of auv considerable extent, with
precipitous descent to the narrow rim of lowland
along the Pacific and a more gradual descent across the pampas of
middle Argentina and the broken plains and plateaus of Patagonia
The sturdy Araucanian tribes of Chile were never
to the Atlantic.
conciuered by the Inca and were never fully overcome by the Spanish, but are now being rapidly absorbed into the mixed agricultural
population.

They had made considerable progress

in the seden-

tary arts and were practicing a rudimentary agriculture.
Pacific side traces of the advanced culture

On

the

characterizing north-

fall off abruptly south of the Maule to a culture level but
above that occupied b}^ the Araucanians when first visited
by the Spanish. In middle Chile numerous wellstone impioments
fashioned implements, utensils, and other artifacts
are found, seemingly in large measui'e free from Inca
influence. Among these are mortai-s and pestles, axes, celts, annular
digging-stick Aveiglits, net sinkers, projectile points, and tobacco
pipes.
Oddly enough, the digging weights duplicate those of California, while the pipes find close counterparts in the Mississippi Valley.
The chipped implements arrowheads, spearheads, knives,
scrapers, and drills are of ordinary forms. Limited traces of relics

ern Chile
little

—

—
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of corresponding forms and kindred grades are found on the xVrgen-

margin of tlie area of Incan dominance.
noteworthy feature of the archeology of the immediate coast
of the Pacific are the shell heaps, the refuse of food
Shell Heaps
consumptioii by the tribes. These shell heaps yield
various primitive implements and pottery of excellent make, the latter not, however, free from characteristics that remind us of Inca work. Numerous petroglyphic inscriptions, which
correspond in general type with those of primitive tribes in other
localities all over South America, are found throughout Chile.
The
antiquities of the region as a whole indicate a state
Culture status
of culturc Corresponding somewhat closely in grade
to that of the Pacific States of North America, although investigations have not extended far enough to make accurate
rating possible. Evidences of marked advancement disappear as we
pass southward to the Straits of Magellan and into
Southern Chile
Fuegia.
Southern Chile and Patagonia seem to
present no trace of culture progi'ess distinct from
tina side along the southern

A

known nomadic aborigines.
who have prosecuted archeologic

or superior to that of the

Among

the authors

studies in

Oyarzun, Ambrosetti, Medina, Lenz,
Lehmann-Nitsche, ten Kate, Latcham, Guardia, Van Dyke, Evans,
Furlong, and Boman.
this area are: Philippi, Uhle,

20.

The Amazon Delta Area

Pre-Columbian culture had made noteworthy advance
sections of the

Amazon

in certain

delta region, Avith outliers as far north as

Amazon

as Santarem
Arawak, and
Tupi.
This area is represented in collections by numerous very
interesting and characteristic objects of art, chiefly pottery, which is
found in great plenty in mounds and burial places. The most striking objects are the large burial or cinerary vases from the island of
Marajo. The advancement made by the prehistoric tribes seems remarkable, since the delta is frequently subject to inundations and
must have been in the past, as now^, a most uninviting place for permanent residence.
Many of the Marajo vases are of large size and are tastefully
embellished with human and animal features in relief, the relief
motives being elaborated in complicated and often formal designs in
color.
Other vases of varied shape and size are embellished with
incised and carved geometrical patterns, often labyrinthine, showing
excellent taste.
These embellishments are distinct from those of
the more southern regions as well as those of the western highlands

the valley of the Couanani and as far up the

and beyond.

The

historic tribes include the Carib,
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but appear to resemble the decoratiA-e art of the Guianas and the

West

A

Indies.

of very striking and handsome vessels obtained from
graves and caverns in the valley of the Couanani are manifestly the
work of related peoples. It is impossible at present to define fully
the area over which the delta culture extends. Grotesque images
in clay, of small size, representing men and animals, are of very general occurrence throughout the Arawak-Carib areas and were, doubtkStone impleless, for the greater j^art mere embellishments for vases.
ments of usual southern forms and more rarely grooved axes of

number

northern type are found within the ai'ea.
Among the explorers who have noted the arciieological remains of
the delta may be mentioned Brett and Lange.
21. Priaiitive

The

vast region which extends

South America
from the eastern slope of the Andes

to the Atlantic Ocean, comprising three-fourths of
Extent of Area

the Continent, may, with slight exceptions, appropriately be referred to as primitive if not as savage

South America.

At

its

southern extremity

it

connects culturally and

Andes with southern Chile, and at the north
the art forms grade into those of the Guiana coastal belt. This area
is occupied by very many stocks and tribes of diversified physical
also racially across the

few only of which have been the subject of scientific
Aside from the limited districts over which the Inca influence
extended, it is practically without architectural remains or monuments of any kind except occasional burial mounds and shell heaps.
It is not to be understood that the whole of this region affords
evidence of a uniform state of advancement pre- and
Culture status
post-Columbian. There are vast areas occupied by
unnumbered tribes of which little is known and of
which little that is good can be said. Many of these are described as
nomadic savages without permanent homes and without clothing, subsisting on fruits, fish, and game, and in cases on human flesh. These
conditions are doubtless due in part to the occurrence of extensive
areas of marshy lowland, barren plains, and impenetrable forests
equally unfavorable to social progress. It is apparent, however, that
the people as a whole do not lack in ability and in certain sections
where conditions were favorable agriculture was practiced and culture rose in numerous respects above the dead level of savagei-y.
Among the nudtitude of tribes belonging to the Arawak, Carib, Tupi,
and other stocks very many have evinced capacity wdiich it would
seem only required favorable environment to turn them toward paths
of higher culture. The Arawak of the Matto Grosso. far out in the
primitive area, are spoken of in terms of praise by early missionaries.
characteristics, a

study.
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They were

living in neat houses and cultivating the land with skill
and industry. They made sugar from cane, and their cotton cloth,
dyed in various hues, was highly esteemed for its texture.^ In a wide

area about the delta of the

Amazon,

as already indicated, there are

traces of a state of development considerably in advance of that of

any of the

historic peoples, while along the northern border of the

from the mouth of the Amazon to Lake Maracaibo, the
Arawak and Carib stocks had made marked advancement in the arts;
and their implements, utensils, and personal ornaments present many
continent,

features of interest, although the culture state as a whole appears to
be considerably lower than that achieved by the same stocks in the

West

Indies.

Evidences of advanced culture are found along the Andean slopes
of Bolivia, doubtless echoes from the highland or survivals of culture
among peoples driven from the ui)land valleys by the Inca. There
are in the upper valle^^s of the IJio Mamore burial mounds from
which are obtained pottery and stone implements such as usually
pertain to the sedentary, agricultural status, and the same

is

true of

some parts of the valleys of the Parana and Paragua3\
Stone implements and utensils of excellent make and considerable

The total absence of
marshy areas of the ancient lake beds

variety are widely distributed.
stono Implements

stone from the

and the vast

alluvial areas of the lower courses of the

many branches of the
Stone celt-hatchet blades, Avhere found, are identical in type
with these implements in Xorth America, and they were and in some
sections still are hafted in a similar fashion. The axes are, for the
greater part. South American in type, many of those of the far south
having an hourglass outline, while the prevailing form in the north
Occasional examples of the grooved
is notched or winged laterally.
ax are found in ditferent parts of the area, these being identical in
type with the grooved ax of North America. The occurrence of
mortars, flat rubbing stones, and well made pestles over the region
occupied historically by the bolas-using tribes of the south may be
explained by assuming that these utensils served in pulverizing other
food materials than maize, unless, indeed, it is conceded that agririvers natui'all}^ interfered with progress in
arts.

was practiced

culture

in the north but

in this region.

were in

common

use

Chipped implements are rare

among

where they include knives, scrapers, and
A'arieties

drill

the tribes of the south,

and

projectile points of

duplicating those of northern America.

Sculpture was in its infancy throughout the area and no important
specimens have been reported, but* occasional examples of skillful
lapidarian work as well as implements and ornaments of copper and
1

Brinton (quoting Hervas and Castelnau), The American Race,

38C57°— 19— Bull.

60, pt

i

11

p.

243.
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gold are brought to light in the Amazon Valley and along the
northern border. It is regarded as probable that objects of these
classes had their origin in the Andean highland.

many

sections of the vast area from I\itagonia
and the use of large vessels for burial purposes, observed in the east and north, indicates a stage of advancement considei'ably above the average of the area. In the middle
regions and far to the south the ware is of primitive ty[)e; the
forms are of the simple round-bodied pots and bowls, and the decorations consist of conventional incised and impressed figures.
In
the north many of the vessels are modeled to imitate or to suggest
life forms and the incised and i)ainted decorations are tasteful and

Pottery

is

found

in

to the Caribbean coast,

elaborate.

Xaturally the art of the noilhern margin of the continent has
somewhat marked analogies with that of the WestlnPicto^rapbs
dlcs, but the contrast between the art of these regions
and that of northern America is very decided. Pictograplis. engraved and jiainted, are connnon. especially in the north,
and all appear to be of the simple ty})e connnon to primitive America
generally. jSIauy represent very rudely the figures of men and animals, but the nuijority are formal unintelligible devices descending to
mere scrawls. Kitchen middens, the refuse of food
Kitchen Middens
consumption, are found along the coast from the

mouth of the Amazon to the Rio de la Plata, and also
on the Fuegian and Chilean coasts. In cases they are of remarkable
dimensions and the reports of explorers indicate that the accumulations of these extended over very considerable periods of time. They
seem to owe their existence to very primitive peo])les, however,
since they contain but limited traces of works of art of any kind.
The Tupi tribes, or, according to Church, the Tapuya, who largely
occupied eastern Brazil on the arrival of the Spanish, were preceded,
it is said, by the Cles stock, a ^ery pi'iuiiti\e people, and the middens
may be attributed, at least in part, to them.
In recent years uuich attention has l)een given by anthropologists
to supposed traces of early man in Brazil and ArgenAnti(3uity
tiua, but it is doubtful whether there exists suflicient
reason for assumiug the geological anti(iuity of either
the osseous remains of man or the works of his hands, and there is
certainly no substantial ground for assigning any of the artifacts
thus far discovered to a stage of culture or to a period corresponding
to the European ))ale()lithic. No human renuiins have been brought
forth that afford suflicient ground for assuming an early people of
distinct type from the Indian, and no form of artifact has been
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found that nia}' not be attributed to the known aborigines rather
than to any hypothetical people.

The literature of this great region is naturally very extensive,
but few of the explorers outside of Argentina have given close attention to the antiquities.
Among the most helpful authors are:
Ambrosetti, Ameghino, Lehmann-Nitsche, Moreno, Hrdlicka, and
Outes in the south, and Netto. Hartt, Pinot, Ernst, von Ihering,
Church, Ehrenreich, Von den Steinen, im Thurn, Giildi, and Earabee in the middle and north.
22.

The

The West Indian

on

Axtilleax Area

"West Indies present a most attractive field for archeological
research a field as yet touched only superficially

—

^

""

tines"

except

"

de
length of

l.('>00

for

Booj.

the

recent

researches

The archipelago

of

stretches

miles of ocean expanse, connecting by

Eewkes and
out

way

over a
of the

Lesser Antilles somewhat closelv with South America, and through
the Bahamas with eastern Elorida. The greatest expanse of open
sea between South America and the Lesser Antilles is that separating the islands of Tobago and Grenada, a distance of some 80 miles,
while the distance between the Bahamas and the Elorida coast is

about 60 miles, and that separating Yucatan from the Island of
Cuba is 120 miles. Within historic times the inhabitants of the
islands have included tAvo great linguistic stocks the

—

Arawak and

the Carib, both generally believed to
have had their origin in contiguous regions of South

The People

America. The foi-mer had practical possession of the islands in late
pre-Columbian times, while the latter were rapidly encroaching upon

and threatening their extinction at the period of disWhether the Arawak were preceded l)y any other earlier

their territory

covery.

race or stock

is still

a question, since

no well authenticated traces

The aborigines
decreased rapidly under the merciless rule of the conquerors, and
to-day barely perce]:)tible traces of Indian blood are to be found.
The entire material culture presents somewhat uniform characterof such antecedent population have been found.

istics

The Culture

and, as would be expected from known race recoiTesponds more closely with the culture

latioiisliips,

of South America than with that of Elorida or Yucatan, the break between these latter regions

cated by the antiquities, being in

many

and the

islands, as indi-

respects very marked.

The

culture, all features considered, is quite equal to that of the southeast-

ern United States and superior to that of northern South America.
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greatest advancement seems to have been

[bilu GO

made

in

Santo Do-

niingo and l^orto Kico, but no conspicuous centers of dexelopment,
The ishmds conas sites of larj^e pueblos, liave been observed.
tain no architectural I'emains and ha\e but few traces of other fixed

works besides kitchen middens and certain lexcl ai-eas believed to
ha\e been devoted to ceremonial use. Sculpture Avas
Art in stone
in a very backward state, other than the carving of
minor objects of si one, such objects comprising not
only implements and utensils in large n umbers, surpassing in elaboration and beauty the corresponding foiins in IIk^ Southern States, but
sevei'al classes of sculplin'es of i-emarkable cliara('tei-istics and of undetermine<| puipose, except that they may with safely be regarded as
ha\ing ser\(M| .some piirpos(; in the religious activities of the people.
Most noteworthy among these ai'e the collar's, yokes, the tri pointed
'I'he collars are carNctl with wondei-ful
stones, and th(; inasketles.
skill and must ha\e cost no end of lime and labor in their manuAll ai'e o\al in shape, while the Mexican analogues are
facture.
jiiostly open ami at the s;ime. time display higher stages of symbolic
Stone moilars are not numei'ous but
art and esthetic appreciation.
some specimens are neatly carve(|, and the pestles, which are of several
Aai'ieties, ai'c not e(|nale<| in elaboral loii of form except ])erhaps in

hatchet blade

Costa Kiea.

'I'he

espeeially

riamaica,

and

in

of llnish

beiiiily

<u-

celt is

found

in

large muuher's,

and is unsurpasse(| for perfection of foi'm
anywhere in the world. 'I'he .siime ty))es of

foiiu ocean- in the Soul hern States, but I'arely of such fine finish.

Chisels i-e.sembling the celts, excejjt in their more cylindrical bodies
and nanow |)oliits, ar(^ exact duplicates of the chisels of the United
Stales.

'I'he

haft and
fectly

t

monolithic hatchets are of

hl.ide,

of

he coniiMou

a

manner of

examplii of celt blade,
are allied

in

interest,

ha

fl

being car\ed,

illustrating por-

ing this class of iniplemenls.

(

)n(^

retaining the wooden handle, has been

Axes, liowexcr, do

recoN'ered.
hill

si ill

iniicli

piece of stone, thus

single

n(»t

duplicate the axes of the States,

form somewhat closely with

llie

axes of South

America.
('Iiippe<l

W...MI,

I

<.i

I

<'i

iniplemenls are
y,

(d'

rare occiiireiice,

of hone

pl\ing the

use

|„,^^j|,|y

aliseiice in a measiii<'

(

||,>

for

a

ci

rciimslance

projectile

p(tiiils

of suitable

\

im-

and

ariet ies

of stone

The poller's art lloiiiished on some of Hie islands. Life forms
were modeled and employed in embellishment. A tendency toward
Hie grotes(|iie is everywhere manifest, and symbolism had an imThe greatest
porlanl place in Hie p.ainleil ami !iicise(| designs.
advance in Hits braiicli was iii middle and soiithern Saiilo I)omiiie'o.

'
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Shell was used for celts and gouges as well as for various minor
implements and personal ornaments, and wood was carved wdth
remarkable skill, the anthroj)omorphic and animal-shaped seats
being unique. Metal was scarce on the islands and the little gold
found by the Spaniards, although worked into personal ornaments
by the natives, seems to have been obtained by them from the far
west.

Explorers of the West Indies include im Thurn, ten Kate, Ober,
Branch, Montane, Duerdin, Fewkes, de Booy, HuckExplorers

'

'
.

erby, Liatimer, and others.

"^

CLASSIFICATION OF ANTIQUITIES

X.

CLASSIFICATION
ological research

of the material subjert matter of arclieis

a necessary first step in its considera-

It appears tliat there are several available

tion.

methods

of approaching and treating the very diversified materials as a

among which

whole,

the most practical for general purposes are

the following:
(1)
(2)
(8)

(4)

By
By
By
By

geographical areas, natural and

i)olitical.

culture characterization areas.
peoples, as tribes, stocks,

and

luitions.

successive geological periods, as Tertiary, glacial, post-

glacial.

(5)
(6)

By
By

classes of artifacts, as implements, utensils,

wood, bone,

stone, metal,
(T)

weapons.

the nuiterials employed, as mineral, animal, vegetable; as

By

ai'ts

and

shell.

industries, as hunting, war, agriculture, quarry-

ing, mining, building.
(8)

By

successive steps in culture development, as savage, bar-

barous, civilized.
(9)

By

function grouj^s, as practical, ornamental, sacerdotal, di-

A'ersional.

(1)

The

diversified materials of antiquity

may

be taken up and

described by the greater geogra])liical areas, as conOeoKt-aphicai Areas

tiucuts,
sions,

archlpelagocs,

but this

is

islauds,

and

political

divi-

entirely satisfactory for scientific

pur]:»oses in cases only where the areas are measurably coextensive
with those of the ethnic or culture groups. This happens in America
only in the case of the continent as a whole, and in certain minor

areas which happen to include well differentiated ethnic or culture
units, as the arctic region, the AVest Indies,

(2)

The

culture characterization areas, if reasonably well defined,
are

ciassiflcation
Culture Ar(>as

and the arid Southwest,

1)

y

tlie

^-^^

may

^

natural and practical units for the presentatheir Cultural

phenomena, and thev
i

'

_

.

may

or

.

not corresi)ond in their boundaries with the

ordinary geographical units. The student of antiquity seeks to determine the limits of these areas and considers the subject matter
included in each as a unit of research, which is to be made available
foi- l)uilding into the historic structure as a whole.
This method is
148
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probal)ly better suited than any other to the s^'steniatic discussion of

the antiquities of

tlie

pro\'e unsatisfactory.
areas, the

many

continent, yet

To

its

classes of anti(iuities

would
by ethnic

exclusive adoption

describe separately in full

would

tletail,

amount
The necessary

necessitate a vast

of useless repetition, descrii)tive and comparative.

comparative stud}^ of the multitude of anticiuities is carried out to
advantage only by taking up each class of artifacts separately, area
by area, as a special unit of research. The same is true of the numerous nonmaterial branches of culture, which the archeologist is
expected to aid in elucidating.
(3)

The

and existing peoples is readily treated
as by tribes, stocks, nations, and
according to the needs of the ethnologist,
and
t^

culture of historical

by ethnic
ciassiflcation by
^^^

Peoples

units,

'

.

may

the archeologist

join

him

in elaborating these

units, carrying the story of i^articular peo[)les backward into the
deepening shadows of anti(|nity luit the culture remains of the imperfectly recorded past refuse to be assigned definitely to particular
;

peoples and the archeologist,

when

the ethnic connection

fails,

must

—

change his point of view and so manipulate his data the prehistoric
antiquities as to make them tell, so far as he may, the story of the
groups of imnamed prehistoric peoi)les, applying the data more especially, however, to the solution of the broader problems of chronology and of race and culture history.
(1) It is a well-established fact that the continent has been occupied
for a long, though imperfectly defined period, and
citii^sificntiou i)y
well-authenticated discoveries bearing tesnumerous
''^
Time or Soquence
timony to this fact have been made, but attempts to
correlate particular grades or stages of culture with geologic or other
time periods have had a very small measure of success. The classification of the anticjuities of the continent as a whole, or even of any
large part of them, on a time basis is thus not feasible. The salient
features of the clironologic record are given under the heading

—

t:^

_

" Chronology."'
(5)

For

puri)oses of research antiquities

of
'^*^°" '^^

kIuT^

artifacts

largely in

and

common

may

be classified by kinds

under

designations

usage.

Function

is

originating

an important

factor in determining these groups, yet the use of

many kinds of artifacts of
may never be determined.

is not known, and in many cases
This is true especially of articles of superstition and ceremony
the significance of
a very numerous class
wdiich, or the precise use of which, is not easily determined, even
where found in use among living tribes. With this class of material
probable function as inferred from form may serve as a means of

antiquity

—

classification

and treatment.

—

—
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classes of artifacts are very
i.y
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numerous and

are, for the

greater part, presented to good advantage grouped
n^der the several materials of which they are made
'

Materials

.

or which enter into their construction, and under
these in alphabetical order, as altars, anvils, axes, batons, beads, buildings, celts, chisels, clubs, etc., and under these again by geographical
distribution,

The

life

by form,

use,

and other significant

characteristics.

history of all artifacts as such begins with the ac(iuirement

of the materials employed, and this step, represented by numerous vital
industries, is followed by that of manufacture, in which the characteristics of the material

have

a

most important part, determining the

nature of the shaping processes and in a large measure the forms
produced, as well as the manner and kind of use. So important
are these considerations, namely, the acquirement of the materials

and the characteristics which affect manufacture and utilization,
that a comprehensive study of antiquities from the point of view of
the materials employed is exceptionally advantageous. In extending
the study of materials into the field of utilization, however, the archeologist finds that in

many

classes of antiquities

two

or

more mate-

rials are combined, as in the building arts, projectile weapons, etc.,

and must complete his researches by resorting to other classifications,
under materials, as by arts and industries, by groups of artifacts, etc.
(T) All anticjuities may be assembled and described by the groups
of activities concerned in their production and utiliciassiflcation i.y
y^j,tion, and much of the storv of the ])eoi)les and
Activities
'

"

1

may

be thus told to advantage.
serves
for separate and effective
This method is a favorite one and
culture.
Of these
material
ancient
treatment of various phases of
Foodimportant:
most
(a)
among
the
activities the following are
cultivating,
breeding;
gathering,
fishing,
acquiring arts hunting,
preparing, preserving, cooking, serving;
{h) food-utilizing arts
culture of anti<iiiity

—

—

—collecting, cpiarrying, mining, transporting; {d) arts of war —the activities pertaining to offense and
the building arts — designing, constructing, decorating;
defense;
sculptural arts— fracturing, crumbling, cutting, scraping;
the potter's art — modeling, molding, baking, burning; {h) the metaltissue-working arts
shaping arts — swaging, casting, smelting;
—hackling, dyeing,
textile
arts
manipulating;
scraping, tanning,
(c)

material-ac<iuiring arts

(e)

{{/)

(/)

(/)

(y)

spinning, netting, weaving:

—

—carrying,

(k) transporting arts

cutting, sewing, fitting;

haul-

{m) surgical arts

{!) costuming arts
amputating, trephining, bleeding, dentistry; (n) medical arts; (o)
painting,
arts of music; (/>) arts of play {(/) arts of embellishment
These
magic.
and
superstition
of
(r)
arts
engraving;
tattooing,
activities are recorded with varying fullness in the materials of antiquity, and the culture achievements and status of the peoples become

ing;

;

—
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measure through their study an open book. In arid regions
and evanescent of art materials even cotton, wool,
and feathers, and fabrics made of them are preserved from preColumbian times almost without change, as in Peru, serving to show
what the peoples used, what they made, and how they made it. The
story of the food-acquiring industries is told by weapons of the
chase, especially those of stone, metal, and bone, and that of agriculture by the simple tools employed in cultivating the soil. The
food-preparing arts are well represented by nut-cracking, mealing,
and cooking utensils and by the countless tools for cutting, rubbing,
and pounding. The varied activities connected with the acquirement
of the materials employed in the arts and the preparation and shaping of these to serve the needs of man are amply represented. Quarrying, mining, and transporting, and the industries connected with
the manufacture of implements and other articles of use and beauty,
in large

—

the most fragile

—

are included in this group. The activities of war are practically
unceasing among primitive tribes and employ the energies of the
peoples in countless ways in the preparation of weapons and works
and in expeditions of offense and the critical work of defense and
are amply illustrated by the relics and remains of antiquity. The
remains of the building arts tell the story of the builders with gi-eat
clearness, more especially in the higher stages of barbarism, where

—

—

stone was employed in construction; and the textile and plastic arts
and the working of metals are revealed by the multitude of products
obtained from occupied sites and burial places, and traces of the

—

—

personal arts clothing and emljellishment reveal a wide range of
activities according to the materials used, the methods employed, the

forms taken, and the esthetic treatment.
(8) Students of Old World culture have come to recognize a
definite succession of progressive steps which have
^^

cluSre steTs

somewhat well-established

relations with periods of

These are known as the Early Stone, the Late
Stone, and the Bronze ages. In America, although the probabilities
time.

are strong that a
part,

no

such steps
lished,

somewhat similar succession may apply,

lines of separation

may

and

be recognized

on a culture

among

classification of artifacts

at least in

basis, except in so far as

living peoples, have been estab-

on the basis of culture steps

is

not attempted.
(9)

Classification

of antiquities by use brings together groups

corresponding in

many ways

with those based on the
i'j?^
artifact groups,
Functious
and any of these three groupings may be employed
according to the needs of the student or the use to which his studies
are to be devoted.
Abi-ading implements regarded as a use group
would include several artifact groups, as scrapers, grindstones, files,

Classification

by

.

^^'^^

I'lj."
industries

^^^^^

i

•

i

and on simple
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arrow-shaft straighteners, etc., and all of these and others would
come under the broader group of shaping- utensils or arts. Personal
ornaments, a use group of wide scope and at the same time an artifact group, would eml)race several subdivisions and a very large
number of simple artifact groups and might conveniently be made
the subject of separate and intensive study.
It would ai)i)ear from the foregoing brief review of the several
available methods of classifying the antiquities of America for purposes of research and record that no one method is alone satisfactory
for comi)lete and exhaustive presentation; the majority are, however,
well adapted for the examination of more or less important parts of
It is the pri\ilege of the arclieologist to adopt such classiand take such points of view as he believes Avill best serve
his particular purj)ose, the broader purpose being to place the whole
body of the subject matter on record in the manner best suited to the
needs of the anthr(){)ol()gist-historian. who in due course may expect
to have at his conunand data sulliciently complete to enable him to
give to the world a well-rounded story of the American race.
For the purpose of this treatise, which is designed as a reference
work or handbook, it is believed that presentation of the antiquities
by groups based primarily on the materials employed will prove most
satisfactory, consideration being given under each nuiterial group,
first, to the activities connected with acciuirement second, to manipulation or manufacture; and third, to form and utilization.

the

field.

fication

;

XI.

ACQUIREMEXT AND I'TILIZATIOX OF MATERIALS

THE

materials employed in the arts are derived from the

three king-doms of nature: Mineral, animal, and vegetal,

and the antiquities of the continent may be considered for
part under the three groups thus indicated, and in the
greater
the
order named. Their acciuirement and utilization gave rise to many
important activities, which differed -with the nature of the material
and the purposes to which the product was devoted. These activities
will not be made, however, the subjects of separate treatment as a
whole but will receive appropriate attention in connection with the
discussion of the materials with which they are particularly concerned.
The resources of the mineral kingdom are located by exploration,
gathered, mined, quarried, transported, and shajied
Mineral Substances by diversified methods and utilized in a multitude of
ways according to the requirements of the particular people.

The acquirement

of the diversified resources of the animal king-

dom
Animai Substances

puig,

gives rise to activities
ctc.

—wliich

—hunting,

fishing, trap-

are Icss distinctive and important

than those connected with minerals, for the reason
that in a large measure they are by-l)roducts of the food-accjuiring
arts.

The

activities connected

with the preparation and use of these

materials and their employment in the arts are imperfectly
trated in the remains of antiquity, but their character and scope

illus-

may

be determined in large measure thi'ough observation of the corre-

sponding

The

activities

among

living peoples.

vegetal world supplies a vast body of material for the arts

of primitive peoples, but limited evidences of the

with acquirement are preserved
As with the animal substances, the utilization of vegetal materials gave rise to numerous
industries to carving and building, to the preparation of bark,
roots, and fibers, and their utilization in basketry and textiles

Vegetal Suhstancps

activities connectcd

from the distant

past.

—

generally.

Transportation of the materials of the arts follows their acquirealso follows manufacture, continuing indefinitely through
the whole period of utilization. The activities thus arising are of
great importance in the history of all peoples, and much may be
learned of their nature and extent among the aborigines by a study
of the antiquities themselves as well as of the w^ork of historic tribes.
Transportation was conducted by water and by land, and man himself

ment and
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was the most important burden bearer and the mover of the great
wood employed in building and sculpture. No

bodies of stone and
greater marvel

is

encountered in the history of the race than that

of the transportation of the great stones built into the megalithic

monuments

of Peru and Bolivia and in the sculptured

of Central America and Mexico.

The

monuments

devices employed by the

aborigines include water craft of simplest construction

—

rafts,

out canoes, balsas, and doubtless skin and bark boats of types

dug-

known

Domestic animals Avere made helpers by the uiore advanced peoples. Dogs dragged the travois of the plains, dogs and
caribou drew the sledges of the Arctic, and the llama in Peru had
acquired a high degree of importance as a burden bearer. Growing
out of the exigencies of transportation were the industries connected
wdth road building and the construction of bridges.

historically.

XII.

ACQUIREMEXT OF MIXERALS
QUARRTIXG

OF
dom

FIRST

A>"D ]MlNIXG

importance among the industries of primitive

and of advanced nations as well, is the acquirement of the raw materials of the arts. The mineral kingpeoples,

furnishes a large share of these materials: Stone in its various
forms useful, semiprecious, and precious; clay, salt, sulphur, alum,
asphaltum, and pigments; gold, silver, copper, tin, quicksilver,
meteoric iron, and iron ore, the latter treated and employed always
as stone. Little notice was taken by the early pioneers in any i)art
of America of the aboriginal industries connected with the quarrying
and shaping of stone and the mining and manipula-

—

Literature Measor

tiou of mctals.

The

literature of the subject

is

ex-

tremely meager, and we seek to fill up the wide gaps
in the story by study of such traces of the ancient operations as have
been spared by the heavy hand of time.
The industries involved in the acquirement of these materials,

where not already in
Use of Terms
"Mining" and
"Quarrying"

o-ithering.

are

known

a

state permitting of simple

as

Quarrying and Mining.

.,'...

^,
1 here appears to be no essential distinction between
,

^

the operations and processes implied by these terms.

The former

is

often applied where the materials sought are obtained

open workings, and the latter where they are obtained by deep
and by tunneling. Under this definition most of the work of
the American tribes would be classed as quarrying. There appears,
however, another distinction in common practice, the term " mining "
being applied to the getting out of coal. clay, salt, pigments, and
the precious and semiprecious stones as well as the metals, no matter
whether in open excavation or in subterranean tunnels, the term
"quarrying" being restricted to the getting out of stone in bulk, as
for building, for monumental work, and for the manufacture of implements and utensils.
In the early stages of culture progress, the stones employed as
implements and in the manufacture of implements
in

shafts

°'

qTany-mg

^^^^

other articles, as well also as building stone.

were gathered at random wherever they happened to
be found on the surface of the ground. With advance in culture
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and consequent increase in demand the gathering became an industry
in which the communities situated within convenient reach of abundant supplies of the raw material collected systematically and not
infrequently employed the surplus product in trade with communities less favoraldy situated.
It may be inferred that the growth of
the industry finally led to the opening of quarries of the various
kinds of desirable minerals and to the development of trade, which
distributed the readily portable lu'oducts over wide areas, extending

far beyond the range of the tribes controlling the source of supply.

Instances are recorded in which the possession of desirable quarry
sites led to contention and bloodshed between neighboring tribes.

The

quai'rjnng began with the removal of fragments or
masses of desirable material partially buried in the
pel a°*
gj.Q,^|j^j_
j^ ^y.^^ ]J^^^
g^^.p further to the uncovering
tions"^*
and removal of portions wholly buried and but a
series of progressive steps to S3'stematic quarrying on a large scale.
Ancient exca\ations wliere stone was obtained, surrounded by the
debris of implement making and the inqilements employed, are of
common occurrence throughout the United States and doubtless
throughout America, and the great extent of the operations indicated is in many cases a matter of astonishment.
It is assumed that fire was employed in breaking up the larger
and more intractable bodies of rock, when not reAvoi'k of

.j

^^

ofm-rv^woii'/

quircd iu bulk, but the extent of
the mining

work can only be

its

application in

Naturally,
heavy, tough stones, as bowlders of quartzite. diorite, and granite,
were used as sledges to break up the rock, but these implements
would not always serve when large bodies or massive strata were
to be worked. In cases where the material sought was embedded in
conjectured.

relatively small (luantities in solid rock of different constitution, as

with native copper, turquoise, and mica, the inclosing rock body
had to be broken up and removed bit by bit. The
Quarryins of Nod^.^^^ ^^.^^ ditfcreut witli bowldcr and nodule deposits
uies and BowldiTS
where the matrix was sand, clay, or gravel. In these
quarries stone picks and antler points were used in penetrating the
deposits, and masses of the material worked were loosened b}' undermining.
Soapstone and fire clay, after uncovering, were obtained by cutting
out suitable masses with picks and chisels of stone;
Quarrying of Soap- .^j^j ^\^q masscs of stouc rcciuired for large utensils,
stone aud r.uildin^
-i t
i^
works of sculpture, and building, were hewn out at
Stone
the expense of great labor with the aid of heavy stone
J-

i

picks and hammers.

<>

i

i

i
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shaped by fracture

demand among nearly

all

the tribes, siuce they alone were readily adapted to the

manufacture of cutting and piercing implements and
weapons. The A'arieties commonly sought w^ere chert in several of its
forms, including novaculite, jasper, agate, and flint; various forms of
quartz and (juartzite; several metamorphic varieties, and such brittle
eruptive rocks as rhyolite and obsidian. In northern America the
best known (juarries of these rocks are those of Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Georgia, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Wyoming, where massive bodies
of the stone were worked; in Kentucky, Indiana,
Nodules
and Illinois, where nodules were a chief source of
supply, and in the Potomac Valley, where bowlder
beds were the principal resource of the implement maker. That many
others remain undiscovered in the forests and mountains is indicated

by the fact that the source of many varieties of stone extensively used
by the aboi-igines has not been determined. Clay for earthenware
and fire clay, employed in carving minor artifacts, were mined in
many sections. Pipestone was ({uarried in Minnesota and steatite
Extensive quarries
in many sections throughout northern America.
where obsidian was obtained occur in Mexico, and the stone quarries,
where building stone was gotten out, in southern JNIexico and Peru
have been visited and briefly descril)ed by archeologists.
Iron ore in the form of hematite was mined in ^Missouri, and red,
yellow, and white paint materials were obtained
Mining of Metals
from the Same source. These are the deepest mines
known in northern America, the ore body having
been extensively tunneled to a depth of 25 feet or more. Copper
was mined in the Lake Superior region, and the ancient workings
of Isle Poyale are the most extensive yet discovered in any part of
America.
Little is definitely known of the mining of the precious metals.
Gold and silver were in very general use in Middle and South
America on the arrival of Eurojieans. but the literature of the
period contains only meager mention of the great industries necessarily connected with their production.
The mines were at once
t;ds:en possession of by the greedy con(]uerors, and European methods
of extracting and treating the metals were introduced. Gold was
usually obtained from alluvial deposits by simple methods of panning and sluicing. There seems to have been little knowledge of
the reduction of ores, although accounts are preserved of the smelting or melting out of silver in primitive furnaces.

:
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or mines, so far as explored,

may

be classed as follows
(a) Quarries of massive stone for sculpture and building.
(b) Quarries of massive deposits of brittle stone.
(c)

Quarries of nodules of brittle stone.

(d) Quarries of bowlders of brittle stone.

Quarries of steatite or soapstone.
Quarries or mines of mica.
(g) Quarries of catlinite or red pipestone.
(h) Quarries or mines of turquoise.
(i) Quarries or mines of hematite (iron ore),
(j) Quarries or mines of copper, silver, and gold.
(k) Quarries or mines of clay and fire clay.
(1) Quarries or mines of pigment materials,
(m) Quarries or mines of salt,

(e)

(f )

(n)

Mines of emeralds.

XIII.

QUARTZITE BOWLDER QUARRIES, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

THE

tribes of the Middle and Xortliern Atlantic States were
unfortunate in not having plentiful supplies of stone of good
quality for the manufacture of chipped implements. Had

such

flints as
o

MateHais^

t

those of the Ohio A\alley or the obsidians of California
e

been available, the deposits of quartzite bowlders and
^|^g coarsc-graiued rhyolites and argillites would certainly have remained unworked except perhaps for

making the heavy hammers,

picks,

and

axes, for

which purpose these

nuiterials are Avell suited.

In the l^otomac and adjacent valleys water-worn stones are found
in vast numbei's where weathered out of the bluffs
'''"^^
and hillsides, and these were utilized for the manuQimrik's
facture of all classes of implements.
So far as shown
by exploration, however, they were not extensively (luarried except
in what is now the District of Columbia, where deposits of cretaceous
bowlders, maiuly of quartzite and (juartz, outcrop along what was
once the shore line of the ancient cretaceous sea, and at points of
greatest utilization beneath heavy deposits of cretaceous

(Potomac

formation) sands and gravels. On Piney Branch of Rock Creek, in
the northern section of Washington (fig. 43). the
°^ ^^ ^"^
local tribes must have found the bowlders of superior
posits
quality for their purpose, for here they carried on
quarrying and blade-making operations of astonishing magnitude.
The bluffs and gentler slopes facing the creek and its tributaries in
the lower half mile of its course rise to the height of 100 feet or
more, but are nuich lowei- upstream. The Gneissic surface of the
ancient ocean bed and the Potomac strata which rest upon it
(fig. 44) slope gently toward the east, so that the bowlder deposits
which cap the terraced hills next Rock Creek pass beneath the level
of the branch east of Sixteenth Street.^
1 Tt is cause for lament that this beautiful valley, the resort for generntions of the
landscape painters of Washington, is fast being reduced (1910) by deep cutting and
filling to the monotonous condition of tlie ordinary suburb, and the charming rockbordered stream is becoming a deeply buried sewer.
In the future it will bo known only
through incidental references in literature, as here made and the interesting traces of
aboriginal occupation and enterprise will be forever obliterated.
In 1892, when the
quarries were investigated by the writer, only two dwellings were located within the area
of the map (flg. 4:'.), there was but one bridge, and the stream itself had not been
molested in any way.
:

38657°— 19— Bull.
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old quarries are scattered along the bowlder outcrop at favorable points. The most extensive traces of ancient
Appear- ^york occur in the face of a ravine on the north side

Present
ance of the (juar-

.

it

,
,

^

t,-

^

or the creek on about the line or Eighteenth Street.

ries

There are but slight superficial traces of the operadue to the fact that the loosely bedded gravels above
crumble rapidly and fill any pit tings made on the slope below. The
tions, a condition

Fig. 43.

Map of lower Piney

Branch, showing position of bowlder quarries.

several deep trenches carried across the old

workshops by the writer
were thus obliterated in a short time after the exploration was completed.

The

M'ork of getting out the bowlders

l)y the aborigines did not
with the quarrying of the mas/\^
'lii
i,
sive varieties ot stone as in Ohio and Arkansas, but

compare
Jlanncr of Quarryijjg

•

•

in difficulty
'

i^-

nevertheless

j!

was

a.

•

•

a serious task for a ]H-imitive people

having no metal tools. The face of the l)owlder bed in the slopes
was readily uncovered, and the bowlders were loosened by means, no
doubt, of wooden ])ikes, and })icks of deer and elk antler. Examination of the quarry face where exposed by the recent excavations
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shows that the natives had sometimes entered on the okl schistose
undermining and knocking down the bowlders above en

surface,

Fig. 44.

masse

(fig.

45).

Section of blufls showing position of bowlder quarries.

The ordinary

profile of the

quarry face

is

shown

in

figure 4G.

The

slopes below the bowlder outcrop are deeply covered with

quarry refuse and the rejectage of blade making, the
deposits of these materials reaching in places a depth
of 10 feet or more. The bowdders were freed from the
compact matrix of indurated argillaceous sand and thrown out, and

The Shaping Work

Fig. 45.

Section of bowlder quarry showing undermining

and a pocket

of

shop

refuse.

work was begun on the spot. Countless numbers of the
bowlders were tested for (juality of the material by striking otf a few
flakes, and being found unsatisfactory, were cast into the refuse (fig.
the shaping
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means of bowlder
which were carried away
characteristic shop deposit showing

47), Avhile those of good quality were reduced by

hamniers

to leaf-like blades of

varying

A

sizes,

for elaboration elsewhere.
chips and chii^ped bowlders appears in figure 48. The
siioi)s was directed with great uniformity toward the
single
flakes

work in these
making of a
blade from each bowlder (fig. 40) as a nucleus by removing
by strong strokes of the hannnerstone first from one face and

then the other, the test of success being a degree of thinness re(iuired

'QV°-

-'--•-'

Fig. 46.

Section of bowlder quarry showing ordinary quarry face and deposit of shop refuse.

for knife blades and projectile points.
Specialization of the blades
was not undertaken on the site. Exceptionally large bowlders of
good quality were in cases broken up and the more available pieces
utilized, but as a rule these are more difficult to treat than the flattishovoid bowlders from 2 to 5 inches in diameter and 1 to 2 inches thick,
the kind especially sought by the imideuient makers.
Although there are on the shop sites no evidences of the speciali-

zation of implements, large or small,

it

may

be safely inferred that

from the leaf-shaiH» blades produced, great nuuibei's of selected
fragments and clii])s wcie carried away from the (]uarry to be
utilized elsewhere as implements or for the making of implements,

aside

especially the smaller projectile points.

HOLMES]
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Character

t>f

refuse deposits

PART

exposed by Irenchinji
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Fig. 48.

Part of an exteusivo deposit of shop refuse near the quarry fare
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made faihire the rule rather than
the exception and resulted in a vast body of par-

intractability of the stone

worked, defective, and broken forms. Breakage
took place at every stage of the shaping work, and the
refuse shows plainly, as already noted, that the only form sought to be
Rejectage

tially

Fig. 49.

Relation of a roughed-out, broken blade to the original bowlder.

elaborated in the quarry shops was the thin leaf-blade form best
suited for the manufacture of the ordinary chipped implements.

A series of forms representing various successive steps in the progress
of blade elaboration from the removal of the
tion of the knife blades
figure 51 are

shown

and

first flake to

projectile points is

shown

the comple-

in figure 50.

In

typical examples of the blades broken under the

hammer strokes at the very moment of completion. The parts of
many of such left on the shop sites where dropped when broken
were gathered and joined as indicated in the figure. Round
bowlders of tough material were used as hammerstones, and a large
bowlder employed as an anvil appears in figure 52. Well developed
or specialized implements of these classes are rare on the site. It
should be noted that the number of well specialized hammers found
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small, and the question has often been raised in vain
any other kind of chipping tool was, or could have

been, used.

Fig. 51.

Examples

of blades

broken under the hammerstone when nearly finished.

Throughout the bowlder-bearing

districts of the

Middle Atlantic

States the thousands of workshops bear testimony

The

Distributed
I'roduct

to the

now

well-established fact that the thin leaf

Avas the almost exclusive designed
product of the quarry sho])s and the parent of the .several specialized
foi'ins (fig. r)4), and a study of the chipped implements found in
countless numbers on village sites and elsewhere fullv confirms this

blade

(fig.

oS)
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The unspecialized blades are often found on villag;e
and in caches far distant from the sources of the raw material,
and the specialized projectile points occur throughout tidewater
Maryland and Virginia, and in numerous cases are found on the
identical sites occupied by Powhatan and other villages of the Potodeteimination.

sites

FiG. 52.

mac and James

Bowlder sliowing marks

of use as

anvil.

(1

actual size.)

Rivers, with the people of which the early colonists

came into familiar contact.
The group of (juarry workers

illustrated in figure

exhibition in enlarged
Tiip

an

Lay-figure

foi-ni in

now on

TjH,

the National JSIuseum,

manner possible the
^
quanying and shaping work
The
as determined by the writer through exhaustive investigations.
scene is laid in the Piney Branch quarries and the figures are costumed according to the only existing information regarding the dress
of the tribes of tlie Middle Atlantic region the drawings of John
White of the Eoanoke colony, now preserved in the British Museum.
jn^igti-ates in

Group

the most striking

_

.

various features of the

—

Prominence

is

given to this group since

it

represents the most im-

—

portant and essential industry of the native tribes the manufacture
of stone implements without which little advance could have been
made in any branch of material culture.

—

The question

as to the particular period to

which the quarry

operations should be attributed has been raised, and some writers

have ventured the view that the work is very ancient and attributable
This view, howto very jirimitive Indian or pre-Indian peoples.
ever, finds no tangi-ble support. Leaf-shape blades of the type made
in such numbers in the quarries are found throughout the tidewater country, associated intimately with the most ordinary remains
of the Indian occupancy and on the village sites occupied by 'the
historical peoples.
The blades made at the quarry are all of the
form through which the millions of specialized arrow and spear
heads found everywhere had to pass. If further proof should be
it is observed that the quarries with their undisturbed
shops are situated on the steep slopes of ravines of comparatively
recent origin cut by the rivulets through cretaceous gravels and the

called for,

HOLMES]
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Fig. 54.

Examples

of

t

he specialized implements from village

sites.

I

(Actual size.)
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Life-size

'VA

group in plaster
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of Paris, illustrating the

and modeled by U.

S. J.

quarry shopworlc.
Dunbar.)

(Designed by the author

172
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to indicate clearly

that the gullies were of practically present depth and contour
the quarry operations were in progress.
either in the character of the

when

There does not appear

work done, the condition of the

site,

the relation of the quarry product to the types of chipi)ed artifacts

of the general region, or the observed order of super})osition of
types, the least reason for

assuming other agencies than the known

tribes, difference in culture status, or geological distinctions in time,^
^ For the detailed report on these quarries, see nolmes, Stoue Implements, Fifteenth,
Ann. Rep. Bur. Amcr. Ethn., 1S97.

XIV. FLINT

EIDGE AND WARSxiW QUARRIES, OHIO
Flint Ridge Quaiiries

ONE OF

known aboriginal (|uarries is
commonly called Flint Ridge, a narrow
irregular platean-capped lino of hills in Licking and Muskingum Counties, Ohio. The ridge has been known as an aboriginal
flint (juarry for many years.
Ilildreth, in the First Annual Rep(/rt
locat<>d

the greatest of the

on what

is

of the Ohio Geological Survey, under date of 183G, calls attention to
and great extent of the quarries. He traced the so-

the existence

called calcareo-siliceous formations through a number of counties
and mentions the presence of ancient mines beginning in Jackson
County and extending north into Muskingum County.
In recent years the Flint Ridge quarries have been visited by
numerous archeologists, but the first systematic study of the phenomena of the " Ridge" was made by Gerard Fowke, then (188G-87)
assistant in the Bureau of Ethnology, and the results of his researches appear in some detail in (he Smithsonian Report for 1S8I
and in his work entitled "The Archiieological History of Ohio,"
1002.

The extent of the
°^

'^'"'^"

Sns°*

ancient <iperations is almost beyond belief and
can be realized only imperfectly by those who have
n«t visited the locality. To say that hundreds of
acres of the undulating surface of the plateau have

been dug over and countless trenches and pits opened to the depth
of from 5 to 25 feet, often so closely placed as to coalesce within the
various groups, does not leave an adequate impression upon the

mind.

The accompanying map

(fig.

56) indicates the general dis-

and the sketch map (fig. 57) will serve
to give a good idea of the superficial arrangement

tribution of the flint deposits,
The

Tits To-day

of the excavatious over a small part of the area.

heavy stratum or bed of

The

on account of its hardness and continuity, has preserved the general levelof the summit, but
is or was originally exposed or but slightly obscured along the deeply
indented margins, especially on the west. The flint was easily reached
along the margins, but farther in, the earth capping in places is 10 or
20 feet in depth or even deeper, hence it presented serious difficulties
to the primitive w^orkmen.
So pressing, however, was the demand
for implement material that this did not discourage the quan-ymen,
flint,
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portion of the Flint Ridge quarries, showing distribution of pittings.

38657°— 19—Bull.

60, pt

i
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was imcovered and broken up

[bull. 60

bit

by

This

bit.

AYork resulted in the accumulation of ridges and heaps of earth

about the margins of the pits, and many of the earlier excavations
were obliterated by gradual filling. It should not be imagined, however, that evidence of these operations is to-day obliterated or nearly
Many of the pits are yet as distinct as if made within recent
so.
times, and it is not unusual to find them still having a depth of
5 to 10 feet.

The

flint

stratum

of irregular thickness and uneven quality and

is

does not aj^jiear to exceed 7 or S feet in thickness at any point.

Where

the material was found to be of good quality only small sections of

the bed remained unworked.

which

is

some

Large tracts of the plateau summit,
and neai'ly 3 in width at the Avide.st

3 miles in length

part, are so broken up by the ancient work that they are almost
wholly lost to agriculture, and on many workshop sites the deposits
of shaping refuse are so heavy that the plow can not be used. Naturally the most deeply pitted areas are still in forest, while the soil in
such parts as have been invaded by the plow is literally filled with
fragments, chips, and other rejectage.

For some distance
from the margin on t'vory side it is wliitisli or grayisli in coloi',
cellular or porous in structure from the weathering out of
[The Flint]
small fossils, and makes an excellent buhrstone, for which
purpose it was formerly in much demand, \yithin this bonier it is more compact, freer from impurities, and possesses all the colors and shades ever seen in
such stone. Much of it is a typical chalcedony, blue or grayish-blue and translucent. Large beds exist of banded or ribbon jasper, with alternating stripes of
light and dark gray.
In places there is a glas.sy variety ranging from almost

The

flint

varies prontly at difforont portions of the deposit.

perfect transparency to complete opacity, except in very thin flakes, included

carbonaceous matter producing every gradation from a slight cloudiness to jet
Much of this can not be distinguished from moss agate. In the central
part of the ridge the chalcedony has weathered into various tints of blue, red,
brown, yellow, and white occasional pieces of green and purple are found.^

black.

;

The great marvel
work
Method of Quarry-

4^1

those

.

is

that the aborigines ever accomplished the

of which such abundant traces remain, and only

11have ventured
i
who
1

the flint fi-om

its

^

to

remove

a

11
small
mass or£

place can realize the appalling

men with

diffi-

unaided by powerful explosives.
The work was done, no doubt, little by little with
tools of stone, wood, and buckhorn, aided by fire, as described by
Mr. Fowke. A freshly made pit must have presented somewhat the
appearance indicated in the sectional view, figure 58.
A pit of which a special study was made by Mr. Fowke was some
culty of the work, even to

tools of steel,

thirty-two feet in diameter inside of the wall of earth surrounding it, which
wall is now 2 feet higher than the general surface around it, and from 20 to 30
1

Fowke, Archteological History of Ohio, pp. 619-621.

HOLMES]
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This form indicates considerable age
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as does an oak
growing on the top of the wall. In clearing
out this pit we could appreciate the patience and industry of the aboriginal
excavators. The clay subsoil was as hard and tough as frozen ground; frequently half a dozen blows with a pick were required to break off a clod as
large as a man's hand.
To remove it with primitive tools seems almost an
impossibility.
The central part of the pit was filled with material that had
washed in from the sides. Several days of steady digging were required, by
three men accustomed to such work, to reach the surface of the flint stratum,
which was found at a depth of 9 feet. A hole 5 by 8^ feet had been worked
through clearing this out, we found the layer to be 40 inches thick. It rested
directly upon a solid bluish limestone. Both the flint and the limestone showed
that they had been subjected to an intense heat. The flint was very solid where
not burnt, translucent, and a beautiful light blue in color. On its top, on a
corner formed l»y two seams, was n saucer-shaped depression between 3 and 4
;

tree nearly 10 feet in circumference,

;

J'l'.;. fiS.

focti.Jii u(

a quarry excavation, showing work in progress.

inches deep, in the bottom of which was a handful of very line chips just
such as would result from repeated blows with a large hammerstone, several
of which were found scattered through the entire depth cleared out.
One of
them weighed nearly or quite a hundred pounds.
Careful observation of this pit and others as well enables us to follow the
prehistoric quarryman in his labors. He selected a spot where he thought the
superincumbent earth was not heavy enough to render the task of removing
it too tedious, but at the same time was of ample thickness to prevent injury
He then sunk a pit, as large as he wished, to
to the stone from weathering.
the surface of the flint. On this he made a fire and when the stone was hot he
threw water on it, causing it to shatter. Throwing aside the fragments, he
repeated the process until he penetrated the underlying limestone to a depth
wiiich allowed him sufficient room to work conveniently. The top and freshly
made face of the flint was thickly plastered with potter's clay, after which fire
and water were again utilized for clearing away the limestone until a cavity
w^as formed beneath the flint layer.
Thus a projecting ledge would be left
from which the burnt parts were knocked off with heavy stone hannuers iintil
the unaltered flint was exposed in the same manner blocks of this were procured for converting into implements. Where the flint was well suited for the
purpose intended, or was easily worked, the excavation was carried along in
the form of a trench, the waste material being thrown to the rear under less
favorable conditions the spot was abandoned.
;

—

—

;

;

;
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Wlien

tlie

blocks thus obtained were reduced with

tlie

Up and

^ convenient spot, which

may

hammers

large

suitable size for being handled easily, they
[Breaking

[bull. 60

to a

were carried

to

be designated as a blocking-

out shop, where the first stages of manufacturing were carThese shops are sometimes quite limited in extent, but occasionally
they cover an area of 5 to 10 acres. Scattered thickly over the ground in such
places are angular fragments of flint, siich as would result from knocking off
corners and projections from large pieces taken out of the pits and also from
rr()l)ably nine-tenths of the flint
breaking them up into smaller pieces.
carried from the pits to these blocking-out shops was rejected the trimming
process revealing some flaw or defect that made it unfit for use. The remainder
was carried to other places which may be called finishing
[Workshops]
shops. These are characterized Ijy lighter hammerstones,
smaller fragments, thin flakes, and broken implements in all
stages of completion. Although never so extensive as the first named, they
show a greater amount of work on an equal area. The largest are in the
vicinity of the pits and the other workshops; but they may be found, gi'adually
diminishing in extent, at springs, camping places, and village sites, as we travel
in any direction, sometimes 50 miles or more from the parent ledge.^
ried on.

.

.

.

;

There

is little

the local shop

indication that the implements were specialized on
" Ridge," however,

The

sites.

is,

in large part, a habit-

able place, and doubtless parties engaged in the

work were
s})ent

mining and shaping
and

settled ab(jut the springs convenient to the quarries

much time

there.

It is thus not surprising that

many

finished

im])lements of various classes are found in the vicinity of the quarries

and scattered over the ridge.
Fragments of the flint, partially shaped blades rejected because too
thick or otherwise defective (fig. 59), and blades broken under the
blows of the hammer, together with the nuclei or cores from which
flake knife blades were made, as well as great deposits of chips, are
found at many points.
The hammerstones employed in the chipping worlc are very numerous. Some are bowlders picked up in the vicinity
Hammerstones
or brought from the neighboring streams while many
are rough-shaped from tough portions of the flint(fig. CO).
INIost of the latter are globular or discoidal in form, and
many of the larger specimens used in breaking up the flint weigh as
much as 50 pounds, while the smaller, with which the finer shaping
work was done, are not larger than walnuts. A study of the rejectage
makes it plain, however, that the principal output of
The Shop Troduct

the

in the

main
and

ranging
These doubtless served

shops consisted of leaf-shape blades

from

1 to

G inches in length.

for subsequent specialization into knife blades, projectile

drills, according to the need of the occasion.
Countless
implements, recognized by their color and texture as coming from
these quarries, are scattered broadcast over a wide area, which in-

points,

1

Fowke,

op.

cit.,

pp.

022-623.

HOLMES]
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Rejects of blade making due to malformation, too great thickness boiu;? the
(One-half actual size.)
principal cause of failure.
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Fici.

GO.

Exu-iuplcs ol

ihc liammcratunes

employed
size.)

iu

blade makiug.

[bull. 60

(Uue half actual
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eludes Ohio and parts of Pennsylvania,
tuck}'.

West Virginia, and KenTypical examples of the iinspecialized blades are shown in

and of the finished implements in figure 02.
of large numbers of cores or nuclei (see fig. 87) indicates that a product of much importance consisted of minute flake
blades, which probably served as knives. The very fine-grained flint
found at certain points on the ridge was perhaps better adapted to
this purpose than any other in the eastern half of the country, and
this is the only quarry- so far studied in which this particular work
was extensively carried on.
Other quarries of the Flint Ridge system correspond closely in
all important respects with those described above, but none are as
figure 61

The presence

representative or as extensive.

Warsaw Quarries
In Coshocton County, in the vicinity of "Warsaw,
quarries have been examined with some care.

characterized by

Fowke

One

a

number of

of these

is

well

in the following lines:

Quarries of siliceous stone soniewlint similar to those at Flint Rid.ce exist along
the Walhondin?; River al)out 3 miles from Warsaw. The tlint
[Wars.iw Quarries] us ori.uinally deposited formed a continuous layer of varying
Avidth about 10 or 12 miles long but subsequently erosion has
left only comparatively small detached areas on or near the summits of hills and
ridges.
At one place a narrow ridge extends for some distance between the
river and a tributary ravine, the flint forming the cap rock beneath a few feet
of earth. The aborigines began at the outcrop on one side and dug their way
through to the opposite side of the hill, removing all the flint and overlying
material, selecting what they could utilize and throwing the residue behind
them as they proceede<l. The space thus dug over is fully 5 acres. Many
circular pits, the largest not less than 100 feet in diameter, are to be seen oh
the level summits and much quarrying has been practiced along various outcrops, the work progressing imtil the removal of overlying rock and earth
required an amount of labor too great for the reward. There is much variety
in the quality and appearance of the flint at this place.
Part of it is cellular,
almost spongy, from the weathering out of fossils and various impurities. By
insensible gradations it passes into stone as compact and homogeneous as fine
agate.
Seams of chalcedony, and cavities filled or lined with quartz crystals,
occur abundantly. Chert, glossy basanite, and small masses of chalcedony are
common. The color runs through various shades of white, black, blue, and red,
and there is also the pale amber or " honey color," very rare in this country.
Some is almost transparent, and from this it merges into complete opacity.
There seems to be no regular order in its arrangement sometimes there are
thick strata of considerable extent with but slight variation in character, while
One color may
again three or four sorts may be seen in one large block.
gradually blend with another or the line of demarcation may be sharply defined
without the slightest change in other respects. Only a small proportion of the
deposit is of a character suitable for making implements, consequently less
digging has been done here than in beds considerably smaller elsewhere. The
difliculty of reaching deeply-buried parts has also been a deterrent to extensive
;

;

;

working.

182

Fig. 61.
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(Oue-half actual size.)
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[bull. 60

Five or sis miles west of tliis a deposit of blaclv Hint is reported to occur
Several acres, in detached areas, have been completely dug
tliiclv stratum.
over; l)roken flint, spalls, and unlinislied implements are said to almost hide the
in u

ground in

No

places.^

one can say at what period the work in these (jiuirries commenced. Many centuries must have ehipsed since the

Age of the Quai-

^^.^^

^-^^

^^..^^

ries

is altogetlier

"until

the encroachments of

oi^tjiiucd from the massive beds, and it
probable that the work was continued
"

Europeans drove the natives from the

general region or substituted other materials for thy anciently indis-

pensable

flint,
1

Fowke,

op. cit., pp.

G24-625.

FLINT QUAERIES: WEST VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY,

XY.

INDIANA

THE

quarries and quarry shops of West Yirginia are numerous
and correspond closely in every essential feature with those
of Ohio. The flint occurs in like manner and is generally

blackish in color.

Unfortunately their examination has been very

superficial.

In some sections of the State, more especially in the middle KaYalley, a dark firm-grained diabase was much used in the
manufacture of ordinary leaf-blade forms and also in the making
of celts, but the quarries have not been definitely located.
Fowke, who has an extended first-hand knowledge of the distribution of the flint-bearing formations of the Ohio Yalley, writes

nawha

as follows:
It

i.s

necessary to pass westward over the different limestone groups that

extend from tlie Oluo coal measures until we reach the subcarboniferous limestones of soutliern Indiana before we find
otlier quarries, and we find that the character of the deposits
has changed. Tlie regular strata are no longer to be seen, Init in their place
occur the nodules that pertain to a geological horizon different from that we have
above studied. The stone itself is no longer broken and thus released from the
bedrock, but the digger attacked the clays that result from tlie disintegration of
the limestone. All the lime has been dissolved by tlie huniic and carbonic acids
carried downward by percolating waters which, liowever, have no effect on tlie
flint,
and the nodules are left scattered throughout the clay much in the order
as that in which they occurred in the limestone. Erosion caused many of these
to roll down to the bottom of the slopes, and here the Indians found them.
But they soon leai'ned that this weathered material was not well suited for
their tools, and they began digging in the hillsides for fresh, unweathered
nodules. The stone they found there was the hard, bluish-gray hornstone that
is more easily chipped and worked than any other form of the silicious rock
to be found in the central valleys, and the immense amount of quarrying that
has been done in almost every spot where the material is abundant, shows
that the red man was cognizant of and fully appreciated the wealth that lay
lieneath his feet.
It is only in the vicinity of the Ohio River that the best
hornstone is found as we go northward the stone gradually becomes coarser,
until it passes into a chert that is almost spongy.
It may be well here to correct an error that has obtained wide circulation
regarding use of flint from the Wyandot cave. It is stated in many books
that the Indians resorted to this cave to procure flint, which they broke into
small, angular fragments, carrying the latter into the open air to fabricate into
[Iiuliana Quarries]

;

185
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It is true that

implements.

they did

much

excavating' in

[bull. 60

tlie

cave at a distance

more from its moutli, and that they carried the flint to the outside
But the quarrying was exactly similar to that carried on on
to work it up.
the outside; that is, they dug in the clay for nodules, which they tested by
striking ott flakes, rejecting such as did not suit their purposes. The angular
fragments that have been mistaken for the debris of the Indian work are
pieces that have been released from the ceiling of the cave by the weathering
of the limestone, and are not at all suited for manufacture. The stratum from
which they come is about 3 inches thick, and the fracture of the stone being
of a mile or

at right angles to the line of stratification, produces prisms of a uniform length
equal to the thickness of the layer, and varying from the size of a lead pencil
to pieces 4 or 5 inches square.^
1

Fowke, Material for Alx)riginal Stone Implements,

p.

332.

XYI.

THE

]\IILL

CEEEK QUARRIES, ILLIXOIS

lower carboniferous formations of the Ohio Valley, more
Kentucky and southern Illinois, yield

especially in western

chert concretions of different material

from those of south-

ern Indiana, which wore extensively utilized by the aborigines. The
only important ({uarries of this class thus far discovered and adequately studied are those located in Union and AU^xander Counties,

That there are others scattered through the
and valleys of the general region is well attested by surface
indications of prehistoric diggings and the occurrence of chipped
in southern Illinois.

hills

Fig. 03.

Map

of the Mill Creek quarry site.

implements made of materials other than those derived from the
well-known sources.
In the vicinity of Mill Creek village, a station on the Illinois
Central Railway, Union County, and extending over
Exploration of the
-^^^^ Alexander County on the .south (fig. 03), chert
concretions weathered out from the limestone formations were quarried on a large scale. These concretions were
especially well suited, on account of their size and shape, for the
manufacture of the large chipped blades used as agricultural implements by the aborigines. The site was first visited and examined
187
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[bull. 60

by members of the Bureau of American Ethnology/
by Dr. W. A. Phillips, by the present writer, and others.
Dr. IMiillips made extended examinations of the quarries under
the ausi)ices of the Field Museum of Natural History.The limestone strata, through which the chert concretions are
distributed in interrupted layers, occupy an approxiGeoiogy of the Lojj^.^j^g^y horizontal position and have been subject to
superficially

and

later

extensive disintegration by the action of acid-charged
In the vicinity of M\\\ Creek the disintegration and leachingout of the calcareous matter of the superficial strata have been complete, and as a result the underlying Devonian floor is buried beneath extensive bodies of the residual clays (fig. 64). In many
places these clays reach a thickness of 25 feet or more, and the chert
concretions, not being subject to disintegration, are distributed ir-

waters.
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Section indicating the relation of the residual nodule-bearing deposits to the
limestones.

It is these concretions that the

regularly throughout the deposits.

aborigines sought and obtained at enormous cost of time and labor.
The manner of the original occurrence of the concretions in the

shown

and examples
These concretions differ from the prevailing tyi^es obtained from
the ui)per carboniferous formations to the north and east in being
usually of flattish form and of exceedingly varied outline. They are
often joined by irregular necks over considerable areas, but the translimestone strata

The Concretions

1

is

Thomas, Report on Mound Explorations,

-A

in figure 65,

of typical forms appear in figure 66.

p.

154.

preliminary report of his operations appears in tlie Anicrirnn Anthropologist,
January-March, 1900, and his later investigations, the most thorough yet made of any
of the concretion-producing quarries, are in course of preparation for publication by the
Dr. Phillips has very generously permitted the writer to embody portions
Field Museum.
of his data in these pages.
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very uniformly that of a flattened lens, which adapted

especially to the chippino; operations of the aborigines.

Fig. Go.

Mauuri- of uei uii-om

»1

iUv thiit cuiieix'tioDs in the limestone strata.

The

ancient pittings are found in several groups or clusters on the
and slopes in the vicinity of Mill Creek village, and the principal workings examined by Dr. Phillips are distributed along the

hills

Fig. 66.

Examples

of the liattish, irregularly

making.

crest of a ridge

which

shaped

t'hert

eoucret'ons used in blade

(One-sixth actual size.)

rises to the west.

At

present, wdiere undis-

turbed, the old pittings are represented by bowl-shaped or oblong de-

pressions a few^ feet in depth and in few places exceeding 40 feet in
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The principal trench opened by Dr. Philexcavations was about GO feet in

diameter.
Excava-

Phiiiips's

tions

y^

•

j

[bull. 60

-^ g.^j.^igr

length and passed through three or four of the ancient excavations,

which were found

with clay intermingled
sparsely with (juarry
implements and shop

to befilled

refuse

from the

face.

The

turbed
the

sur-

undis-

portions

of

deposits

original

consisted

com-

of

pacted clay comparatively free of concre-

tions until a depth of

20 feet or more was
reached,

they

Avhere

To

occur in numbers.

and below
to the depth of 25
feet or more the ancient workmen had
this

Fig.

67.

showing

Section

A, Tlie filled
shop sites.

penetrated

the ancient excavations.
C, The
B, The present surface.

pits.

had

and

carried

tunnels

level

horizontally

irregular

in

from caving in of the imperfectly
The form of the ancient excavations and

fashion, doubtless at great risk
solidified materials above.

the nature of their filling are indi-

The magnitude
work is almost beyond belief, and we are led to
again marvel at the enterprise and
cated in figure G7.
of the ancient

perseverance

of

the

quarrymen,

who must have

been impelled to
their task by interests of ^ital importance to the people of the
valley.
^

Quarry
ments

Imple-

it

^

the
in-

iii

cludc rude blades

resembling the oi'hoe of the region,
which show traces of wear by use

dinary

M

>"^?^

]\

.

The implements emplo^'ed in
quarry work

flint

Fig.

68.

Clul)like

removing

the

implement

concretions

used

from

iu

the

matrix.

in digging, and a number of blunt, somewhat paddle or club like tools
made from oblong chert concretions by rough chipping a haft at

the narrow end and a scraperlike bevel at the broad end

The

(fig.

68).

appears to have been used in freeing the concretions
from the compact matrix by prying and tapping processes, and in
latter tool
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wear on one surface, due, apparently,
with the thumb, which served as a brace, as indicated in

cases they exhibit traces of
to contact
fiffure 69.

Fig.

The

r«0.

Suggested maooor of holdiug the quarry imploment.

which the concretions were carried to be worked up
are marivcd by ckisters of refuse, generally circular
Workj^^ form, as if accumulated in and about lodge sites.
sh'ops^^^*^
The chipping hammers were roundish nodules or
tough portions of chert chipped into convenient form. A study of
the refuse shows that the shaping work was directed largely toward

Fig. 70.

sites to

Examples

of the blades produced aud ready for hafting as hoes.
inches.

Length 4 to 8

the roughing out of implement forms of several classes, as follows:

Large broad blades, varying from ovate-lanceoand ranging from 3 to 18
inches in length and from 2 to 7 inches in width (fig.
(1)

Forms Produced

70)

;

late to triangular forms,

wide short blades of diversified outline, notched near the top
38657°— 19— Bull. 60, pt i
14

{'2)
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to facilitate the

attachment of

a

handle

narrow and thick-bodied blades of

(fig.

71)

chisel, adz,

;

[KULL. 60

(3) comparatively

and

celt types;

(4)

slender blades served as knives and

scrapers

and for the making of

Abortive blades,
malformation
or breakage under the strokes of
the hammer, are found in vast numbers.
On the shop sites numerous
examples of flattish masses of chert
r.nd even partially worked blades
hi'ixv traces of use in some kinds of
abrading operations (figs. 72, 73).
Hoe blade specialized to faciii- According to Dr. Phillips, a numFu:. 71.
Length 4 to 8 inches,
tate hafting.
i^g^. ^f ^i^g chipped blades Well advanced toward the final form have been slightly ground along the
margin as if to facilitate the secondary chipping. It is thought that
the abrading stones may have been devoted to this work
projectile points.

rejected

Fig. 72.

Much-used aliradiug stone.

(One-

fourth actual size.)

because

of

Rejected blade used as an
Fig. 73.
(One-fourth actual size.)
abrader.

There are but slight traces on

shop^*^^'**^

°^

tlie (luarrv-shoi) sites of the getting
out of the smaller blades, but on the Hale place in
^'^® valley this work appears to have been a leading

feature.

Here

also all other classes of

implements
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were trimmed and specialized, and heavy beds of chips and other
wastage of implement making, including the chipping of implements, are found. It is probable also that much selected raw material from the quarries was carried to this place to be worked up.
There are hammerstones of the usual type, as well as numerous chipping tools of deer antler (fig. 74). Many of the latter were discovered by Dr. Phillips in an excavation made through an accumulation
of shop refuse near the bank of the creek back of the Hale residence.
These implements were probably used rather in the secondary trim-

Chipping implements made of the base of deer antlers.

FiG. 74.

(Three-fourths actual

size.)

ming

of the blades than in the roughing-out work.

The

Distribution

Product

The manner

of

suggested in figures 75 and 7G.
distribution of the product of the Mill Creek quarries was
very wide and specimens assignable to this source

their use

is

°^

are found throughout a large area, including por-

Kentucky, Tenand Ohio, but since closely corresponding materials probably
are found at other points somewhat distant from Mill Creek, the
range of the Mill Creek material can not be very definitely determined. Concretionary material of the Mill Creek type is said to
tions of Missouri, Illinois, Indiana,

nessee,
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occur as fur north as Cobden, Union County, and Sellers states that
concretions, which from his description must be closely identical in

Mauner

Fig.

of ii«ing the antler

employed by the

character, were

hammer, imhafted.

tribes of the valley of the Saline

far to the east.^
y-Ast numbers of ilint blades, of the type produced in the INIill
Creek quarry shops, polished by long use in digging, bear ample
testimony to the great importance of agi'iculture among the tribes

Fig. 76.

Manner

of using the antler

hammi

r,

hafted.

of the middle Mississippi Valley. Many hundreds of choice highly
polished specimens are preserved in the collections of Dr. II. ]\I.

Whelpley, of

St. Louis.
1

Sellers,

Observations on Stone-chipping,

p.

881.

XVII. FLINT

QUARRIES NEAR CRESCENT, MO.

JOOD

example of the ancient chert-working sites of tlie Misis found near the village of Crescent, 25 miles
west of St. Louis. Superficial examinations were made by
Mr. Gerard Fowke in 1915 on behalf of the Bureau of American
Ethnology. The follov.ing paragraphs are extracted from his manu-

A(

souri region

script report:

The

and spurs, lias a general direction
toward tlie southeast. The slopes are everywhere covered
[Crescent, Mo.,
.,,
^ t,
^,
i.,
With an immense quantity
of debris, partly from the portion
Quarries!
of the deposit still remaining, but mainly from the accumulated flint which has remained wlien the limestone was carried away, and has
settled to lower levels.
It has been examined as far to the southward as High
Hidge, 7 miles from the IMeramec River. Tliroughout this length the hillsides
are scarred with pits, the remains of aboriginal quarries. Most of these pits are
near the bottom of the deposit. Very few occur along the top of the ridge, and
these only in places where erosion has removed most of the upper portion of the
material. As a rule the digging was done along the lowest part of the deposit.
This is because the upper layers, being more influenced by
flint-capped ridge, witli its windings
.

[The Pittings]

.

-,

Weathering, are less suital)Ie for making

iiiii)leiiients.

The

most exposed portions are porous from the weathering out of
fossils and are also much checked and seamed so that they easily shatter.
At
the extreme bottom of the series there is a foot or more of very fine-grained,
compact stone, which has the texture, color, and chipping quality of chalcedony,
and it was this which was most sought. Judging from the amount of waste iu
the form of spalls and blocks covering the hillsides below, a vast quantity of the
chert was removed and thrown aside in order to reach that which had desirable
flaking qualities. After long exposure most of it resembles chalk, though losing
none of its hardness or fineness of grain. It weathers into vjirious red or yellowish shades, in some cases, though principally quite white.
The most remarkable feature about this deposit is its extreme thickness. In
at least one place it is fully 75 feet from the crest of the ridge to the lowest
level of the flint.
At this point, too, is the most extensive quarrying; the digging was done at three different levels. The lowest is directly on the surface
of a ledge of limestone whose outcrop is several feet thick. After all the wash
from above, one quarry here would require at least a thousand yards of earth
to fill it to the general slope on either side, and there is no way of ascertaining
how far back it may extend under the talus which has slid down into it.
It is safe to say that the flint sought has been reached and removed over an
area of not less than a hundred acres in the parts of the
[Area of Quarries] country examined; and it may well be that this auKHint is
doubled in places not yet examined. Nearly all the chipped
implements found within 50 miles of St. Louis in any direction are made of the
stone from this deposit at least it looks exactly like it and no other deposit is
now known from which it could have been derived. This observation, of course,
does not apply to the spades and hoes made from the Union County (111.) chert,
nor to a few of the very long, slender implements or ceremonials, occasionally
found which are brought from some other region.

—

—
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XVIII.

THE

XOYACULITE QUAEEIES, AEK.

Arkansas quan-ies are possibly even more extensive than
The stone in the best-known localities is a

those of Ohio.

fine-grained variety of chert called novaculite, vrhich occurs
beds of great thickness and undetermined horizontal extent. The
phenomena of these quarries correspond closely in most respects vrith
those of Flint Ridge. Their examination, however, has been superin

promise of discoveries that will add
In 1891 the writer visited one of the
quarry groups located on a high forest-covered ridge
Qu.-,rries N..ar Hot
^'
jj
Indian Mountain, about 2 miles in a northeasterly direction from the railway station at Hot Springs,
Ark. The evidences of quarrying consist of a number of pits and excavations dug in and about the crest of the ridge, which is composed
of massively stratified novaculite weathering out in irregular graj^ish,
rough-sui-faced outcrops, which protrude from the crest or project
on the slopes, forming shoil bjoken cliffs 10 to 20 feet in height.
The largest excavation is on tlie narrow crest of the ridge near
the highest point (see map, fig. 77). It is almost cirTiie I'ittings
cular in outline and about 150 feet in diameter and 25
The rim of the conical depi-ession is
feet in depth.
irregular, being higher at the center of the crest of the ridge and
lower at the sides. On the eastern side the rim is broken down as a
The process
result of extensive digging on that side of the crest.
of excavating this great conical pit was, no doubt, about as
follows: An outcro]) of particularly desirable rock was discovered and was gradually wcjrked out and followed beneath the
As fragments of suitable size and qiuility were obtained
surface.
tlioy were thrown or carried to the margin of the pit and broken up
and trimm('(l with liammerstones into approximate shape for the
desii('<l tools, tlie refuse gradually forming heaps
'j'he nejf'ctage
and I'idges about the excavation. At the present
time the enormous accumuhitions of shop refuse have
ficial,

and at best there

is little

greatly to our present knowlege.

(kiscended on the interior of the mine, partially filling
tlie

it,

and upon

exterior they form slides of broken bits of the i-ichly colored rock,

i'eaching

far-

d(jwii

the slopes of the ridge.

This encircling wall

composed largely of chips and partially shaped fragments, the latter representing all stages in the development of

of refuse
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the leaf-sluipe blades, the

form recjuired for final
arrow points, knives,

into spearheads,
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specialization
scrapers,

and

Scores of tons of these faihires conld be colwhile freely intermingled with the refuse are

the rude hannners of ({uartzite

made by

slightly reshaping bowlders

of tough (juartzite i)r()bably obtained in the valleys
Chipping Hammers

This particular ]nt was entered by the whites
and a shaft was sunk in the center for
the purpose of determining whether or not the rocks contained gold or
other })recious metal, for it was popularly believed that these pits
were old Spanish diggings where the early adventurers obtained
fabled gold. It would seem that a very slight experience with the
barren flinty novaculite must have discouraged the unlucky prossectors.
Some of the shaft timbers are still in place in this pit,
and the careless observer might readily be led to believe that the
excavations were wholly due to modern enterprise.
Recent Digging
That the i-eceiit work has not seriously changed the
contour of the ancient (juai'ries is evident from the
fact that neai'ly the entire mass of rejected material, interior and
exterior, is coini)osed of artihcially shaped materials, the result of
below.

in recent 3"ears

1

the ancient operations.

Seeming evidence of the use of

fire

in (luari-ying is

found

in

some

of the lateral diggings where there has been undermin-

Here certain faces of the novacidite, protected
from the weather by overhanging ledges, display
Idackened patches which may be due to the ancient fires.
Another very important group of these (juarries near Magnet Cove
was somewluit huri-iedlv examined by the writer and
Magnet Cove Qunij.^^.^.^ collections wei'c made.
The sketch map (fig.
78) will convey some definite idea of the vast extent
of the work in this place.
Later, at his request, a more careful
examination was conducted by Prof. AV. P. Jenney, from whose
unpublished account the following paragraphs are extracted

Use of Fire

ing.

These old excavations are located on the top of the divide between the watei-s
Cove Creek and Pleasant Run, a branch of Ten Mile Creek, about twelve
miles east of Hot SiM-inj^s. They consist of a lunnber of shallow excavations
upon the broad, rounded crest of the divide, covering a belt three hundred to
six hundred feet in width, the workings following the general strike of the
novaculite strata at this point, to wit, N. 60 degrees to 70 degrees E. As far as
I followed the divide
for a distance of one and a half miles
these workings
continued, and are reported to extend, with breaks at intervals, an extreme
distance of four miles southwesterly from this ])oint. They are at present covered with soil and overgrown by oak timber of ordinary size. The excavations
are nearly tilled l)y the caving in of the loose waste from the surrounding
dumps, but were evidently worked to a depth of tifteen to thirty or forty feet,
apparently, as open cuts or trenches, following the purest and most valuable

of

—

—
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Some are one hundred to three hundred feet in length,
but the greater number of these workings consist of shallow pits twenty to
fifty feet in length, probably ten to thirty feet in width originally, before
caving, and fifteen to twenty-five feet deep, being opened at intervals irregularly
along the course of the layers of the novaculite most useful to those doing the
Strata of the novaculite.

work.

The whole ridge

is

composed of novaculite, with a strike N. G5 degrees E.,
fifty to sixty degrees.
Most of the novacujg coarse-grained, impure, and unsuitable for the manu-

dipping south at
[Character of the

jj^-g

On the crest of the divide several
beds of novaculite outcrop, which are of very fine quality and are interbedded
with the coarser strata. These pure beds are from five to twenty-five feet in
thickness.
The rock is white, yellowish, or bluish white in color, breaking
readily with a smooth conchoidal fracture. The whole surface of the ridge in
the vicinity is covered with chips of pink, red, or white novaculite, rarely darkcolored or black, and always having a fine-grained structure. The pure white
agate-like novaculite being evidently the most worked and sought for, the waste
dumps show that coarse-grained, impure, and much-fractured rock was discarded. Many of these Hint chips show serrated edges, as if discarded after an
attempt had been made to fashion an arrow head or cutting tool.
The tools used l)y these ancient miners appear to have been balls of stone or
natural bowlders of three sizes, the smallest one and a half
[Quarry Sledges]
to two and a half inches in diameter, the second size three to
four inches, and the largest six to eight inches in diameter
these bowlders or stone hammers are mostly dark grey syenite some bowlders
of hard igneous rocks as well as hard quartzite of grey and brown shades of
None of these rocks occur in the ridge, these bowlders being evidently
color.
brought from the beds of streams draining the area covered by the eruptive
rocks to the southeast, the nearest localities from which these tools could have
facture of implements.

;

been obtained being some two miles distant.
In the extent of one and a half miles examined on the crest of this divide
I would estimate the aggregate quantity of material which
must have been excavated at 100,000 cubic yards.

The product of these wonderftil workings doubtless comprised
multitudes of chipped implements, mostly of rather small size, examples of which are found in every valley and on every hill in the
region about. The rejected forms and the hammers used are identical

with those from the Indian Mountain

site.

XIX.

THE

CHERT QUARRIES OF THE GREAT PLAINS

—the followers
— depended largely

linnter tribes of the Great Plains region

of the

now vanished herds

of bulfalo

on the brittle varieties of stone for their implements and
weapons, and the region furnishes vast numbers of all types of
these.
The hunter was in evidence rather than the cultivator of the
soil, but agricultural implements are widely distributed along the
Vast
fertile valleys tributary to the Mississippi on the west.
numbers of chipped implements, especially knives, scrapers, and
projectile points, are scattered over the country and not infrequently
are recovered from cache deposits where placed possibly as offerings to the gods of the chase. The sources of the several varieties
of chert have been imperfectly explored.
On the eastern bordei*
they extend in a wide belt from north to south through Iowa,
eastern Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas, associated always with the carboniferous formations. Farther west the
cretaceous quartzites afford a supply of excellent material for implements, and extensive quarries have been located in Wyoming.

Oklahoma

A

single typical

example of the

of the great plains area

may

(juarries of the eastern

margin

be described in some detail, although

observed that the}' corres})ond closely in all important respects
with the quarries of massive Hint elsewhere. A somewhat detailed
account of this group was published by the present writer in Bulletin 21 of the Bureau of American Ethnology (1894).
On what
was formerly laiown as the Peoria Reservation, now included in
OttaAva County. Okla., extensive quarries of a whitish massive chert
are located. These were originally known as Spanish diggings and
were first reported to the Geological Survey as flint quarries by
Prof. W. P. Jenney. who was engaged in 1891 in
''*^°'^
^^^^ study of the lead mines of the Joplin region.
i\nn"s*'
They are located about 7 miles northwest of Seneca,
Mo., and soine 10 miles southeast of Baxter Springs, Kans.
At an early date the whites learned of the ancient diggings and
work was undertaken by various parties and at long intervals with

it is

'
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the view of rediscovering the deposits of precious metals supposed
to have been worked by the Spanish or otlier peoples in early times.
Several shafts were sunk about the old pits, some to the depth, it

As

50 or GO feet.

is said, of

was founcL

matter of course nothing of vahie

a

It is reported that

some of the explorers discovered

iron tools of a primitive type in the ancient pits, but it must be
assumed that these were left by our own pioneer miners, since there

no evidence either that the Spanish were ever here, or that the
aborigines possessed metal tools.
is

The beds of chert are of unknown area and of great thickness.
They are of upper subcarboniferous age and outcrop about the margins of the shallow stream courses, forming in places a low rounded

The ancient implement-makers doubtless bework
gan
at the more accessible points along the
margin of the outcrop and gradually by longcontinued operations carried the pits and trenches far back into the
slope. The excavations in the main took the form of roundish pits,
scarp.

The Quarry Work

Fiii. 7y.

Section tliruugli a sioglc yuarry pit well

lilled

with shop debris.

but on the margins of the area trenches in the solid rock a hundred
feet or more in length were carried along the ledge. Where the work
The Fittings

was deep the refuse about the margins accumulated
and filled the older excavations (fig. 79). It is not
probable that many of the pits' w^ere more than 10
deep. At present the greatest depth is about 5 feet and

or 15 feet
the width of the roundish depressions does not exceed 40 feet.
The story of the working of the quarries and the manipidation of
the stcne
Woriishops

if

the

is

to be read with almost as

work had

closed but yesterda}^

much ease
The masses

as

of

fresh chert were removed from the pits and broken
up, and choice fragments were selected for further treatment. Shops
were established on the margins of the pits, on the dump heaps, and
iit

convenient points in the vicinity

(fig.

80).

To-day

in

numerous

cases circular clusters of chert refuse indicate the position of the
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lodges in and about which the work was carried on.
a sliallow depression,

lodge

Lodge Sites

(fig.

81).

this are
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In the center

which was the

Around

I

is

fireplace of the

accunudations of

fragments, flakes, partially worked rejects, and the
hammerstones left b}' the workinen, the Avliole remaining seemingly
undisturbed since the period of occupation. Outside of these circular

were brought from the
quarry and deposited within reach of the workmen, arid in some
cases flattish lumps of chert, probably used as seats or anvils, are
surrounded by piles of refuse. Not only are these shop phenomena
thus fresh and undisturbed, but in some instances the flint seems
clusters are heaps of chert masses just as they

Fig. so.

I'lan of ]odg(>

shop

site

showing central Are
shaping refuse.

pit

and

circle of chert

Mocks and

hardly to have changed color or to have suffered in the least from
weathering or from tlie fires which must at times have swept the
forest.

The work

of quarrying and shaping the stone corresponds in

nearly every respect with that of the Flint Kidge and Arkansas
quarries already described. Tlie ordinary and almost exclusive product of the shaping
The Shaped

i>rod-

work was some form of

blade, a

most cases at least to be subuct
sequently elaborated into implements of more highly
specialized type, as hoes, knives, and projectile points. A series of
^^^^^^^ ^^^.^ intended in
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shaping work
given in figure 82; characteristic abortive blades are seen in figures

rejects illustrating various degrees of progress in the
is

As on all other similar sites where material of suitable
was worked, large numbers of fragments, spalls, and chips

83 and 84.
quality
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were doubtless selected and carried away for use in making the different smaller implements and also as implements without further
shaping. As in other cases where dwelling was not associated with
the factory site, no specialized implements were found. The nearest
approach to the typical completed blade is illustrated by the fragment shown in figure 85. Among the debris a few large thick blades
occur, notched in opposite margins as if to be hafted as picks (fig.
8G), and several fluted cores or nuclei from which thin flakes had
/••^.

N

\
1

;

•
•;

1

]

^^^"7^

Fig. 85.

Blade broken near point of completion.

(One-half actual size.)

been detached were found (fig. 8T). Typical hammerstones made of
gnarled chert occur in numbers.
The stone is a white and yellowish gray chert of exceptional massiveness and homogeneity but of ojily moderate fracturing qualities.
It is not so well suited for making the smaller implements as is the
Flint Ridge material and not so well adapted to the manufacture of
very large blades as the Mill Creek chert. However, among the rejectage of the site are

many

partially

worked and abandoned

speci-

mens, measuring a foot or more in length, indicating attempts to
secure blades of large size. Implements of this material are found
scattered over a wide area, l)ut may not be safely traced to this particular locality since there are, doubtless, in the general region,

many

and shops where kindred material was worked.
Subse(}uent to the writer's two visits Dr. W. C. Barnard, of Seneca,
Mo., had examined this and numerous sites of minor importance in
the region and had made valuable collections.
38657°— 19— Bull. GO, pt i
15
other

quarries
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A

remarkable

eaclie of ])rojectile jxjints

ered in Delaware County, Okla., the

Fig. 8G.

Slij;btly notchi^d spi'ciuK'n, possibly

[bull. 60

has recently been discovas last reported by

number

used as a pick.

(Unt'-half actual size.)

Dr. Barnard reaching the very large total of 22,000. Those found
near the surface in the cache are of the material quarried in the
Ottawa County (juarries discovered by Dr. Barnard, while those at
lower depths are of the flint found in an old river bed near the cache.
In the vicinity of the village of Afton, a few miles to the southwest
of the Ottawa County quarlies, a

Tho Afton Cache

most

interesting

cache of
projectile

blades,

points,

knives,

and other forms of

implements, nearly a thousand in all, was obtained by
the writer from a sulphur
spring, where they had been
deposited, doubtless, as an
offering

to

powers.

The

fine quality,

the

superior

Fig. 87.

Nucleus from which

been struck.

chert

is

flake knives

(One-half actual

have

size.)

of

white or of mottled bluish-grays, and

may have been
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derived from quarries in the immediate region.^ This site was first
reported b}' Dr. R. H. Harper, of Afton, who generously turned over
to the Mui.eum a hirge number of specimens obtained from the springThe implements of this
deposit previous to the writer's arrivah
deposit are of mottled tints, a bluish-gray prevailing. It is thus

apparent that they could not have come from the Peoria Reserva(Ottawa County) quarries a short distance to the northeast, but
were derived rather from other quarries in the vicinity, possibly from
certain so-called Spanish diggings reported to occur at Vanita and
at other points in the extensive region to the west in which the Permian formations are exposed.
tion

Kansas
Numerous reports

of the occurrence of extensive workshops where

chert was obtained and worked up by the aborigines in the State
of Kansas have been submitted, but no well-marked quarries have

been noted.

It

is

evident that the extensive areas of Permian strata

and further exploration will doubtbring to light the ancient diggings. Very full accounts of the
chert-uorking industry of the region identified as Quivira by J. V.
BroAver have been published by this enthusiastic explorer, and valuable collections of implements i)resenting exceptional features of
form have been made and preserved in our museums.^

are rich in workable materials,
less

*

2

Holmes, Flint Implements, etc., from a Sulphur Spring at Afton, Ind. Ter.
Brower, Memoirs of Exiiloratious in the Basin of the Mississippi, vols, i and

ii.

XX. QUARTZITE QUARRIES,

WYOMING

PASSING

over a broad expanse of prairie and plain and approaching the Rocky Mountain higliland, we again encounter
traces of ancient activity in the stone-Avorking industry.

Wyoming, which may extend

A

Nebraska
and Dakota, bears evidence of extensive operations. The best-known
quarries of this region are located eastward of the Platte River in
the northern part of what was Laramie (now Platte) County, Wyo.,
and in adjoining parts of Converse County on the north, and are
laige area in eastern

confined to the exposures of quartzite strata of

also into

Lower Cretaceous

age.

Robert F, Gilder, of Omaha, visited the region in 1906 and on one
or more subsequent occasions, and published accounts of the remarkable phenomena of the quarries in tlie Sunday World Herald
(Omaha) of September 2, 1906. He prepared a sketch map locating
some 20 groups of the ancient diggings, which were originally known
locally as Spanish diggings, to which he gave the names of various
persons who have taken part in the study of the quarry phenomena
here and elsewhere in the United States (fig. 88). The largest of
these groups he estimated to cover 40 acres of ground. One of the
sites was visited by Dr. George A. Dorsey in 1900, and a number of
other persons have made more or less careful observations of the
phenomena, among whom are Walter P. Jenney, J. B. Hatcher,
ILirlan I. Smith, Stewart Culin, and Neil M. Judd.
It is interesting to observe that the phenomena of these (juarries
and the associated workshops correspond in nearly every respect
with those of the more eastern quarries, where kindred forms of
material were Avorked by the aborigines. The following brief account of one of the quarry groups is abstracted in large part from
This group is located on a rounded
the report of Dr. Dorsey.^
eminence in the southern part of Converse County, Here and there
over the surface are many pits having a diameter of 20 to 50 feet
and a depth of 10 to 30 feet. The walls and bottoms of these excavations are covered with flinty refuse which, although artificially broken
up, shows little indication of having been otherwise worked by man.
Near the base of the hill on the east side is a deep ravine or wash
with vertical walls, wdiich affords an exposure of the massive quartzIn the face
ite of varieofated hues 30 or more feet in thickness.
I
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of this wall are seen rounded or elliptical concretions of fine-grained
chert, many taking the form of chalcedony and agate, materials

highly prized by the tribes for the manufacture of projectile points,
scrapers, and other small chipped implements (figs. 89, 90).
In the more open spaces between the pits, especially on the southern slope of the eminence, are

Fig. 88.

Sketch

map

of the

many round

Wyoming

tipi circles manifestly

quartzite quarry area, by R. F. (jilder.

representing recent occupancy of the site. Xo quarry implements
except hammerstones were found, and these were merely rough, irregular masses of quartzite or nodules of other materials which, on
account of their hardness and toughness, were suitable for the pur-

Their identification as implements was made possible by the
presence of abrasions which could only have come from usage in
pose.
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Present appearance of the

Wyoming

quartzite quarries.
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breaking up large masses of hard rock and blocking out the forms of
implements. An examination of the rejectage of the shaping work
about the pits shows that the material most utilized was that which
could be worked up into knife blades or long and rather broad lance
heads or into still larger leaf-shape implements, destined, perhaps,
for agricultural purposes. Nothing whatever was found in a finished state, and even partially worked specimens were not numerous.
The refuse about the j^its is characterized by the large size of the
partially shaped rejects.
No work whatever seems to have been done
on the small jasper and chalcedony nodules about the pits, this being
reserved for the specializing shops established usually at or near
the camping places. As a consequence, on the latter sites numerous
small rejects, usually of leaf-shape pattern, occur and small flakes
and small hammerstones made from jasper or other nodular material are found in numbers.
No single specimen of finished arrowhead was encountered on these sites, nor was any reject discovered
from which one could safely predict its destined specialized shape.
Small scrapers are met with in surprising quantities, not only about
the tipi circles near the quarries, but also in the vicinity of the large
circles near the Lauk & Stein ranch, 30 miles away, and at the innumerable sites encountered on the road between the ranch and the
quarry, all of which show evidence of having been workshops. It
is remarkable, however, that at none of the shop sites between the
ranch and the quarry was any evidence found of the shaping of large
leaf-shape implements, the rejectage of which appears plentifully
on the quarry sites. This might be taken to indicate that the larger
forms after blocking out were carried to distant places in agricultural districts to be

worked up.

Dr. Dorsey concludes, however, as the result of his examination,
that the work in these quarries was probably done by some of the
Plains tribes, within a comparatively recent period, yet previous to
the advent of the white race in the region.

XXI. OBSTDTAX MIXES

OBSIDIAX, a

volcanic glass of veiy diversified characteristics

was much utilized by the American
It is found in vast deposits in the
Avestern half of Xorth America, and in Mexico and Central America.
The -workings where it was obtained thus far have
United states
received but meager attention. In 18T8 the writer
of color and texture,

aboi-igines in their arts.

superficial studies of the remarkable deposits of
Yellowstone Xational Park, especially in Obsidian
Canyon, where cliffs of black, rudely columnar glass rise to the height

made

this material in the

of 100 feet or more (fig. 91).^ The refuse of aboriginal operations
observed at a number of points indicate the manufacture of the usual
varieties of chijiped implements. It is surmised that the aborigines
probably worked the deposits of obsidian at many points in the

volcanic area of the Yellowstone and Snake Eiver Valleys.
Obsidian was worked somewhat extensively in the mountains of

northern

Xew

Mexico, in Xevada, and Arizona, and the Pacific

States are exceedingly rich in this material, and, although no important quarries have been located, there can be little question that such

Among

the most remarkable chipped implements in America,
world for that matter, are the obsidian knives of California, the largest of which are upward of oO inches in length and
at the same time are of remarkable symmetry and beauty of finish
It is an especially noteworthy fact that the art of working
(fig. U'2).
obsidian is practiced successfully as a matter of gain to-day by cer-

exist.

and

in the

tain California Indians.

A

lay-figure group, intended to illustrate

by the ancient Californians and constructed
supervision for the San Diego Exposition, is

the working of obsidian

under the writer's
shown in figure 93.
Obsidian was quarried extensively in Mexico, and the best known
mines are found in the State of Hidalgo, about 12
Mexico
miles northeast of the city of Pachuca, on the
mountain known as Sierra de las Xavajas, the
" Mountain of the Knives." It was the writer's good fortune to visit
this mountain in 1899. The journey from the City of Mexico was
made in company with Prof. G. K. Gilbert, and the trip over the
1

Holmes, Notes on an Extensive Deposit of Obsidian in

Park,

p.

247.
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Giant coluums of impure obsidian, Obsidian Canyon, Yellowstone National I'ark,
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Fig. 92.

Obsidian blades from California.

(One-third actual

[bull. CO

size.)
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mount ain roads was an extremely rough one. While at the mines
we were the guests of Sefior Amador, owner of the hacienda on
which the Mountain of the Knives is situated. The lower slopes of
the mountain are covered with open pine forest, in places over-

grown with tall grass and on the steeper parts with underbrush.
Everywhere are scattered fragments of obsidian, and groups of
irregular mounds, alternating Avith depressions and pits, extend
indefinitely up the foivst-covoi-ed ridge.
The pits and depressions

Fig. 93.

Obsidian worlifr« iu California.

From

a lay tigure model,

life size,

prepared

by the author.

mark

the sites of the ancient excavations, while the hillocks are the

heaps and ridges of debris thrown out from them.
The enterprising peoples of the valleys below must have operated
the mines vigorously for centuries to have thus
The Fittings
workcd over hundreds of acres of the mountain side.
The deep pittings and heavy ridges of excavated
debris are practically continuous over an area of a mile or two in
length, with a width reaching in places possibly to a fourth of a mile.
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It is not unlikely that there are other

worked areas

[bull. GO

in the vicinity,

and

extensive workings are reported in the vicinity of Ococingo, several

miles toward the east. No outcrops of the obsidian are to be seen
on this part of the mountain, and it is apparent that the ancient
miners had exploited the entire slope in search of deposits lying at
varying depths beneath the surface. The depth of the wider depresor 8 feet, but some are deeper, and
sions usually does not exceed
many take the form of wells from 3 to 10 feet in diameter and 15
or "20 feet deej), with vertical or overhanging walls. Many of these
must have been nnich deeper, for the debris thrown out is more
extensi\e than the present openings woidd suggest, and there can
be no doubt that in numerous cases tunneling was continued horizontally or obliquely for considerable distances along productive
The heaps and ridges of debris
layers or bodies of the obsidian.
thrown out are rarely more than 10 feet in height, but they are well
pronounced and abrupt, and the total irregularities of the slope are
Very generally
so great that explorjition is tedious and difficult.
obsidian,
and
in many cases
the debris is intermingled with broken
fragments
of
broken
and
it seems to consist almost exclusively
forms
desired.
flakes left by the workmen engaged in getting out the
In places there are large heaps of flakes where the choice fragments
of stone were brought from the mines and placed in the hands of
the flakers to be worked uj).
Extensive areas are covered with these deposits of pure black
resonant flakes and fragments. One great heap
Deposits of Flak^yj^j^.j^ ]igg ^^pon the mountain slope is more than
age
40 feet in vertical extent and many feet in depth,
comprising jierhaps 20,000 or 30,000 cubic feet of flakage. Efforts
were made to dig into this remarkable deposit (fig. 94), but no
headway could be made, as there was no earth to hold the flakes
together and the holes dug were immediately filled by sliding,
tinkling slivers of glass from above, every piece of which seemed
as clean and incisive of edge as when struck off by the workmen
perhaps hundreds of years ago. The relation of the deposit of
refuse to the mountain slope is suggested in the section, figure 95.
Being without a})pliances for descending into the deeper pits, little
was learned of the subterranean phenomena, and
iiammerstones
no traces were discovered of the implements used in
the mining and shaping operations, except a number
of hammerstones, which are identical in shape with the chipping hammers used in our northern quarries (fig. 90). The larger specimens,
4 or 5 inches in diameter and somewhat discoidal or cheese-shaped,
were doubtless employed in breaking the obsidian in the mass, but the
smaller, many of which are globular in form, must have been used
.

.

.
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Great deposits of obsidian flal^es and other shop refuse, Mountain of the
Knives, Mexico. The author at the right and W. W. Blalie at the left.
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in the hand simpi}', or with a light haft attached, in the work of
breaking up the fragments and in trimming them down to the
desired contour. Most of the stone is a tough kiva, and the periph-

eries

show the usual evidences of battering.

It is well

known

that the ancient dwelling sites of the general

region, including the Valley of Mexico, are strewn
Flake Knives

with countless knives which have been derived by
fracture from

faceted cylindrical nuclei, partially

exhausted specimens of which are widely distributed, and evidence of
the getting out of these nuclei Avas to be expected on the quarry site.
Examination developed the fact that here the rejectage deposits

abound
^°^

^^^^^^

Makfn"-

in abortive nuclei

jected because lacking in

(fig.

97), Avhicli were re-

some of the

sary to successful flake blade-making.

qualities necesIt

was re()uisite

that the material should be fine-grained, flawless, and uniform in texture; the shape

Fig. 95.

had

to

be roughly cylindrical, and

it

was

essential that

Section of the great deposit of ilakage, obsidian mines, Mountain of the Knives,
Mexico.

one end should be smoothly S(|uared olT. so that the flaking tool would
have the proper surface for receixing the stroke or other form of impact required for removing the long slender blades. Of course, the
flake kni\"es were not made on the quarry site, as the edges of the
blades were so delicate that transportation would have subjected them
to injury; therefore the selected nuclei were carried away, and the
knives made by expert workmen, whenever and wherever they were
required. It is impossible to form even an approximate estimate of
the number of successful nuclei produced and carried away, l)ut the
product of the work on this site must have been enormous. Examples
of tlie exhausted cores found widely distributed over the Valley of
Mexico are shown in figure 98.
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Besides the rejectage of nuclei making and the hammerstones
ah^eady referred to, a few other varieties of artifacts were obtained
on the quarry site. In some of the heaps of refuse were found a

number of

Fig. 96.

scraper-like objects

(fig.

99),

made by taking

Hammerstones from the obsidian mines of Mexico.

a long, thick

(One-half actual

size.)

flake with one smooth, concave side, and removing a few chips
around the margin of the wider end on the convex face, giving a keen
scraping edge. It is surmised that these were employed in shaping
and sharpening the wood and antler tools required in the quarry-shop
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Fig. 98.
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Exhausted or nearly exhausted nuclei from the Valley of Mexico.
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Other interesting partially worked implements, the final
work.
shape of which could not be determined, are shown in figure 100.
Strangely enough, there seems to be an almost total absence from this
site of the manufacture of incipient leaf-blade forms from which
knives, spear points, and arrowheads were usually specialized.

although blade-derived implements are found plentifully in the
about the base of the mountain (fig. 101). These may have
been produced in other quarries than those examined.
It may be difficult to identify the workers of these mines with any
particular people, but it is safe to conclude that the Aztecs had a
Land in the work. The Spanish invaders found these flake knives
fields

22C)
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in universal use

by this people, and the inhabited
abound in these implements.

[bull. 60

sites of tliis as well

as of other stocks

Plentiful evidences of the manufacture of implements of obsidiiin
are found in widely distributed areas in Mexico, but the workings

lune not been reported on in

detail.

HOLMES
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Mention should be made of the fact that the various forms of
chipped artifacts referred to above as associated with sites where
the raw material was obtained are by no means the only product of
the obsidian-working industry in Mexico. Vast numbers of articles
of use were produced by the processes of crumbling and abrading as
well as by chipping, and even elaborately carved jewelry, vases, and
idols were worked out with astonishing elaboration of detail and
refinement

(if

finish.

The obsidian product was widely

froui the mining
and occasional implements of
obsidian found in the Mississippi Valley it is not necessary to assume
that the ancient peoples visited distant parts or that it came by
trade from afar. It is quite reasonable to suppose that fragments
of this material may have been carried by flood and ice from the
great deposits in the Rocky Mountains of Montana, far down the
Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, to be lodged in the banks and bars
of the rivers in what are now Dakota, INIinnesota, and even Illinois
and Missouri.
The most remarkable instance known of the wide distribution from

distributed

centers, but in accounting for stray bits

the quarry source of obsidian artifacts

is

that of

a

deposit of knives

found in an Ohio mound. Hundreds of carefully chipped blades of
medium and large size, now preserved in the Field Museum of Natural History, were obtained from a burial mound in Ross County,
the nearest source of supply being the Yellowstone country, upward
It is, however, regarded as probable that
of 1,500 miles away.
these implements, on account of their remarkable forms, were derived
from the mines of IMexico, still more distant, rather than from any
northern source.

Mr. M. H. Saville, of the Museum of the American Indian (Heye
Foundation), on returning from his 1917 researches in Guatemala,
reports the occurrence of extensive quarries of obsidian along the
at La Joya, about 18 miles east of
The
cuts
through
road
the obsidian deposits for a
Guatemala City.
miles
and
the
roadbed
more
is ballasted with obsidian.
2
or
distance of
operations
extensive
arc
ancient
but, as in the Mexican
traces
of
The
quarries, the work was confined to the collection of raw material
line of the

Guatemala Railroad

roughing out of cores and implements. Another quarry
From this and fi'om the La Joya site,
the obsidian, extensively employed by the occupants of the ancient
centers of habitation about Guatemala City, was probably obtained.

and

is

to the

reported near Antigua.

STEATTTK QUArvEIES

XXTT.

STEATITE

is

a

soft,

touo-h,

talcoso

rock,

commonly

called

sonpstone, which occurs in massive liodies in association with

other metamor])hic rocks. It was hiiihly prized by the Indian tribes and served many important pnrposes in their arts and
industries.
It has the very desirable qualit}'^ of
^'''"

i-esisting the action of fire and is thus especially
adapted for the manufacture of cooking utensils.
It is readily carved and susceptible of a high degree of surface finish.
The color, when fresh, is usually a somewhat greenish-gray, but
when polished and subjected to long-continued handling it becomes
almost black, presenting an attractive appearance. The aborigines
teriT^^'''''^

in their search for materials fitted to serve

and attempted to

them

in their simple arts

masses of this
tough stone, finding it, however, unsuited for most purposes to
which the harder stones were devoted. We may safely infer that
step by step the peculiar (lualities and adaptabilities of the material
became known, and that after the available loose masses were exhausted the rock in place was attacked where it outcropped in the
stream beds and on the hillsides.
The manner of conducting the quarry work was substantially as
prol)ably discovered

utilize loose

soft

follows:
Operations'^'"^

j^^^ been

When

a sufficient area of the solid stone

Uncovered, the

workmen proceeded with

stone picks to detach such portions as were desired.

happened to be uneven, the projections or convexities
and the cutting w^as not difficult. Where the rock was
massive and the surface flat, a circular groove was cut, outlining the
mass to be removed, and the cutting was continued until a depth was
reached corresponding to the height of the utensil to be made; then
by undercutting the nucleus was detached or the stem so far severed
that it could be liroken olf l)y means of stone sledges or levers of wood.
If the stone hajipened to be laminated, a circular groove was cut
through at right angles to the bedding, and the discoidal mass was
removed without the need of undercutting. Where the conditions
Avere favorable, a second disk was cut adjoining the first, and then
a third, and so on, pretty much as the housewife cuts u^) the layer
of dough in biscuit making.
If the surface

were

utilized,
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the floor and walls of a well-developed quarry are fully

exposed, the details of the ancient operations are
The Shaping Work

clearly displayed.

In cases

it

is

seen that the task

of cutting out the mass was just begun
tions in the quarry closed, while in others

it

when

opera-

was well under way

and the bulbous vessel nucleus now stands out in bold relief (fig. 102).
In cases where undercutting has taken place, the rounded form resembles a mushroom on its stem and is ready to be removed by a
heavy blow; while in many other cases we see only roundish
dei^rossions in the quarry surface, in the bottoms of which are

Fig. lu2.

Lump

of soapstone partly cut out of the mass.

(Diameter, about 12 inches.)

stumps or scars indicating that removal of the mass has taken place
(fig. 103).
It often happened that the work was
Abortive Work
stopped by the cliscovery of defects in the stone. In
very many cases defects were not discovered imtil
late, and the operation of removal at the last moment became abortive instead of breaking off at the base, as was intended, the cleavage
of the stone was such that the body split in two, leaving a portion
remaining attached to the stem.
A noteworthy feature of the cutting out of these masses of stone
is the attendant shaping of the mass, which was rudely sculptured
as the work went on, the contour of the vessel being approximately
;
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In the eastern United States rude nodes were carved
at opposite ends of the mass as incipient handles, and excavation of
the bowl was already well under way before the removal took place.
So far as observed, the quarries rarely yield evidence of any other
shaping work than that of obtaining the rounded
r'rorinct
Quarry
bodies of stoue and the partial development of some
form of vessel. Tobacco pipes, sinkers, baking plates,
ceremonial objects, amulets, ornaments, and images were made,
developed.

mostly no doubt from choice bits of stone carried away for the

PiG. 103.

Tbf stump

pose, or perhaps often

broken in

left

by breaking

off

]^uv-

the globular lump.

from fragments of the thick-walled

vessels

use.

About the quarries and in the quarry debris are many partly shaped
specimens rejected on account of serious defects of fracture, besides
many irregular fragments and masses, usually showing some defect
of texture, explaining their abandonment.
Steatite

is

of very general distribution in eastern

Canada and the

Atlantic States and has been mined by the aborigines
Geographical

Dis-

j^ numbcrless localities, especially in

New England,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of Columbia, and
the Appalachian regions to the south. Deposits are
found in "Wvomiug and in other States of the Great Divide. In the

ries
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an undetermined
mines
of this material has been collected in Middle and South America.
In the East two extensively worked quarries have been carefully
studied by the writer, one in the suburbs of Wash*''''
"^g^on City and the other in Fairfax County, Va.
nne o!,'arry
These may be taken as types, the manner of operating,
the implements used, and the product being much the same everywhere. The former, known as the Eose Ilill quarry, is located on
Connecticut Avenue 4 miles from the White House. Here steatite
of somewhat inferior quality outcropjied in the banks of a small
stream and in two rounded hills which rise to the right and left.
Pacific

States

it

extent in the Arctic regions.

The

first

to

Little evidence of the presence of

account of the superficial features of this

site

was given

Twelfth Annual Report of the Peabody
Museum of Archeology and Ethnology in 1870. Later, Frank H.
Gushing made examinations and collections from the surface, and in
1800 the old pittings were cleared out and exhaustively studied by
the present wa-iter. The old excavations were shallow, but extended
over considerable areas, and numerous partly worked and rejected
A-essels and many quarry implements were collected.
The abortive
vessels illustrated in figure 104 show with remarkable clearness the
marks left by the shaping tools. The ordinary form of vessel produced in the eastern quarry shops is shown in figure 105.
The Clifton quarry had been extensively operated and was opened
up and fully cleared out by WilliamDinwiddie, of the
Fairfax
County,
]3,^u.gjj^^ of American Ethnology, under the writer's
*'•'
A a., Quarry
direction, in 1893.
The exposure of steatite had been
followed into the hillside about 100 feet by the aboriginal miners,
and the excavations in places reached a depth of nearly 20 feet in the
solid stone, 10,000 or more cubic feet of which had been removed.
A general view of the excavations after clearing out is presented in
figure lOG. It is seen that the entire steatite surface is scarred by the
jiick work of the quarrymen.
A number of the implements used in this and other quarries of

by Elmer K. Eeynolds

in the

'

_

the region are

_

shown

_

in figures 107-110.

They

include chisel-like

forms made of several varieties of tough stone and grooved axes
diverted from their normal uses and employed as picks. In many
instances the latter are broken, sj^lintered, and modified by reshaping
until the original form, excepting the groove, which was protected
by the hafting, was lost. The discovery of a longitudinally grooved
gouge-form implement (fig. Ill) in the Rose Hill (juarry near Washington is a noteworthy occurrence, since specimens of this type are
rare outside of New England.
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Fig. 104.

^--aI-

Unflnished vessels broken during the shaping work.
actual size.)

(About one-fourth
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Fig. 107.

Chisel and pick like furms of quarry implements.
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Chisel and pick like forms of quarry implements.
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Grooved axes employed as picks

woik

in the quarry work.
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(One-half actual

size.)
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other quarries in the South have been earefull}^ examined

and those of the Pennsylvania reoion have received

New

Eng an

only snperficial attention, althouiih large collections

and partially worked utensils
more
thoroiiirh
examinations ha\"e been made
have been made.
in the quarries of New England at lii'istol, Conn.; ]Milll>ury, Xorth
AVilbraham, and Westfield, Mass.; and Johnson, Vt. All, however,
present nearly identical features. The manner of operating tlie
of

the

inipk-nients

jNIucIi

;v^

Nl'w EnjjUind type ('iii;)l().\ t'd iu tlio Couuceticut AvemiL' quiirries.
(One-half actual size.)

(jou.no of

Fio. 111.

quarries, the traces of shaping work,

are

much

and the implements employed

the same e\erywhere.

Soapstone was worked also in Wyoming, and numei'ous examples
of the articles made have been collected, but the
California

Qua

i-

„.,j.j.i^.y

scribed.
Vv'orking industry

bceii

definitely

located

California,

however,

the

j^.j^.y

In

jj^.^

had reached important proportions.

located on the island of Santa Catalina were first

or

de-

soapstone-

The

(juarries

examined and

described by Schumacher,^ and more recently by the ]n-esent writer.1 Schumacher,
Metliotl of Manufacture of Several Articles by the former Indians of
Southern California, p. I'lSO.
- Holmes, Anthropological Studies iu California.
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closely

with

those of the East, but the articles produced are quite distinct

much more

and

varied in form and often of superior finish.

Figure 112
illustrates a small portion of the worked surface of an exposed body
of steatite at Pots Valley, Santa Catalina Island. The stumps indicate the removal of several roundish masses of stone, as were required in the shaping of the large globular cooking pots, many fine
examples of which have been collected on the islands and the
neighboring mainland. A life-size group in plaster, designed to illus-

FiG.

li;^.

Traces ot

alJoiigiij;il

work

iu

soapstone quarry, Santa Caralina Island.

work on Santa Catalina Island, is exAmerican Archeologj^, United States
National Museum, and is illustrated in figure 113. The exceptional
range in form and function of the articles made in this place is
indicated by the contents of a grave opened by the writer within a
few yards of the quarry face. With the badly crushed skeleton was
a shallow dish, two broken pestles, and a number of sculptures and
small articles, all of soapstone, and possibly made for the special

trate the soapstone-quarry

hibited

in

the

section

of

purpose of burial with the body.
38657°— 19— Bull.

60, pt

i
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Steatite

was

in general nse

among

the

Eskimo

[bull. 60

of the far north,

some of the sources of supply being on Cumberland
Arctic steatite
Sound, along Wager River, and in Greenland, but
the quarries have not been accurately located or described.
It was employed more especially in the manufacture of
lamps, an essential feature of the Arctic household, but there are
found also numerous well-carved cooking vessels and other receptacles.

XXIII.

M

ICA was

MICA MINES

in very general use

among

•

the Indian tribes east

and was mined by them at many points
in the Appalachian highlands from Georgia to the St.
Lawrence River. From these mines it passed by trade or otherwise
to remote parts of the country and is found more especially in burial
mounds, stone graves, and ordinary burials in the Gulf States and
throughout the Mississippi Valley. Mica is found also in workable
forms in Dakota and southwestern Arkansas but is not known to have
been mined by the aborigines in these sections.
This brilliant mineral is present as crystals embedded in veins of
quartz and feldspar which penetrate various early geological formations but more commonly the schistose rocks. The veins are irregular in thickness and do not conform with the stratification or bedding
of the Great Plains

The crystals are of diversified shapes
reaching in cases upward of 3 feet in extreme dimenThey separate readily into many thin sheets of very attractive

of the associated formations.

and

sizes,

sions.

appearance, which are transparent or translucent, and display various silvery and amber hues. Although pi-obably serv;•
Various Uses of
„
-xi
±1
ing tew practical purposes with
the aborigines, the
jjjpj^
•

<•

i

i

•

•

j_i

sheets were highly ]>i"ized for the

manufacture of
personal ornaments and for sacrificial and mortuary purposes. It is
stated on very good authority that they were used also as mirrors,

and

this is doubtless true, since the thick sheets, or the thin sheets

properly backed, afford good reflecting surfaces and to the Indian,
who spent much time at his toilet, the mirror was a most important
desideratum.

The

literature of archeological

especially that relating to the

research

mound

in

the United

States,

region, abounds in references

human remains. Atwater describes the discovery in a burial at Circlcville, Ohio, of
a sheet of mica which measured 36 inches in length by 18 inches in
width and 1^ inches in thickness.^ Other similar finds were
to the discovery of sheet mica buried with

made by Atwater in the same region. With
Grave Creek mound near AAHieoling, "W. Ya.,
ornaments of Mica

a skeleton in the
150 disks of sheet

mica measuring 1| to 2 inches in diameter and having One or two perforations were found." These
Avere probably suspended as tinkling pendants on

some part of the costume.
^
-

Atwater, Description of the Antiquities Discovered in tlie State of Oliio, pp. 178, 225.
Schoolcraft, Observations Respecting the Grave Creek Mound in Western Virginia,

p. 399.
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Sqiiier

and Davis

Remarkable Burial

state

on the authority of

I.

[bdll. 60

Dille, of

Newark,

Ohio, that in constructing a lock on the Chesapeake
^^ qj^-^ (^ ^^^j Lickiug Countv, Ohio, an excavation
'^
^

Deposit

•

_

A\

as

made, probably in a burial mound, in Avhich were

-i
feet beneath the surface, 14 human skeletons, over
which, carefully and regularly disposed, were laid a large number
of sheets of mica. Some of these were 8 to 10 inches long by 4 to 5
inches wide and all from ^ to 1 inch in thickness. It was estimated
that 15 or 20 bushels of this material were thrown out and built into

encountered,

the support of the lock.^

In a

sacrificial

mound near

Chillicothe, Ohio, Squier

and Davis

discovered a layer of large plates of mica measuring

from 10 to 12 inchcs in diameter, which overlapped
one another like the tiles on a roof and were arranged
in the shape of a half moon. The excavation disclosed more than
half of the crescent, which must have measured at least 20 feet from
horn to horn, the greatest width being 5 feet.- It is surmised that this
Use

in Sacrifice

figure

had some

special religious significance in the

minds of the

builders of the mound.

An

mortuary mound situated near Chillicothe, Ohio,
was filled with fine ashes intermixed with fragments
Personal Ornament of clay vessels and some small convex copper disks.
Over the contents of the altar basin was a layer of
mica sheets overlapjiing one another and serving as a base for a heap
of burnt human bones.^ These authors also found occasionally in the
mounds ornaments of thick sheets of mica cut out very neatly and
with great regularity in the shape of scrolls, oval plates, and disks,
and pierced with small holes for suspension or attachment. They
altar in a

were doubtless intended for embellishing the dress of persons of disFrom the Turner mounds in Clermont County, Ohio, Prof.

tinction.*

F.

W. Putnam

obtained a number of figures neatly cut from sheet

mica representing serpents, birds, and other animal forms.
It a]ipears that no definite knowledge of the sources of supply of
the mica was obtained until about the year 1868,
"^ *"''
^^'^len they were brought to light by Gen. T. L. ClingMh'eT"'"''
man, who undertook to exploit certain artificial pittings in western North Carolina under the impression that they
might be ancient silver mines. The mica-bearing veins were discovered in the bottoms of the old excavations, and this led to the
working of the mica for commercial purposes not only on the prehistoric sites but in newly discovered veins over wide areas.
1

Squier anrl Davis, Ancient

-

155.
Ibid., p. 154.
Ibid., pp. 155, 240.

3
*

Ibid.,

p.

Monuments

of the Mississippi Valley, p. 72.
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resistance to the destructive action of heat, sheet

mica was used at first by the "whites for lights in
Uses of Mica
stoves and lamps and later for a number of important
purposes, among which is the manufacture of electrical apparatus, while the inferior grades are ground up for use in
the preparation of lubricants, paints for imparting luster to wall
papers,

etc.

It is greatly to be regretted that scientific attention

was not

earlier

called to the ancient mines, since all of the diggings
liave becH

Mining Tools

rcopcued and worked for commercial pur-

poses, the evidences of the ancient operations being

largely

and

in

some cases wholly

obliterated.

But there

is

some com-

pensation in the fact that a number of the miners have intelligently

Fig.

114.

Stone implements from tlic ancient mica mines of North Carolina,
fourth actual size.)

(One-

observed the ancient traces and in a few cases have preserved the tools
It is a misfortune, however, that
so few of these implements have been preserved, and up to the date of
of stone encountered in the trenches.

the writer's visit to the mines the National

digging and fracturing tools

The

mining

onl}^ a

Museum had

dozen examples

secured of the

(figs. 114,

115).

considering the extent of the operations, was at first extremely puzzling, and the white operators of the
mines found it difficult to explain this rarity except on the theory that
rarity of the

tools,

the ancients employed tools of iron or steel, which

had subsequently
disappeared through disintegration, but examination of the mines
by the writer has led to what may be a more satisfactory interpretation. The ancient workings, which penetrated in cases to the depth
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40 feet or more, v\ere confined largely to friable and easily
so that tools of wood and buckhorn served every
purpose, tools of stone not being re(}iiired until the unaltered enclosof

worked formations,

ing rock was encountered, often at a depth beneath tlie surface of
30 or 40 feet. This theory finds support in the fact that almost all
the stone tools found had been abandoned in the bottoms of the
deepest diggings, where the feldspar of the veins and the schists of

Fig.

115.

Stnuc iinplcinouts from the ancient mica mines of Xortli Carolina.
fourth actual size.)

(One-

the vein walls were so hard as to be worked ^vith difficulty, even with
steel tools,

No

without the aid of explosives.

definite idea of the

Aboriginai Mining

number

of ancient diggings can be formed,

but that the\^ were numerous and widely distributed over the soutli Appalachian region can not be

North Carolina claiming the largthe mica-bearing veins and removing the crystals did not differ essentially in character from thai of
the mining of copper, steatite, pipestone, and flint. It recpiired the
same kind of tools and called for the same superior intelligence and
steadfastness of pur]7ose. The veins in which the quartz and mica
crystals prevailed resisted the disintegrating and erosive agencies,
and as a result were exposed in the slopes of the hills, and were thus
<HU'slioned. western

est

number.

The work of uncovering
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would be simple, since the
more difficult to
hence are easily
loam
and
handle than well-compacted
The
same is true of
tools.
witli
liaud-wielded
worked
places half
many
in
constitutes
which
the feldspar,

readily discovered.

xVt first

the worlv

schists which form the walls of the veins are hardly

Vein Material

or more of the vein material.

The quartz

in large bodies is exceed-

work, but when forming, as it usually does, only 25
ingly
of
the vein mass, it is broken up and removed with
30
per
cent
or
comparative ease.
In April, 1913, the writer visited the mines of western North
Carolina, making such observations as seemed necesNorth Carolina
of the nature
^^^, ^ reasonalde comprehension
^
^
'
Mines
and extent of the ancient operations. The mines
difficult to

_

visited are in the vicinity of

Mitchell County.

Some

Spruce Pine, Bandana, and Bakersville,

of these were visited in 1893 by ]Mr.

De

of the Bureau of American Ethnology, under the
writer's direction, and valuable information was collected, but his

Lancey

Gill,

observations have not been published.^

Of

the several mines in the vicinity of Spruce Pine only two retain traces of the prehistoric operations, and these

mining
and deepening the ancient excavations along the mica-bearing veins. Mr. S. E.
Blood, who accompanied the writer to the Deake mines, a mile west
of Spruce Pine, pointed out the old pit margins so far as preserved
or exposed and described the conditions as they existed before the
modern mining began. The aborigines had discovered the outcrop
of the mica-bearing vein in the hillside and had follow'ed it for a
short distance into the slope, opening a trench just wide enough to
enable them to break up and remove the partially decomposed feldspar and the quartz, which form the principal part of the vein maSpruce -Pine Mines

tiaccs are but slight as a result of the recent

operations,

which consisted

in entering

thus freeing the crystals of mica. The vein as exposed in the
quarry face to-day is 4 or 5 feet in thickness. The mica occurs in
small and irregularly placed crystals in a matrix consisting of disintegrated whitish feldspar so soft as to be readily worked with
In the deeper
the pick, and a small percentage of white quartz.
mines the feldspar remains so hard as to require blasting.
A second mine, wnthin half a mile of the railway station at Spruce
Pine, exhibited somewhat more decided evidence of the old work,
and it is said that at the bottom of one of the ancient shafts 25 feet
in depth traces were found of branching horizontal tunnels, as if

terial,

In the Enghirering and Mininr/ Jaurnal for March 31, 1877 (p. 121), it is stated
a paper minutely describing the aboriginal mica mines of North Carolina was read
It does not appear that this paper has been
liefore the New York Academy of Sciences.
published.
1

tliat
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the miners had been seeking in various directions for pay streaks
of the mica-bearing vein.

The

" Sink

Hole

sink Hole Mines

" mines,

probably so named before the

artificial

character of the old pittings had been fully determined, are located in the hill country near Bandana,

Mitchell County, 8 miles northeast of Burnsville and
3 miles north of Boonford, a station on the Carolina, Clinchfield

Ohio Railway.

At Spruce Pine

&

had the good fortune to
meet William Eobinson,
part owner and part op-

the writer

erator of the mines, who
generously volunteered to

accompany him to the
and furnished

mines

much information

re-

garding both the original appearance of the
pittings and
modern work done in

aboriginal
the

them.

Although the mines
have been operated extensively in recent years,
sufficient

traces

the

of

work remain, coupled
with the explanations
furnished by Mr, Robold

inson, to

convey

a

complete

notion

of

character

and extent of

the

prehistoric

very
the

w ork.

There are two main
Fig. 116.

Sketch map showing the relation of the
Robinson and Sink Hole mines.

groups of the pittings, as
indicated On the sketch

map

,„

(hg.

-,^^\

116).

,

^1

is

Robinson mine, while B is more commonly referred
to merely as the Sink Hole mine.
The Robinson mine is said to be the site of the initial operations
by General Clingman. The ancient workings consist
The Robinson Mine of a line of cxcavatioHS extending up the crest of a
low rounded spur of the hills a quarter of a mile from
Bandana post office. Beginning a few hundred feet north of the
creek which drains the valley, the pittings extend with one slight interruption for a distance of 300 to 100 feet up the spur in a north-

known

as the

holmes]
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A

distant view

nearer view in figure 118.
at

the

The

is

shown
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in figure 117
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and a

pittings are surrounded, except

upper end, by a somewliat uneven ridge of detritus de-

Fk;. 117.

Distant view of the Roljiiisou mine, centor of picture.

rived from the excavation, which has been added to in places by
the

modern miners, and has been dug

into of late years to recover

The average
wndth, from crest to crest, of the lateral ridges, which are in places

the mica rejected and thrown out by the aborigines.
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As developed by

the recent operations,

it

[bull. 60

appears that the ancient

work along the vein reached in places a depth of 30 to 40 feet, the
modern shafts having gone much deeper. In clearing out the old
trenches the white miners observed that the ancient excavations
were very narrow at the bottom, hardly wider than the vein itself,
which varies from 1 to 5 feet in thickness. In descending it was
found that the vein dips slightly to the southeast.
The northern or Sink Hole group comprises a remarkable series of
ancient pittings, beginning near the base of a low spur a quarter of
a mile northeast of the Robinson group, on the same strike, and
extending to the crest of the hill and somewhat beyond, a total
length of about 1,000 feet. There are two separate and independent
The lower line corresponds closely in
lines of the excavations.
character and extent with the Robinson mine, the pittings left by the
aborigines being well filled in places by the material derived from

Fig. 110.

Section of the Roliinson mine.

the deep shafts sunk along the vein by the

modern miners.

The

old

diggings reached in places 30 to 40 feet in depth, the mica vein averaging from 4 to 8 feet in width and dipping at a steep angle to the
southeast.
A section of this group corresponds closely with that
of the Robinson mine. Just above the upper end of the deep digging
is a small round depression 30 feet in diameter and perhaps 15 feet
deep, which represents an unsuccessful attempt of the aborigines
it appears, had been

to discover a continuation of the vein, which,

upper end of the main excavation just described.
line of works is offset from the first as indicated on the
map, the distance between the two axes being 30 to 40 feet. It remains a question whether this offsetting is due to the existence of a

lost at the

The upper

separately developed vein or to a faulting of a formerly continuous
vein. The latter theory is supported by the fact that the upper end
of the one appears to coincide with the lower end of the other, there
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being no overlapping so far as developed. The length of this series
of excavations is about 800 feet, and the crest of the lateral dumps
are in places 80 to 90 feet apart. The ancient pittings are now well
filled up with excavated material, old and ncAV.
The final digging at
the upper end is still 20 feet deep, and the cause of the cessation of
work at this point is made clear by the exposure of the quarry face,
recently uncovered, where it is seen that the vein is only a few
inches in width, showing little quartz and no mica. It is manifestly
pinched out at this point, and neither the aborigines nor the whites
have been able to find a continuation.
It was in the deep digging near the upper end of this mine that

most of the stone implements shown in figure 115 were discovered.
They had been abandoned where last used in the bottom of the
trench, where they had served, the picks to excavate the softer materials, and the hammerlike tools to break up the harder vein rock.
It is an interesting fact that the sites of workshops to which the
crystals of mica were carried and the selected maWoikshops
terial prepared for transportation to distant parts
are found in the vicinity of both quarries, as indicated in figure 110.

On

/>.

these sites, which are circulai", probably indicating the former

presence of lodges, nnicli poor mica was

left, and this has been
worked over by the whites, who even to-day are engaged in excavating in the dumps for mica rejected by the Indian miners as unsuited

to their purposes.

At

the house of William Robinson, in the valley a quarter of a

mile from the mine, are traces of an ancient village
Village Site

site

on whicli numerous stone implements of ordinary

types ma^^

An

important

site

mine
Clarissa Mine

still

be picked up.

of ancient o])erations
is

located on the

now known

as the Clarissa

farm of John P)uchanan 3

miles east of BakersviUe, Mitchell County.

The

ex-

cavation occurs in a low, rounded ridge which over-

Cane Creek. It is probably the best-preserved and most striking example of the aboriginal workings in this general region and
serves to illustrate the importance of the mica industry in prehistoric
looks

times.

Entering the ridge at an oblique angle

(fig.

120), the walls of

the excavation are of unequal height, the upper margin being
the higher.

The lower margin,

as

shown

much

in the section (fig. 121), is

obscured by heavy bodies of ancient dump material, which now sup]:)orts numerous chestnut trees the trunks of which are 4 to 5 feet in
diameter. The modern operators who have worked the vein to the
depth, at the upper end, of more than 300 feet, have filled the old
trenches to the depth of 30 to 40 feet. When deserted by the original
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workmen, the upper wall was approximately 100
the lower 40 feet, the
est part. The sketch

Fig. 120.

mean depth
(fig.

[bull. CO

feet in height

and

being, perhaps, 60 feet at the deep-

120) and the photographs

(fig. 12'2, «,&,(?)

Sketch indicating the present appearance of the

niiue.

will convey a definite notion of the present appearance of the excavation.

The
Mines
County

vast extent of the aboriginal mica-mining industry is further
exemplified by traces found in other sections. An
of Maeon
.^^.^^^^j^^ ^f the mines of Uacon County, N. C, by
*

'

.

C. D. Smith,

is

well worthy of citation in this con-

^.

m.

^\\\A^>V\\\\,\n\\\\\\\v\\v\v^^

Fu;. 121.

Section of the Clarissa mine.

It appears from this account that the ancient operations
were uniform with those in Mitchell and Yancey Counties.

nection.

It is

manifest that the ancient miners understood their business Avell. InIn every instance which has come

deed, tlu'v SL'ldoni connnitted a niistala\

HOLMES]

Fig. 122.
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Photographic views of the Clarissa mine.
the mine dumps.
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Large chestnut trees growing on
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my oljservation. where they did work ahnig the mica zone, mica veins
have been found by opening the old works. It is also a noteworthy fact that

uiuler

where the old excavations are extensive the veins yield usually large crystals
of firm mica of good cleavage and in every way of excellent quality. The mica
that they procured in their mining operations has been removed, except the
I have one case to the contrary.
refuse, such as our people generally reject.
In that case the mica had been taken 100 feet, perhaps, and buried. It was
found to the amount of several cartloads. It had been packed down with great
In this county (Macon) there are a dozen or
regularity in an excavation.
more of these old diggings known to exist. Most of them have been opened
within the last six or seven years and operated upon by our present mica miners.
I have had two of these old works ttpened, one of them upon my own farm.
The old excavation commences at a small branch and runs at a right angle
from it into a ridge that juts down with a gentle slope. The dump-material
has been thrown right and left for the tii-st 100 feet. I tunneled in diagonally
and struck the vein 60 feet from tlie Itrniich ami have drifted along it 40 feet.*
Here we reach an immense dump-rim, 05 feet higher than the level of the
branch and which seems to have been thrown back upon their works. It
forms at this end a circular rim to the continued excavations higher up the
ridge. The whole length of the excavation from the branch to tlie upper end
of the cut is about 320 feet. The material removed from the upper part of the
cut was carried up the hill as well :is down it. The dump on the upper side
of this upper part of the cut and at the widest point is about 25 feet above
the present bottom of the excavation, and at this point dump and excavation
measure about 150 feet across. At the upper end of my tunnel the old digging
.

.

.

has been carried down about 30 feet below the surface. If the excavation at
the point just mentioned was cari-ied as deep as the work at the upper end
of the tunnel, it would make the dump-heap on the upper side 55 feet higher
than the bottom of the old works. I have been thus particular in order to
show that with mere stone implements it nuist have required a series of years
and a large force to have accomplished such results.^
It is impossible to approximate the amount of mica removed by tlie
ancients from the mines, since the yield of the veins is necessarily
irregidar, but that the vast amount of the crystals obtained should

have been carried away to distant points and used by the aborigines
is hardly less a marvel than that a primitive people should have'
accomplished the work of remo\'al from the deep-seated veins.
1

Smith, Ancient Mica Mines in North Carolina, pp. 442-443.

.

XXI Y. THE RED PIPESTONE QUARRY

AFAYORITE

material for the manufacture of tobacco pipes
and various articles of ornamental, sacred, and ceremonial
use was the red claystone called catlinite, obtained from a

quarry in southwestern Minnesota, and so named because it was first
brought to the attention of mineralogists by George
Catlinite
Catlin, the noted traveler and painter of Indians.
It is a handsome stone, the color varying from light
gray to pale and dark reds, the tints being sometimes so broken and
distributed as to give a mottled effect.

It is a fine-grained argillaceous

sediment, and when freshly quarried is so soft as to be readily carved
with stone knives and drilled with primitive hand drills. The analysis made by Dr. Charles F. Jackson, of Boston, who gave the mineral
its name, is as follows: Silica, 48.20; alumina, 28.20; ferric oxide, 5.00;
water,
2. GO; manganous oxide, 0.60; magnesia, 6.00
Stone of nearly identical characters, except in the
matter of color, is found in many localities, and in cases has been used
by the Indians for the manufacture of pipes and other articles, but
so far as known it has not been quarried to any considerable extent.
The outcrop of catlinite is found in a broad, shallow prairie valley,
on the margin of which is situated the town of PipeLocation
stone, county seat of Pipestone County (map, fig. 123)
The outcrop was probably discovered by the aborigines where it had been slightly exposed in the bed of the small stream
now called Pipestone Creek, which descends into the valley on the east
in a charming fall some 20 feet in height, and traverses the shallow
basin, passing out to the northwest. Catlin's someThe Pipestone
^^j^.^^
drawing of the quarries is repro-

carbonate of lime,

;

8.40; loss, 1.00.

diagrammatic
duced in figure 124. So far as exposed, the pipestonebearing stratum varies from 10 to 20 inches in thickness, the band of
pure, fine-grained stone available for the manufacture of pipes
rarely measuring more than 3 or 4 inches in thickness. This stratum
is embedded between massive layers of compact quartzite of Huronian age, which dip slightly to the east, so that in working it the
overlying quartzite had to be broken up and removed,
Tiie Quarry Work
the difficulty of tliis task increasing with every foot
of advance. With the rude stone implements in use
in aboriginal times the process was a very tedious one, and the exca'
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were consequently quite shallow. The ledge which crosses the
stream approximately at right angles was followed to the right and
left by the ({uarrymen until the line of pittings was nearly a mile in
A'ations

length.
Modern Operations literated

recent

These ancient diggings have been almost obby natural filling (fig. 125) or by the more

mining

operations.

The

latter,

gince

the

advent of the whites, have been greatly accelerated by the introduction of steel sledges, picks, shovels, and crowbars (figs. 120, 127, 128).
It is said that with the aid of the whites blasting has been occasionally resorted to. Some of the present excavations are as much as 10
feet in depth, and have advanced 20 feet or more with the dip of the
strata to the east. A usual section (fig. 129) now^ exposed in the

Fkj. 124.

Catlin's sketch of the iiiiK'Stouu quarry.

deeper excavations beginning above, shows 2 to 4 feet of soil and
beneath this G to 8 feet of (juartzite, the latter resting on the thin
stratum of pipestone, beneath which, forming the bed of the quarry,
are compact (juartzites.

Numerous hanuners

discoidal, others roughly

grooved to

of hard stone,

facilitate liafting,

some
were found

about the older pits (fig. 130), and the prairie in the
vicinity is dotted with camp sites and lodge rings,
Used
about which are strewn bits of pipestone and other
refuse of manufacture along with typical grooved bone-breaking,
.stake-driving hannners of the Plains tribes (fig. 131). Some of the
™^

partially

"^"^^ ^

worked pieces of the stone are shown

38657°— 19— Bull.

60, pt. 1

18

in figure 132.
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ijiijestouo layer.

Section of the pipestonc quarry showing the layer of pipestone
quartzite strata CC, the soil D, and the dump E.

C, the
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Fig. ISO.
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(One-half actual

fl

Fig. 132.

Exannilos of worked bits nf the pipestone from the camp

sites.

size.)
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There

is

those who have Avritten on
discovery and use of the red
pipestone by the tribes is of comparatively recent
date, and this is no doubt correct; but it is equally

a general impression

the snbject that
Antiquity

certain that

[bull. 60

it

among

tlie

in use before the arrival of the whites in the

was

clear not only by history and tradition but
Northwest. This
ancient quarry excavations, and especially
of
the
appearance
by the
mounds
in various sections of the country
burial
in
presence
by the
the stone by aboriginal methods.
made
of
other
objects
pipes
and
of
This quarry is usually referred to as the sacred pipestone quarry.
According to statements by Catlin and others, the site
Tiie Quarry Neuregard by the aborigi^^
\ie\([ in much supcrstitious
^
tral Ground
i
t
-i
i
Traditions ot very general distribution lead
nes.
is

made

•

to the belief that

it

i

was, in the words of Catlin

common, and as a neutral ground amongst the different
to renew their sacred calinnets under some superstition
which stayed the ti»mnhawk of natural foes always raised in deadly hate and

owned

held and
tribes

in

who met here

vengeance

in other iilaces.^

Xicollet states- that Indians of the surrounding nations

made an

pilgrimage to the quarry unless prevented by
Property of the
^^..^^.^ ^^. jisseusions.
Siuce the earliest visits of the
SlOl'X
white man to the Coteau des Prairies, however, the
site has been occupied exclusively by the Sioux, and Catlin met with
strong opposition from them when he attempted to visit the quarry
i'.nnual

...

about 1837.
Tlie following facts regarding tlie historic occupancy and ownership of the pipestone (juarry are extracted from a
Government Constatement verv geuerously furnished by Mr. Charles
II. Bennett, of Pipestone:

On

was acquired by the United States through the

April 30, 1803, the region

On July

were
by the Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux, and on
August T) they were relinquished by the Mdewakanton and Wahpekute Sioux,
and 64 chiefs and head warriors who had also a claim. A treaty with the
Yankton Sioux, ratified April 19, IS-IS, specities that " the said Y^ancton
Indians shall be secured in the free, and unrestricted use of the red pipestone
quarry, or so nuich thereof as they have been accustomed to frequent and use
for the imrjiose of procuring stone for iiiites; and the United States hereby
stipulate and agree to be caused to be surveyed and marked so nmch thereof
as shall be necessary and projier for that inu'pose, and retain the same and keep
it open and free to the Indians to visit and procure stone for pipes, so long as

Louisiana purchase.

23, 1851, the lands, including the quarry,

relinquislied to the United States

they shall desirt."
as a reservation.

In ISnO,

Catlin,

-

Report to Illustrate a
p.

square mile, including the quarry, was surveyed

North American Indians,

^

River,

1

15.

Map

ii,

of the

201.

llydrographkal Uasiu of the Upper Mississipiii

holmes!
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other
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I

site

than that

of quarrying the pipestone, a privilege of v^'hich they
''^

fhT'sioux^""""

friends, the

advantage to a limited extent.

The

Yankton Sioux, sometimes accompanied by

their

yea^'^y

t'^1^6

Flandreau Sioux, continue (1900) to

and dig pipestone, coming usually

in

visit the

June or July.

their lodges on the reservation near the excavations,

Fig. 133.

They

quarry

establish

and stay from

Commercial pipe and Iriuket maker at work near the quairiis.

one to two weeks, procuring the pipestone, which they manufacture
into pipes and trinkets of great variety.
The Indians sell much of the stone to the whites, who have taken
up the manufacture of pipes and various utensils and
'"'*'
trinkets, using lathes and other devices to aid in the
ripo?'"''"^^
work, and in a letter by Mr. Bennett dated 1S02 it is
stated that not 1 per cent of the pipes then made and disposed of
were of Indian manufacture. White traders began the manufacture
of pipes from the pipestone many years ago, and according to Dr.
F. V. Hay den these were used by the fur companies in trade with
the Indians of the Northwest. At a meeting of the American Philosophical Society in 18GG Ilayden stated that in the two years just
passed the Northwestern Fur Co. had manufactured nearly 2,000
pipes and traded them with the tribes of the upper INIissouri.
The pipe maker show^n w^ith his lathes and drills in figure 133 was
established near the quarry at the time of the writer's visit in 1892,
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and produced a great variety of articles supplied to the trinket
market of Pipestone and neighboring towns.
An important feature of the quarry site is a group of large granite
bowlders called the maidens (fig. 134), brought from the far north
by glacial ice, about the base of which, engraved on the glaciated
floor of reddish quartizite, were formerly a number of petroglyphs,
representing no doubt mythological IxMngs associated with the loAdditional interest attaches to the locality on account of an
cality.
The nauie
inscri])tion left by the Nicollet exploring jiarty in 183S.
of Nicollet and the initials of five other persons, including those of
John C. Fremont (C F. only) are cut in the flinty <iuartzite rock
face near the "leaping i-ock " at the falls.

The

principal explorers of the site are Nicollet, Catlin, Ilayden,

Winchell, and the writer.

nnL:\iF.s]
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XXV. HEMATITE ORE AXD PATXT
the
EARLYexcavations
in

cient

first

it

Ancient Traces

[MISSOUKI

decacle of tlic present century traces of an-

by miners engaged in opening
tlie work advanced l)eneatli
was found that the ore had been fairly honeycombed
by some ancient people, the tunnelings extending to
the depth of 20 feet or more. There were many partially' filled galleries, generally sinuous and often so
Avere observed

an iron mine near Leslie, Mo.
the surface

]\ITXE,

As

restricted as to permit the passage of small persons onl}-, but

and then so enlartred as

Fk;.

All

1:-!5.

a

to

now

accommodate standing workmen.

licap vi ancient

mining tools

llirnwii

mit of

tlic (luarry.

doubt as to the nature of the ancient operations was removed
liv the discovery in the old excavations of many rude

Ohjocts rf tho An-

stone implements, and upward of 1,000 of these had
been gathered by the miners at the time of the writer's visit, and cast into a heap on the margin of the mine (fig. 135).
These implements are exceedingly rude, consisting of masses of hard
cient

Work

stone or hematite weighing from 1 to 10 pounds, some picklike in
sha])e and many roughly grooved or notched for the attachment of
2GG

nOLMES

I
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number of these implements made
it certain that extensive operations had been carried on by the aborigines, but the exact nature and aim of the work were not readily
The first impression was that the compact masses of
discernible.

withe handles

(fig.

13G)

.

The

great

hematite were sought for the purpose of manufacturing implements
such as were employed by the mound-building and other tribes in
parts of the Mississippi Valley, but few traces of the shaping
this material were found in the mines, although the nnners rc-

many
<;f

Fiu.

i:;0.

'ExMinplcs of

till'

stone slcdgo heads, picks, and

hammers found

in the mines.

ported that in beginning operations on the site a large body of chips
was encountered near the surface of the ground. Some workable
flint was observed in the vicinity of the ore body,
Implements
and flakcs and rejectage of blade making, as well as
Flint
a

number of

well-finished projectile points

and

leaf-

chaped blades, were intermingled in the filling of some of the pits.
It is believed that this work was only incidental to the mining of the
hematite. Flint is found in large bodies in many sections of the general region and could readily have been obtained in any quantity by
the ancient miners.
It was observed that the exposed surfaces of the ore and the

ground about were everywhere a brilliant red. The
^yQj.]^j^-jej^ ^^ere red from head to foot, and anyone
ventiu'ing to handle the ore soon found his hands
smeared with red oxide, repeated washing being required to remove
Oxide of Iron Used
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The prevalence of the red color suggested at once the idea that
the site had been an aboriginal paint mine, and that the red and
yellow oxides of iron were mined and carried away to be used

it.

—

as paint an article of very great importance in the aboriginal
economy.^
As the charges of dynamite used by the miners broke down the
walls of the mine, it was observed that the deposits were of irregular
hardness, that certain parts of the ore body were very compact and
flinty, containing much quartz and often displaying the dark-bluish
or purplish hues characteristic of high-grade specular hematite,
while the larger part was so highly oxidized as to be easily broken

Tifi.1^ Jr

.:TSr-.r,t
'

I'lo.

137.

^:i-^^i>^t

Wall of a modern iron

iiiiuu,

exiJosing the aociout tuuuels.

up. Extending through the ore body in all directions were pockets
and seams of soft red and yellow oxides, many of these resembling
travertine, and in places there were irregular openings and partially
Two of these open tunnels are shown in figure 137.
filled cavities.

Our miners

avouUI drill with great difficulty through the hardest ore,

drop suddenly into a cavity of unknown depth. It
discover just which of these openings and cavities were

to have the drill

was

difficult to

1 Two forms of iron ore were used by the aborigines
the anhydrous sesquioxide, to
which the name homatite is applied, and the hydrosos(iuioxi(le known as llnionite. The
hematite, in its powdered form, is of a red color.
The colors of limouite are less desirable,
being yellowish or brown, and it was not so extensively used.
;
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or whether or not they liad all been penetrated by the
workers.
Changes are constantly taking place in such ore
ancient
bodies, and percolating waters fill np or clear out ])assageways.
artificial,

Generally, however, as the walls were broken down by the miners the
openings were found to counect with su[)crficiiil pittings, which were
the original openings of the mines, as indicated in figure 1-38.
It appears certain that the larger tunnels or. galleries in which
the sledges were found had been opened up or enMethods of Mining larged by the ancient miners, and that in the search
for other bodies of the desired product they had followed weak lines and partially filled passageways, removing the projecting masses of hard ore, where these interfered with the work, by
means of the sledges or otherwise tunneling around them. It is apparent that the sledges could have had no other function than this, or that
of crushing and breaking up the
solid masses of ore preparatory to
the manufacture of implements.
It would seem that in the narrow
passages of the mine the use of
hafted implements would be inconvenient if not entirely impracticable, and we are left to marvel
at the feat accomplished by the

workmen

in ]:)enctrating a

compact ore body

in dark, sinuous

ancient

Fig. 138.

Section indicating the general
character of the ancient tunneling.
(a, a, Surface traces of ancient pits,
b. Ore-body,
c. Filling of excavations.
d. Borings of the ancient miiers.
Cj
Floor of mine.)

passages hardly roomy enough to

admit the body of a man, with the
aid of nothing better than the
rude hand implements of stone.

The

character of these openings

indicated clearly in figure 137, which shows the face of the mine
as freshly exposed by the mining operations, and figure 138 indiis

cates somewhat imperfectly the manner in wdiich the tunnels or
borings penetiate the ore body, connecting wdth the superficial pits
and extending to unknown depths beneath the present floor of the

mine.

That paints were in great demand among the tribes is common
knowledge, and it is not unlikely that the brilliant pigments obtained
from these mines were distributed by trade over a wide area. The
solid hematite was in much demand for implements and large numbers of axes, celts, plummets, cones, and other objects of use and
ceremony are found everyAvhere in the middle Mississippi Valley.
A plaster of Paris group, intended to illustrate the remarkable operations carried on by the early tribes in this mine, prepared under
the supervision of the writer,

is

shown

in the section of

American
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Archeology, United States Xationul Museum. There are two figures, one of which ( fig. 139 ) is seen through the opening in the block
of ore, represented as engaged in breaking up the ore Avith a stone
sledge; the other is making his way through a narrow passage carrying a basket of the coveted red and yellow ocher, and is seen in an
opening in the block at the opposite end of the case.
It is especially noteworthy that this is a rare example of native
enterprise, no instance having yet been found within the area of

Fiii.

139.

One

of thu figures of the model oi (he hematite workers, prepared by the
writer for the I'auama California Exposition.

States where deep tunneling was undertaken. Here
sinuous passageways were opened to the depth of at least 20 feet
in the massive ore body, and no one can say how much farther,
nor are we able to say to what extent beyond the observed facts
the United

the

work was

carried on horizontally.

;

XXVI. TURQUOISE MINES

TT'UQUOISE

is

a

precious or semiprecious stone of striking

and greatly varied tints of bluish green. Like the other
green stones, more particularly jade and emerald, it had a
special fascination for the aborigines and was arduously sought and
mined in every region in which it was known to exist. Mineralogically it is described as a waxy-appearing sky-blue or apple-green,
subtranslucent or opaque hydrous aluminum phosphate colored by
a copper phosphate. It is found massive included in metamorphic
and eruptive rocks, but in a pure state only in thinly distributed and
limited bodies, so that the mining is a difficult and most tedious
process, corresponding in difficulties encountered and in the methods
The
required somewhat closely to the mining of native copper.
inclosing rock had to be uncovered and broken up by means of
heavy sledges of stone, aided on occasion no doubt by applied heat.
Although in general use among the tribes of a vast region which
includes our own Southwest and all of Middle
Los ceiiiius Miucs America down to Panama, its occurrence in place is
unknown except in the Pueblo region, where it was
mined at a number of points: At Los Cerrillos, near Santa Fe,
N, Mex. on Turtpioise Mountain, Cochise County, Ariz. and on
Crescent Peak, southern Nevada. These mines were operated by the
natives long before the arrival of the Spanish, as is indicated by the
extensive pittings and the many rude stone mining tools found associated with them (fig. 140). The Los Cerrillos mines, which seem to
have been the most important, were operated also by the Spaniards,
and in more recent years in a desultory way are worked by the present inhabitants of the region. Blake, who examined the site about
;

;

1885, says:

On reacliiii,!,' the locality I was struck with astonishmont nt tho extent of
the excavation. It is an immense pit with precipitous sides of angular rock,
projecting in crags, which sustain a growth of pines and shrubs in the fissures.
On one side the rocks tower into a precipice and overhang so as to form a cave
at another place the side is low and formed of the broken rocks which were
removed. From the top of the clitf the excavation appears to lie 200 feet in
depth and 300 or more in width. The bottom is funnel-shaped and formed by
the sloping banks of the debris of fragments on the sides. On this debris, at
the bottom of the pit, pine trees over 100 years old are now growing, and
the bank of refuse rock is similarly covered with trees. This great excavation

3SG57°— 19— liuU.

GO.

jit i

19
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is

iiiailf

tlic

ir.

sdlid

roi ks.

and Irns of thousauils of tons of rock liaw

Tliis is not the only openin.:;-

brola'ii out.

more limited

in extent,

[bull. 60

some of them

;

bi'eu

are several pits in tlie vicinity
apparently much more recent.^

llu're

ln'in.i;

Silliman speaks of finding in these niinesXuinerous stone hammers, som(> to he held in the hand and others swuni; as
fashioned with we(l.t;'e-shaped e<l,ucs and a L;ro(.ive for a handle. A hammer weiyhiny over twenty pounds was ftmnd while I was at the Cerrillos, to
.sk'(l.ues,

—

\Aithe was still attache.!, with its oaic handh^
the same scrub-o.ak
found .urowins ahundanlly on the hillsides now (piite well preserved
after at least two centuries of entomhnieut in this perfectly dry rock.
The
stone used i'or these hanimers is the hard a;ul tou:j;h liornlilende andesite, or
propylite, which forms the (\ti-o d'<.)r(i an<l other ('errillos Hills.
With these
Mdiiel"

th(>

whicli

is

—

^

Ulalie,

Thf

ChiilL-liiljuitl

of

tbo

AuciciU Mrxlcaiis,

p.

227.
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place of explosives, those

break down and remove the incredible masses
of these tufaceous rocks which form the mounds already described.^

patient old workers

No

managed

to

satisfactory description of the

work

in tlie other (quarries has

been published, but the stone sledges obtained from them
tical stories of

tell

iden-

the laborious extraction of the bits of stone from the

compact matrix, and nothing short of a most profound and persistent
motive could bring about the results observed. The love of ornament
and the fancy for this particular gem doubtless phi3'ed their part, but
superstition was unquestionabl}^ the dominant influence. This motive
is known to be present among the Pueblo tribes of to-day, and the
abundance of the particular stone among ancient remains nudvc clear
its use not only for ornament but as a gem to which was attached
supernatural attributes of deep significance.
Examples of mining sledges preserved in the National Museum collections purport to have been derived from ancient turquoise mines
One locality mentioned is the Himalaya Turcjuoise
in California.
Mine, 12 miles east of Silver Lake.

The

extensive use of turquoise in Middle America

is attested by
employment and more especially by its occurrence
among the remains of antiquity. The ancient Mexicans employed it
in incrusting various works of art, masks, shields, personal ornaments, and the like, and even, in cases, in mural embellishment. It
is a remarkable fact that although turquoise was in general use over
Mexico and Central and South America, nothing definite has so far

its

historical

been learned regarding the sources of supply.
1

yilliuiau,

Turtjuoise

of

New

Mexico,

p.

109.

XXVII. QUAREIES OF BUILDING STONE

NOIiTIT of ISIexico stone was used in buikling and for sculpture
numerous centers of culture advancement. The INIound
Builders of the ^Mississippi Valley employed stone in buildiii<^- walls, defensive works, and tombs, and for the carving- of images
and utensils, and the Pueblo tribes were very skillful
Work of the masons, their pueblos and cliff dwellings displaying
^JI o u n d
Builders
-n
t
In ncitlier region,
and Cliff Dwellers uiuch skui in stone construction.
in

i

•

•

i

i

however, did the quarrying of stone acquire
siderable importance as an industry.

an}''

con-

(Jenerally the supi)ly of br(iken

stone along outcropping ledges and the faces of

cliffs sufficed

for all

l)urposes, and there api)ears to be no record of the systematic quarrying of stone from massive rock bodies with hammers and picks of
stone, the only i)rocess available to these people, although, as amply
shown by the remarkal)le work done in the flint (jiiarries, there was
no lack of energy and skill in kindred work.

In the great centers of nati\e culture, however, the building of
cities and the attt'iidant construction of pyramids,
tjuarriusofMitiu

teiiiples,

like,

f ortilicatious,

made

acpieducts, bridges,

and the

extensive (|uarrying from subterranean

Few (juarries, however, ha\e had the attention
they deserve, and, owing to the long period that has elapsed since
they were abandoned they are difliciilt to locate, being Idled with
accumulations of soil and overgrown with vegetation,
(iood examples liave been observed at INIitla, in southern ]\Iexico, and the
strata a necessity.

Avork carried on there

is

described in a subse(iuent section, which

deals with the pecking-crumbling jirocesses.

The

native (juarrymen

did not depend entirely on random blocks or detached masses, but
clitf.
In some cases the portions
removed were undermined as far as possible, the upi)er surface
was channeled (fig. 141), and holes were drilled into which wooden
The wedges Avere then moistened and the swellAvedges Avere driven.

attacked the face of an outcrop or

to be

ing of tlie Avood served to fracture the stone.
Stephens refers to a lu'ief visit to the ancient (piarries at Copan,

Honduras, as

folloAvs:

Tlic (lay after our survey

IQuari-ios of

Copau]

was

finished, as a roliof

llio

old stone quarries of Co])an.

tlio

path

aloiiLT

wo

the rivor, and turniMl

.urouiid w.is hrokon, the forest thick,
:iii

Indi.iii hei'dre
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ns with his machete, cutting

sot out for a

waUc

to

Vory soon we abandoned
ofl'

and

to

all

llio

the

down branches and

loft.

way

w(!

saplings.

The
had

The

;
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and runs east and west.

At

tli<'

crossed a wild stream. Tlie side of tlie mountain was overgrown
with buslies and trees. Tlie top was bare, and commanded a magnilicent view of
a dense forest, broken only by the winding of the Copan River, and the clearings
for the haciendas of Don Gregorio and Don Miguel. The city was buried in forest
foot of

it

we

Imagination peopled the quarry witli workmen,
Here, as the sculptor worked, he turned
to the theater of his glory, as the Greek did to the Acropolis of Athens, and
dreamed of innnortal fame. Little did he imagin(» that th(» time would conu'
when his works would perish, his race be extinct, his city a desolation and abode

and
and

entirely hidden

from

sight.

laid bare the city to their view.

Via. 141.

The stonecutters

of Yueatau.

From

for reptiles, for strangers to gaze at and

a .urdiip in thi'

National Museum.

wonder by what race

it

had once

been inhabited.
a soft grit. The range extended a long distance, seemingly
stone enough had been talven from its sides to build a city.
How the huge masses were transported over tlie irregular and bx-oken surface
we had crossed, and particularly how one of them was set up on the top
In many
of a mountain 2,000 feet high, it was impossible to conjecture.

The stone

unconscious

is

tliat

some defect
toward the river, was a gigantic
block, much larger than any we saw in the city, which was probably on its
way thither, to be carved and set up as an ornament, when the labors of the
workmen were ari'ested. T-ike the unfinished blocks in the quarries at Assouan
and on the Pentelican IVbmntain, it remains as a memorial of balHed human

places were blocks which had been quarried out and rejected for

and

at one spot,

plans.

midway

in a ravine leading
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day on the top of the
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Tlie close forest in

i-ange.

made us feel more sensibly the beauty
With
the range was a quarried block.

hiborin.i;

On

[bull. 60

which we

of the extended view.

the chay stone found
the top of
the ruins, and supposed to be the instrument of sculpture, we wrote our
names upon it. They stand alone, and few will ever see them. Late in the
afternoon we returned, and struck the river about a mile above the ruins,

among

near a stone wall with a circular building and a

The ancient builders of Peru and

pit,

apparently for a reservoir.

*

Bolivia, the Inca peoples, have

bequeathed to us evidence of remarkable enterprise in this

field, rival-

ing in the work accomplished the greatest achievements of the
builders of the Old World. Squier has given us a most elaborate
and graphic account of the great quarries of Cuzco:
separated from that of Oropesa, wliich is only an extension of
tliat of Cuzco, by a narrow ridge or pass, which formed the
[Qiinrrios of Cu7ao] Southern limit of the dominions of the first Inca, and where
stand the massive remains of the works by which it was defended Iroiii aggression from the southward. Before reaching these remains we
come to great projecting masses of tracliytic and basaltic rock, through which
the road oi" jiath winds tortuously. Here was one of the pi'inci])al quarries of
the Incas, and lience was taken by far lie greater part of the stones used in the
construction of the edifices of Cuzco. All around are immense heaps of stone

This

l)()lson is

I

more than half a mile square, and among these are scatand in every stage of
progress, from the rough fragment just broken from the parent mass to the

chipi)ings, covering

tered,

in

all

directions, blocks of stone of every size

elaborately finished block ready to be put in

its

assigned place in a building.

Here are the rough stone huts of the quarrymen and also the more pretentious
dwelling of the master workman, or overseer, who built a little wall around his
house and a terrace in front and otherwise evinced taste and love of comfort.
The wliole aspect of things is familiar, and we might readily imagine ourselves
Although many of the worked stones have
in an abandoned quarry at home.
been taken away since the Conquest, yet enoiigh remain to show that the quarries were in full operation at the time of their final interruption, and that the
Incas were still actively engaged in enlarging and beautifying their capital.
I do not attach much importance to the statements of Cieza de Leon and others
that many of the royal palaces and temples of the empire, as far distant as
Quito, were wholly or in part built with stones transported from Cuzco, thereby
obtaining sf)me degree of sanctity or reverence, as did the soil of the Campo
Santo of Pisa, from the fact that some of it was brought from the Holy Land.
The trachytes of which the edifices of Cuzco are mainly biult are by no means
unconnnon throughout Peru and the coincidence in materials in any given struc;

ture with those of anotlier by no
obtained from a common source.

means implies that these materials were

Although there is no direct evidence remaining in the quarry as to the manner in which the stones were dressed after being extracted from their beds,
yet it seems pretty clear that most of them were picked oi- hannnered into
shape with a pointed instrument of a hannuer before passing under the chisel.
Of the manner in which the stones were separated from the natural rock there
are hei-(>, as in other places, abundant illustrations. Excavations were made,
where possible, under the masses of rock, so as to leave some portions of them
impending. A groove was then cut in the upper surface on the line of desired
1

St<'i'lu'ns,

140-147.

Iiifidont.s

of

Travel in

Central

America,

Chiapas, and

Yucatan,

i,

pp.
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I

weiv workcil to a mnsiderajili' (U'lilli. in'cciscly
The presumption is stron.i;' lliat \ve(l.L;('s of
these holes and water turned into the i;roove. Tlie

obhini;- lioU\s

now

]»ractice(].

<,lriven into

wood would evenly split off tlie block. This device is prol)al)ly
almost as ancient as the art of stonecnitting itself. I found some disks of hard
stone in. this quarry, with holes through their center, as if for tlu' reception of
handles, which may have been used in rough-(h"essing or hammering the stones
swelling of

tlie

into shape.

How the stones
distanc(> of this quarry from Cuzco is ;ibont 22 miles.
transported thither is not easy to say; but as the Iiicas had no beasts of
draft it must havi" been done through the direct application of Innnan force.
With a redundant and disciplined iiopulatioii under absolut(> control w(> can
The

\V(M-e

understand how the Incas could combine the power of numbers
manner.^

a

in

most

eflicient

Tu nnother place Squier's
scribed

gniphicully de-

visit to these (jiiarries is

:

the old Inca road leading to the porphyry quarries, whence the giant
stones of the Fortress of Ollantaytambo were obtained. AVe follow this to Ibe
very extremity and brow of the headland, over which they were toppled, slid-

This

ing

is

down

2,000

fec^t

into the valley.

The plane worn

and lying around us are blocks more or

in tluMr

descent

less sha])eil artificially,

is distinct,

which the

n]ipari-

Spaniards prevented the ancient worknuMi from launching down to
IIow these blocks were got across the swift and turbiileiif
tluMr destination.
river, in th(> bed of which some still remain, I do not attemi)t to ex|>lain.
Starting back along the ancicMit quarry ]-oad. we constantly encountered blocks
of poriihyi'y. entirely or i)aiily liev.n, some in the middU? of the road and
others lying by its sides.^
tion of the

^

Squicr,

Peru: Incideuls ot'Trnvi'l

418-410.
- Iliid.,

p.

50S.

iiuil

lOxploration in

the

Land

iit"

the

Incas,

pp.

XXVIII.

THE STONE-SHAPING AETS
Synopsis of Pkocesses

fracture rrocesses

i,

Direct, freehand
(a)

Direct, rest

Percussion fracture

Indirect, freehand
Indirect, rest

(b)

Freehand

Pressure fracture

Rest

^

(c)
(fl)

Heat fracture
Water ex])ansion fracture
II.

(a)

CRUIMBLING PROCESSES

Dii-ect percussion cruuihliuir

Freehaud
'

ih)

Indirect i:)ercussion

t^

^

J

cruniblinjii:

I
I

III.

(a)

,

vest

Fl -eel land
,.
^
Kest

ABRADING PROCESSES

Grindino"; Avhetting-

(b)

Sawing

(c)

Scraping

/
7x
-IT
{d) T^
Drilling

f

1.

Dii'ect

2.

Rotary

(e)

Engraving

(/)

Polishing

(a)

Cutting

(b)

Shaving

THE

IV.

IX CI SI NO PROCESSES

V.

PIERCING PROCESSES

shaping processes, by means of ^Yhich stone is made to
assume artificial forms adajited to human needs, are varied
and ingenious, and their mastery has always been a matter of
the greatest importance to primitive peoples, as it is also in large
degree with civilized peoples. These processes are
cinssification
of
p„^.pjy niechanical, unless we regard fire, used sometimes in fracturing rock bodies, and perhaps to
some extent in minor operations, as a chemical agent. A wide range
of manual o])erations is represented, and these may be conveniently

-
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five groups: (1) fracturing^ represented by the terms
breaking, flaking, chipping, and knapping; (2) cfunibllny, including
sucli acts as pecking and liannnering; (o) abrading, as in rubbing,

arranged in

scraping, boring, sawing, and polishing; (4) Incising, including cut-

ting and shaving; (5) piercing, as with an awl or punch. The processes employed in a given case were determined by the nature and

form of the material worked, by the available shaping tools, by the
and skill of the workman, by the character of the object
or work designed, and by a number of minor considerations. Fracturing is available to some extent with all varieties of stone, and as a
specializing process where the stone to be shaped is measurably
brittle, as flint, jasper, an^ quartz. Heat fracture, although of great
service in breaking up bodies of rock, is of little value in the shaping
work. The crumbling processes are employed when the materials
worked, while readily subject to crumbling and in a measure to
intelligence

fractuiing, are capable of resisting fracture by the ordinary shocks

of percussion, like the granites,
fibrolite

and

jade.

many

of the

more compact eruptives,

All varieties of minerals are suseei)tible of shap-

ing by abrasion, while simple piercing with a point

is

but slightly

applicable except with such soft and yielding substances as
soapstone, and mica.

Incising

is

tively soft, as soai)stone, serpentine, cannel coal,

The

and the

materials employed by the tribes were of

occurred in
Materials, Shaped

many

fire clay,

emj)loyed where the stone

forms.

Some

is rela-

like.

many kinds and

attractive varieties.

being rare and

difficult to procure, were regarded as
and often as being possessed of exceptional
Others were scattered broadcast
qualities or mysterious attributes.
over the face of the country and were readily obtained, while others
occurred in extensive deposits extending beneath the surface and were
available only by quarrying or mining. Through long experience the
aborigines had ac(iuired extensive and accurate knowledge of the
superficial distribution of these materials and of their nature and
They vary in form, texture,
adajitability to i)rocesses and uses.
hardness, etc., and these qualities are important factors in deciding
the shaping processes used and the character of the art form ]iroduced, but detailed discussion of these qualities can add little of real
value and will not be taken up in this place. Special studies of the
characteristics of fracture have been made by various writers, prominent among whom are Pfeiffer,^ and S. Ilazzledine Warren.
Having secured the raw materials from the surface or by quarrying, the next step of the primitive implement maker
^"^*"'''''
was either to utilize the available product unchanged
Forms''^
or to shape it for more effective use.
Convenient
water-worn forms from the ri\er banks or from gravel beds were

precious,

'

See his wrirk. "

2

Warron, Kxperiiiieutal liivestigatidn of Flint Fracture.

T>i("

Stcinznitlische Teohnik."
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employed for breaking,
sharp-edged

antl

(lri\ing, gi-iiuliiig, cracking, aiul killing,

has

ing, antl picking; but the urcheologist

siiapiii;;

i).v

and

pointed stones for cutting, SvTa[)ing, drilling, pierc-

modilied forms, since

was used

[wll. 60

little

to do with the nn-

not easy to say that any given specimen

is

it

it bears decided marks of use, and if shaped
thus by use the stone may be classed with artificial
forms, although not the result of design. This is the
case with a multitude of mortars, pestles, al)raders,

at all unless

Use

hammers,

picks,

and other implements and

or discarded upon deserted and ancient

utensils in use to-day

Again,

sites.

many

of the

much
made at once with
hammer. The hunter and

simpler forms of artifacts did not call for
Improvised Tools

elaboration,
a

as they

could be

few strokes of the

warrior were able to supply themsehes

slight

at

cost

of

labor

and eflicient bammei-s, axes, knives, picks, scrapers, and the like were made with
The more highly specialized forms recjuii'cd
ease.
Do-rccs of uiijiiotinu^'and in many cases no doul)t, Avhere there was
m n S|irci:ili-/,;in
no need of haste, the woric was gi'a<lually brought to
completion by intermittent labor. Whei'c materials
wei'e plentiful and the demand great, imi^lements, and especiall_v implement lilanks of certain classes, w^ere often gotten out in numbers,
nnd the sites became workshops or factories, and there was an o[)portunity for, and no doubt a tendency toward, spcciali''^^"''"
"
zation of labor. It was more convenient and profitui'bor

Avith

I'

weapon points

t

emergency

as

i

i>

i

re(|uired,

i

t

i

i

i

(i,,ii

able wdiere sei)ai'ate ojjei'ations, each recjuiring special
skill,

were involved, to have hidividiials

v>r

groups of craftsmen give

exclusive attention to the separate steps: First, to quarrying; second,

up the material and selecting choice available pieces in
numbers; third, to roughing out blank foi-ms in
stops in siu'ciainumbers; and fourth, to the woi'k of tr'innning,
iz:.li.iii
of lnii)Ic11
rri
T
a
Ihis avouIo ai>]ny more
specializing, and hnishmg.
„i,i,ts
to breakdng

•

•

1

•

^

•

•

1

These
especially to the fracture-made implements.
four well-defined steps gave rise to separate industi'ies cai'ried on by
tlie

same indixiduals

at different times or places,

oi- l)y

distinct groiq^s

would seem that the
whether performed by one or by two groups

of ex]X'rts at convenient times and places.

It

second and third steps,
of wo]'kmen, were generally accomplished on the spot yielding the

raw material.

It w^ould be unprofitable to transport for long dis-

tances masses of material of which nine-tenths would finally, from
the vicissitudes of fracture, be consigned to the refuse heap. The
l)lank foi'uis of articles to be shaped,

tlioroughly the material and
dircrtions, were
\\!ien

conxenient

i'{'nio\(Ml
oi-

its

worked out

capacity

fi-oui tlie

foi'

so far as tc test

specialization in desired

sources of supply, to be

when need demanded.

Of

(inish('(l

course the shaping

iini.jrEs]
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connected with sculptural and architectural (building) arts,
and more especially the incUistries pertaining thereto, are in a measure distinct from those pertaining to the minor art forms, but these
diti'erences will appear with suflicient clearness as the several proc-

^\ol•k

esses are presented in detail.

Pictography utilized sharp stones and stone surfaces in their natand sculptures generall}^ passed through the same shaping
stages and by the same processes as implements and utensils of
practical use.
The stone gathered for building purposes was employed without change or was dressed by the ordinary shaping
ural state,

processes to suit the needs of the builder, while the quarried niatei'ial
to be freed from the solid beds by the tedious processes
of pecking and picking and was dressed and carved by the same im-

had largely

plements employed in the shaping of major artifacts generally.
JNIucli has been said regarding the time required for the comple'"

siapiJT""'''^

tion of artifacts of certain classes. The fracturing
operations were usually not i^rolongod or tedious, ar.'^
numerous eyewitnesses of the native work testify

which the minor chipped implements, as aiiowshown that even the most
tedious pi'ocesses, as crumbling and abrading, permit the comjiletion of the more elaborate implements in weeks and months rather
than in years or lifetimes. That certain highly specialized and elal>

to the i-apidity with

heads, wei-e made; and experiment has

articles took long periods for their completion is to be
accounted for by the fact that the work usually was not carried forward at once, but was taken up at intervals possibly widely separated.
Speaking of grooved axes and celts, Lafitau says that they are prepared by the process of grinding on sandstone and finally assume,
at the sacrifice of much time and labor, nearly the shape of our axes

orate

(the grooved ax) or of a

wedge

for splitting

wood

(the celt).

The

often insufficient for accom]ilishing the woi-k, and

life of a savage
hence such an implement, however rude and imperfect it may be, is
considei'ed a ])recious heirloom for the children.^
INlcGuire and others who have undertaken experimental worlc have
is

demonstrated the fact that the most elaborate stone

work of years but rather
Crumbling and x\brading
oration
Processes"). However, where large woiks were nndertaken, as in sculpture and architecture, the labor was pi-olonged
and directly in ratio to inci'ease in dimensions. The cai-ving of

Time Froportionoii

.^^ is not neccssarily the
"^ days and weeks (see "

each of the granite capitals of the Corinthian columns of the portico
of the New National Museum, CA inches in height and 50 inches in
diameter, occupied a skilled woi'kman, equipped with the most highly
1

Lafitau, Moeurs dos Sauvagos Anioriquains, vol.

ii,

p.

110.
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perfected electrically driven chisels, 100 days. The magnitude of
this work with its high relief, undercutting and diversitied lloral de-

however, more than paralleled in magnitude by that of the
stelae of Copan and Quirigua, which are marvels
of intricate design and bold relief, and carved, it is assumed, without
machinery and in the main, no doubt, with implements of stone.
It would ai)i)ear that the shaping and use of minor artifacts of
stone utensils, implements, ornaments, and objects of religious significance was carried to a high degree of perfection among most
tail is,

huge monolithic

—

—

primitive peoples before the larger works of sculpture and architecture were conceived or undertaken, although

peoples megalithic

monuments and cyclopean

among

exceptional

structures of astoinid-

ing jn-oportions were erected during very early stages of ]n"ogress
in the

shaping

arts.

Howsoever important the stone-shaping arts may have ])een to
the impleuient maker and the carver of minor sculjitures generally,
their greatest field of accomi)lishment was in getting out and dressing the vast bodies of

aud

soli<l

rock refjuired in the building arts

in carving the colossal sculptures which characterize the cultrire

INIuch, however, must reundetermined regarding the means euiployed by the
jU'imitiAe city-l)uilders in (juarrying these monster stones from the

centers of Middle and South Auierica.

main

forevei'

unbi'oken body of living rock.

With regard

to the question of the geographical distribution of

the various processes here referred to,

it

may

be said that some are

widespread or even practically universal, while others are confined
apparently to limited areas and represent single connnunities or
tribes.
The fundamental processes were doubtless known in one
form or another to all the American i)eoi)les, either by original discovery or by acculturation, the differences in their operation arising
locally as the result of differences in nuiterial and needs and varying
also witli the state of advancement of the ]ieo]ile, the diiTerence depending not a little, as with civilized peoples, upon the inventi\e
jrcnius of a few individuals.

XXIX. FRACTUEE PEOCESSES

NUjNIEEOUS

somewhat

methods of shaping stone by
and illustrated in subsecjuent
of these methods have been recorded with some
distinct

fracture processes are described
pages.

Many

degree of fullness by observers of the native work as actually prac-

men who had knowledge of the work
coming of the gun, while others are inferred
from a study of the implements used, the artifacts made, and the

ticed, or as

operated by old

in days preceding the

refuse of manufacture.

It is not at all likely, how^ever, that the proc-

and described include all of those employed by primitive
peoples of the world or even of America alone, but they are sufficient
to indicate the wide range of methods available to the Stone Age artisan. During his many years of close association with the Indians Mr.
Gushing accunnilated a great store of knowledge of the native arts,
and in his discussion of the arrow ^ he enumerates and illustrates
several methods of stone working by fracture alone. His account,
which describes numerous processes, is introduced later on. The
writer has been able to collect more or less definite information regarding a much larger number without going beyond the ordinaiy
esses cited

range of processes observed in use among primitive peoples. As
a matter of fact, the procedure followed out by the experimenter, howsoever carefully he may imitate the native processes as
witnessed by him or described by others, will always be found to
embody more or less decided individual variations and technical
peculiarities.

The

fracture processes are of two distinct types: Those which

operate by percussion, and those which employ pressure. The former
are here presented first for the reason that in the shaping of minor
artifacts in

is utilized the shaping work usually
The flakes are made, or blank forms are
hammer, preparatory to the use of the bone

which pressure

begins with percussion.

roughed out by the
chipping tool.

Percussion Fracture Processes

The

stone

hammer,

the greatest of all Stone

Age

tools,

remained

imperfectly understood by students of prehistoric culture until within
^

Gushing, The Arrow.
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Prol". Sven Nilsson ^ was probably the first to comprerecent years.
hend its nse in shaping by fracture, his experiments having been
begun very early in the last century. It remained for various students of the present generation to work out the full range of its

application.

Its

field

of usefulness

is

wonderfully wide.

In the

shaping arts, besides its universal use in the fracture processes it
holds an e(|ually exalted place in the pecking-crumbling arts and
was, besides, in one form or another, employed in the household arts
and in the arts of war and the chase. Its usefulness in the fracture
arts was largely confined to the breaking up of rock masses and the
rough shaping of implements and other artifacts. The hammer was
in a vast number of cases merely a water-worn bowlder, which
assumed artificial shajie through use, while where bowlders were not
convenient tough, hard bits of stone were collected and roughly
shaped to adapt them to the work. Examples are illustrated in figure
142. It is doubtless true that the pitted hammer (fig. 143) w^as sometimes employed in the chipping work, but examples are rarely found
in the (^uarry slumps where this work was extensi\'ely carried on.
Ilannners made of a section of the indurated base of deer and elk
some localities for the lighter chipantler were in connnon use
ping work.
The fi-acture [)ro('esses in which the luuumer is the active agent are
sunnnarized as follows:

m

DIUIOCT FUKKlIA^'l) I'KKCL'SSION

].

Fracture by striking the stone to be woi-ked, held in one hand, with
another stone held in the other hand, thus pur[)osely shaping the
former or obtaining desired fragments.
•2.

(a)

Chipping

TXDIUFXT FKKEIIAND PEIJCUSSION

brittle stone held in the

palm of one hand with a
hand and driven by

bone ])unch held between the fingers of the same

hannner held in the other hand.
(h) Chipping l)rittie stone held in the i)alm of one hand with a
bone })unch held in the other hand and di'iven by a hammer in the
a

hand

of another person.
0.

(a)

DiKKcr

i:i:s'i'

rKitcrssiox

Fracturing the stone by striking

latter usually of larger size

it

against another stone, the

and stationary.

(b) Fracture by casting one stone against another as a missile;
employed largely in breaking up masses and more especially in
mining and quarrying.
1

Kilsson,

The

I'rimitivc Inhabitants of Scandinavia.
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J^i^it^iS^'

/X

\

^A

'

\\

Fig.

143.

Types of hainmorstouos.
(/,

(«,

h

c,

r.dwidcrs showing

liaiiiiiicr rliiiiiH'd iiiiii sliaiio.)

liatti'i-iiij;-

rrom use;
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Fractni'e

llJLLL.

60

by liokling the stone to be Avorked flatwise on a stone
hand and striking it with a hammer, thus pur-

or other rest with one

posely shaping

it

or obtaining desired flakes.

Fracture by holding the stone to be shaped edgewise on an
anvil-stone and striking it, edge on, with a hammer, thus purposely
shaping it or obtaining desired flakes.
(d)

Vie. 143.

I'ittrd liaininort<toucs eiiiployod in a

wide raugc of uses, aud of very genoral

occurrence.

Fracture by holding the stone to be shaped in a clamp or
otherwise fixing it and chipping the exposed margin with a hammer,
thus modifying the form.
(c)

IIOL.MKS]
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PEIK'USSION

punch of bone

or other like material,
(a) Fracture b}^ means of a
driven by a hammer, the stone shaped being at rest.
(7>) Cliipping by placing the thin edge of the stone to be shaped
on an anvil and tapping it from above with a hammer.

Fio. 144.

Froe-hand fracture of a bowlder with a bowlder hammer. Figure from the
Piney Braueh quarry group in the National Museum.

Probably the most gonerally i^racticed of the fracture shaping
processes in which the stone hammer was employed
Froc-hantl
Diroct
is that referred to as the direct free-hand method.
I'erciiRsion
Traces of its employment are found in nearly all
parts of the habitable world. In its practice the stone to be shaped,
necessarily small, was held in one hand, usually the left, and fractured by a hammer of suitable shape and hardness, hafted or unhafted, held in the other hand (lig. 114). It has the special advan38657°— 19— Bull.

GO, pt

i

•2\)
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that the stone to be shaped can be readily and
quickly adjusted to the strokes of the hammer, so
tii£>e

Advantajres of the
Process

that the strokes follow one another in rapid succes-

hands progresses with much celerity.
method has been observed among many tribes
of the aborigines, and the refuse of the workshops where chipped
sion,

and the work

The

practice of this

Fig.

145.

in skilled

Fliut Working by Isbi, a Yahi Indian of California.
Flolmes Anniversary Volume, opp. p. 398.

Nelson,

in

the

implements were roughed out, especially those associated with the
great quarries, afford ample opportunity for the study of the

work

in all its phases.

We

are fortunate in having an example of the practice of this

particular process by the Indians of to-day

(fig.

145).
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kinds of implements were in their less highly specialized
forms shaped by free-hand fracture without resort

Implements Made

to other metliods.

Among

these are knives, scrapers,

choppers, hammers, hoes, and picks; and the process
Avas extensively employed, as already noted, in roughing out the
forms of many of the smaller articles finished by pecking, grinding,

sawing, and drilling,

among which

are mortars, pestles, mullers,

and diversional and ceremonial
and
stones
for building.
as well as sculptures

axes, celts, chisels, pipes, ornaments,
objects,

The

shaping work

results of the writer's prolonged study of the

as carried on by the ancient
Shaping Work in
the I'otomac Valley

Potomac Valley

bluffs of
aloiig the bowldcr-bcaring
"^

tribes

Piney Branch,

j,•
-T-./^-n
iii
JD. C, Will serve to give a reasonably clear conception
of the work of shaping by free-hand fracture, not
'

only where bowlders and pebbles were utilized but with

all classes

and conditions of materials.^ Shai:)ing work in these quarries was almost exclusively fracture by free-hand percussion, the act being a
quick, firm stroke with a bowlder hammer, regulated in force by the
nature of the resistance to be overcome and by the result desired.

Few traces of other kinds of procedure were observed. The bold,
irregular style of the chipping precludes the idea that any process
capable of accurately adjusting the point of contact between the
and the article shaped could have been employed, and
would hardly be adequate for the reason that in its

tool used
i-est

fracture

operation fracture

is

at the point struck

almost as liable to occur at the rest point as
Again, it may be noted as

by the hammer.

decisive in this matter, that neither on

Piney Branch nor any of the

other great quarry shop sites are there adequate evidences of the
use of the rest process, which necessarily leaves large numbers of
anvil stones with surfaces scarred or pitted

by the impact

of the

stones worked.

Referring to the Piney Branch quarry shops,

it is

observed that

the process of manufacture and the steps of form development appear
to have been about as follows: Grasping a bowlder in either hand,
the

first

moA^ement was to strike the periphery of the one, w^hich

served as the hammer, against the periphery of the other, which was
to be shaped, at the proper angle to detach a flake (figs. 144, 145, 146)
;

movement and the third were similar, and so on until the
If no false strokes were made, and the
circuit was completed.
stone had the right fracture, these few blows, occupying but as
the second

many
back "

The Tiiitieback

seconds, gave as a result a typical " turtle-

—a

bowldcr with one side faceted by artisuggesting the back of the turtle; the

ficial flaking,
1

Holmes, Fifteenth Ann. Bept. Bur. Amer, Ethn.,

p,

52.
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remaining smooth, suggesting the
147, «, h). If the removal of a single

Siive throiioii acfideiit,

under surface of the turtle

(fig.

work was continued until the
one side was reduced to the proper degree of flatness and the avail:;bilitY of tlie stone for further elaboration was made apparent.
If the result thus far reached proved satisfactory, the stone was
reversed in the hand and by a second series of blows the remaining
smooth side, the under
circuit of flakes

was not

sufficient, the

surface

was

of

the

"turtle,"

away

flaked

(fig.

148), the result being a

double faceted stone

With

149).

few

(fig.

perhaps

additional

a

strong

strokes the stone assumed

the ovate or ovate-lanceolate outline of the imple-

ment blank,

the principal

product of the quarry
shops (fig. 150). If at
any stage the stone de\

el(jped serious defects, as

too great thickness,
cr( )okedness,
or h n m p s
(fig.

151), that could not

was thrown
became

be remo^'ed,

it

away

thus

and

part of the refuse, and

would appear that
Fic. lie.

The

fronx the

had

first

step in the

quarr}^

making

of a thiu l)lado.

shops, since they were

some

all

it

the

entire specimens collected

included in the refuse,

The development
through failure of flakes to carry Avell
across the specimen was the particular bete noire
Causes of Failure
of the workcr of quartzitc and other like tough
materials.
Another frecpient cause of failure and
reject age was cross fracture or shattering under the blows of the
hammer, and it is probable, judging by the vast number of transA ersely broken incipient blades, that one-fourth or more of the blades
begun met this fate. Examples are shown in figure 152. These specimens must have been all but completed when the unlucky blow was
delivered, for they are apparently more nearly complete than any
whole blades left on the site. Many such, associated with the flakes
produced in .shaping them, were gathered from the Piney Branch
shop clusters.
of

developed

too

great

thickness

of

these

shortcomings.

a
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One facf chippod nil arounrl, hut nnsucpessful liocanso not flat i^nouKh
Successful so l"ar because flat eiKumh to insure n tliin hlade, iiidviiieil the
other side chiijs equally Hat.

Fig. 147.
reject,

Fk;.

14S.

a.

h.

r.ei;innin;.c

"f

1li<^

chippinjr of the second side of the howlder.
used to |ir(it<'cl the hand.

A

pad was

.i;euerail.v

140.
(/,
rrofile of a blade, unsuccessful liecaus(^ too thii-k.
Frolile of
/).
libido
successful because thin enoush to serve as a knife or as the lil.ink lorni for a jii'oji'cl ib

Fi(i.

p.dnt.

.)
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prodiici'd in the quiirrius.
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A remarkable illustration of the vicissitudes of fracture was
brought to light by Dr. rhi]li[)s while carrying on explorations

Fig.

101.

Example

blaJe making
formation.
in

of

due

Example of cro.ss fracture under the hammer near the
completion of a blade.

failure
to

Fig. 152.

mal-

along the southwest shore of Lake Michigan. By patient search he
collected, in addition to one-half of an incipient blade, upward of a

Cross-fractured blade, one-half of which was found, and also a dozen of the
from it with the hammer. Flakes set 1)ack into place. Each flake represents a blow.

Fig.

1.53.

flakes struck

dozen of the flakes removed fi-oin
fatal stroke occurred (fig. ir)3).

it

by the haininerstone before the
,
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important to observe that when the thin leaf-like blade was
work of the quarry shop, the only work of the (juarry

secured, the

Fic.

1;";4.

IjiiTiitoil

doi^roo

nf sppcializatinn of tho hlados,

possililo

liy

pcrcnssioii

witli

Hat (lisccidal haiiiinors.

shop so far as shaping: i^ concerned, was ended. The ]irocess and
tlie liannnei' had accomi)lished all that was asked of tliem.
It shouhl l)e stated in this place tliat a
limited degree of specialLimit of

Sppcial

is possible with
hammerstone, e^'en
with quartzite and like tough materials.
It is possible with the aid of thin-edged

ization

ization

the

hammers to chip out shallow notches and
to work out eccentric outlines.
Experiment has shown that with the more brittle stones much more can be done.
On
the flint-shop sites of Georgia numerous

hammers are found. These
of the tougher portions of the
flint and are so light that they could not
thin discoidal
are

made

have served for the roughing-out work,
and must have been devoted to secondary
flaking or to specialization work as shown
in figure

boldly

154.

shaped

Figure 155 illustrates a
animal form found in

Tennessee, the large size and great thickness of which precludes the idea that

Lid. 155.

shaped
aldy

Largo,
figure

thiclv,

of
special iaod

animal-

flint,

pi-ol)-

e.xelusively

with the hammerstone.
been shaped by pressure.
It was probably carried to completion as it now stands
by the hammerstone and by the free-hand stroke rather than by any
it

coidd

have

rest process.

It

may

be possible that (he curiously specialized bhule
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could lune been produced by the hunnnerstone,

any severe or niisphiced stroke woukl cerIt may be assumed that in the shaping
of such objects some pressure pi'ocess was employed, at least in the
final stages. Caleb Lyon, quoted in detail later, describes the making
of small arrowheads b}" a Calif(n-nia Indian, using the hammer alone.
Pie does not make it clear, however, that the shape was specialized
but

it is

so attenuated that

tainly have been disastrous.

bej^oncl the

simple outline of the triangular or leaf-shape blade; this
the hammer by all makers of projectile

much was accomplished with
points.

A most remarkable
sion
Indiroct Free-hand

Porcnssion

free-hand method of chipping stone by percusdescribed by Catlin ^ in a manner so circum-

is

stantial that its practice
tribes can hardly

flakes

Fig.

employed

150.

in

l)e

by

arrowhead making

Flint blmlc the specinlizatiou

of

Apache
The fragments or

at least one of the

(|uestioned.
v>'ere

obtained as usual by

which would exceed the capacity of the

hanuncrstone.

direct percussion Avith the hannnerstone.

implement forms

is

The

elaboration of the

described as follows:

The master workman, seated on the ground, hays one of these flakes on the
pahn of his left hand, holding It firmly down with two or more fingers of the
same hand [fig. 1.57], and with his rigid hand, hetween the thumh and two forefingers, places his chisel (or pnnch) on the point that is to he hrolvcn off, and
a co-opei'ator (a striker) sitting in front of him, witli a mallet of very hard
wood, strikes the chisel (or punch) on the ui)])er end. llak'iiig the llinl olf on
the under side, helow each i)ro,iccting point that is struck. The flint is then
turned and chipped in the same manner from the opposite side, and so turned
and chipped mitil the required shape and dimensions are ohtained, all the fractures being made on the palm of the hand.
.

.

.

The

yielding elasticity of the palm of the hand enables the chip to come off
without breaking the body of the flint, which would be the case if they were

broken on a hard subslancc. These i)eo])le have no metallic instruments to
work with, and the instrument (punch) which they use, I was told, was a
piece of bone; but on examining it I found it to be a su])stanc(> much harder,

made

of the tooth (incisoi-) of the si)erm-wliale or sea-lion, which are often
stranded on the coast of the Pacific. This punch is about d or 7 inches in
length and 1 inch in diameter, with one rounded side and two plane sides;
^

Catlin,

Last Rambles

Among

the Indians,

p.

1S.3.

,
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thorofore prosontin^- one acute and two obtu.so anslos, to suit tho points to bo
Tliis operation is very curious, botli tlie liolder and tlie striker sinsing,

Id-oken.

and tlie strokes of tlie mallet uiven exactly in time with the music, with
a sharp and rchoundinL: blow, in which, the Indians tell us, is the yreat
medicine (or mystery) of the operation.

According to B. B. Redding, the Wintoons of Clond River, Oreg
employed a somewhat remarkable method (fig. 158)
:

Iloldin.i;-

tween the

the piece of obsidian in the hollow of
lirst

tli(!

l(>ft

and second fingers of the same hand the

Fig.

I.'jT.

Indirect porcussioii

;

tliroc

hand, he placed bedeerhorn

split jiiece of

hnnds omployoil.

first descrilted, the straipht edge of tlie si^lit deerhorn restins aiiainst about
one-fourth of an inch of the edge of the obsidian tins l)ein^^ about the thickness of the Hake be (U>sired to split off; then with a small round water-worn
stone which he bad selected, weighing perhaps a pound, he, with his right hand,

—

struck the other end of the split deerhorn a sharp blow. The first attempt resulted in failure. A flake was split ofC, but the blow also shattered the Hake at
the same time into small fragments. He then repeated the operation, apparently holding the split deerhorn more carefully and firmly against the edge of
the large piece of obsidian. The next blow was successful. A perfect flake

was obtained showing the
1

conchoi<lal fracture peculiar to obsidian.*

Redding, IIow Our Ancestors in the Stone Age

Made Their Implements,

p.

<;70.
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of speciulization was then completed by well-known

pressnre processes.

primitive forms of stone craft resulted probably from
the use of natural forms in the rude activities of
Peror
The stone used for crushing
yj^-iij^jtive times.
'^

The very
Direct Rest
cussiou

J^

.

breaking would be fractured, and the observation
that the tool, thus modified, was improved for certain purposes
would lead to intentional fracture with a definite purpose in view.
But since the stone thus modified Avas held in the hand it is surmised that the first purposeful attempt at shaping by fracture w^ould
probably relate not to the stone struck, but to the stone held in the

Fig. ]r>S.
Froc-haiKl fracture with liam(Rcdniir
and
deer horn
punch.

Fig.
in

159.

anvil

diiij;'.)

Fracture

the hand

b.v

of

a

stone

held

strilving it against

an

stone.

hand, as indicated in figure ir)0. This form of fracture naturally
occurs unintentionally during tlie ])i'actice of stone craft, whatsoever the period,

l)ut as

a

method of shaj^ing

its

capacity

is

necessarily

and we may
ployment by any people.
A second and hardly less elementary form of rest percussion is
the crushing or breaking of a stone at rest by striking it with another stone held in the hand or hands and cast as a missile (fig. 100),
the purj)ose being to split or change the shape of the stone or to
obtain fragments, splinters, and spalls which would serve as tools.
limited,

reasonably doubt

its

systematic, purposeful em-
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Tins method could have little \aluc in shaping minor artifacts, but
must ha\e been of great service at all stages of progress in breaking
up stone in the quarries and
in
possibl}^
rough - shaping
stone for building purposes.

Closely akin to the preceding is the use of one stone
held in the hand as a hammer, hafted or unhafted, in
fracturing another stone at
rest, held or not held, to alter
its shape or to remove frag-

ments and flakes for use as
implements or for (he making
of implements (fig. 101 ) This
simple process has doubtless
been employed by all primitive peoples, and its opera.

tion,

we may assume,

led up-

and intelligence
increased, to the development
of other and more refined
})rocesses of working stone.

wai'd, as skill

Fig.

Fracturing a largo stone with
huninicrstone cast as a missile.

IGO.

Many

of the accounts given by casual observers of the use of

the hanunerstone in implement

Fig. 161.

and

im]iei'fect.

interju'ctations.

making by the aborigines

Use of a haminerstonc

in

making

are

meager

flakes.

and allowance must be made for mistakes and misIn some cases it is dillicult to determine from the
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held.

Caleb

Lyon some 70 j^ears airo witnessed the making of an obsidian arrowHis
skilled workman of the Shasta tribe of California.
head by
reference to the work is as follows:
fi

Tlie Sluista Indian seated himself on the tloor, and, placing

tlie

stone anvil

with one blow of his agate
chis(>l he separated the obsidian pebble into two parts; then giving another
blow to the fractured side he split off a slab a fourth of an inch in thickness.
Holding; the piece against the anvil with the thumb and finger of his left hand,
he conunenced a series of continuous blows, every one of which chipped off
fragments of the brittle substance. It gradually assumed the required slmpe.
After finishing the base of the arrowhead (the whole being only a little over
an inch in length), he began striking gentler blows, every one of which I
expected would break it into pieces. Yet such was their adroit application,
his skill and dexterity, that in little over an hour he produced a perfect

upon

liis

Ivnee,

which was of compact talcose

Fig. 162.

Shaping a blade at

obsidian arrowhead.

slate,

rest by fracture

with a hammerstone.

him to carve me one from the remains
two failures) he succeeded in doing. He

I then requested

of a broken port bottle, which (after
gave as a reason for his ill success, he did not understand the grain of the
glass.
No sculptor ever handled a chisel with greater precision, or more

measured the weight and effect of every blow, than this ingenious
among them, arrow making is a distinct trade or i)rofeswhich many attempt, but in which few attain excellence. He luiderstood

carefully

Indian; for, even
sion,

the capacity of the material he wrought, and, before striking the first blow,
by surveying the pebble, he could judge of its availability as well as the
sculptor judges of the perfection of a block oi Parian.'

Variants of this rest method are recorded by a number of authors.
Snyder witnessed the work as done by a Digger Indian. Holding a
quartz splinter flatwise on a smooth bowlder anvil stone with his
left hand (fig. 162) he gently tapped the stone first on one edge, then
•

Lyiin,

Letter of ISOO.
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on the other, striking off a tiny chip at each stroke until he soon
had it reduced approximately to the dimensions re(}uired. The -work
^
of specialization was completed by pressure with a bone point.
A fourth form of fracture by rest percussion is that in which the
pebble or fragment of stone or partially shaped implement was set
edgewise on the anvil stone, where it was held in place by the fingers
and tlnnnb while struck edge on with the hammer. The capabilities
of this method in the shajHng work, however, are found to be
limited. It served to split or splinter the stone or to break off spalls
and flakes (fig. Ifi.S), which served unmodified as implements or for

by more
processes.

elaboration
refined

The

stone

thus

op-

upon assumed
fortuitously various
erated

shapes readily mistaken by the inexperienced for purposeful forms.

The ham-

mer

was

stone

used

suited

purpose.

was

any
the

to

The method

employed

very

extensively along the

Atlantic

shore

of

Argentina, where it
was regarded by Ameghino as pertaining
to a very primitive
stage of culture, and
the

chipped

regarded
FlG. 1G3.

Chipping a stone lield at rest by
hammerstone.

strolies of

a

nuclei,

as imple-

ments, were assigned

by him

to Tertiary or

Quaternary times. However, the conclusion reached by
the writer, based on collections and observations made by Ilrdlicka
and Willis along the Pampean coast, is that the work probably pertains to recent times and to the historic tribes.- Examples
of the Argentina specimens are presented in figure KU, and the associated hammerstones and anvils displaying their peculiar markings ai)pear in figures 105 and IOC). This process, even in its most
it was almost as likely
refined api)lication, had one serious defect
when the stone was brittle to result in fracture at the point of con-

early

—

1

^

Snyder, The Method of Maliing Stone Arrow-points,
See llrdlitka, Early Man in South America.

p.

231.
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Fig. 104.

rebl)le

Fi«. 105.

Fi<;.

from which

flakos hiivi> been
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removed by strokes of the hammer.

Ilammerstones used aLso as anvils, as indicated

l)y

the scarring.

lUO. llammcrbtouca used also as anvils, as indicated by the scarrinjj
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by the hammer.

To

carry

out any designed specialization except of the simplest kind seems to
the writer hardly possible. The most familiar employment of this

method of fracture in the United States was in making the so-called
" teshoas " of Leidy ^ (fig. K')7), which is a sharp-edged discoidal flake
blow of the hammer upon the convex surface of
be, when a bowdder hammer is used, either the
the hand

made with

a single

a bowlder, which

one held in

may

or the one struck.

A

number of observers

Indirect Rost
Percussion

j

c or

ded

the use of a hanuncr

and punch by the
American tribes in
flint

chipping.

An

of

the

illustration
free

-

hand

these tools
figure

in

use
is

As

158.

employed

in the rest

method, the bit
stone

of

given

was held

of

in a

fixed position, as

107.
Flakes made from water-worn bowlders by a
used as scrapers,
single stroke of the hammerstouc
knives, etc., and for the making of various small imple-

Fiu.

;

ments. The name " teshoas "' is from the Shoshone language and was given by Dr. Joseph Leidy.

under the knee or

in a

of stone, hard bone, or antler, was set

clamp, and the punch,

made

at the precise

point

u[)()n

it

remove a flake of desired thickness, and the opposite
end was tapped with a mallet or hammer. Cushing illustrates this
work in his paper on the
arrow (fig. 168), an extract
from which is quoted later.
re(|uired to

This process
that

is

practiced

pe(jples, the

identical wnth

by

civilized

metal chisel tak-

ing the place of the stone or

bone fracturing

tool.

Another variety of percussive w^ork, accounts of which
Fig.

UiS.

Rest frnctniv with
punch.
(Cushing.)

hammer and ^rc UOt aS specific aS COuUl be
dcsircd. has been noted by a

numbei' of obser\ers. The thin edge of the fragment or flake, or the
blank form to be further specialized, is laid flatwise on the anvil
stone at a suitable angle (fig. 169) and tapped from above with a
hannner. minute flakes being thus thrown upward along the margin.
I.cjilv.

(In

Rciii.-iiiis

iif

I'riiiiitix'e

.\rt

in

the Hridger

I'.asin

of

Southei'ii

Wyoiiiiuf.

holmes]
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capable of triiuniiiig the edges of flakes or of blades

already well advanced, but apparently

is

incapable of specialization

-=''^^^^1
Fig. 100.

Practiiro

liy

rostins a blade upon an anvil and tapping

it

from above

witti a

hammer.

of any other kind, unless, indeed, a sharp-edged rest

shown

in figure 170.

By

this

method

it is

is

employed as

possible by reversing the

.<2?
Fig. 170.

Notching a blade by resting

it

on a sharp-edged anvil and tapping

it

with a

hammer.

piece to be chipped

from time

to time to chip out notches of con-

siderable depth.

38657°— 19— Bull.

60, pt

i

21

XXX. PRESSURE FRACTURE PROCESSES

THE

statement that stone is snsceptible of fracture by presmay even be elaborately shaped by pressure proc-

sure and

with decided incredulity by the
and that the work can be done by means of bone tools is
But primitive man
still further beyond the limits of ready belief.
devised numerous methods which enabled him, with the aid of bits
of horn, bone, antler, or ivory, to carry the manufacture of objects
of brittle stone by means of pressure fracture to a degree of refinement not readily attainable by any other known means. Pressure
shaping is limited, however, in its capabilities, since it can be operated successfully only where brittle stone is utilized, and even then
esses is usually received

uninitiated,

with slight success, except with comparatively small objects. The
several varieties of pressure processes have been tested in recent
years by luunerous students, in many cases with marked success.
Some have imagined themselves the discoverers of entirely new
methods or the rediscoverers of methods practiced in ancient times
and now classed among the lost arts. But examination of the
literature of pioneer days and the reports of observers who have
come into familiar contact with primitive peoples, disclose the fact
that most of the now known processes were practiced by the tribes
in various parts of America up to the time of the introduction of
This is amply shown by the numerous citations
iron and steel.
brought together in subsequent pages. It may bo added that probably a majority of the methods are still i^'acticed by remote tribes in
different parts of the world.

Two

varieties of the i)ressure-shaping arts are

recognized

— the

These processes are, for the most
distinct,
since
the implement used, so far as its
part, not si)ecifically
operating point is concerned, is practically the same in all forms of
the work, the distinction being due to differences in the mounting
and api)lication of the point. In the rest method the fixed position
of the stone worked permits of the application of greater force than
the free-hand method, while the haft of the implement may be so
lengthened as to be set against the chest or under the arm of the
operator, thus greatly increasing the fracturing power.
free-hand and the rest processes.

The following brief summary of the several kinds of pressure
work will be convenient for reference for those who may not
desire to take up the subject in greater detail.

shai)ing
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FREE-HAND PRESSURE PROCESSES
bits of stone held in one hand by abrupt
with
tool
held
in the other hand, thus specializing
pressure
a bone
an implement.
{h) Chipping thin-edged bits of stone held in one hand with a
pincerlike or a notched bone tool held in the other hand and moved
with an " impulsive twdst," thus specializing an implement.

(a)

Chipping thin-edged

REST PRESSURE PROCESSES
(a)

Chipping thin-edged bits of stone held

in a fixed position

by

pres-

sure with a bone tool held in the hand, thus specializing an implement.
(h) Chipping thin-edged bits of stone held in a fixed position by

pressure with a pincerlike or a notched tool held in the hand, thus
specializing an implement.
(c)

Chipping thin-edged

bits of stone held in a fixed position

by

pressure with a bone-

implement
mounted in a long

pointed
shaft,

which

der the
operator

the

is set

arm

of

unthe

increase

to

pressure, thus

shaping an implement.
(d) Flaking brittle
stone held on a rigid

surface
fixed

or otherwise

by pressing
wdth

flakes

a

off

bone-

i m pie m e n 1
mounted in a long
shaft, which is set

pointed

against

the

chest

fio.

i71.

Fnc-liuiKl

i)rt'ssure

chippiug

with a

bone

lioiut.

or

shoulder of the operator to increase the pressure, thus producing
flake knife blades.
(e)

Chipping thin-edged

bits of stone

by pressing the edge against

a sharp-edged bone or other like object at rest, thus specializing an

implement.
Free-hand pressure, next to free-hand percussion, is the most
important and generally useful of the primitive imFree-hand Pressure plement making fracture processes.
It is adapted to
the shaping of small objects of brittle stone, and particularly to the specialization
drills, scrapers,

and the

like.

and

finish of projectile points, knives,

The

piece of stone shaped, always thin-

edged, was usually held between the end of the thumb and the tii)s of
two or three fingers of the left hand, as indicated in figure 171, or
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grasped by the finger tips of the left hand against the thumb or the
thumb of that hand, as illustrated in figure 172. In the
latter method the hand was always protected from injury by a pad
of buckskin or other like device.
Typical examples of the chipping tools are shown in figure 173
and the relation of the bone point to the implement edge operated

ball of the

The point of

the tool was set against the margin of
and the chips were forced off by a spasmodic push. It appears that when the point of the tool was ronnded,
the push was sometimes accompanied by a slight rocking motion.
In skilled hands the bone point was quickly moved to the proper
point on the margin of the stone for the next flake, and so on until the
shaping was complete. The positions illustrated in most of the

on

in figure 174.

the stone, as here shown,

Fig. 172.

Sharpeuiuj; au arrow poiut by tLipiiiug with a

Imiii'

iioint.

accompanying drawings are those taken by the writer

in

demon-

strating the various methods recorded by observers of the aboriginal

work.

was the good fortune of Maj. J. W. Powell to witness the operaand other processes of shaping stone, as employed among
a number of tribes in the Colorado Valley, and his photograph
(nuide by Ilillers) of an aged Paiute man demonstrating the manner
of holding the chipping implement and the blade under treatment
It

tion of this

is

its kind in existence.
This photoreproduced in figure 175, and an enlarged drawing of the

probably the only record of

graph

is

HOLMES

1
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Fig. 174.

Positioiis

and

iiiovoiiiouts in

pressure chipping.

[r.ui,L.

GO

holmes]

Fig. 175.
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Paiute Indian cbippiug a knife blade witli a boue point.
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(Powell.)

:
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hands, showing the position of the implements, appears in figure 17G.
The flaker held in the right hand is a bone point of usual type, and
the implement held in the left is the blade of a hafted flint knife of
the kind still in use at that time among the canyon tribes.
Major Powell's reference to the arrow maker's demonstration of
the process
In a

littl(>

is

as follows

valley north of the Uinta Mountains a tribe of Shoshoni Indians were
found still manufacturin,ir stone arrowheads, stone knives, and

[Powell's Account]

stono spears.

Althon.i,di a

few

(if

them were armed with

.e;uns

purchased at far-distant trading stores, a jireater number of
the men and boys were armed with bows and arrows. In the valley which they
occupied chalcedony is found in the form ]Mii)ularly called moss-asate. In ISOD
the writer often saw these Indians manufacturing stone arrowShoshoni Arrow
These were made from masses of
j^eads and stone knives.
moss-asate weathering out of the sandy shales of the district.
The implements were made by breaking the masses with rude stone hannners,
and selecting favorably shaped fragments to be further fashioned by the use of
[

Fig.

170. Relative position of the implements in the
figure 175.

hands of the Paiute Indian,

stone hammers. A fragment held in one hand, protected by a piece of
untanned elk skin, was wrought with a luunmer held in the other hand. Having
somewhat improved the original fragment in this manner, a workman would
proceed to give his implement the final shape by using a deerhorn tool from
8 to 12 inches in length and worked down from its original size by grinding,
so that its diameter was about five-eighths of an inch. Holding the specimen
in one hand, with the implement in the other, he would work the little stone
into the desired shape by sudden pressure on its edge with the horn tool and
The arrowheads thus made were
in this manner breaking off small flakes.
small, slender, and synunetric, while the stone knives were given keen but
somewhat serrated edges. I visited this tribe of Indians many tinii's and lived
among them many months and found their camps strewn with the chips,
among which were many discarded failures, all having the characteristics of
those finds which in the eastern portion of the United States had been called
little

" paleolithic."

^

1

Powell,

Stone

Art in America, pp. 1-2.

—
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Major Powell found the Pahvant tribe of the Wasatch Mountains
making stone arrowheads and knives by the proc[Pahvant Arrow
Makers]

op

the
j^ecking, and grinding;
fracturing,
^^^
«-'
c^
i
Uintahs employed chipping and grinding, and in the
^^^^^^

7

Major's words
At other times, again and aaain. for years, I saw tlie Pasu Indians manufacture stone implements in the Valley of San Rafael, a
[Pagu Arrow tributary of the Colorado flowing from the eastern slope of
*^''''^^'"*^^
the Wasatch IMatoau. Those people made their implements
by chipping. A mile above the niDutli of llie river, in a eottonwood grove,
there is a village site which has been occupied intermittently for many years

Fig. 177.

Free-hand pressure chipping of the Klamath Indians.

(Schumacher.)

and probably for many centuries.

In the cretaceous bluffs near by great
away quantities of moss-agate. From
these materials the Indians made their implements l)y chipping, and near the
village site the flakes, rejects, and accidents may be found in great quantities,
measured by wagonloads.^
quantities of chert are found, and not far

AVe are indebted to Schumacher for a most lucid account of this
iirocess as ii^racticed among
&> the Klamath Indians of
Schumacher s Ac- i
count
California (fig. 177). After describing the manner
of breaking up the stone by the aid of heat, and the
fragments, he states that
of
suitable
selection
,

,

.

1

Op. cit, pp. 2-3.
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Tlie fragments are assorted afconlinp; to shape autl size best corresponding to

the weapons desired

[Klamath Arrow

;

tlie

sniail ones, l)est

fit

in sliape

and

similar slierds, Init
used for arrowliends
^ ^^^'
larger in size, for spear points; the long narrow pieces for
To work the Hakes into the desired forms, certain tools
borers, and so on.
are required, one of which is represented in figure 1.' It consists of a
stick (a), which is in form and thickness not unlike an arrow shaft and about
feet in length, lo one end of which a jtoint {h) is faslened, of some tough
material, as the tooth of llio sea lion or the horn ol' elk, and even ii'on among
the present Klamaths. although the rock do(>s not work as well, and brittles
where the ('(]iXo oughl to ho sharji. The jioint is reiiresented in natural size
to bcttci' illusli'ale its beveled curve, which form admits a gi'adual }iresDuring the opernlion, the rock
sure to
limited space in a i»iece of the sherd.
is pai'tially enwrapi»ed in a iii(>ce of buckskin for belter nianiitulntion. its Ihit
side resting against the fleshy jiarf of the thumb of the left hand, only the edge
to be worked being left exTlie tool is
posed (fig. 3).
worked with the riglit liand,
while the lower part of the
handle, usually ornamented,
tliiclvness,

are

;

H

.

.

.

:i

is

held between

tlie

arm and

the body so as to guide the
instrument with a steady

hand. Tlie main movements
are shown at a, b, c of figure
With the movement as
4.
illustrated at a larger flakes
are detached, and the rock is
roughly shaped into the deFig. 17S.

Free-hand pressure chipping of the
Indians.
(Schumacher.)

Klamath

sired

form; while with the

movement shown

at

long

h

which frequently reach the

nii<ldle of

the sherd, producing

the ridge of the points or knives
and, with
smaller chips of the cutting edge are worked."

movement

illustrated at

flakes are broken,

;

The

c,

application of the bone tool in notching the arrow point

the

is

illustrated in figure 178.

Si^eaking of the Indians of California, probably of one of the
I'aiute

:

Beckwlth's

Account

Shoshonean tribes, Lieut. E. G. Beckwith. who accompanied the railroad expeditions to the Pacific
coast in 1855, says:

Hue

them seated himself near nie and made from a fragment of quartz,
simple piece of round bone, on(> end of which was semisi>lierical, with
a small crease in it (as if worn by a tlii'ead) the sixle(>nlh of an inch in
depth, an arrowhead which was very sharp and piercing, and such as they use
on all their arrows. The skill and rapidity with which it was made, without
a blow, but by simply breaking the sharp edges with the creased bone by
the strength of liis hands for the crease merely served to prevent the instrument from slipping, affording lio leverage was remarkable.^
with

of

a

—

^
^

^

—

The original reference figures are retained throughout this citation.
SrluHiiachcr, Methods of Making Stone Weapons, p. 547.
Beckwith, Report of Explorations for a Route for the Pacific Railroad,

p. 43.
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was possibly merely the notch wliicli
makes in the bone pressed repeatedly upon

rather than a specially jDrepared notch such as has been observed
by others in a few instances.
One of the fullest and most graphic accounts of the manner of
making small arrowheads is that given by J. F. Sny^^^i''
^^ iriggev Indian of Eldorado County, CaL,
statomenr''''''"'
having broken his arrowhead in shooting at a rabbit,
proceeded in IVIi-. Snyder's presence to make anothei- to take its
place.
Searching in the stream bed whicli was at hand, he (luiclcl}'^
obtained a fragment of quartz:
it,

Seating himself on a bowlder near mo, liis next move was to inifasten and
tliread from the end of the arrow shaft and detacli and
remove the piece of stone arrowhead remaining in it, for it had brolcen wlion
it struck the rocliy ground.
He placed the thread of sinew in his mouth to
soften it and render it pliable. Then holding the quartz splinter on its edge
with his left hand, on a smooth bowlder as an anvil, he gently tapped the
stone, first on one edge, then on the other (a percussive process), striking
off a tiny chip at each stroke until he soon had it reduced approximately to
the dimensions he required. He had before seating himself removed his quiver
from his shoulder, and at this stage untied from its strap a buckskin string
that suspended the point of a deer's horn, 7 or 8 inches in length, notched
or grooved at its small end in a peculiar manner that I had not before noticed.
The savage saw that I was intensely interested in his work, and cxoculod
every movement deliberately and plainly in my view, as though he felt pride
in his knowledge of the stone art. Now spreading the broad tail llap on his
quiver in the palm of his left hand, with its inner or dressed side up he
placed upon it the quartz splinter he had blocked out, and held it firmly in
place with the two smaller fingers of the hand clasped over it. With the point of
his horn punch he then, by firm and careful pressure, broke from the edges flake
after flake from the point of the embryo arrowhead along to its base.
Stopping a moment to inspect the stone, he would reverse it and repeat the
cautious pressing on the other edge until directly its outline was that of the
ordinary leaf-shaped, flint implement. He now reversed his deerhorn punch,
when I noticed that it was ground, at its upper or large end, to an obtuse
or diamond point at one side, somewhat like that of a wood carver's bruin.
Applying this stout point, by the same mode of pressure as before, to each
side of the broad end of the stone alternately, the stone now resting for
solid support on the heavy muscles at the base of the thumb, he soon chipped
out the indented, lateral notches, defining the shank of the aiTowhead, which
was now finished as completely, and pei'fectly pi-oportioned, as any I over
saw. Fitting it in the cleft of the arrow shaft, he took the slender thong
from his mouth and soon had the new weapim securely fastened, his horn punch
tied to its place again, and, gathering up his quiver and bow. quickly vanished

unwrap the sinew

from view.
The whole process, from

his selection of the stone adapted for his purpose to
the last tuck of the sinew strand in adjusting the finished implement to its
shaft, did not exceed 2.5 minutes of time.*
1

Snyder, The Method of Making Stone Arrow Points, pp. 231-232.
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Mr. B. B. Redding has observed and recorded in gratifying detail
the method of arrow making among the Wintoons of
Wintoons
Cloiid Kiver, Oreg. Three processes and three types
"/\
Redding's
Obserp
r>n
of sha])ing implements are mvolved, as tollo\Ys: («)
nations
Making flakes with hammer and pnnch;^ (h) shaping the blades b,y free-hand pressure with a large bone flaker; (c)
breaking out notches with rocking pressure of a small flaker. The
demonstration was made by an old man named Consohiln who
^

•

-i

•

,

i

->

tied up in a deerskin, a piece of obsidian wei.uiiint;' al>oiit a pound, a
fragment of a deerliorn split from a iironji: lengthwise, al)out 4 inches in length
and half an inch in diameter, and ground off squarely at the ends this left each
end a semicircle, besides two deer prongs (Caridciis rolinitlniniux) wi(h the
points ground down into the shape of a square, sharp-jiointed file, one of these
being much smaller than
the other.
He had also
some pieces of iron wire
broii;j:ht,

—

to wooden handles
and ground into the same

tied

shapes.

These,

he

ex-

plained, he used in pref-

erence to the deer prongs,
since white men came to
the country, because they

were harder and did not

requir

e sharpening so

frequently.

The
to

Fig. 179.

Positiim hi chippins with a hi
Wintoons.
(I5eckwith.)

point by the

first

strike

step
otf

w^as

flakes

from the obsidian
block by percussion,
using a hammerstone

and a piece of deerhorn. This part of the demonstration has already
been given under indirect percussion. Having obtained a suitable
flake, the

He now

worlanan proceeded

to

shape the arroAvhead.

squatted on the ground, sitting on his
assumed by tailors at work.

left foot, his right leg

extended

He

then placed in the palm of
his left hand a piece of thick, well-tanned buckskin, evidently from the
skin of the neck of a deer. It was tlii<'k but soft and pliable. On this he laid
the flake of obsidian, which he hekl firndy in its place by the first three fingers
oC the same hand. He then rested the elbow on the left knee, which gave the
He then took in
left arm and hand holding the flake firm and steady supiiort.
his right hand tlie larger of the two deer prongs, which, as has l)een stated, had
its point sharpened in the form of a square file, and holding it as an engraver
of wood holds his cutting instrument, he commenced reducing one edge of the
in a position often

circular form of the flake to a straight line.
With the thumb of the right
hand resting on the edge of the left palm as a fulcnnu [fig. 179], the point of the
deer prong would be made to rest on about an eighth of an inch or less of

the edge of the flake, then with a firm
^

downward pressure

of the point, a

Description of this work appears under Percussion Processes, pp. 295-297.
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would be broken out almost always of the

size desired.

The point of the deer prong would then be advanced a short distance and the
same operation repeated, until in a few minutes the flake was reduced to a
straight line on one edge. As this operation broke all the chips from the under
side of the flake, if left in this condition the

arrowhead would be unequally

the two cutting edges would not be in the center. lie
therefore with the side of the deerhorn firmly rubbed back and forth the
straight edge he had made on the flake until the sharp edge had been broken

proportioned, that

is,

and worn down. The flake was now turned end for end in the palm of his
hand and the chipping renewed. When completed an equal amount was taken
from each side of the edge of the flake and the cutting edge was left in the
center. It was now plain that the straight edge thus made was to be one side
of the long isosceles triangle, the form of the arrowheads which is used by his
tribe.

With the
[Notchhig]

palm and the
point of deerhorn strongly pressed on the edge of the flake, the
effect was the same as the blow which split the flake from the
larger piece. While, however, he was not always sure of the

flake of obsidian firmly held in the cushion of the left

blow in splitting off the large flakes out of which to make the arrowheads, he in no instance appeared to fail in breaking out with the point of deer
l)rong the exact piece desired. The soft, thick, pliable piece of tanned deerskin
on which the flake in his left palm was held, may have added to the cushion, but
effect of the

seemed to serve no other purpose than to save his hand from being cut by the
countless sharp chips as they were broken off. One of the long sides of the
arrowhead having been thus formed, the flake was turned over and the other
side formed in the same manner. As, however, very nuich more of the obsidian
had to be chipped away, he brought more pressure upon the point and broke out
larger chips until the flake began to assume the shape desired, when the same
care was exercised as when tlie first straight eilge was made. In breaking out
large or small chips the process was always the same.
The pressure of the
point of deerhorn on the upper edge of the flake never appeared to break out a
piece, which, on the upper side, reached beyond where the point rested, while
on the under side the chip broken out might leave a space of twice the distance.
Invariably when a line of these chips had been broken out the sharp edge was
rubbed down, the flake turned end for end, and the chipping renewed on the
other side. By this process the cutting edges of the arrowhead were kept in
The base was formed in the same manner. No lines were
the same line.
drawn but he would occasionally look at his work as it progressed and clup
on one side or the olhei- to keep their proportions equal. The base of the arrowhead opposite the pdiiit when finished, is inserted in a slot made in the end
of the wooden shaft, and is firmly tied to it by the tendons of a deer. To hold
the arrowhead firmly to the shaft and to prevent the thread of deer tendon
from interfering with the penetrating power of the arrow, a slot about onefourth of an inch deep is chipped into both cutting edges of the arrowhead
about one-fourth of an inch above the base. This causes the arrowhead to look
as if it were barbed, but the ol).iect seems only to be to provide means by which
the arrowhead may be firmly fastened to the shaft, at the same time avoiding
the making of any obstruction to the penetrating or cutting power of the arrow-

—

head.
It

—

The chipping out of these slots was the last operation to be performed.
me more difficult than any other part of the work, and I thought

seems to

that in this would be the danger of the loss of all the patient labor that had
been expended. In practical operation it was the simplest, safest, and most
rapid of all his work. He now held the point of the well-shaped arrowhead

^

:
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between the tliiiinb and first finger of his left hand with the edge of the arrowhead upward, the base resting edgewise on the deersliin cusliion in the palm. He
then used the smaller deer prong, which had been sharpened in the same form
as the larger one, but all its proportions, in every respect, were very nuich
smaller; its ])oint could not have been larger than one-sixteenth of an inch
square, lie rested this point on the edge of the arrowhead where he desired
to make the slot, and commenced sawing back and forth with a
[Rocking Motion of I'ocking motion, the fine chips flew from each side, the point of
the deerhorn descended, and in less than a minute the slot was
The arrowhead was turned over and the same operation repeated on the
cut.
other edge. It seemed that by this process, if he desired, the arrowhead could
have been cut in two in a very few minutes. He now examined his work in the
strong sunlight and, being satisfied, handed me the completed arrowhead. It
had taken him 40 minutes to split the two Hakes from the large piece of obsidian
and chip one of them into the arrowhead.
*^^

"^

The

practice of this

fornia Indians

is

method of chipping

at present

by the

Cali-

illustrated in figure 180.

John Smith, who had an intimate acquaintance with the Indian
tribes of the Virginia region, gives a brief but explicit

accouiit of the ordinary

lowhatans

lieads

among

method of providing arrow-

the tribes of Virginia: ''His arrow-

head he <}uickly maketh with a

little

bone, which he ever weareth

forme of a
end of their arrowes." ^
referring to observations made by Titian R. Peale, who
accompanied Lewis and Clark on their exploration

at his bracert, of an}' sjDlint of a stone, or glasse in the

heart,

and these they glew

Sellers,
Wcstorn

to the

Trilios

to the Pacific, contributes the following

Mr. Peale said he had seen squaws chipping flakes into small arrow points,
holding the flake in their left hand, grasped between a piece of bent leather,
and chipping off small flakes by pressure, using a small pointed bone in the
right hand for that purpose. From this it was evident that John Smith's story
was no mytli.^

A

similar process, identical with the blade-making process de-

scribed by I3eckwith, was demonstrated by an aged
AVashoe Indian for the benefit of Mr. S. L. Lee, who
described it in a letter addressed to Prof. O. T.
Mason, da led Carson City, Nev., IDOI, The chip})ing implements
were two points, a large and a small one, made of buckliorn reinforced Avith a piece of "rabbit brush" and wrapped with buckskin.
These articles were later presented to the Museum by Mr. Lee and
shoshoiiu

are illustrated in figure 173,

That

h.

on account of its hardness and brittleness, was unsuited
for the making of chipping implements is entirely apparent, but its
use, probably in the absence of more suitable materials, is recorded
''

-

^

stone,

Roddins, IIow Our Ancestors in the Stone Age Made Their Implements, pp. 671-674.
Smith, True Travels, Adventures, and Observations, vol. i, p. 132.
Sellers, Observations on Stone-chipping, pp. S72-S7.3.
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by a iimnber of writers. Father Morice, the learned student of the
western Dene, furnishes the folknving account of their \York
:

fashion arrow or spear lieads with was
broken pieces of the rock, such as were found on the
surface.
Of course, these were contined to a few localities
ir>(ne]
only, wherein were situated sorts of quarries which were
vi-ry jealously ^aiarded against any person, even of the same tribe, whose right
A violation of this tradito share in their contents was not fully established.
tional law was often considered a cdsiis belli between the co-clansmen of the
TIk'

chosen

niiitei'ial

in iiroforenee to

loose,

trespasser and those of the proprietors of the quarry.
Tlie

lii-st

o])oration consisted in roughly blocking off with a

pieces of the

hard stone the

was necessary to
the intended weapon. Then

the removal of which

flint,

obtain a vague resemblance to
grasping the flint lengthwise with the closed fingers of the
left hand (lig. 44), the arrow smith carefully pressed off the flakes with an
elongated stone lield in his right hand until the desired form and finish were
obtained. A piece of buckskin served as a pad to protect tlie hand against the
asperities of the point.
I owe these details to an old chief who has been an eyewitness to tlu' operation.
I should add that in not a few cases a moose molar tooth replaced the
long chipping stone. I know also of a very few points the sharp edges of wliicli
have been polished off liy friction.^
r

Stone Flakof]

Mr.

II.

C.

Duh)g published

Forest and Stream a brief account-

in

of pressure chipping by the Indians of Clear Lake,
Clear

I^ake,

Cnli-

/

1

1

^=^1-'

f„rnia

j?

n

^^ f oHoWS

:

hand a piece of buckskin with
thumb pass through, something like the "palm " used
by sailmakers. This was, of course, to protect his hand while at work. In his
r^ght hand he took a tool of bone ground down to a l)lunt point. These tools,
made often from the leg bone of a deer, are assorted in sizes, large ones being
used for coarse work and small ones for fine work. A piece of ol)si(lian of the
right size was held in the U'lt hand, then the right thumb was pi-essed on the
top of the stone, while the point of the bone was strongly pressed against the
uniler edge of the proposed arrowhead and a little splinter of obsidian worked off.
Tlie old expert put on his left

a hole cut in

it

Numerous

to let the

have obser\'ed and recorded the flaking i)r(icthe Eskimo. The stone is broken up and
the forms roughed out in the usual maimer with stone hammers. The
s])ecializing work is done with well-made implements of bone, nntler,
and ivory, usually of highly specialized type. A typical example is
ex})lorers

esses as i)racticed

among

illustrated in figure 181.

ISIurdoch, an exceptionally discriminating observer, writes as fol-

lows of the

flint

These people

working of the Eskimo of Point Barrow
retain the art of making flint arrow and spear heads, and
other implements, such as the blades for the skin scrapers, to

still

[Eskimo]

I>e

hereafter descril>ed.

IMany of the

flint

arrowheads and

spear points already described were made at Nuwuk and
Utkiavwin especially for sale to us and are as finely formed and neatly finished
1

Morice, Notes on the Wi-stern

"

Quoted

Iiy

D(^n(^s, p.

G^k

Mason, North American Bows, Arrows, and Quivers,

p.

G58.
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The Hints, in many cases water-worn ])('lil)les, aii]>eai'
have been splintered by percnission Into frai;inents of suitable sizes, and these
sharp-ed.ued spalls are flaked into shajie by means of a little instnnneut consistint;' (if a short, straight rod of some ]i;!r<l mati'rial mounliMl in a short curved hafl.
We collected nine of these tools (kT'i;!i), of which two liave no ))lades. No. 89202
as any of the ancient ones.
to

(122;*>)

li.^ni'cil

selected

the

:is

Parrow IJeport, I'Uhnoloyy, plate iii, ti.uure 7, has liccn
The handle is of walrus ivory 7.8 inches lon.ii', sd'ai.uht
for ;d)(»ut 4i inches, then bendintj down like a saw han-

in Point
tyiie.

and nearly cylindrical
dle and spread out into a spatulate butt. Fitted into a deep gi'oove on the top
of the handle so that its tip projects 1.8 inches beyond the tip of the latter is a
slender four-sided rod of wliale's bone, 4.7 inches long. This is held in place
by two simple lashings, one of cotton twine and the other of seal thong. The
Hint to be flaked is held in the left hand and pressed against the Ileshy ])art of
the palm, which serves as a cushion and is protected by we;iring a thick deerskin mitten. The tool is firndy grasped w(>ll forward in the right hand, \\-ith the

Fig. ISl.

thumb 'on

Bono chipping

inipli>in<>nt

of tho Eskimo.

(Miu'doeli.)

top of the blade, and by pressing the point steadily on the edge of the

of the desired size are made to fly off from the under surl'act'.
These tools vary little in patlei-n. Iiut are made of different materials. Hard
bone appears to have been the connnonest malerial for the ])lade, as tliree out
of the seven blades are of this substance. <)ne specimen (No. 8!)2()o |7!K')i
from I'lkiavwln) has a blade ol' iron of (he same shape but only 2 inches long.^
flint flaki'S

Nelson appears

iiol

iiieiits

Eskinio,

Eskimo

and

made

are

to lia\e witnessed the iiiakiiio- of flint iin[)Ie-

during' his protracted stay

of

l)iit

urrow|)()ints are nnide

sniail,

rodlike

among

Hope

western

by flaking.

The

llakers

deerhorn, wood, or i\'oi"y,
haiuUe, usually of ixory or deer-

pieces

of

fastened into a sk)t at the end of a
horn, Avith wrappings of sinew or rawhide cord."
collected

tiie

that "Hint Jcnives, spearheads,

states

by Nelson from Kot/ebue Soinid, Hotham

are identical in type with those observed

The specimens
Inlet,

among

and Point

the Eskinio

elsewhere.-

^

IMurdoch, Ethnological RcsuKs of the Point I'.arrow Expedition, pp. 2S7-2S8.
Nelson, The Eskimo About Bering Strait, i). Ul.

38657°— 19— Bull.
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quoted from Dr. P'ranz Boas:

is

CouuM- collected a mnnber of interesting objects among the tribe whom
he met with on the southwest coast of Southiimpton Island.
[EskiiiioJ
The natives stiU use Ixiw and arrow. Thi\v have no guns,
Cajit.

and they possess very liltl(> iron. Tlie jxiints of tlii'ir arrows
and hari)oons are made of fliut, wJiich is chipiHMl witli a l)oue llaker Fig. So), liio
handle of winch is made rough so as to give a lirm gi ip. In one specimen tlie
handle is wrapped with seniut in order to give a lirm hold. A pad made of serdskin folded in several layers belongs to tins implement; and attached to one
specimen by a string is a wide ring of leather, which is worn over the joint of
the fourth linger of the i-ight hand. The Hint which is to be worked is i)laced
on the skin pad in the hollow of the left hand. The tiaker is tirmly grasped by
the right so that the fourth linger is nt>ar its tajtering end. Then Hakes are
removed from the Hint by i)r('ssui-e, Iho second joint of the fourth linger, which
would striki' the Hint, being ijrolcctcd by the ring. Ai'row points, haritoon. and
lance points, and knives, are made of this material. It would seem that the
p]skimo first made the diamond-shaped forms, shown in Fig. S4, 2-d. By flaking the base of these, arrow points with slender stems are made (Fig. 84, 4-1).
The elongated points (Fig. 84, r, s) may have been used as knives. A supply
of these points wrapped simjily in a long strip of seal intestine, and tlie llaker,
are generally carried in tlic t<ii>l pouch of the (puver, which is of tlu- same
type as that of Cumberland Sound and Smith Sound.
(

appear that

It AYotild
iised b_y

the

Eskimo

(fig-.

specialized curved llaker handle

tlie liio'lily

l.Sl)

was

in use as far south as California.

In describing the liay collection from the
INfason (|u<)tes

The

Ray

ai'ro\vlica(ls

lllnpal

Hnpa

of California,

as follows:

used for war and for big game ar(> usually made from Hint
and obsidian, and more recently of iron and steel. The
flakes for the stone heads are knocki'd olf by means of a

chipping tool of deer antler. The stone heads are mad(> with
composed of a ci'ooked handle to which is lashed a short piece of
antler jirecisely similar to those which I collected at Point I'.arrow. The work
is held in the left hand on a jiad and HaK'<4l olT by jii'essure with the tool in the
I'igiit hand, in exactly the same manner as I found the Innuits doing in northern
a

cliipper

Alaska.'

According to Chever, a free-hand |)ressure nictliod <d' chi])i)ing of
somewhat exceptional character Avas practiced by certain Califo'-nia
tribes:

The stone arrowheads are made with great care, and the materials from
which they are made are often brought from long distances.
(»bsidian and agate are probably selected not so much for
ICnlil'iiniiM]
more
1

beauty of coloring as for their close grain, which admits of
They use a tool with its workin_g edge shaped like th-^
The arrowhead is held in the
side of a i;iazi(a"'s diamond.

cjireful shaping.

Ncilclicd Flakcrl

nijiper to chiit oft small Iragnn'iits.'

Since

it

does not appear that

]\Ir.

Chever actually witnessed the

use of the nipper described and illustrated by him,
Esl<imo of Bnffln

1

I'.oas,

=

Mason, The R;iy

Laud aud Hudson Bay,

rollcctioii

from

lliipa

2Cliev<r, Tlic Indians of ralit'ornia,

p|).

it

seems possible

pp. G2-64.
RcserviUion, pp. 228-229.

l.'l'.t-llO.

,

,
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may

bo nothing more than the shallow groo\e produced by continued use of the flaker on the sharp edges ol the stone
that the notch

worked.
A second distinctive or exceptional method of free-hand pressure
shaping practiced by the California Indians is described by Powers:
It

was

[Viard

:

ot'tt'ii

wonder to me how tlie delicate arrowliea<ls used on
war arrows, with tlieir lont;, thin points, could be made
without breakin,!; them to pieces. The Viard proceed in the

a source of

I'owers]

following manner: Taking a piece of jasper, chert, obsidian,
or connnon Hint, which breaks sharp-cornered and with a conchoidal fracture,
they heat it in the tire and then cool it slowly, which splits
[Fracture by ik'at]

it

in flakes.

The arrow maker then takes a

flake

and gives

it

with a kind of
hanuner. lie then slips over his left hand a piece of buckskin, with a hole to
tit over the thumb (this buckskin is to prevent the hand from being wounded),
and in his right hand he takes a pair of buckhorn pincers, tied together at the
point with a thong. Holding the piece of Hint in his left hand, he breaks off
from the edge of it a tiny fragment with the pincers by a twisting or wrenching
motion. The piece is often reversed in the hand, so that it may be worked away
.symnu'trically.
Ai'rowhead manufacture is a specialty, just as arrow mnking,

an approximate rough shape

l:»y

striking

it

medicine, and other arts.^

Belcher,

who

Avitnessed

arrow making among the Eskimo of Icy

Cape, gives the following accomit of the work:
witnessed the operation and had been at the time one of
first Europeans with whom they ever had connnunica[Rcstl'ri'ssure:
^.^
^j^^ .^^^^^ would have remained undisputed that they
Eskniio]
owed their formation to the stroke of the hanuner. Being a
working amateur mechanic myself, and having practiced in a very similar manner on glass with a penny piece in 1815, I was not at all surprised at witnessing
the modus operandi. Selecting a log of wood in which a spoon-shaped cavity
was cut, they placed the splinter to be worked over it, and
[Flaking in a y^^, pressing gently along the margin vei'tically, first on one
Siioou-shaped Cav.\
,
^
^
Side and then on the other, as one would set a saw, they
jj
splintered off alternate fragments until the object thus pi-operly outlined presented the spear or jirrow head form, with two cutting serI'ossihly. liiid I not

the

.

.

.

,

i

,

i

-,

rated edges.
This instrument has a graceful outline. The handle is of line fossil ivory.
That would be too soft to deal with the Hint or chert in the manner required.
But they discovered that the point of the deerhorn is harder and also more
.stubborn; therefore, in a slit, like U-ad in our pencils, they introduci'd a slip

and secured it by a strong thong, put on wet, but which on
drying became very rigid. Here we can not fail to trace ingenuity, ability, and
a view to ornament. It is the point of the deerhorn which, i-efusing to yield,
drives off the fine conchoidal splinters fnmi the chert.
I can not here omit remarking that the very same process is pursued by the
Indians of Mexican origin in California with the obsidian
points for their arrows; and also in the North and South
[Pacific Islands]

of this substance

soutli)

— "9°

Pacific

—at

Sandwich Islands (21° north), and TahKi (18"

or 2,340 miles asunder
1

— similar

indentations or chippings are car-

Powers, Tribes of California,

p.

104.
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but i«rol)al)ly performed in the
myself witnessed at the convent of
:\I(iiiterey the captured Indians forming their arrowheads out of obsidian similarly In tlie mode practiced by the Eskimos.^
rio<l

axes frcin

forniin,L' their

out in

latter instances with

who has

Sellers,

liasaltic lava,

stone hammers.

I

contfibnted larirely to our knowledao of

of the aborigines, oljtained

Avorkiiiii;

tlie flint

from George Catlin much

teresting matter regarding the i)rocesses in vogue

among

in-

the tribes

of the middle and far West.

He

[Catlinl considered

them
[Western Tribes]

of the nature of the stone to be flaked
sli.^ht

mode
made

making flakes much more of an art than the shapini^
arrow or spear points, for a thorotigh knowledge

into

was

essential, as a

dilTerence in its quality necessitated a totally different

The principal source of supply for what he termed homewas the coarse gravel bars of the rivers, where large pebbles
ai"e found
those most easily worked into flakes for small arrow points were
chalcedony, jasper, and agate, ilost of the tribes had men who were expert
Some of
at flaking, and who could decide at sight the best mode of working.
of treatment.
flakes
;

and sharp blows
two
or more pieces; these were preferred, as good flakes could be split from their
clean fractured surface by what Mr. Catlin called impulsive presstire, the
tool used being a shaft or stick of between 2 and 3 inches diameter, varying
iri
length from 30 inches to 4 feet, according to the manner of using them.
These shafts were pointed witli bnne or buckhorn, Inserted in the working end
as represented in ttgure 1, bound with sinews, or rawhide thongs, to prevent splitting.
For some kinds of work the bone or horn tips were scraped
1(1 a rather l)lunt point, others with a slightly rounded end

these

pel)])les

wotild split into tolerably good flakes by quick

same point; others would break by a

striking on the

[Methods of

rTolri-

ins the Stone]
!ip]»lied.

about one-half inch in diameter. He described variotis
t
^,
-i
+i
of holdnig
the stone wlnle
the pressure was being
water-v.'orn pebble broken transversely was connnonly held by
being sufficiently embedded in hard earth to prevent its
slipping when held by the foot as the pressure was applied.
^^^

ways

A

[hinbedclea in

cross fracture into

<•

,

,

<-

i

i

•

Large blocks of obsidian or any easily flaked stones were
held between the feet of the ojierator while sitting on

tlie ground, the imptilsive
hands, a crossjiiece on the upper
end i-esjing against the chest, the bone end against the stone in a slight indentation, previously i)repared, to give the pi-oper angle and to prevent sliiijiing.
|ii-essni-(' Iteiiig

given to the tool gi-as])ed

in l)oth

In some cases the stone oiterated on was secured between two pieces or strips
(»f wood like the jaws of a vise, bound together by cords or
[Claiuij]
thongs of rawhide; on tlu'se sti'ips the operator would stand
as be

The best
came from

aiijilied tlie [iressure

of his weight by imjiiulse.

were a subje<-t of commerce, and
where the chert of the best (|uality was ([uarried
in sheets or blocks, as it occurs in almost continuous seams in tlie intercalated
limestones of the Coal Measures. These seams are mostly cracked or broken
into blocks, that show the nature of the cross fracture, which is taken ad^•anlage of Ity the operators, who seemed to have redticed the art of flaking to
almost an absolute .science, with division of labor; one set of men being
exjiert in (|uarrying and selecting the stone, others in prei)aring the blocks
certain localities

Belcher, quoted
9SG.

1

p.

tlakes, outside of tlie lioinemade,

l)y

Wilson, Arrowpuints, Siiearheads, and Knives of Prehistoric Times.
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I

blocks were nearly risht ansloil at

the corners by striking off the corner where the flaking was to connnence,
and, with a properly directed blow with a hard pebble stone, knock off of
the ni)|)er edge a small Hake, niaking a seat for tlie point of llio Uaking
tlicse blows were carried eiilircly aci-oss tlu> frinit npper
he block, making a groove entir(>ly aci'oss the edge, when the first
row of llakcs iiavc* been thrown ol'f. It is the work of this opcM'ator to pre^\'llat was meant by alnmst absolute
jiare seats for a second row and so on.
science was a knowledge and skill that would give the ]iroper direction to the

Sonietini(>s

tool.

edge of

I

pressure

ti>

Figure

tlnviw

<t\T

the kind of Hake recpiired.

recollect, the rude sketches made <»f
nsed to thr(»w off massive flakes, when
a sndden percussive pressure was retiuired in .addition to

represents, as nearly as I

'2

the flaking tool

I'rcs-

i;C(miliin(vl
s

u V O

I'lM-CUS-

.-lIKl

the im])ulsive ])ri>ssnre the inan could give.

sidiil

these

flaking

A

saplings of vigorous growth.

The

stafl's

of

were selected from yomig hardwood
in
lower branch was utiliztMl, as shown al
which the blow was struck. Another bi'anch
tools

(/

form the crotch in
on the opposite side, a, was used
to secure a heavy stone to give
weight and increase the pressure.
figure

2,

When

the stone to be flaked

to

was

firnUy held, the point adjusted to

pressure in the required
th(> staff firmly grasped,
the upper end against the chest
f)f
the operator, he woidd throw
his weight
on it in succe.ssive

give

tlie

direction.

thrusts,

and

if

the flake did not

man

standing opposite
sinudtaneously with the
thrust give a sharp blow with a
lieavy club represented in cross
section h in flgure 2, it being so
shaped that its force is downward
close in the crotch.
It has been
rei)i'esenlcd to me that a single
fly

off,

a

would

blow
the

rarely
flake,

failed

to

frequently

tlirow

the

off

entire

Fig. 182.
dians as

Method

of n.ikins by :\rrxi(an Inliy Torqui'iiiadn. and by

di'scribod

wostern llnitod States tribes as desrribed by

of
block
of
stone,
depth
the
Catlin.
sonu'times as much as 10 or 12
inches. The tooth or tusk of the walrus was highly prized for the tips of the
flakers.'

Catliii nnd
by Sellers, and also the fiiiiire of a workman using one of
the implements in the manner described. This figure presents e<iually
well the method of making obsidian knives by the Aztecs, as described by Torquemada

Figure 182 shows the two implements described by

illustrated

They had, and

still

have,

stone or
[Aztoc Mothod]

workmen who make knives

flint,

of a

certain

black

most wonderful and admirable
tluMU make out of the stone; and the in-

which

it

is

a

thing to se*^
genuity which invented this art
Sellers, Oliservntlons

is

much

to be praised.

on Stone-eliinpinff, pp. 874-875.

They
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are

made and

pot out of the stone

(if

one can explain

it)

[bull. 60

in tliis

manner:

s^ound and takes a piece of
this black stone, which is like jet, and hard as tlint, and is a stone which
might be called precious, more beautiful and brilliant than alabaster or
jasper, so much so that of it are made tablets and mirrcn-s. The piece they
take is about 8 inches long, or rather more, and as thick as one's leg or ratlier
They have a stick as large as the shaft of a lance,
less, and cylindrical.
and ?> culiils, or rather more, in length, and at the end of it they fasten
lirmly anotlier piece of wood 8 inches long, to give more weight to this part,
llifu pressing tlieir nalced feet together, tliey hold the stones as with a pair
They take the stick (which
of piiu'crs or tlie vise of a carpenter's licncli.
is cut off sniootli at the end) with both hands, and set well home against the
edge of the fi-ont of the stone, which also is cut smooth in that part; and
then they press it against their breast, and with the force of the pressure
there flies off a knife, with its point and edge on each side, as neatly as if
one were to make them of a turnip with a sharp knife, or of iron in the
Then they sharpen it on a stone, using a hone to give it a very fine
fire.
edge; and in a very short time these workmen will malce more than 120
knives in the aforesaid manner. They come out of the same shape as our
barl)ers' lancets, except that they have a ril) up the middle, and have a slight
graceful curve toward the point. They will cut and shave the hair the flrst

One

of

tlie.se

Indian workmen

down upon

sits

tlie

time they are used, at the first cut nearly as well as a steel razor, but they
lose their edge at the second cut; and so to tiiiisli shaving one's beard or hair,
one after another has to be used though indeed they are cheap, and spoiling
th(>m is of no consequence. Many Spaniards, both regular and secular clergy,
have been shaved with them, especially at the beginning of the colonization
of lliese realms, when there was no such abundance as now of the necessary
instruments and people who gain their livelihood by practicing this occupation,
r.ut I conclude 1)y saying that it is an admirable thing to see them
made, and no small argument for the capacity of the men who found out
;

such an invention.'

The Mexicans are said to have hehl a piece of (bsidian in the left
hand and pressed it against the point of a small goat's horn held in
the right; moving it gently in diU'erent directions, they chipped otf
small flakes until the arroAV was complete. This is a mere variant of
the simple free-hand method of pressing the bone implement against
the edge of the stone. This work corresponds closely to the process
employed by the Australians as described by Balfour, which, however, is a rest process and is thus classed with the rest pressure
])rocesses.

The

Australians, according to Balfour, used

(a) a water-worn pebltle of some hard, close-grained rock, of irregular shape,
rounded on one face, flattened on the other the upper end is rounded and fits the
hollow of the hand comfortably, the lower end is blunt edged. Tlie shape is
(b) A piece about 4
imrely natural. The weight of the pebble is 3i ounces,
broken across.
roughly
been
has
which
sheep,
bone
of
a
leg
long,
of
the
inches
The stone is abraded at the lower end, the abrasions extending some way
up the convex face of the pebble. It was used for striking off and pressing oif
;

1

Torqupin.-ida. quotod

Times,

p.

1188.

by Wilson, Arrowpoints, Spearheads, and Knives of Prehistoric
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presumably during the earlier stages in the fashioning of
Such abraded stones frequently occur amongst neolitlaic finds.
The bone was used in the final shaping of the spearhead, and to some extent
at lenst in the manner which is represented in the photograph [fig. 183].
Tliis was not talven on the spot, but was arranged in accorchmce witli a sketcli
A\lii('h Dr. Clement gave to me.
The developing spearhead was held in both
hands in tlie position shown in the pliotograpli, and the edges pressed witli a
sliglitly rotary movement against the edges of tlie broken end of the lione,
wiiich was held down witli the fingers of the left hand. In this manner flakes
A\'ere d(>tached with considerable accuracy, and the serrated edges of the blade
v,(>re formed by flaking deep(>r at regular intervals.
The edges of the bone have
been partially smoothed by rubliing, presumal)ly to improve their shape for the
flakes

glass,

the spearhead.

'

l»roc(^ss

The
i;i

of Ihdcing the glass.

who lias knowledo-e only of the processes required
the iiiakina' of arroAvheads of disidiaii may be very far from hav-

iv.g

oliserver

any

ade(iiuite coiK'e})tion

Fic. ISo.

(

f

the methods required and used in

Australiau method of chipping as descril)ed by Balfour.

shaping like forms from tongli and hard material, as quartzite or
diorite, and he will be still further from understanding the processes
required in evolving the long spearheads, and knives, and the highly
sjiecialized blades and other objects found in many sections of the
country.

With obsidian

the

hammer makes

the flake and thins

down

thick edges, and the bone point shapes the arrowhead with ease;

with the tougher materials, especiall}^ when the objects are large, the
range of the stone hammer's Avork is much greater, and, indeed, the
bone point by free-hand methods is often available only in the refinements of finish and in many cases not at all.
A most valuable contribution to our knowledge of the native
methods of working brittle stone is furnished by Nels C. Nelson.He records with the greatest fullness the work of Ishi, a Yahi Indian
of southern California, who kept up the practice of the art until his
1 Balfour,
On the Method Employed
facture of Glass Spearheads, p. G5.

-Flint working by Ishi, pp. 39S-402.

liy

the Natives of N.

W. Australia

in the

Manu-
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death in 1010, not, liowcMor, with the original tools, whieh were of
bone, but with tools of iron, which he found to have certain advantages, the rate of weai- doubtless being a first consideration. The

chipping Avork

nodulo of

(Jivoii a
pdiiil.
((Mils

us say.

lt'1

ordinarily

Jii'eakin.L;'

u\>

described by Nelson as follows:

is

flint

or

<>nii>loys

lump of ol)sitlinn, Islii, in luakiii.t; a nolclied nrrow
;i
Ihrcc disliucl processes, J'nr each of wiiicli special

The lirst
mass lu obtain

])Vocess

I'eipiired.

art'

of the obsidian

involves

suil:d)le Ihin

and

the

or

division

(lakes;

straiu'lil

he secenil pi-ncess consisis in chippinu" the selected Hake (o th(^ size and shape
of the arrnw peinl desired; and the third and liual piocess embodies, amonj^
other Ihin.ns, the notchin.i;' of the base of the poini t<> I'acililale its attachment
I

to the
I'lir

arrow
the

shaft.

liist

proci^ss, that of

water-woi-n Itowldei-

may

do,

ol)sidian bein.u' lirokMMi u]) or a

dividing the obsidian mass, an ordinary hard,

especially

if

only small flakes are wanted,

Hake struck from

it

by

a

a large spear point or kuife blade is ultimately desired,
"Phis is apparently (Islu never made one for
is needed.
stout,

blunt-pointed

pii>ci'

of lione or

wood

servin.i;'

as a

direct blow.

an intermediate

me

to see)

sort

of

tlie

U.ut

a

if

tool

short,

punch and

sometimes as a lever. As a matter of fact, what i.s wanted in the case of
producing a large implement is not tlie division of the ob.sidian mass, but
the trimming down of this mass by the detachment from it of all unnecessary
portions.
A direct blow with a hanunerstone might be fatal to the olisidian
coi'e l)eing thus shaited. whil(> an indirect blow, delivered Ihrongh this i)unch,
the same being lield at a selected spot and angle, h:is some chance of success
in removing the superlhious jioi'tions without shaltering the wliole piece to bits.
A hammerstone, then, or a hammerstone together with a punch, are the tools
required for the preliminary rough work, namely, the production of flakes or
of a flaked core.
For the secondary flaking, or, as it will be termed in this paper, chipping,
Tsbi on on(^ occasion toolc a connnon spike
a tool was mad(^ as follows:

and at another time a piece of iron rod about the size of a lead pencil. He
ground one end down about etpudly on two ojiposiug sides, making a curving,
a tool of a nature halfway
chisel-like cutting edge, lenticular in cros.s section
Ijetween an awl and a chisel. Around the butt end a bit of cloth was wrapped
The notching tool
to ease the handhold, and the chipping tool was finished.
was jiraclically a duplicate of the lauM'eding. but much smaller. A slender nail
was sharpened as before, and, being too small to 1k^ held in the hand as it
was, the butt end was inserted into an imi)rovised wooden handle. The whole
The two implements are
Piol was nothing more or less than a connnon awl.
shown in figure 1 Ll''^-!]Another n(M'(>ssary item was a i)iece of leather or hide with which to protect the hand holding the obsidian dui'iiru the chipping and notching proce.sses.
Five things, therefore, seem to constitute the full coniiilement of tools and
accessories used in making the average chii)ped artifact, but more or fewer
tools may no doubt be employed under extreme conditions.

—

The

bi'eaking up

(

f

stone to be utilized and the prodnction of de-

sired Hakes or fragments with strokes of a hammerstone, the first

by Mr. Nelson, do not
any way from the usual methods already fully described.

step in imj^ilement making, as described
in

pressure chip[)ing

is

proceeded with as follows:

dilfer

The

IIOLJIKS
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Having
1)

selected a suitable flake,
*

*

185].

[flg.

*

The

Islii
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assumes the new pose shown

in plate

t.

actual disposition of flake and tool is better indicated

in the detail views of plate ii [fig. 180]. The flake to be worked will be observed
resting on a bit of leather and placed transversely across the proximal fleshy part
of the left palm and there held by one or more of the finger tips. The chipping tool,
gi-asped firmly with the right hand, is placed on the upper side of the flake, ver\'

and by a quick, downward pressure a chip is removed from the
underside of the flake. That much of this seemingly simple act will be noticed
by any casual observer, but it may be well to analyze. the act a liltl<' so as fo
show that it is, after all, not so simple as it looks. There is, so to speak, some
knack about it. First of all, we may note the fact, well shown in the illustralion, that the axis of the tool used and the edge of the obsidian to be worked

close to the edge,

do not
ondly

nie(>t at a

— and

lliis

right iingle, althougli they :ii-c in nearly the same plane.
docs nof show well in the illustration the cliiiiiiing tool

—

Fig. 1S4.

turned on
to be

its

worked

Flaliing

aud notching tools used by

Secis

so

Ishi.

axis that the plane of its cutting edge meets the plane of the flake
That this turn of the chipat nearly, if not quite, a right angle.

ping tool is necessary, or at least deliberate, is certain, because Ishi employs it
invariably in the later stages. * * * jsJq^ having experimented very nnich,
I am unable to say why Ishi proceeds as he does, but he gets results which I
can not imitate, try as I will. Ishi removes thin aud fairly slender chips that
extend two-thirds or more across the face of the flake, while my cliijis arc
thick and short. Consequently his ai'rowpoints when finished are thin and
shniH'iy, while mine, nnicli to his disgust, are thick and clumsy affairs.
My
work resemliles the abrupt Mousterian retouch, while Islii's is the true Solu
triau technique.

As

movements involved in chipping, these would be rather
The pressure exerted, if n(>t too great, conies mostly from
a wrist action but if greater weight is needed the leverage is thrown back to
the elbow aud shoulder. The precision of the movement in the later and more
delicate stage of the work is guided by placing the index finger of the tool
to

the actual

diflicvdt to describe.
;
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palm on

:iuii,i,. r.o

l!io flake li;>s.
The pressure is
order to avoid tlie flying cliips,
and tlie chips being left in the palm of the hand, absolutely necessitates tlu>
leather pad. Ishi works rapidly, reversing the flake often or not as conditions
re(piire.
lie begins chipping at the point on the flake nearest the tool and
gradually works toward the farther end, and his best work appears to be done

liniid

n.s'Minst

(Idwii,

when he
tion

—

Isiii

can

flnisli ;in ari'o\\[ioint

The aecouilary

Fig. 1S5.
less, accoi-ding lo 1Iie

nature of

the adai>1;d)ilily of
ceeds lo Ihe lui:d sle]).
to

of

all,

Ihumli, ;ind lies

Ishi
it

the base, liolding

llie

Ihi'

Hake

siz(>

in half

an hour, more or

^-""^

iinici'ss

— chipping

substance he

origiii.-illy

is

selected.

the olisidiuu.

working and also accordiicr
Having flnislicd, he jiro-

takes his leather pad, doubles il over the end of his left
place with a string. Tlien he grii)s Ihe arrowpoint near

in
it

joining index linger.
tool

in

of average

^

I'irsI

^\ili(ll

chipping in a direction from the point end of the arrowpoint toward
ralhcr than when, on r(n'('i's:d, he nuist work in the opposile direc(., ti-om Ihe base of Ihc arrowi>oint towai'd \ho iioint.
Working- in (his

liase
i.

tlie

is

11i(>

manner

od^e of

tlio

course, rather than up, mainly

(if

fii'nfly

lietween the end of the protected thumb and adright hand he directs the point of the notching

With the

against the edge of the arrowpoint at the jilace where the notch

and by

[tig. 1S(')|.

ward as

if

removes a small

The

is

to be,

shown in jilate iii
held periieudicnlar to- the plane of the arrowpoint and is pushed forto be driven into the end of the thumb. For each miinitechip tlius re-

a sligjit i)ressure
i,;

chip.

tool,

as
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is of tlie depth desired.
Tlie
stem is sure to be severed from the
however, especially wlien worlviug

mo^•e(^ (he su'rowpoint is revorsod until (lie notcli

successful act requires

some

blade of the arrowpoint.

Fig. ISO.

deftness, or

tlie

Ishi seldom fails,

The process

of notching

and serrating.

with glass, and he completes the two notclies often in nliout half a minute's
time.
If the edge of the arrowpoint was to l>e serrated, Islii would doul)tless
proceed in the same way, although I never aslied him to try.

XXXT. CPJTT^IBLTXG PROCESSES
Direct

Fi;i:e-iiani) Pl.l;(TISSl()^

Crum1)lino' the surface of the stone treated with a hammerstone,
pick, or kiiKh'ed tool, hafted or iinliafted, ludd in one hand, the stone

worked being hehl

in the other

hand.

Direct Pest PEKfissiox

Crumbling the surface of the stone treated with

a

hammer,

pick,

or kindred tool, hafted or unhafted, held in one or lioth hands, the
stone worked being stationary.

Indirect Pest Percission

Crnmbling the surface of the stone under treatment

b_y

means of

a

hafted or unhafted, held in one hand and
hanuner or mallet held in the other hand, the stone being

chisel, drill, or like tool,

driven by

a

stationary.
tin? crumbling processes has been considered
preceding section, and further reference to this
These
l)articular phase of the subject need not be made here.
processes are, however, of great technical interest, and it would be
hard to overestimate their importance to Stone Age
'"^ ""
and indeed to peoples of all times and culPtH)ples,
I'nKv^'"''
ture grades down to the present day. The higher
manifestations of implement making, sculpture, and the building arts everywhere must be placed largely to the credit of these

TIIP^

evolution of

processes.

When, with

]>rietly in a

the advance of culture, hard metals took the

place of stone as the material for implements, the processes remained
practically the same, although in civilization mechanical devices for

operating were greatly improved. The edge or point of the electrically driven drill of steel does not differ in type from the edge or
point of the stone chisel or pick. It is to be noted that the crumbling
processes are closely allied with and shade into incising, abrading,

and piercing, as when a certain pointed or narrow-edged

moment

tool

crumble or cut. at the next as
abrade, and again as an awl or i)unch to pierce.

at one

as a pick to

is

used

a drill to
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and the
impact of the implement results in the crumbling of
''""'''"''"
minute portions of the surface of the stone, which
Acts^
disappear as dust. The implements are necessarily
hard and lough, while the stone shaiied is sufficiently tough practically to })reclude fracture by the ordinary blow.
Should the implement be so used as to dislodge considerable portions of the stone
the operation would have to be classed with the fracture processes.
Tlie sluiping acts in this class of operations are percussive,

No

specialized tool was necessary for the primitive artisan in the
simpler crumbling work, though such came in time to be nuide or
Avere developed through modifications due to long use in the practice

of the arts.

The

several crumbling acts are expressed

by the terms

pecking, battering, chiseling, and percussive drilling, the term peck-

Slmiiiiij; ,1 stoiio ax l).v
pecking (erumbliug) process.

FiG.

1S7.

Ihe

Fl(i. ISS.

Method
cuiilal

uf lioMiiij,'

tl

flis-

liaimuerstuue.

ing being commonly employed for the o]>eration by which shaping

more

by the aborigines.
shaping of minor artifacts is
illustrated in figure 1<S7. The implement under treat'" ''""
,!""'
mcnt in this case is an ordinary grooved ax in ijrocess
1 ercussiou
of elaboration from an ovoid bowlder. The blade is
being reduced to desired thinness by strokes of the discoidal hanmier.
Held thus in the hand, the incipient ax is readily turned to meet the
blows of the hammer, wliich are rapidly delivered, and the elasticity
of tlie hand support prevents breakage under strokes wliicli, were the
ax stationary, would shatter it. Figure 188, a, h^ illustrates the manAvas

usuall}^ accom])lishe(_l

The method most

eifective for the

.

.
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ner of holdingtips,

thus

tlic liaiiiaier .siisptMided

niininii/iuLi'

the iar

and

behvwn

the

ImiLL-.

thumb and

60

finger

strain.

of hammerstones regarded as especially adapted to the

Examples

Avork of shaping minor artifacts by crumbling are

shown in ligurc ifSl), d.^ b. These are specialized by
more or less decided flattening of the face or by slight
D;)ubtless these discoidal forms, which are in some

The Implements

indcntalions.

very numerous, served on occasion for other purposes.
Although the discoidal pitted hammer is regarded by some students
of the subject as the pecking tool par excellence, it is observed that
in very many cases the periphery bears no traces of the battering
which necessarily results from this use. It is also true that stones of
other available shapes were employed in the crumbling work. The
pitted disk may have been a favorite form in some sections, especially
for minor work, but deep carving required pointed tools, and the
localities

V\(

ISO

Thiki'

li^

ill

liaiiinirrsliiiii

(One half actual

sis^o.)

greater work of sculpture and building was accomplished with heavy
tools, gi'<)o\ed or olhci'wise suitably sha})ed for
is

molt' than i)r()l)able that celts, axes, picks,

attaching a haft.

and

chisels

It

normally

de\()ted to other uses were often di\crted, as the need arose, to stone

cutting and sculpture.

liough shaping by ])ecking usually [)recedes the grinding-polishing
is preparatory to them, although nmltitudes of imide-

processes and

ments and

utensils are devoted to their i'es[)ccti\e uses without the

finishing treatment or with but slight grinding to sharpen the edges

and

points.

The

technical history of individual i)olislied artifacts

is

thus usually complex and often obscure, since they have passed generally through stages irnolving

two or more

processes.

When

in

such cases the finishing processes are complete, traces of the earlier
stages are obliterated.

However, there

now

is

no longer any mystery

from the category
This result has been brought about largely by intelligent
exi)erimeiit and by the study of sites of manufacture where the shop
about the processes, which are
of lost arts.

fully remo\'ed
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rejectage, as in the chipping arts, records the various operations with

accuracy

if

Examples

not with entire fulhiess.
of impkMuents reduced to approximate

form by pecking

The specimen shown in
The general form is well
figure 187 is an incipient grooved ax.
developed, bnt the groove has not been commenced. The specimen
shown in h, originally a water-worn boAvlder, was specialized in the

are illustrated in

190 and 191.

figures

rough by pecking, the blade and the groove being well advanced and
icady for the polishing tool.

;,\

%;

I'-k;.

1!»0.

Stoin

)f

iii;iiiur:ic(ni-e

by

iKX'kiiij;

(

crumbliug)

wilii

lianiiiuT^

.sloiics.

The Potomac

Valley, a

field

studied in

all'ords [)lentiful
'^^"""

much detad

l)y

the writer,

evidence bearing on the practice of

the crumbling processes as applied to the manufac-

|-.'i','.'('J|"i.''''"'

Here
and axes was

ture of stone implements.

stone for the manufacture of celts

gray

trai)

a favorite variety of
a

compact, greenish-

or traplike contact rock, occurring originally in the high-

land of Maryland and Virginia, bnt obtained by the aborigines very
largely fnmi the bowlder beds deposited by the rivers near their exit

from the highland, or at other points higher up the streams where
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partially rminclecl frnt>ments are found in large numbers.

The most

striking example of this class of site yet observed
^'''"

^°""

Page County,

in

Luray.

It occupies several acres of

bottom land on

the right bank of Pass Creek, a few hundred yards above
fluence Avith Hawksbill Creek.

The

is

Va., near the village of

lot-ated''

^ilops'''

00

its

con-

materials utilized by the inhabit-

ants of this site were derived from great accumulations of pebbles.

Fu;.

101.

Iiiriiiiuiit

gn)(>v<'d

iixcs

shuwing

tlie

cITccts

of

pec-king

(crmiililiiiu,M

with a

luiuimer.stuuo.

bowlders, and i)artly water-worn fragments of dioritic rock present
in the banks and bed of the stream, and now exposed where freshets

have torn channels through the alluvial bottom. On the village site
about a low central mound the phenomena of manufacture are more
or less confused with those of utilization, but separation of the
varied features is in the main possible and easy. It was found by
study of the shop refuse that in very many cases the work of shaping by the pecking process was preceded by cliii>ping and followed by
grinding. Abortive forms representing all stages of the work were

"
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the bowlder with a few chips removed in

fragments resulting from breakage under the preliminary blows of the hammer. Here are hundreds
of rejects (fig. 192) representing various stages of manipulation ^the
roughly chipped forms a and h, the more advanced shapes in which
the pecking is begun, c, and blades approximating closely the final
testing" the material, or the shattered

—

Here

foi-m, d.

also are

many

pieces broken transversely

under the

hammer

at different stages of the

Fig. 192.

Specimens illustrating successive steps in shaping hatchet blades by fracture.
crumbling, and grinding.

work, and finally here are examples
of the completed implements in which the grinding process has obliterated to a large degree the conchoids of chipping as well as the indentations due to the crumbling tool. ^
Extended experimentation in the work of shaping stone implements and utensils by the pecking process was undertaken by Mr.

d

J.

D. McGuire at the Xational ^luseum some years ago, and the

valuable results of his

The crumbling

work

are available.-

processes had, however, a

much wider

field

than

that of shaping implements and utensils by pecking
Wide

Range

of

with a hammer.
Vast numbers of petroglyphs
appear on slabs, bowlders, and broad rock faces
throughout America, displaying great diversity in manner of execuHammerstones of ordinary form were doubtless
tion and finish.
employed, but pointed picklike implements, ha f ted or unhafted,
Avere better suited to the purpose (fig. 193). Figure 191 is intended to
illustrate the probable method of carving the minor relics of hard
stone, many of which are elaborately embellished with symbolic
I'rocesses

Holmes, Manufacture of Peclced-abraded Stone Implements.
2 See his two memoirs entitled " The
Stone Hammer and Its Various Uses
" Materials, Apparatus, and Processes of the Aboriginal Lapidary."
1

38657°— 19— Bull.

60, pt

i

23

and
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figures in low

and high

relief,

[bull. 60

or even in part in the full round.

The

question naturally arises as to the kind of tool employed in this work,
since so few are

FiG. 193.

found seemingly well adapted

Carving with

a

pointed bit of stone held

to

in

it.

The

cliisel-

the hand.

like implement of flint (fig. 10.")). obtained somewhere in Yucatan,
properly hafted. would have been effective. It seems probable that
the abrading process must have been called into service for this class
of sculpture more fully than we are accustomed to allow.
The

Fig. 194.

ProI:)ablp

drawing reproduced

manner

in figure

of employing the chisel in carving stone.

19G serves to indicate three variants of

the crumbling processes pi'obably in more or less general use anions,'
the stone workers of Middle America.

holmes]
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more important was the work of the bruising-crumbling
in getting out and dressing
Quarrying Stone
the stone employed in the
building and sculptural arts.
Still

tool

Vast supplies of the requisite materials were
hewn from the massive formations of the
earth's crust bj^^ the man with the pick and

hammer. The task of cutting out the steatite from the northern quarries was more
difficult and laborious than the shaping of
the many artifacts made from it, the processes and tools, however, being in large part
the same. Far more arduous was the task of
extracting

the

chytes, granites,

blocks

of

limestones,

tra-

and other hard and massive

rocks from the undisturbed beds in the

Under the face of
writer came upon a

hills.

near Mitla the
partially hewn block of
trachyte (fig. 197) which had been abandoned by the workmen while the labor of
separating it into three parts was in progress.
The rude hammers and picks, one a Fig. 195. A chisel-like blade
of flint from Yucatan.
much battered celt, with which, it is assumed, the channels were being crumbled through the mass, were scattered about in profusion (fig. 198). On the mountain side above the

Fig. 196.

a

cliff

—

Three forms of the crumbling-carving process with mallet and
hafted pick, and with pick held in the hand.

chisel,

with
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writer's companion,

JSIr.

[bdll. 60

Edward H. Thompson, encountered traces

more extended work where the

grreat blocks

had been cut out of the

of

face

»
Fig. 197.

Partially dressed blocks of s'.ono iu an ancient quarry at Mitla, Mexico.

of the living rock, to be transported, no one knows how, and built into
the temples and tombs of Mitla. The time and labor involved in

Fig. 19S.

Uude stone-cutting

(cruniblint;

)

implements found on a quarry

site at Mitla,

Me.xico.

this initial

phase of the stone-using

ai'ts

can hardly be justly estiFigure
civilization.

mated by those who know only the methods of

HOLMES]
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141 represents a life-size group, recently constructed in the National
the direction of the writer, to ilhistrate graphically
our understanding of the methods of stone Avorking practiced by the

Museum under

more civilized peoples of Middle and South America.
The marvel grows when gradually we come to realize the vastness
of the monumental remains of hewn stone which
°'''''*^^

Works"

mark

the culture centers of

tlie

ancient peoples of

Middle and South America. Not only did the huge
blocks employed in the building of a hundred cities have to be pecked
out and hewn and fitted into their places, but the countless sculptured embellishments, the massive stelae, and the individual sculptures in relief and the round, which are the marvel of the western
world, had to be wrought into shape by the tedious process of crumbling.
When the imagination traverses the field from Central
Mexico to Argentina and recalls the traces of former enterprises in
such centers as Chichen Itza, Uxmal, Palenque, Quirigua, Copan,
Tiahuanaco, Cuzco, Machu Picchu, and the rest, the magnitude of
the industrial achievement of a Stone Age people is borne in on us
with almost overwhelming force.
At Tiahuanaco the writer gazed with wonder on the huge monoliths
assembled on the site, brought no one knows whence or how far, but
apparently never built into the structures for which they were intended, for if once placed in orderly form what force or agency could
have arranged them as they appear to-day? All had to be hewn
from the quarry with picks of stone or bronze, a work followed by
transportation in which marvelous difficulties were overcome, and
finished by crumbling and abrasive methods. The vast achievements
of the ancient Peruvians in quarrying and dressing the great stones
employed in their Cyclopean structures, as described by Squier and
others, attest the efficiency and possibilities of the crumbling process.
Describing the fortress of Olantaytambo, Squier writes as follows:
The stones composing it or lying scattered over its area are of a hard red
porphyry, brought from quarries more than 2 leagues distant, upward of 3,000
They are
feet above the valley, and on the opposite side from the fortress.
nearly all hev/n into shape and ready to be fitted, and among them I noticed
several having places cut in them for the reception of the T clamp, which I
have mentioned in describing the remains of Tiahuanuco. One of these porphyry blocks, built in the wall of what appeared to be the beginning of a
square building, is 18 feet long by 5 broad and 4 deep, not only perfectly
squared but finely polished on every face, as are also the stones adjoining it,
to which it fits with scarcely perceptible joints.
The most interesting series of stones, however, are six great upright slabs
of porphyry supporting a terrace, against which they slightly incline.
It will
he observed that they stand a little apart, and that the spaces between them
are accurately filled in with other thin stones,, in sections. The sides of these,
as well as of the larger slabs which they adjoin, are polished. The following

:
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table gives the dimensions of the slabs in feet and tenths,

commencing with

340
the one at the left

No.
1.

Height

Width at base
Width at top..
Thickness
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together is a thing equally wonderful, since the Indians had neither carts nor
oxen nor ropes wherewith to drag them by main force. Nor were there level
roads over which to transport them, but, on the contrary, steep mountains and
abrupt declivities to be overcome by the simple force of men. IMany of the
stones were lirought from 10 to 1.5 leagues, and especially the stone, or rather

Fig. 199.

a,

1),

Marvelous mural

masomy

of the ancient I'eruvians.

the rock, called Saycusca, or the " Tired Stone," because it never reached the
structure, and which it is known was brought a distance of 15 leagues, from

beyond the river of Yiicay, which is little less in size than the Guadalquivir at
Cordova. The stones obtained nearest were from Muyna, 5 leagues from Cuzco.
It passes the power of imagination to conceive how so many and so great stones
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could

lie

so accurately fitted

to.u'etlier

point of a knife between them.

as scarcely

t<>

[bull. 60

admit the insertion of the

INTany are indeed so well fitted that the joint

can hardly be discovered. And all this is the more wonderful as they had no
squares or levels to place on the stones and ascertain if they would lit together.

Carving of the massive rock

Fig. 200.

How

in place by the ancient I'enivians.

often must they have taken up and put

down

the stones to ascertain

if

Nor had they cranes, or pulleys, or other machinery
whatever.
I'.ut what is most marvelous of the edifice is the incredible
size of the stones, and the astonisliing labor of briniiing them together and
the joints were perfect
.

.

!

.

placing tliem."
1

Sqiiier,

468-469.

Teru

:

Incidents of Travel and Exploration in

the

Laud

of

the

lucas, pp.
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The perfection of the mural masonry of the Incas is shown by the
examples illustrated in figure 199, a, h. This superb work, executed
by the crumbling process, supplemented by the abrading process, is
not confined to a few limited examples, but extends to great buildings, fortresses, embankments, aqueducts, and bridges of vast extent.
This marvelous hewing of mural surfaces was not all. The builders of the Cuzco Valley extended their passion for sculpture to the
elaborate carving of the massive rock in place, a good specimen of
this work being shown in figure 200, selected from numerous equally
noteworthy examples illustrated by Bingham. The purpose of the
carving of great rock masses and even the massive outcrops of the
mountain sides is not determined, but that it was the result of a most
serious purpose and executed with primitive tools and at the expense
beyond dispute.
wondered at as products of primitive handicraft
than these strange traces of sculptural and architectural enterprise
of great labor

Hardly

is

less to be

—

are the multifarious products of the lapidarian art the personal
ornaments, amulets, idols, and the like, made of jade, agate, turquoise,
emerald, and other precious and semiprecious stones recovered by
tens of thousands from dwelling sites and burial places throughout
America, all or nearly all of which had to pass through the crumbling
stage of elaboration before the abrading-polishing processes could

proceed with the work.

XXXII. ABKADING PKOCESSES

THE

abrading processes, as employed in stone-shaping by
primitive peoples, are very generally supplementary to fracturing and crumbling.
They may be assembled for de-

scriptive purposes in seven principal groups:
1.

Grindixg, Whettixg

Simple manual abrasion, the stone abraded being held in the hand
and rubbed on another stone or abraded by another stone held in the
hand. In large work the abrader may have been in some cases
hafted or otherwise mounted to increase its efficacy.
2.

Sawing

Simple manual abrasion with edges, plain or notched, or filaments
employed, often Avith the aid of sand, in channeling and dividing.
3.

Scraping

Abrasion of comparatively soft stone with scrapuig implements of
various types held in the hand.
4.

Engraving

Abrasion with a point as in engraving.
5.

Drilling

Abrasion with simi)le manual or machine revolved

drill points,

solid or tubular.
0.

Scouring, Rasping

Abrasion by scouring with sand moved beneath or held embedded
in a

somewhat

j'ielding surface, as of leather.
7.

Polishing

Abrasion with hard or soft surfaces variously applied to give
and polish.

finish

344
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The abrading crafts employ a wide range of implements and
mechanical appliances and are of vast importance in the economy
of all peoples in all stages of progress. It is observed that they
are applicable in the treatment of all materials in degrees varying
with the natnre of the material. Abrasion in its simplest form consists of rubbing one object, as of stone, against another with such
force as to remove small particles from one or both, but in the practice of the art for ages, abrading implements and devices of many
kinds have been evolved and their operation is expressed by such
terms as grinding, whetting, scraping, scratching, engraving, sawing, drilling, boring,

and rubbing.

Even

the polishing arts, how-

soever delicate, act by the removal of exceedingly minute particles.

All varieties of stone are abradable, and
serve in the active operation of abrading.

stones can be made to
Gritty textured varieties

all

serve for the rougher reducing and surfacing, and the finer-grained,

even agates, jades, and the like, for whetting and smoothing, and
sand and finely pulverized minerals of many kinds are employed
in various ways as shaping and finishing agents.
Many forms of abrading work have been observed in actual operation among the tribes, and not a few are in use to-day; in fact, the
processes are in use among other than primitive peoples, and the
higher forms of abrading arts in use among lapidaries, sculptors, and
builders of to-day do not differ from the primitive forms in principle
but rather in the improved mechanical devices employed.
Grinding and whetting implements are exceedingly numerous

and their use and manner
cases from their shape
^
and the traces of use which they bear. ^ It can not be
said with certainty, however, whether a particular form was employed exclusively or even partially in the shaping of stone, and
many of the implements probably served for the treatment of other
materials, as shell, bone, wood, and metal, as occasion required, and

among

Grinding,
ting

r-rincipai

Whet-

^^

prehistoric relics,

^^^^ ^,^^^

^^ inferred in

many
*'

even in the manipulation of pliable materials, as
hidcs and filaments, but their greatest field of usefulness was, no doubt, in the shaping and finishing of

Use

minor artifacts and in giving surface finish to sculptures generally
and to building stone. Grinding and whetting stones of three disAn instructive
tinct types are shown in figures 201, 202, and 203.
series of illustrations of the use in abrading work of
Flake Abraders
simple spalls struck from bowlders by the ancient
occupants of the shores of Lake Michigan is given
by Phillips.^ The various positions and movements are determined
by observing traces of the work and wear displayed by the specimens
themselves
^

Phillips,

(fig.

204).

Stone Implements from the Southern Shores of Lake Michigan,

p.

587.
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The abrading work was by no means
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limited to hand-wielded imi

As

\
Fig. 201. Common forms of abrading stones from the Atlantic States.
plements as applied to artifacts under treatment. Hand-held objects in process of manufacture were
rubbed on stationary grindstones (fig.
205), and numerous examples have
been observed where depressions and
grooves are worn in the surfaces of
rock bodies in situ (fig. 20G).
Edged scraping tools of varied
forms were in univer-

scraping

Sal

use bv

primitive

peoples, but little can

be said regarding their use in the
treatment of stone. There can be no
doubt, however, that stone scrapers as
well as knives of stone and metal
served in shaping the softer stones, as
catlinite, soapstonc, cannel coal, and
fire clay.

Artifacts

made of these ma-

unmistakable traces of the
employment of implements of this
Sharp - pointed
type.
En.i,aavin^c
implements were employed in engraving
figures on stone surfaces, as countless
examples indicate, but the particular
terials bear

tools

employed are not readily

identified

Fk:. 202.
in

Type

of

whot stone of jado
the western

common use among

Eskimo.
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the abrasion of implemeuts.

"^^

^-^

Fig. 204.

PART

Series of positions illustrating abrading

work with a small hand implement.
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primitive shaping crafts, dassecl for convenience under the
term " sawing," were in universal use by the abo-

raw material
intended for further elaboration. The process does
not necessarily imply a saw a toothed or notched implement but
rather any thin-blacled implement employed in grooving or dividing
Sawing Processes

rigines for dividing bits or masses of the

—

Fig. 205.

A

—

California Indian grinding shell ornaments on a

flat stone.

stone by a sawing movement. These implements may be of stone or
metal or of less durable materials, as bone, or wood, or even copper

A

distinct variety of the
used with sand as the abrading agent.
sawing-abrading process occasionally referred to is that in which a
cord or a strip of rawhide, aided by sand, is employed. It is not

Fig. 120G.

Traces of abrading work

left in

rock bodies in

jjlace.

probable, however, that this method was ever in general use by any
people.

Although the sawing processes, as practiced by the aborigines,
appear not to have been observed and recorded in detail by anyone,
the evidence furnished by worked stones and stone im]:)lements which
retain traces of the

work

sufficiently elucidate the operation if

not

holmes]
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and devices employed. So far as known, the
work ^Yas purely manual, the sawing implement, hafted or unhafted,
being held in the hand without mechanical device for operating.
The probnble manner of use of the thin stone blade as a saw-abrader
the exact implements

Fig. 207.

Use of the saw-abrader.

indicated in figure 207, and examples of the traces left in the stone
treated appear in figure 208.

is

Whether the semicivilized peoples of ISIiddle and South America
employed more highly developed methods and devices and on a scale

Fig. 208.

Showiu^ the

result of

sawing from opposite sides and

Iireal<ing the thin

septum.

commensurate with the magnitude of their building and sculpture
work is not known, but it is probable that the pecking, chiseling,
and abrading processes with simple stone tools were everywhere the
The extent to which copper and
chief stone-working agencies.
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bronze were employed in IMiddle and South America for such purposes can not be determined. Analyses of bronzes found in Peru,
for example, indicate a wide range of hardness. The harder would
have served in the direct operation of sawing stone of all kinds,
while the softer, as well as copper, would have served in sawing the
softer stones, and even the harder with the aid of sand.
The primitive drilling arts were of prime importance to the
aborigines and are of exceeding interest to the stuRotative Abrasion
dont of primitive technics. Stone was rough carved
by picking, pecking, chipping, and gouging, where
particular depth or relief were not called for, but for deep excavation and perforation the rotary processes were especially effective.

11

Fig. 209. Solid stone drill points.

Fig. 210.

Drill points of chipped flint.

Drill points are of two distinct tjpes, the solid and the tubular.
solid points

figures 200

may
and

be any

The

sharp or pointed stone, as illustrated in

210, or other softer materials, mineral, animal, or

vegetal, utilizing

sand as the abrading agent.

The tubular forms
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may be of copper (fig. 211) bronze, bone, or wood, all employed with
sand as the abrading agent. Joints of cane and the hollow bones of
birds were often utilized.
That tubular drills were in general use in boring stone as well as
,

attested by many specimens, finished and
example is seen in the unfinished travertine
Here
vase shown in figure 21"2.^
the boring out of the bowl was in

other softer materials

An

unfinished.

progi'css

when

is

excellent

the

work was

dis-

continued, and an illustration of
exceptional

interest

is

pendant-shaped tablet
tine,

now

that of

of

a

traver-

preserved in the Field

ISIuseum of Natural History.

The

remarkable and entirely unexampled occurrence is the presence of
the bone drill point in the bore.
About the year 1895 there was brought
by workmen digging an irrigat-

to light

Fig. 211.

ing canal at Ixtapaluco, near Chalco, in

Tubular drill of copper
section of bore.

and

the Valley of Mexico, an engraved tablet of remarkable character and, as it
happens, of unique interest [fig. 213]. It is a keystone-shaped slab of onyx
11* inches long, 6i inches wide at the wider end, and 14 inches thick it is
drilled longitudinally and has four pairs of biconical perforations along the
upper margin.
Pouring water into the perforation to dampen the dark earth that clung to
the sides and served to fix the bone tube in its place, I was at once al)le to
press the implement back into the stone and, as the other end of the opening
was larger, to remove it with ease. The finely comminuted earth was carefully
saved for examination under the microscope. The hollow bone [fig. 213, a] ...
;

.

Fig. 212.

Bowl

.

.

of travertine vase partially excavated by tubular drill,

(About one-flfth

actual size.)

probably from the leg of a crane or other large bird, is 2f inches long and
three-eighths of an inch in diameter.
It is shattered and worn at the upper
end, while the lower end or point has the appearance of having been freshly cut
off.
This latter feature was a matter of some surprise, as a drill point might l)e
expected to show decided evidence of abrasion by use. I found, however, on the
other hand, that the exterior surface of the tube was scratched and striated as
1

Saville,

38657°— 19— Bull.

An Onyx Jar from

60, pt

i

24

Mexico,

p. 105.
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On wasliing out tlie bore in tlie larger piece of
the bone tube had not extended to the end of tlie l)oring
from below; that, in fact, it reached only half way, and that the size of the
hole diminished, so that it could not enter any farther. On cleaning out the
if

by attrition

witli fine sand.

stone I discovered

tliat

earth the fact was developed that the borings from opposite ends of the tablet
and the conclusion
had not met accurately, as indicated in figure [213, a]
was at once reached that the drill was probably being employed, when the work
ceased, to enlarge the bore, witli the intention of making more complete connection from end to end. The use of the tubular drill of cane, bone, or native
metal by primitive peoples, and even by many well-advanced nations, is well
.

,

.

rolling between tlie hands or by a pump or
and sand of suitable fineness and hardness was employed as the
cutting agent. That a tubular drill was used in the present case is proved by
the presence of a well-developed core at the base of the boring from the upper

The tube was twirled by

known.

bow

drill,

Alabaster

Fig. 213.

talilet

with the bone
hj Drill

end,

.

.

.

and, though the proof

drill

found in place,

a,

Si'ctiou

of tablet.

(one-half actual size).

may

not be absolute that this piece of bone

was

the probabilities are strongly in favor of the correctness of the assumption that it was so used, and it is also highly probable that
in addition we have here a correct suggestion of the manner in which the tubular drill was employed in enlarging and straiglitening defective borings, a
actually in u.se as a

drill,

measure often necessary where devices were of such imperfect construction.^

The

earth removed from the hore of this specimen was submitted

to Prof. O. C. Farringtoii, of the Fiekl

for examination.

He

Museum

of bone and travertine were found,

it

contained grains of a variety

of minerals, including some of the hardness of

have been
^

of Natural History,

reported that altliough finely coimninuted bits

effective in the abradine;

Holmes, Archeological Studies

Among

7.

The

latter

would

work.

the Ancient Cities of Mexico, pp. 304-308.
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simplest form of unliafted rotary drill

is the pointed stone
held between the thumb and finger tips and twirled
°^^'' back and forth (fig.
^°
214), or an implement of someDrill"
what T shape (fig. 215), held in the hand as a gimlet
and twirled back and forth with pressure, producing the desired
bore. The ordinary form of shafted revolving drill (fig. 21G) is
rotated back and forth between the palms of the
The Palm Drill
hands after the manner of the fire drill, or between

one palm and the thigh.

Primitive method

FiG. 214.

of drilling.

Fig. 216.

Fig.

21.J.

Primitive method of

drilliiij:

Primitive method of
drilling.

mon

These methods were in com-

Fig. 217.

Primitive method of drilling.

McGuire questions whether any
form of mechanical device for mounting and operating the drill point than this was in use among the tribes south
of Alaska in pre-Columbian times.
Drawings rcpi-esenting drills,
found in the ancient Mexican codices, all represent the one type
(fig. 217).
Other devices for revolving the drill have been found in
use throughout America, and

other more

efficient

BUREAU OF
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use by the aborigines, altliouiili it may not now be possible to determine whether or not they ^Yere of recent introduction. These implements are known as the pump, strap, bow, and disk drills.
The pump drill consists of a shaft which passes through a disk
of stone, pottery, or wood, and a crosspiece through
which the shaft also runs. To each end of the crossPump Drill
piece is attached a cord or thong having sufficient
plsij to

allow

it

to pass over the top of the shaft, permitting the

In setting the device in motion
turned to wind the string about the shaft; this raises the

crosspiece to reach close to the disk.

the disk

is

By

down

quickly upon the crosspiece, the
unwinds and the shaft is made to revolve,
the disk thus ac(|uiring sufficient momentum to rewind the string the
By successive
nu/inent the pressure on the crosspiece is removed.
pressure and release the reciprocal movement is kept up (fig. 218).
crosspiece.

pressing

wrapped end of the

Fig. 218.

string

Primitive metliod of drilliiu

Fig. 219.

I'limitivc

method of

drilling.

The speed attained by this drill is much greater than that
bow or the strap drill and has the advantage that one hand

of the
is left

free to hold the object to be drilled.

The

among the Eskimo and Aleuts in early,
pre-Columbian, times. The shaft is kept
ill position by means of a headpiece of wood, which
strap Drill
is held between the teeth, as well illustrated in the
drawing (fig. 219). A strap or thong is wound once around the shaft,
one end being held in each hand, and is pulled alternatcl}' to the
right and left, revolving the shaft. The thong was sometimes furnished with a hand piece of wood, bone, or ivory, to give a firmer grip.
The chief advantage of this contrivance was that pressure could be
regulated by pressure of the teeth on the mouthpiece. In some restrap drill was in use
jiossibly in
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gions instead of the mouthpiece the top of the shaft was held by an
and as much pressure applied as was needed (fig. 220).
The bow drill is closely related to the strap drill. The headpiece

assistant,

is

held in position with the left hand, while the strap

attached to the two ends of the bow and after
wrapping around the shaft, is revolved by a backward and forward movement of the bow held in the right hand

Bow Driu

(fig.

is

221).

Fig. 220.

The

disk

drill,

Primitive method of drilliug.

which apears

to be confined to the tribes of Cali-

fornia, is a variant of the

pump

pump

drill.

The

fixed

and a wide
movable disk takes the place of the movable crosspiece.
Through holes in opposite margins of the disk thongs are
passed and attached, one end to the top of the shaft and the other to

Disk Drill

disk

of

the

Fig. 221.

I'rimitive

drill

method

is

omitted,

of drilling.

The revolving motion is started by
turning the disk until the thongs are twisted around the shaft, becoming taut. The disk is then released and pressed suddenly downward, when the strands unwind, revolving the shaft, the momentum

the base near the drill point.

356
ac(}uired
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Sudden removal of the

pressure on the disk causes the unwinding of the strands below,
twirling the shaft in the opposite direction. By quick repetition of

movements the motion is kept up and the work goes steadily on.
According to Chapman/ the New Zealanders attached weights to
(Mcthe drill shaft to increase the boring capacity (fig. 222, a).
Again the shaft was weighted b}' spool or top-shaped bits
Guire.)
of heavy wood (fig. 222, Ij). (McGuire.)
Dr. Ran seems to have been the first to demonstrate the primitive
methods of drilling stone, but his success in the beginning was not
Others since have met with more gratifying success. So
flattering.far as published accounts go, Mr. J. D. ]\IcGuire seems to have acthese

'

FiG. 222.

Weighted

drills.

complished the most. Describing his experiments in drilling catlinite with bow and pump drills, Mr. McGuire states^ that in starting
the hole the point of the drill, if of copper or stone, readily took hold
of the stone, but that wood and bone did not do so unless supplemented by sand. Trouble was caused by choking from the powdered
stone and sand before the hole was very deep. By working with the
stone under water the smaller particles floated otf, a condition which
made it possible for the cutting to proceed to advantage. The jasper
point was found most etfective, and its effectiveness Avas much enhanced by the use of water. The drill point, however, required frequent shari)ening. A hole 5 inches deep in a piece of catlinite was
drilled in al)out three hours with a })ump drill. A jasper point was
Chapman, On the Working of Greenstone or Nephrite by the Maoris, p. 496.
- Rail, Drilling- in Stone with Metals, p. 392
also, Aboriginal Stone Drilling, p. 536.
Palcnijuc Tablet.
(Evans, Kellar.)
2 McGuire, Materials, Apparatus, and I'rocesses of the Aboriginal Lapidary, p. 172.
1

;
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began to choke when the hole was one-half or threeA pine drill was then used wdth dry sand,
but the point wore away very fast. The addition of water made
matters worse, for it softened the wood, and the dust from the catlinite formed a puttylike mass, which choked the drill.
A shaft of ash
wood was substituted for the pine and dry sand instead of wet,
whereupon the drill ran smoothly, and by giving a slight jumping
motion to the shaft a great deal of dust was expelled with the sand
and work progressed satisfactorily. A proper drill of copper would
have cut the same hole, possibly, in an hour; one of jasper with sand
would have done the work, probably, in two hours. On the jasper
the three drills were used with all kinds of available points, including quartz, nephrite, and copper; even hard steel drills were tried.
All were equally unsuccessful, nothing penetrating this obdurate
material. A copjDer point on a pump drill used with emery, however,
started the work and in time would have completed it.
McGuire's experiments demonstrated the wide range of devices
and materials available to the primitive lapidary and the absolute
need of long, intelligent experiment to find out the available and
effective combinations for each and all. When we consider the difficulties met with by McGuire in his experiments the drilling feats of
the aborigines become a source of wonderment.
The processes of manufacture and the implements emploj^ed must
be considered, at least briefly, in connection with the descriptions of
first

used, but

it

fourths of an inch deep.

the separate classes of artifacts in subsequent volumes, but this repetition occurs only in cases in

stone shaping, and involves

which the implements were employed
little real

duplication.

in

XXXIII. INCISING PROCESSES
Pressure Ixcisixg
(a)

Cutting or shaving the stone to be shaped by pressure

sharp, hiterally-edged tool held in the

hand

AA-ith

a

as a knife.

(h) Chiseling the stone to be shaped with a terminally-edged
implement, hafted or unhafted, held in the hand and pushed.

Percusstox Incising
(a) Chiseling the stone to be shaped with a terminally-edged
implement, hafted or unhafted, forcibly driven with a hammer or

mallet.
(h)

Chopping the stone

to be

shaped with a terminally-edged

tool,

as an ax or adz, a chisel, hatchet, pick, or gouge, hafted or unhafted.

THE

incising processes shape material by

means

of a cutting

edge, which implies the use of a hard, edged implement and

a substance to be shaped of decidedly inferior hardness.
Generally speaking, stone is not well adapted for the making of
cutting implements, yet edged tools of stone were of
Incising Tools
iiecessity a cliief reliance of Stone Age peoples in
their diversified manual activities.
They included
knives, axes, hatchets, adzes, chisels, and gouges, and are much diversified in form, ranging in each type from selected natural forms
to implements of wholly artificial conformation.
The edge was obtained by chipping, crumbling, or grinding, or by the one supplemented by one or both of the others. Simple fracture of glassy
stone, as obsidian, gave the keenest possible edge, and all the finer
grained stones were capable of taking an excellent edge by grinding, as is well illustrated by the slate and jade knives of the Arctic

peoples.

The grooved

ax, celt-hatchet, chisel, and gouge were given edges
by grinding capable of cutting and dressing wood and
Soapstone Working the softer stoues, but very ineffective as compared
with steel tools of corresponding type.
The flint
blade, sharpened by chipping, w^as in universal use by the tribes, but
was little adapted to the shaping of stone. Soapstone, the principal
and most generally available mineral readily worked by incising
methods, was hewn out of the quarry and shaped into implements,
358
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and other artifacts chiefly by means of the pick, gouge, and
the incising edge being generally quite narrow and merging
into the pointed pick, the process at the same time merging into the
crumbling type. These tools were used ha f ted or unhafted and were
Utensils,
chisel,

operated by pushing and striking or by indirect percussion, as with
the aid of a mallet.

Our

principal information regarding the shaping of stone

by

in-

obtained from prehistoric sources, especially from
the soapstone quarries, which are found in great numbers in the
Appalachian Eanges and to a lesser extent in other regions throughcising

methods

is

out Northern America.

The quarry excavations where the stone was hewn from its native
bed and the refuse of manufacture left on the shop sites near at hand
furnish ample data for the student, and the utensils made of this
material and left on dwelling sites where used and abandoned, bear
traces of the methods employed in their production, often obscured,
however, bv reshaping and wear. But the quarry faces from which
the material was cut and the refuse of the shops left practically untouched since abandoned by the workmen afford traces of the most
satisfactory kind. The markings are so perfectly preserved that the
size and kind of cutting edges employed are at once apparent.
The tools themselves scattered about, often in large numbers, serve
to complete the story. We are even able to say with reasonable certainty that the work of blocking out the articles made was often done
with hafted rather than unhafted implements, since the deep, direct
incisions (fig. 223, a) could hardly have resulted from less forcible
methods. There is no doubt, however, that the tools were on occasions held in the hand and wielded chisel fashion merely, producing
effects such as appear in figure 223, 5. Many of the implements employed in the quarries and shops were improvised natural forms,
while others were made especially for the particular purpose. Some
were edged tools employed originally for other purposes, as the ax,
celt, and gouge.
No clear distinction is to be drawn between the implements used
in quarrying and cutting out the soapstone masses
Quarrying ana jj^ ^j^g quarry and those employed in shaping the
artifacts made of these masses, yet it may be assumed
ments
that in general the heavier, ruder tools associated
with quarry sites were used in excavating and quarrying, and that
the more delicate sharp-edged and pointed tools served for shaping
and finishing. One variety of pick is roughly grooved by chipping
and pecking, while another has a plain shaft, in many specimens slightly curved, as if to be attached to a handle, somewhat as
are our picks and adzes. In several of the quarries there have been
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Fig. 223.
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Use of strong strokes by a broad-pointed implement, probably hafted.
I), Use of a narrow-pointed implement, probably unhafted.
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found ordinary grooved axes, most of them remodeled or resharpened bv chipping to increase their eiHcienc}^ as cutting tools; then
chisel-like tools of varied sizes and
from stones of approximate proportions
slightly flaked or ground to effective points, some chipped out of
the inchoate raw material and well finished by grinding.
These
steatite working tools are very numerous in places. Around a single
pit located in a plowed field on Patuxent Kiver, Md., and nearly
obliterated by successive plowings, the writer found during a single
visit some 30 entire and broken implements, and from the excavation
in the quarry near Clifton, Va., cleared out by Mr. William Dinwiddle, nearly four dozen of the chisel-like tools, some broken and
some entire, were found.
There are three or four ways in which these cutting tools were
utilized.
The simplest was that of using the impleManner of Using
ment as a chisel or gouge heldi m the hand or
the Tools
hands. Another suggested method was that of setting the sharpened stone or chisel in a short handle of buckhorn and
striking this with a stone or billet of wood. The chisel marks left
in many cases suggest this method, and the heavy end of the tool
was found in cases furnished with a short and rough-chipped point or

there

is

a

large

class

of

shapes, some improvised

,

i

•

i

i

i

•

j.i

i

i

stem suitable for setting in a. haft socket. Many specimens of these
implements found in the quarry shops are too minute to be utilized
unhafted. A third method is that of hafting the pointed stone as an
adz or ax is ha f ted. The grooved tools were undoubtedly used in
this way, and many of the grooveless forms could have been attached as in the ordinary primitive adz.
That incising tools were used in the shaping of other of the softer
materials is amply indicated by the traces left on unfinished specimens of pipes and other objects carved from slate, catlinite, cannel
coal, chalk, tufa, and the various indurated clays, and sheets of mica
were neatly cut into ornamental forms for personal embellishment.
Catlinite was employed in the manufacture of many articles of use
and ceremony. When first extracted from the quarry this stone is
soft enough to be cut or shaved with a keen edge, but on exposure it
becomes too hard to be cut effectively except with tools of steel. The
same is true of various kindred materials employed to a lesser extent
by the tribes. The black slates of the northwest coast, of which
material a vast number of interesting carvings have been made,
may be cut with comparative ease when fresh from the bed, but it
does not seem probable that in this case or even in that of catlinite
the incisive methods were much employed before the introduction of
iron; fracture, crumbling, and abrasion, in the absence of efficient
keen-edged tools, served every purpose. Indurated clays, clay slates,
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cannel coal, and fire clay are readily carved Avith stone tools while
fresh from the ground.
Cutting tools of copper were doubtless in general use among the

more advanced peoples, but were not effective for the working of hard
Bronze was in use in Middle and South America, and the
stone.
Incas especially understood the manufacture and use of this alloy;
yet to what extent cutting tools of this material took the place of
stone in the great work of hewing building stone and of sculpture
can not now be determined.
It is observed that the processes employed in stone cutting and
sculpture generally, where hard stone is employed, are mainly the
The chisel used in working
fracture and crumbling processes.
marble, granite, and the like, although a keen-edged tool, does not cut
the stone but fractures or crumbles it.

XXXIV. PIERCIXG PROCESSES
(a) Piercing comparatively soft stone by simple pressure with a
hard, pointed tool, hafted or unhafted, as with an awl or pnnch.
(7j) Piercing comparatively soft stone with a hard, pointed tool,

hafted or unhafted, by twirling under pressure.
(f) Piercing comparatively soft stone with a hard, pointed tool,
hafted or unhafted, by direct percussion, as with a pick.
(d) Piercing comparatively soft stone with a pointed tool driven
by a mallet or hammer.

THE

and pick penetrate by direct pressure
The distinction between
the operation of these tools and that of a. drill is that
the latter accomplishes its results by the removal of particles howsoever minute, torn from the substance bored, while the piercing implement is forced through the substance bored without necessarily
removing particles, although portions of the stone may be dislodged.
A pointed or edged pick may perforate thus simply, but in its ordinary use it crumbles or cuts.
Piercing implements may be operated by simple direct pressure,
by twirling under pressure, or by direct or indirect percussion, the
latter implying the use of a driving implement. In general the piercing implement is of harder material than the stone pierced, but a
needle, awl, pmich,

or by direct or indirect percussion.

thorn or a pointed bone may be made to penetrate soft stone or indurated clay or sheets of mica. Such implements may pierce but
would not be expected to abrade or crumble.
This process has little value as a shaping agent, its use being confined to simple penetration.

an edge may penetrate

It

a soft

is

in a sense related to incising, since

substance without removing particles,

the result being an oblong, instead of a round or

somewhat round,

puncture.
363
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XXXV. FIRE FRACTURE PROCESSES

THE

use of

fire in

fracturing stone

practiced by the aborigines.

is

The

well

known and was widely
was employed ex-

process

tensively in quarrying, as in the copper and flint mines, to
break up large bodies of rock and also in fracturing smaller masses
for the purpose of obtaining fragments and spalls, for use as implements or for the manufacture of implements. In general, however,
the action of hre is destructive to stone, and if not very discreetly

employed will

so flaw the stone as to

Fowke

how

tells

us

make

by the ancient quarrymen of Flint Ridge. ^
mination,

fire

was

unfit for most uses.
was probably avoided
According to his deterit

this destructive tendency

built

upon the surface of the

flint

body, such

portions of the purer stone as were desired for use being protected
from the action of the heat by hu'ers of moist clay.

References to the employment of heat in shaping stone, which is a
very different matter from merely breaking it up,
"^^* ^^'^^' '^^"®
numerous but generally lacking in fullness, and
turin-'^
very few of the available accounts appear to be
based on first-hand observation. Speaking of the Klamath Indian
method of fracturing stone, Schumacher says that in obtaining suitable fragments of stone for arrow making, " The rock is first exposed
to fire and after a thorough heating, rapidly cooled off, when it
flakes readily into sherds of different sizes under well-directed blows
Although this author had the good fortune to
at its cleavage." meet the last arrow maker of the tribe, it does not appear that he
witnessed the use of fire as described.

Mabel L. Miller

states^ that the Diggers

(Maidu) on the eastern

side of the Sacramento River heated the stone and then chipped it
" with a spikelike stone implement, which was dipped in cold water,
flint, and the necessary stroke given."
A
rough stone was used to grind points and edges into shape.
A remarkable account of the use of fire in chipping flint implements is furnished by Thomas H. Eraser, who states in a recent

placed quickly on the hot

publication that he

was informed by Chief Paul,

tlie liead of a remnant of tlie IMie-mac tribe,
northern coast of Nova Scotia, that in his grantlfather's time,
flint arrow-heads were made by the systematic application of fire and water,
and I still have in my possession an arrow-head made according to the process
described by him.

resident on

tlie

2

FowkP, Archrpological History of Ohio, pp. 022-G23.
Schumacher, Methods of ^Makins Stone Weapons, p. 547.

3

Miller,

1
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This author also describes in detail a method of arrowhead making
employed by the Seri Indians of western Sonora, Mexico
I watched this particular artist for several hours, until he had completed
an arrow-head that now reposes in my desk, and here is a description of the

manner of his labor. Putting three small pieces of Hint among the coals of a
hot fire on the ground, he places a small stone basin containing a little water
within his reach beside this are placed several straws or reeds of different
sizes, together with a few smaller stems of native grass.
I'resently the first
;

is dragged out upon a flat stone by means of a
and as the end of the larger straw or reed is dipped in the basin,
it will be observed that a drop of water clings thereto; this is lightly touched
to the thoroughly heated stone and a small chip flies from the surface.
This
performance is repeated with astonishing rapidity, until the stone refuses to
respond to the touch, when it is returned to the fire and the second stone is
treated in the same way, the chips always flying fast and furious. As the work
progresses, and the stones are reduced in size and begin to assume the required
shape, smaller straws are used, until the final pointing, sharpening, and smoothing is done with the small grasses that pick up a very tiny drop of water and
safely remove a very diminutive cliip.'

piece of flint placed in the fire

hooked

stick,

That

several hours should have been

consumed

cult to understand, considering the rapidity with

work

in the

is diffi-

which the work was

A much shorter time would ordinarily be required
producing a like result with hammerstone and bone flaker. A
small arrowhead can be made from a good quality of stone in a few
carried forward.
in

minutes, while larger ones usually require a somewhat longer time.
According to Wilfred Powell, a most remarkable process was em-

ployed in perforating stone club heads by the natives of

His account

is

The native
fire

hot.

first

Britain.

takes a piece of suitnlile granite, which he places in a slow

of cocoa-nut shells, which give an innnense heat, and allows

He

New

as follows

it

to

become red

by the aid of a split bamboo in the place of tongs, removes it
and begins to drop water on it drop by drop, each drop falling

then,

from the fire
exactly on the same place.
That portion of the stone on which the water falls I)egins to

fly and crack
then repeats the operation, until
an irregular hole is formed through the center he then fixes a stick through it
and takes it off to a place where there is a large granite rock in whicli is a dent
like a small basin.
He hits the stone upon the rock until all the rough corners
are knocked off and it is worn fairly round then takes the end of the stick,
and pressing the stone down into the hollow of the rock makes the stick revolve
rapidly between his hands, weighting it with other stones fastened to the top
of the stick, until that side of the stone is worn perfectly smooth and round.
He then shifts the other side of the stone downward and works at that until
both are smootli and even, choosing a handle of tough wood, about four feet
long, on to which he fixes the stone with gum from tlie bread-fruit tree, leaving
about four inches protruding at one end beyond the stone.*
off,

until the heat has gone out of the stone.

He
;

;

1

2

Fraser, Touching Aboriginal History, p. 68.
Powell, Wanderings in a Wild Country, pp. lGl-162.

XXXVI. CUSHING'S ACCOUNT OF SHAPING PEOCESSES

THE

following very interesting account of the flint-working
is extracted from F. H. Cushing's memoir entitled
" The Arrow." It appears that this account does not relate
to the stone-shaping work of any particular tribe but is rather a
composite account, embodying all the processes familiar to Mr. Cushprocesses

had intimate acquaintance with the aboriginal handicrafts,
extensively and with exceptional acumen in every
experimented
and
known
to him.
process
of
kind
ing, wdio

Smithsonian or lived in Zuui I had elaborated from
have chronicled here, some seven or eight totally distinct
methods of working flintlike substances with Stone Age apparatus, and subsequently have found that all save two of those processes were al)solutely similar
to processes now known to have been sometime in vogue with one people or
Lone: before

I

wont

the simple beginning

to the

I

another of the ancient world.
They first sought the material, mined
.

.

.

arduously from buried ledges with
preferably, when the country
afforded, sought it in banks of bowlder pebbles, digging such
[QuaiTjing]
as were fit freshly from the soil, if possible, and at once
blocking out from them, blanks for their blades by splitting the pebbles into
suitable spalls, not by free-handed percussion, but by holding them edgewise on
a hard base and hitting them sharply and almost directly on
[Making Spalls]
the peripheries, but with a one-sided twist or turn of the
maul or battering stone with each deft stroke. The spalls,
sometimes 20 from a single cobble or block of moderate size, were with almost
incredible rapidity trimmed to the leaf-shape basis of all primitive chipped
tools by knapping them with a horn, bone, or very soft, tough, granular stone
fire,

mauls,

and

it

skids,

or

hanuner mounted in a light handle. For this the spall was
placed flatwise on the knee or on a padded hammer stone,
so called, and held down by the base of the thumb of one
hand and rapidly struck along the edge transversel.v and obliquely to its axis
lengthwise, with the outwardly twisting kind of blows used in the splitting.
The blanks thus formed were then carried home for leisurely or opportune
finishing, and carefully buried in damp soil, not to hide them, as has been
usually suitposed, Init to keep them even-tempered or uniformly
saturated ("full of sap and life" these ancients thought);
[Transportation]
whence the so-called caches of numerous leaf -shape blades
which are now and then found, for example, throughout old Indian ranges.
In finally forming arrow points from these trinuned blanks, the smallest
of them only were chosen.
The first care in fashioning one of these was to
remove protuberant points from its edge and sides and to thin it down by
[Roughing Out]
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several ways,

usually by clamping it in a folded pad of buckskin under
[Use of Hammer
^^le knee against a hammer stone (anvil stone) or notched
wooden block, so that the projecting edge rested over the
margin or else over the pit of the stone, or notch if a block or log were used
and with one hand holding the point of the pitching tool very lightly and
slantingly and at a wide angle against or just over the points to be chipped,
sharply tapping the tool with a maul or with a knapping hammer. Thus the
blade was quickly thinned down and made almost even edged. It was now
further shaped, sharpened, nocked, or barbed or serrated,
[Speciahzing with
according to intended use, and tanged with a rounded, flat
a Bone]
bodkin of horn (seized to a stick or handle for leverage at
one end and tapering therefrom to a curved, blunt point), either by laying it

on a folded buckskin, over the hollow of a hammer stone or the palm of
the left hand, pressing it downward along the edges at nearly right angles,
and always slantingly to its length, or else holding it edge up between the
thumb and all the fingers of the left hand and freely flaking it, with the rod
held in the right hand, with handle braced against the ribs for steadying, by
pressing the sharp edges until they caught in the point or blade of the bodkin,
and twistingly wrenching them off by a most dextrous motion, which I can
exhibit but not adequately describe or illustrate.
All this sounds complicated and tedious, but I have succeeded, from the
time I found a suitable pebble of fine-grained, ringing, cold, and fresh quartzite,
in making seven finished knife and arrow blades in exactly 38 minutes, and
I have often made from obsidian or glass a very small and delicate arrow
point the most easily made, by the way in less than 2 minutes.*

—

—

1

dishing, The Arrow, pp. 205-210.

38657°— 19— Bull.

GO, pt

i
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